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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Welsh character in Renaissance drama reflects and/or promulgates a
stereotype, reflects English discomfort with their Welsh neighbors and the ambivalence
that the English felt for the Welsh, and shows the changing status of Wales and the
Welsh in England during the late years of Elizabeth Tudor's reign (1557-1603) and the
reigns of James I (1603-1625) and Charies I. The Acts of Union,' integrafing Wales into
England, initiated a transition of the status of the Welsh in Renaissance England from
foreigners to legally recognized English subjects. The Acts created a new situation,
calling for new reacfions: the ambiguity of the new Welsh position in English societ>'
created a more complicated set of possible reactions than had been necessary before the
Acts of Union. The Acts of Union can be compared to the Renaissance marital union:
Wales is cast as the wife, who is legally bound to her husband, England, but who does
not have equal voice or rights and who must always recognize the superordination of her
husband. This analogy fits the evidence of the English attitudes as shown in the dramas.
English reactions to the Welsh varied from accepting and even admiring the
ancient Welsh as the original inhabitants of the island and heirs of a history that the
' Commonly referred to as the Act of Union, the Acts were a series of royal
decrees which imposed English administrative practices and jurispmdence on Wales.
Making Welshmen cifizens of the kingdom with constitutional rights, imposing English
law and the English shire system, declaring English the official language of Wales, and
curbing the powers of the Marcher Lords, the Acts also provided for Welsh
representafion in Parliament. Beginning in 1535 with "An Act for making of Justices of
Peace in Wales" (St. 27 Hen. VIII, c.5), the series of Acts concluded in 1543 with "An

English wished to incorporate in their own national mythology, to negatively stereot\ping
the Welsh as farcically subordinate and inferior to the English. Acfive hosfilit\' on the
part of the English toward the Welsh is rare in the literature, but varying degrees of
tolerance and acceptance are evident. In addition, the Tudor Welsh heritage of Elizabeth
(1557-1603) and James I's (1603-1625) acknowledgment of his own Welsh ancestry and
his use of the incorporation of Wales as a pattern for his project of incorporating
Scotland into the English state created a political climate in which things Welsh were
politically charged. Treatment of the Welsh in drama reflects the ambivalence and
varying reactions of the English. Many playwrights sanction and promote the stereotype
of the Welsh, while the portrayal of the Welsh reflects the changing political climate as it
moves from generally affectionate and amused toward a more pejorative treatment. The
ambiguous status of the Welsh in English society places them in a middle position
between "tme" English and foreigners, a position that becomes more negatively viewed
in the reign of Charles I.
Although two older studies, (J. O. Bartley's Teague, Shenkin and Sawney: Being
an Historical Study of the Earliest Irish. Welsh and Scottish Characters in English Plavs.
[Cork: Cork UP, 1954] and Frederick J. Harries' Shakespeare and the Welsh [London: T.
Fisher Unwin, 1919]), address the Welsh stock character, neither had the benefit of
recent crifical developments in literary studies and psychology. Bartley and Hames note
some of the plays containing Welsh characters and some of the characterisfics of the
stock characters displayed in each; they were unable to examine the cultural and political

act for certain ordinances in the king's domain and principalit} of Wales" (St. 34/35 Hen.
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implications of the portrayals of Welsh characters or the reflection of social and political
changes in those portrayals. Although some articles discuss the Welsh character in the
drama of the period, no in-depth study of the Welsh character as a stereotype or in
relation to the political and social culture itself has been undertaken until now. No one
has recognized the changing treatment of the stereotype; no critic has recognized all the
attributes exhibited by the stock character. While the Welsh character in the drama of
the period is seldom one around whom a drama is focused, a study of the attitudes of the
crown and the society as they are reflected in the treatment of the Welsh character offers
insight into the political situation of these marginal Celtic peoples in England at the time.
The frequent but usually subordinate appearances of the Welsh in drama can be
understood to reflect their marginalized and unstable status in English society and and to
reflect changes in English attitudes and in the attitudes of the court.
Critics have oversimplified the stereotype of the Welsh in a variety of ways,
leading to a dismissive and inaccurate view of the characters. The oversimplifications
include hasty generalizations based on individual characters, who are examined in
isolation outside the context of the overall dramatic treatment of the Welsh during the
period. The most common of these generalizations is the tendency of critics to conflate
the Welsh character with those of the Irish and Scots, a practice that simply cannot be
justified by the evidence of the plays. Critics have accepted the caricature provided by
Bartley, whose profile of the stock Welshman is drawn from a limited number of plays.

VllI, c.26, 1542-43) (C. H. Williams 554-62).

This caricature portrays the stage Welsh man as monolithic and unchanging, neither of
which is supported by the actual treatment of the character in the plays.
In fact, no one has previously compiled and collated the numerous Welsh
references, allusions, and characters in the plays, so an intertextual study has not been
possible. Creating a taxonomy makes possible a careful examination of the plays that
employ the Welsh in order to correct the earlier oversimplifications. Byfittingthe
individual appearances of the stereotype into the larger context of its appearance in
Elizabethan, Jacobean, and Caroline plays, one discovers a gradual, but radical shift in
the handling of the character. The Welsh character emerges as a reflection of English
attitudes toward questions of national identity, particularly as those questions are
partially defined by the relafionship of the English with others. The handling of the
stereotype, particularly, helps to expose the underlying views of the English crown and
the English nation: it reflects the crown's agenda concerning Wales in its unique status
as the first outside entity incorporated into the English nation at a time when expansion
of English power and influence was fast becoming a preoccupation. English
ambivalence toward the contemporary Welsh, as reflected in the use of the stereotyped
Welshman on the English stage, is a product of the tension created by the incorporation
of Welsh mythology into the narration of English history, the polifical climate, and the
increasing presence of contemporary Welshmen in English society. The incomplete
treatment of the stereotypical Welsh character by earlier critics fails to account for this
subtle and significant development.

Understanding the use of the Welsh stock character requires the definition of the
stereotype and the examination of individual stock characters in order to determine how
they relate to the general definition. Characters in drama may be either simple typed or
stock characters, or they may be individualized. Most characters, however, are a mixture
of stock and individual traits. In Renaissance drama, the Welshman frequently appears
as a stock character, and the playwrights, to varying extents, individualize him. The stock
character was not a new concept in Renaissance drama, but dated from Greek and Roman
comedy, and allowed the playwright to simplify: "to capture easily recognizable types of
human foolishness. Stereotypical characters display general types of behavior outwardly
noted by their dress and physical appearance" (Barranger 310). In order to become a
stock character, the Welshman had to appear and behave in ways recognizable as Welsh
by the audience; the stock character is thus a stereotype shared by the playwright and
audience.
While recognition of the existence of stock characters is ancient, the concept of
stereotyping is relatively new. A stereotype is a generalization from perceived individual
differences that are mentally reproduced, oversimplified, affective, and uncritical. The
stock character is affective, meaning that its use by the English playwrights both
expressed and produced an attitude in audiences. The attitude expressed and produced
changed over the nearly half a century covered by this study.
Walter Lippman originally defined the concept of the stereotype in Public
Opinion in 1922. He argues that people respond, not to objective reality, but to the
representafion of reality in their minds. "The real environment is altogether too big, too

complex, and too fleeting for direct acquaintance. We are not equipped to deal with so
much subfiety, so much variety, so many permutations and combinations.... To traverse
the world men must have maps of the world" (10-11). A stereotype provides an easier
way to organize the world aroimd one than individualizing every person one meets. As
more and more Welsh entered English society, the English tended more and more to
stereotype them, simplifying their world by putting and keeping the Welsh in a
recognizable and comfortably (for the English) inferior niche.
Social cognition, however, is not the only factor in a stereotype; the stereotype
has affective as well as cognitive functions. Jacques-Phillipe Leyens, Vincent Yzerbyt,
and Georges Schadron define stereotypes as "shared beliefs about person[al] attributes,
usually personality traits, but often also behaviours, of a group of people'" (11). They add
that "To use a given stereotype is to consider that all members of a category such as an
ethnic group share the attributes embedded in the stereotype" (11). Rupert Brown points
out that social categorization (stereotyping) is necessary before prejudice can occur, but
that stereotyping itself is not necessarily pathological, because "the world is simply too
complex a place for us to be able to survive without some means of simplifying and
ordering it firsf (41), as Lippman had maintained. Because stereotyping is affective, the
use of the stereotype in a medium, in this case the drama, creates a possibility for
prejudice, but does not create the necessity for prejudice.
Some of what has been learned about stereotyping is particularly relevant to this
study One such is the "kernel of tmth" concept. According to this concept, a stereotype
is an exaggeration of reality, not a contradiction of reality. Each attribute of a stereotype.

then, should have some basis in the behavior, charactensfics, and attributes of the group
stereotyped. Applying this idea to the Welsh stereotypical character uncovers the bases
in objective reality for the stereotype.
A second facet of stereotyping which is important for this study is that
"differences within the categories will be attenuated" (Brown 42), which means that
"members of different groups will be seen as more different from each other than the\'
really are whilst members of the same group will be seen as more similar" (43/44). Thus
the stereotype Welshman is seen as more different from the Englishman than he actualh
is, while Welshmen are seen as more like one another than they really are. Thus, if a
character is stereotyped, that character will be perceived as having all the attributes of the
stereotype, whether or not those attributes are actually evident and whether or not most
members of a given group actually display the attributes (Leyens et al. 29).
Third, a stereotype characterisfic may be held to be tme even though the majority
of the stereotyped group may not share the characteristic; the stereotyped characteristic
"has to be perceived more frequently in the group under scmtiny than in the general
population" (Leyens et al. 29). An example of this applicafion of stereotyping is the
Welshman as beggar; while most of the Welshman a Renaissance Englishmen met may
not have been beggars, the Englishman perceived that there were more Welsh beggars
than the total number of Welshman seemed to warrant.
The plays create, as well as reflect, the Welsh stereotype. Leyens et al. note that
"stereotypes either derive from the direct observation of the differences among various
groups in a given society or are a consequence of exposure to media and other channels

of information, most notably via social leaming and social interacfion" (40). In the case
of the Welsh stock character, direct observation may have been the origin of the
stereotype, but the plays themselves become a medium for its transmission as the
stereotypical Welshman becomes the stock Welshman of the stage, whose depiction
deteriorates as the polifical climate changes.
Treatment of the Welsh stereotype in drama evolves during the reigns of three
monarchs. The playwrights' awareness of Elizabeth's Welsh heritage created a degree of
caution in treafing the Welsh during her reign. While Reginald Coupland (1954) says,
"There was little, if any, Welsh national senfiment in [Henry VIII's] Welsh blood," and
that Henry sought cultural assimilation as well as political assimilation of the Welsh (49),
while Elizabeth, like her father, virtually ignored the Welsh heritage of the Tudor
dynasty, her subjects were aware of her Welsh roots and pmdently avoided radically
harsh treatment of the Welsh in drama. The Stuart era brought a shift in official attitude
toward Wales and the Welsh: James I used the incorporation of Wales to exemplify a
pattern of successful integration, a pattern for the annexafion of Scotland. Claire
McEachem discusses the use pro-unionists made of Wales as a model, quoting a
supporter: "'Wales is Englished, a country whose riches did not woe us, nor her power,
nor the fertility of the soyle, but the discommodities that we might receive of them
whilest they were held as Aliens, being matter to feed discontented or ambitious plots""
(Comwallis, The Miraculous and Happie Union sig. D4v-Elr, qtd. Poetics 189). To the
English, the incorporafion of Wales exemplified "successful cultural assimilafion"' (189).
To Michael Drayton , "the stmggle between England and Wales for Lundy is both a
8

synecdoche of current Brifish union-Lundy as Britain-but also afigureof the previous
one-Lundy as Wales-and meant to serve as a model for the current one: Scotland as
Wales" (190). James's adoption of Wales as a pattern for his personal agenda, i.e.. the
integrafion of Scotland, influenced the treatment of the Welsh in drama, because
denigrafing the Welsh as English subjects undermined James' promotion of the Scottish
union. Such an undermining was not politically wise, and the Welsh stereotype became
politically charged in a way that had previously not been evident.
No evidence exists, however, that Charles I evinced any positive attitude toward
the Welsh, and the dramas during his reign treated the Welsh as more and more farcical
and ridiculous. Charles, unlike his father, felt no particular affection for his Scottish
subjects and had no agenda for uniting his Scottish realm with his English one. As Stuart
E. Prall and David Harris Willson indicate, "Charles handled his Scottish subjects in so
highhanded a manner that he slowly drove them into rebellion" (366). His Act of
Revocation, 1625, recalled all royal grants of land since 1540, alienating the wealthy
Scots; he imposed English church ritual on the Scottish church in 1633, further
alienating his Scottish subjects and preparing the way for the serious rebellion in
Scotland in 1637. Thus, any deterrent the Crown might have created to denigrating the
Welsh when James held the Welsh integration into England as a pattern for Scottish
integrafion was no longer a political impediment to pejorative depictions of the Welsh.
English attitudes toward the Welsh were further complicated by the English
desire to incorporate Welsh history into the history of England, giving Britain more
ancient roots by claiming the Arthurian legends. David J. Baker affirms this English

attitude: "There is an obvious nationalist motive at work here for English writers who
wish to appropriate a wider heritage for their own ends.... English writers rigorously
excluded other peoples and nationalities from [their] privileged domain . . . denying other
forms of cultural identity the right to exist within the boundaries of the [English] state"
(11). The English writer would claim for England the historical heritage of the Welsh,
while at the same time denying the equality of the contemporary Welshman's claim.
The Welsh were unique among groups outside the English patriarchy, in that they
were politically integrated into English society a short time earlier. The Scots and Irish
were still foreign and alien, but the Welsh were in a polifical and social transition from
being foreign or alien to being English. Their cultural differences, however, still set
them apart from their English fellows. The Welsh occupied a middle ground between the
English and tme foreigners, a position that a number of listings of nationalities in the
plays reflect.^
A common Renaissance view of the universe, the Great Chain of Being, perceives
reality in a hierarchical continuum of all nature, including man. Within each level of the
Great Chain are subordinate levels, creating a series of steps from Satan to God (Tillyard,
Elizabethan 25). In every link or class is a premier entity, such as the dolphin among
fish, the eagle among birds, and the lion among beasts (27), since the "principle of
unilinear gradafion" assumes the qualitative continuity of forms within the class (Lovejoy

^David Beers Quinn indicates the reason for English ambivalence: "their
willingness to accept English mle, and all the major socio-agricultural customs that went
with it, was the main criterion for the acceptance or rejection of the non-English groups'
(8). The Welsh, as a group integrated into the English state, accepted English mle in a
way that neither the Scots nor the Irish did.
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59). It appears that a natural derivafion of this hierarchical view of nature is the
superiority of one people over another, i.e., the English are superior to the Welsh; the
Welsh are superior to tme foreigners. The Welsh may be part of England and owe
allegiance to the English crown (the idea of viewing someone as a fellow cifizen rather
than a fellow subject does not seem to have occurred to anyone yet), but they are not the
same people, racially or culturally, not a tme part of the Renaissance "mainstream'" as
seen by the English. This hierarchical bias permeated English thought and seems to
justify their assumed superiority to the Welsh and the supenonty of the Welsh to
foreigners.
The assimilafion of the Welsh into English society was a slow process. It
becomes obvious that the English still, nearly a century after the Acts of Union (15351543), considered the Welsh foreign, or as W. Ogwen Williams says, "London cifizens in
the reign of James I (1603-1625) still accounted Wales 'out of England'" (71). The Acts
of Union, however, altered the political background for this thinking and opened the
route to England for the Welsh. As Williams continues, "The road to England now lay
more open than ever before and it was seen to lead towards alluring prospects of matenal
success and social advancement. The economy of Tudor England was relatively
prosperous and expanding whilst that of Wales was, by comparison, impoverished * (79).
Many sons of the Welsh gentry, particularly, joined the refinues of noble households in
England, "the English nobility in the sixteenth and early seventeenth century being
particularly fond of maintaining large refinues, a form of conspicuous expenditure which

See Appendix G.
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compensated them in part for their loss of polifical power" (80). This increase of
retinues created openings for the Welsh gentry who migrated to England. Humphre>
Llwyd commented on this phenomenon in 1573, saying that many Welsh were "applying
them selues . . . to the semice of noble men . . . So that you shall find but few noble men
in England, but the greater parte of their retinew (wherin Englishmen excede all other
nations) are welsh men home" (6or). Meanwhile, the most poverty-stricken of the Welsh
also migrated, seeking a better life. Thus the emigres tended to be from both the gentry
and the lowest levels of Welsh society. The English stereotyped these "foreign"
intmders, however, as a group, and assigned them a lower to middle status on the social
ladder which recognized their presence in English society, but highlighted their
differences.
The Welsh occupy an intermediate position m the ladder of importance, status,
and rank, because they have become part of the English nation, but retain their cultural
differences. Superior to outsiders who are not part of England, the Welsh were still not
admitted into English social life as equals. The Welsh are never cast as the worst of the
rascals nor as the most successful of the exemplary characters. They sometimes appear
in history plays as characters of posifive historic significance; on the other hand, they are
often seen in comedies as aliens, laughable but lovable minor characters. As cifizens of
the English nafion, they appear in masques as loyal and loving subjects of the mler of a
united country, to enhance the mler's majesty and importance. They must, certainly, be
included in ttibutes to a queen who has Welsh ancestry or a king who holds up the
integration of Wales as a pattern for the integration of Scotland that he eamestly desires.
12

The Welsh stock character m Renaissance drama gradually becomes a
degenerates as a stereotype, reflecting the changing polifical and social milieu. His
speech, personality, appearance, and occupation are stereotyped, as are the attributes with
which he is nationalized; however, the stereotypical attributes that are handled gently in
the early plays are exaggerated and treated more negatively when decreasing political
considerafions influence the portrayal of the Welsh. The ambivalence inherent in the
contemporary social and political Welsh-English relationship manifests itself in the
varying depictions, as the playwrights employ various attributes to limn their Welsh
characters within the allowable limits of the current ruler's agenda.
While many attributes of the stock character are peripheral to the central purpose
of this study, they are included in appendices to provide a more complete taxonomy of
those attributes than has previously been available. This compilation is offered for the
benefit of scholars who are spared the labor of identifying and tabulating the instances
and details of Welsh appearances on the Renaissance stage.
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CHAPTER II
SHAKESPEARE AND THE WELSH
When Parson Evans walks onto the stage in 1597, he enters as a fully developed
stock Welshman, with few recognizable ancestors."^ Evidence suggests that the culture
recognized the stereotype, but it is not developed in any extant play written before Merry
Wives of Windsor. Shakespeare's own Welsh Owen Glendower in I Henry IV shows no
family resemblance to the stock character. Fluellen, in Henry V, Shakespeare's third
major Welsh character, will resolve the conflicts in Shakespeare's attitude toward the
Welsh; however, later playwrights adopt the stock characteristics of Shakespeare's
Evans, not those of the rebellious Welsh peer or the fully developed and rounded
Fluellen.
Shakespeare's three major Welsh characters each represent a different view of the
Welsh;^ I Henry IV (1596) introduces Owen Glendower, the historic noble Welshman in
rebellion against the English king; Merry Wives of Windsor (1597) brings Parson Evans
to the stage as an amusing character; Fluellen, the entertaining but fully individualized
and loyal Welshman, serves the English king well and intelligently while retaining his

^ The anonymous A Knack to Know a Knave (1592) shows Honesty disguising
himself as a dialect-speaking country Welshman to trap a conycatcher. In Thomas
Nashe's, Summer's Last Will and Testament (1592), Will Summer tells an anecdote in
which he imitates a Welsh dialect. A brief appearance by a dialect-speaking Welshman
with several stereotypical attributes occurs in Thomas Heywood's The Royall King and
the Lovall Subject (1592).
^ Shakespeare includes a Welshman in Richard III (1592) by introducing the
Prince of Wales' Welsh tutor among the ghosts of those who castigate the doomed king,
but no menfion is made of his Welsh backgroimd. Other minor characters are Welsh only
in name.
14

comic persona in Henry V (1599). Shakespeare's development of common Welsh
characters, from the flat Parson to the personable Fluellen, was not followed by later and
lesser playwrights, who rarely individualized their Welsh characters. As Shakespeare
develops his Welshmen, he moves from treatment of them as rebellious outsiders in
conflict with the English in Glendower to an acceptance of the Welsh as fully
participating and contributing (though idiosyncratic) English subjects in Fluellen.
However, Shakespeare glorifies the Welsh in a 1609 play, Cymbehne, creating noble
Welsh characters and a Welsh setting that seem to be more in keeping with court
masques than the comedies appearing on the stage at the time. In subsequent dramas
during later reigns, affection and acceptance decline and disappear by the mle of Charles
II (1660-1685), who himself felt no affecfion for nor investment in the Welsh.
Many qualities of the stock character first appear on the stage in Shakespeare's
Welsh characters, although evidence from non-dramatic texts illustrates their existence in
the culture, evidence shown in the discussions of individual attributes. Examples include
early links with such diverse attributes as goats, music, mountains, emdition, flannel and
frieze, boasting and pride, pugnacity, and peculiar dietary preferences. Shakespeare
presents two of the first Welsh characters in currently extant plays who speak Welsh
dialect. Parson Evans and Fluellen, and develops Evans' dialect with many of the
features that were to define Welsh dialect throughout the period. Therefore, as far as we
can tell from the existing plays, many of the attributes and characterisfics of the stock
Welshman of the late Elizabethan and Stuart stage are introduced by Shakespeare.

15

Like other noble Welshmen in the early history plays, Owen Glendower, the
rebellious peer of I Henry IV, is an English-educated noble who is only peripheralh
nationalized, if at all. Shakespeare is the only playwright who presents the Welsh prince
as a major character in a known history play. He is first introduced m Richard II (1595),
but only indirectly. An unidentified Welsh captain delivers the news to Salisbury that
Richard'stt-oopshave disbanded and abandoned the field (2.4.7-17). Although this
Welsh captain is not identified in the text of the play, the next scene identifies Glendower
as the leader of thett-oopssupporting Richard when Bolingbroke, unaware that the Welsh
have dispersed, identifies their leader as Glendower: "Come, lords, away, / To fight with
Glendower and his complices" (3.1.42-43). It is the Welsh led by Glendower who, by
abandoning the field, unintentionally deliver Richard into the hands of Henry
Bolingbroke.
In I Henry IV, Glendower appears to be the Glendower of Mirror for Magistrates
(see Appendix E), but the characterization mutates in the play, creating ambiguity in the
portrayal of the character. The introduction of Glendower as the ignoble and barbaric
Welsh rebel of the Mirror for Magistrates alters somewhat as the play progresses.
Shakespeare is not content to present the Welshman as a profile in villainy; he undertakes
a depiction which goes beyond the flat character of the didactic text and creates a more
rounded, tme portrait of the Welsh prince. While Glendower is rebellious and, in his
arrogance and superstition, a trifle ridiculous, he also displays some positive traits. Not
confined to the image of the barbaric Welshman in rebellion against the English
portrayed in the histories, Shakespeare allows some praise of the character, e.g., Henr>'"s
16

respect for him as a soldier (1.3) and Mortimer's posifive remarks about his good
character (3.1.163 ff), and by giying him the positive attributes of refinement, valor,
generosity, and courtesy. This individualizing treatment of Glendower culminates in
Fluellen, who is both stereotyped and highly individual.
Shakespeare introduces Glendower in a highly negative context, in harmony with
the Mirror depicfion, when Westmoreland reports to Henry that Mortimer, whom Henry
had sent
Against the irregular and wild Glendower,
Was by the mde hands of that Welshman taken,
A thousand of his people butchered.
Upon whose dead corpse' there was such misuse.
Such beastly shameless transformation.
But those Welshwomen done as may not be
Without much shame retold or spoken of (1.1.40-46)
Glendower is "irregular and wild," has "mde hands," and his followers "butcher" English
troops. His people have shamelessly and bestially mutilated the corpses of brave English
dead, and "shame" is invoked by the mere mention of the incident. The picture of the
Welshman as a dishonorable opponent is emphasized by attributing the mutilations to
Welsh women, members of the nurturing sex, as the perpetrators of the "beastly
shameless" disfigurations (See Chapter VI). This introduction reflects the picture of
Glendower in the Mirror. This picture, however, is altered as the play progresses.
Besides his own actions and remarks, Glendower is characterized by others'
references to him, in which he emerges as a formidable, if barbaric, enemy, a great
warrior. He is introduced as such by Westmoreland and is "damn'd" to Henry, and
"greaf' to Hotspur, who will later taunt the Welshman himself Shakespeare uses
17

demonic language repeatedly in cormection with the Welsh prince. Henry inttoduces this
pattern when he comments on Mortimer in relation to "that great magician, damn'd
Glendower" (1.3.83). When Hotspur assures Henry that Mortimer fought "great
Glendower" bravely (1.3.100-03) and contends that the bloody battle resulted in wounds
that should not be slandered by talk of revolt, the king insists that "He durst as well have
met the devil alone / As Owen Glendower for an enemy" (1.3.116-17). Falstaff
contributes to this pattern: "he of Wales that gave Amamon the bastinado and made
Lucifer cuckold and swore the devil his tme liegeman upon the cross of a Welsh hook What a plague call you him?" (2.4.336-39)^ and "Thou being heir-apparent, could the
world pick thee out three such enemies again as that fiend Douglas, that spirit Percy, and
that devil Glendower?" (4.2.366-69). Glendower's insistence that he can teach Hotspur
to "command the devil" constitutes sfill another association of Glendower with the devil.
Hotspur continues the linguistic demonization of the Welshman: "And I can teach thee,
coz, to shame the devil / By telling tmth: tell tmth and shame the devil" (3.1.57-58).
Hotspur associates Glendower wath the devil with the added implication that Glendower
is a liar, his most provocative statement yet. Glendower ignores the provocation and
turns his attention to Henry IV, whom, he reminds the Englishman, he has fought three
fimes, and three fimes "have I sent him / Bootless home and weather-beaten back'"
(3.1.63-66). Hotspur irritably takes the remark literally and sarcasfically comments:

^ Falstaff forgets Glendower's name, or pretends to do so, asking, "what a plague
call you him?" and belittling the Welshman (2.4.339). While forgetting a name relegates
the named to insignificance, the Welsh later have their revenge for Falstaff s
forgetfiilness of Glendower's name when, in Henry V, Fluellen forgets Falstaff s name
(4.7.49-50).
18

"Home without boots, and in foul weather too! / How scapes he agues, in the devil"s
name? (67-68). Thepattemof associating Glendower with the devil and with hell
continues unfil the scene with the wives in Act 3, at which time it ceases, except for
Falstaff s comment. This negative association then moderates as a gentler picture
emerges.
When Glendower appears as host to the rebel alliance in 3.1,^ his role as host
emphasizes his control and power. Shakespeare increases Glendower's importance
throughout the act, and the portrayal of Glendower begins its tum to the positive at this
point. Mortimer denies the previous portrayals by others as he calls Glendower "a
worthy genfieman" who is "Exceedingly well read," valiant as a lion," "wondrous
affable, and as bounfiful As mines of India" (3.1.163-68), but dangerous to cross. This
"worthy gentleman" is quite a different character than the devil of the statements made
about him; these particular virtues are just those which the Welsh bards attribute to
Glendower, and the virtues for which the historic Glendower receives credit in modem
histories. That Mortimer praises Glendower as "valiant as a lion" alludes to the earlier

Glendower acts as host throughout the scene. The setting is unclear, since
historical incidents are mixed; Glendower's principal residence was Sycharth, but he
took his name from Glendyfrdwy, his estate about six miles east of Llangollen. The
name comes from the words for "glen of the water Dee" (Walker 167). Both his homes,
with other of his holdings, were destroyed and burned in 1403 by Prince Henry (174);
Harlech Castle was his principal residence and the scene of his court after he seized it in
1404 (Saccio 46). Glendower captured Mortimer in 1400; the conflict between the
Percies and Henry over Mortimer's ransom built up in 1403 to the battle in which
Hotspur was killed. It was in 1405 that the Northimiberland, Mortimer, Glendower
tripartite indenture was agreed upon. Therefore, the meeting, which, in the play,
contains elements of the 1403 and 1405 events, may be supposed to occur at Harlech
Casfie.
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speech concerning the prophecies in which the lion relates to the Percies, so Mortimer is
telling Hotspur that Glendower is as brave and warrior-like as Hotspur himself
In this scene, Glendower is in conflict with Hotspur, who has served as a foil for
Prince Hal. Since Prince Hal is inttansitionto his role as mature king in the play,
Glendower's contrast to the yoimg English rebel is more positive than Glendower's role
gua rebel. Hotspur, the English rebel, is destined to be killed by the young prince, whose
public character undergoes a transformation in the course of the play, from the playboy
prince toward the thoughtful king of Henry V. Shakespeare's Hotspur has been held up,
even by Henry IV, as an ideal yoimg lord and warrior in conttast to Prince Hal; Hotspur
as the impudent, impulsive, and rather coarse soldier now is contrasted to Glendower, the
domestic, aesthetic, and civilized peer. Glendower's restraint, gentieness to his family,
and appreciation of the arts place him firmly on the side of the values Shakespeare
upholds in his other works. This shifting of relationships foreshadows later action, in
which Glendower fails to participate in the rebellion and Hal kills Hotspur as the first
outward action of his redeemed self
The shift towards a positive characterization of Glendower becomes evident in
the conflict over Glendower's talent for playing the harp and singing (3.1.121 -24). He
ignores Hotspur's acrimonious rejection of poetry and music and changes the subject.
This interchange places the Welsh on the side of the aesthetic, while the Englishman
appears to reject that area of himian experience. Shakespeare's attitude in other plays
indicates his support of Glendower in this exchange. The inability of either Glendower
or Hotspur to engage the audience's sympathies makes this a passage which delineates a
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conflict, but does not resolve it. Hotspur's rejection of English poetry coincides wdth his
rejection of Welsh music, so a nationalistic interpretation need not be placed on his
antipathy. The simple soldier persona he has adopted vis a vis Glendower seems barely
to contain his antagonism, which is to Glendower, not to the arts. Hotspur is glad he
cannot sing to a harp and would "rather be a kitten and cry mew" and hear "a brazen
canstick tum'd, / Or a dry wheel grate on the axle tree" than music and poetry, which is
"like the forc'd gait of a shuffling nag" (127-30). Glendower once more ignores a
statement apparently designed to annoy and insult him, as he has ignored the other
provocations. His behavior contrasts with the pugnacity and volatile temper attributed to
the stereotypical Welshman. This patience and forbearance in ignoring Hotspur's baiting
is echoed by Fluellen in Henry V, whofightsonly when "the time be fit and proper"
(Stoll 52), but later playwrights give their Welshmen unresttained expression, at least
verbal expression, to their pugnacious tendencies. Hotspur, in his discourteous abuse of
his host and his rejection of arts that he, as a courtier, should admire, places Glendower
in a superior position.
Shakespeare displays a knowledge of Welsh lore in the context surrounding
Glendower. Mortimer chides Hotspur for baiting the Welsh leader. Hotspur replies that
Glendower's discourses on prophecies anger him,^ and continues with a comparison of

^ Hotspur says:
I cannot choose. Sometimes he angers me
With telling me of the moldwarp and the ant,
Of the dreamer Meriin and his prophecies.
And of a dragon and afinlessfish,
A clip-wing'd griffm and a moulten raven,
A couching lion and a ramping cat,
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Glendower to "a tired horse, a railing wife," and "a smoky house" (3.1.158-59), a speech
incorporating an old Welsh proverb, "Three things will drive a man from home, a roof
that leaks, A house that reeks, A wife who scolds when'er she speaks" (Harries 99). This
allusion indicates Shakespeare's knowledge of the Welsh proverb.
The initial negative introduction of the Welshman is moderated as the play
progresses, when Mortimer praises him. Glendower's role in opposition to Hotspur, who

And such a deal of skimble-skamble stuff
As puts me from my faith. (3.1.146-53)
Holinshed states that "through a foolish credit given to a vain prophecy," the conspirators
believed "that Henry was a moldwarp (a mole) whose kingdom should be divided among
a wolf, a dragon, and a lion" (Brooke and Hemingway 3.1.149-53n). A Mirror for
Magistrates describes at length the "crafty dreamer" (162) who misled the rebels with his
talk of "a woilf, a Dragon, and a Lyon strong" (160), so that they sought out heralds who
"Drew downe such issues from old auncestours, / As proued these engignes to be surely
oures" (167-68). Thus provided with prophetic assurance of victory, the rebels are led to
false assurance of victory:
A prophet came (a vengeaunce take them all)
Affirming Henry to be Gog-magog,
Whom Merlin doth a mouldwarp ever call.
Accursed of God, that must be brought in thrall
By a wulf, a dragon, and a lyon strong.
Which shuld devide his kingdome them amonge. (156-61)
The variations common in folklore that has passed down through the oral tradition easily
account for the variations among these references to the prophecy. According to A. R.
Humphreys (1960), "[t]he dragon, lion, and boar (really the white wolf) were the crests
respectively of Glendower, Percy, and Mortimer" (3.1.143-47n), affirmed by John Dover
Wilson (161). The references to Meriin's prophecies is of interest for its insight into
Shakespeare's knowledge of Welsh lore. The moldwarp is symbolic of Henry IV
(Humphreys 3.1.143-47n). The ant is linked to a group of crippled animals: the finless
fish, the clip-winged griffin, and the moulten raven, who foreshadow Glendower's
crippling by either prophecy or time in the coming battle. The "couching lion" and the
"ramping cat" conflate the lion of the Percies with a cat. Did Glendower picture Hotspur
as a cat in contrast to his forefathers' lions? Or is the addition of the cat Hotspur's
derision of Glendower's remarks? "Couching" and "ramping" are generally seen as
"contemptuous perversions of the heraldic 'couchant' and 'rampant,' according to
Wilson (3.1-147-5 In), a usage which argues for the insertion of the cat as Hotspur's
derisive treatment of the matter.
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has served as a foil to the playboy Prince Henry and whom the prince will shortly kill as
part of his redemption, places Glendower in an ambiguous position between the prince
and Hotspur, or between the mler and the rebels, and prepares the audience for his nonappearance in the actual rebellion. The role of Mortimer as the husband in a
miscegenistic marriage that threatens English manhood dissipates much of the energy of
Mortimer's positive affirmations of Glendower.^
Glendower disappears after the family scene, since he does not participate in the
actual rebellion. He is mentioned again in 4.1, when Hotspur, in as poefic a speech as
Glendower has made, passionately looks forward to the battle, ending with "O that
Glendower were come!" (4.1.123). Hotspur now desires Glendower's presence,
indicating his recognition of the Welshman's valor and military expertise. Vernon
immediately reports that "There is more news: /1 leam'd in Worcester, as I rode along, /
He [cannot] draw his power this fourteen days" (4.1.124-26). This report, almost an
afterthought to what has gone before, but given in response to Hotspur's fervent desire
for the Welshman to arrive, is a straight report of fact. It is the Archbishop of York who
attributes Glendower's absence to superstition: "And what with Owen Glendower's
absence thence, / Who with them as a rated sinew too, / And comes not in, overml'd by
prophecies . . . " (4.4.16-18). Shakespeare gives the play's audience a choice of motives
for Glendower's absence at the battle: inability to rally his troops in time, or superstition.
The ambiguity of Glendower's presentafion is an early indication of not only English
reaction to Glendower himself, but of English reaction to the Welsh in general, as the

See Chapters III and VI.
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dramas following Shakespeare's play indicate a high level of ambivalence toward the
Welsh.
Glendower, although not appearing on the stage again, dominates the conclusion
of the play, another indication of the importance attached to him. In the conclusion, the
King announces that he and the prince will leave for Wales to subdue Glendower. It is
Hal's principality of Wales that must be reclaimed from the rebel Welshman, and he. in
his redeemed capacity, is called to participate in the reclamation: the king announces:
"Myself and you, son Harry, will towards Wales, / To fight with Glendower and the Earl
of March" (5.5.39-40). It is Glendower, the non-English, and Mortimer, the rebellious
claimant to the throne, that preoccupy the king, not the English rebels, Northumberland
and Scroop. Shakespeare has begun the play with the Welsh, placed the Welsh family
scene in the center, and ended the play with a reference again to the Welsh, giving
Glendower importance in the world of the play.
In 2 Henry IV, Glendower does not appear and is only mentioned twice. Lord
Hastings notes the division of Henry's forces, with one third seeking to subdue
Glendower (1.3.70-73), one third engaging the French, leaving only one third of his
forces available to face a new rebellion. Later, Warwick reports Glendower's alleged
death: "To comfort you the more, I have received / A certain instance that Glendower is
dead" (3.2.102-103). Historically, Glendower's fate is unknown, although he was offered
a pardon by Henry V many years later, so it is supposed he was alive and known to be
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so. ^^ The common belief is that he lived out his life peacefully in the home of one of his
daughters who had married into the Scudamore family.
References to him are rare and less positive than references to other Welsh
princes. Shakespeare's depiction of Glendower's part in Mortimer's mamage (Chapter
6) is threatening to the English partriarchal male. Furthermore, since Glendower's
followers castrate the corpses of English soldiers, an allusion to Glendower is an allusion
to the emasculation of Englishmen. Glendower's revolt against England becomes
particularly threatening in the male/female model of EnglishAVelsh relationships. In
addition, as the English broadened their historic base to include Welsh history, recalling
a Welsh rebel against English domination did not contribute to the political agenda, the
mle of the English over a united Great Britain. The ambiguity of Shakespeare's
Glendower, his social standing as a nobleman, and the efforts of the crown to establish a
unified Great Britain as the nafional self-portrait, all contributed to the inadvisability of
the extensive association of Glendower with later characters. Finally, the Tudors,
relafives of Glendower, participated in the revolt, making any mention of Glendower
politically charged through Elizabeth's reign. He is rarely menfioned in the dramas; only
two later plays, one by Ben Jonson and one by James Shiriey, mention Glendower.
In For the Honor of Wales (1618), Jonson links Glendower to Cadwallader and
Llewellyn when Jenkin lists Welsh heroes of Herculian dimension, with an added line of
description, "with a Welse hook and a goatskin on his back" (176). Jonson amasses most

^° "Henry V., the new king, who had taken Owain's remaining son into his own
service, twice offered the rebel leader a pardon but the old man was apparently too proud
to accepf (Gwyn A. Williams 112).
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of the Welsh atttibutes that the English connected with the Welsh stock character in the
masque and voids the subversion linked to Glendower by his Welsh characters' fulsome
praise of and loyalty to the English mler.
In James Shiriey's Love Tricks (1624), one scene (3.5) parodies Mirror for
Magistrates and its type; each participant must pretend that he is in hell and explain his
presence there. Each character offers an explanation that atttibutes his damnation to a
virtuous life. The Welshman, Jenkin, represents Glendower in this catalogue. His satinc
claim to virtue (which in this topsy-turvy game is his pass to hell), is that "her was
damn'd for her valour, andriddingthe urld of monsters, look you, dragons with seven
heads, and serpents with tails a mile long, pray you." Infortunio immediately calls Jenkin
"Owen Glandower." Jenkin replies that "Owen Glandower was her cousin, pray you."
This satire of the Mirror lampoons the Welsh as it parodies Glendower, whose claims to
occult powers in I Henry IV are echoed by Jenkin. Shirley's satire indicates that
Shakespeare's porttait of Glendower had become a part of the English cultural currency
and, whatever its ambiguities, had established Glendower as a braggart with exaggerated
ideas of his supernatural accomplishments.
Shakespeare's second major Welsh character. Parson Evans, appears the
following year in Merry Wives of Windsor. Evans presents on the stage many attributes
of the stock Welshman: dialect, a pugnacious and learned personality, dietary
preferences (cheese and metheglin), flannel and frieze, goats, mountains, and singing.
Shakespeare introduces the emdition of his Welsh stereotypical characters in the
portrayal of Parson Evans. In the most obvious of Parson Evans" misuses of the language
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to create humor, the scene in which the Parson is catechizing Will Page on his Latin
grammar; the multiple mistakes the tutor makes in English grammar conttast sharply
wdth the ideal of correct Latin grammar he is supposed to be propounding. Evans" lesson
supplies several puns to confuse Misttess Page, who hears his mispronunciation of hie,
haec, hoc, "hung, hang, hog." and replies, "'Hang-hog is for bacon, I warrant you"
(4.1.48).

In addition, she misconstmes other words as bawdy, as David Bevington

notes: "polecats, "prostitutes"; homm, "whores"; harum, "hare," "prostitute"; Jenny's
case, "a whore's pudendum, or "her pregnancy"; etc." (4.1.25n.). She scolds Evans for
teaching her son "to hick and to hack," which she interprets as "to drink and engage in
sex'"' (Bevington 4.1.61n.), "which they'll do fast enough of themselves," and to call
"homm," which she hears as "whores" (4.1.64). The English woman understand the
sexual allusion, but Evans does not. Sylvan Bamet interprets Evans' "It is qui, quae,
quod. If you forget your gui's, your quae's, and your quod's, you must be preeches" as
more bawdy word play: "Latin qu was pronounced k, giving rise to bawdy puns on keys =
penises, case = pudendum, cods = testicles" (4.1.474-75n). Finally, Evans'
mispronunciation of "vocative" as focative (4.1.51) adds further sexual word play by its
resonance with "flick." The bawdy language lesson incorporating dialect must have been
a successful scene, since Shakespeare repeats the device when Alice gives Katherine an
English lesson in Henry V. Evans bumbles into male sexuality through his

'' Sylvan Bamet explains this comment as "an allusion to a famous story of the
jurist Sir Nicholas Bacon who told a prisoner named Hog who tried to have his death
sentence commuted on ground of kindred that "You and I cannot be kindred unless you
are hanged; for Hog is not Bacon till it be well hanged" (46n).
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mispronunciations, i.e., accidentally and ineffectively, displaying the flaws in his
education and the problems raised by his dialect.
Besides inttoducing a number of the attributes that wall attach to the Welsh stock
character and providing humor, Evans' primary function in the play is to lead the
disciplining of Falstaff His conflict with Falstaff provides the climactic scene of the play
in which Evans conceives and directs the disciplining of the Englishman's misdeeds.
Evans appears in a drama that ttadition suggests was written in response to a request by
Queen Elizabeth that she see Falstaff in love; therefore, the thoroughly Anglicized thirdgeneration Tudor monarch could laugh at the cultural idiosyncrasies of the Welshman at
the same time she could appreciate the correction of the Englishman's misdeeds by the
Welshman, just as her grandfather, Henry VTI, had corrected the misdeeds of the English
king, Richard III. This correction of an English rogue by a Welshman is repeated in
Henry V when Fluellen disciplines Pistol, with the roles of Welshman and Englishman
emphasized as such.
Facets of the later stock characterization seem to derive from Shakespeare's
portrayal of Fluellen. Examples include his dialect, his pride, his occupation as a soldier,
his leamedness, and linkages to mountains. Saint David's day, the Trojans, Cadwallader,
and goats. Appearing in the same year as stock Welshmen in the anonymous Sir John
Oldcastle and Thomas Dekker, Henry Chettle, and William Haughton's Patient Grissill,
Fluellen is among the characters who help to establish the Welsh stereotype, while at the
same time that he embodies Shakespeare's depth of characterization.
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Shakespeare's Fluellen, in Henry V. in conttast to the ambiguous Glendower and
the comic Evans, is a character who has a distinct personality and positive individual
characteristics, such as loyalty to the English mler, pragmatic competence, and resttaint.
Fluellen is a completely fictional character who bears the name of two Welsh hero
princes, one of whom features in Peele's Edward I. ^^ The Tudor family tree can be
traced to Llewellyn and his followers, increasing the positive ambiance of Shakespeare's
Welsh captain's name.
The portrayal of Fluellen reflects the political situation. E. M. W. Tillyard (1946)
argues that the purpose of the Welshman in the play is to reinforce the Tudor myth:
Henry Tudor's claim to the English throne through his Welsh descent, i.e., from
Cadwallader, is validated by the loyalty of the Welsh captain (Shakespeare's 29). He
further relates Fluellen to the Tudor myth specifically: "In one historical matter Henry V
is unique in Shakespeare: its partiality to things Welsh refers obliquely to that side of the
Tudor myth .. .which Spenser and Wamer, among the poets, developed" (312), the

^•^ Andrew Gurr, editor of the 1992 Cambridge edition, opts to spell the name
Llewellyn: "The Shakespearean spelling of his name, which F renders as 'Fluellen' and
which Q makes into 'Flewellen', is phonetically very close to the modem 'Llewellyn',
which must therefore be the appropriate form to use in a modemised-spelling edition"
(63). Michael Cameron Andrews, citing E. K. Chambers (354), Charles Boyce (198),
and Harries (21) note that a Fluellen was associated with Shakespeare's father in
Stratford. Harries points out that John Shakespeare, along with Bardolph and Fluellen,
appeared in the 1592 list of recusants who failed to attend church monthly, in spite of the
law requiring such attendance (21). There is no way to know whether Shakespeare was
familiar wath the name through the Sttatford association, but that association is
suggestive. Fluellen or Llewellyn is a common Welsh name with historic associations.
Andrews argues for a further allusion in the name: Fluellen is the Welsh name for
Speedwell, "an efficacious herb" (355), in conttast to the leek, which in the 16* century,
was considered a "highly injurious planf (355), a contrast which is played upon when
Fluellen (Speedwell) forces Pistol to eat a leek (5.1).
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Tudor Welsh ancestry and its relation to a united Britain. If Fluellen's loyalty validates
the Tudor myth, it also validates the later Stuart claim to the throne, since James I
utilized descent from the Welsh prince Cadwallader, also, to reinforce his claim to the
English throne. The issue of Welsh loyalty might be challenged in other plays, but this
eariy character establishes the presumption of loyalty for the Welsh character. While he
is one of a group of Celtic captains, Fluellen occupies a unique pivotal position between
the other captains and the English.
Critics have generally agreed that his presence, along with that of the Scots and
Irish captains, represents the uniting of the British Isles under Henry V and suggests a
contemporary unification under Elizabeth. ^^ While his role coincides with that of the
other captains, Fluellen is separated from them by his more developed role and his
intimacy with the king, and in his intermediate role between the English and the other
Celts, Fluellen occupies the middle ground to be filled by Welsh characters throughout
the years leading to the Civil War.
Just as Fluellen occupies a central position between the King and the captains of
the other Celtic fringe nationalities, he also stands between the king and the English
rogues. One role that Fluellen fills is that of punishing the final members of Prince Hal's
disreputable companions from the Henry IV plays. At the siege of Harfleur, Henry V has
made his "Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more" speech, calling on "you

^^ Frederick J. Harries (1919) is an early advocate of this view (162), and Alvin
Keman (292), David Quint (51), David Cairns and Shaun Richards (9), Joan Rees (29)
Stephen J. Greenblatt (106), Claire McEachem (Henry 44), and David J. Baker (21)
support Harries, placing the Welsh and other Britons in the role of support for English
nationalism.
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[noblest] English"(3.1.17). Immediately, Nym, Bardolph, Pistol, and the boy appear,
wdth Bardolph echoing the king, "On, on, on, on, on! To the breach, to the breach!"
while none of the band moves to engage the enemy. The conttast between Henry "s
"noblest English" and the knaves is emphasized when Fluellen echoes the king, "Up to
the breach, you dogs! Avaimt, you cullions!" (3.2.20-21), driving the slackers into the
battle. His reference to dogs echoes Henry's reference a few lines earlier to the army as
eager "greyhoimds in the slips" (3.1.31). Thus it is the Welshman who contrasts the
English rogues' reluctance to enter the battle to the eagemess of the racing greyhounds to
whom Henry likens the army. He stands in the middle between the low characters and
the monarch. His introduction administering discipline to Englishmen links with his later
part in the discipline of Bardolph and Pistol. When Bardolph is accused of stealing from
a French church, it is Fluellen who announces Bardolph's transgression to Henry, who
pronounces Bardolph's judgment (3.6). The final cleansing of the English army of
English malefactors is administered when Fluellen feeds the reluctant Pistol a leek (5.1).
Fluellen is involved in the disposal of the final pair of rascals, Bardolph and Pistol, just as
Hugh Evans was involved in punishing Falstaff in The Merry Wives of Windsor. The
English army, and, by implication, English society, is cleansed of its native malefactors,
except for the single representative. Pistol, who, in spite of his wrongdoing, is a loyal
adherent of the king. The Welshman (whether Fluellen or a Tudor) disciplines but does
not destroy the English subject. That Henry VII, a Welshman, announced and corrected
the transgressions of Richard III and that he established the Tudor reign which continued
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in Elizabeth at the time of the play parallels the incidents and creates an acceptance on
the part of the queen and the English audience.'"*
Gower's remarks to and about Fluellen help to limn the Welshman's role. For
example, Gower informs him that "the Duke of Gloucester would speak with you "
(3.2.56).'^ Fluellen is in demand for his expertise; and he is known to the noble leaders of
the army. These attributes immediately give him authority, m addition to that which his
driving the cowardly crew of villains into reluctant battle has already given him. These
attributes place him in the middle, above the common soldiers, but beneath the English
officers.
Fluellen's firm stand in the contemporary debate between two schools of military
fraining is firmly on the side of those who advocate the study of the ancients ("the mines
is not according to the disciplines of the war") and in opposition to the modems.

In

doing so, Fluellen exhibits a remarkable knowledge of military history and exhibits the
leamedness later frequently attributed to the stock Welshman. Fluellen makes his
position on the Irish soldier as clear: "he is an ass" (3.2.70) because he does not know
the disciplines of classical warfare. The ground is laid for internal conflict among the
Celts within Henry's army, a conflict fulfilled when Fluellen provokes Macmorris with
his "there is not many of your nation . . . " (3.2.121). David Cairns and Shaun Richards
note that Fluellen's remark implies "that while the Welsh may speak from within the
"* The role of Welsh disciplinarian who corrects English malefactors reappears on
the Renaissance stage in Thomas Dekker and John Webster's Northward Ho (1605), and
English soldiers masquerading as Welshmen bring an English king to repentance for his
wrongdoing in The Welsh Embassador (1623).
'^ In 5.1, Gower will justify Fluellen's discipline of Pistol.
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united State, Macmorris is a member of a separate and therefore marginal group" (10).
Fluellen is the calm and steady voice compared to the other volatile Celt. Macmoms; this
attitude contrasts with the later stereotypical excitable and pugnacious Welshman.
Shakespeare, through the interaction of Fluellen and Macmorris, separates the
contemporary Welsh, who are integrated into the political English state, from the
contemporary Irish, who are the source of ttouble to that English state, and places the
Welsh in a middle position.
The Welshman's pride is inttoduced when Fluellen aimounces to Macmorris that
he is "as good a man as yourself, both in the disciplines of war, and in the derivation of
my birth, and in other particularities" (3.2.128-31), adding that later, "I will be so bold as
to tell you I know the disciplines of war" (3.2.139-41). His pride is in his leamedness
and his ancestry. Pride in ancestry develops into a stereotypical attribute of the stock
Welshman, and later plays exaggerate the braggadocio and pride in ancestry as Welsh
characters become more nationalized and less sympathetic.
Fluellen is characterized by what others say about him in the "little touch of Hany
in the night" scene. When Pistol inquires of the disguised king if he knows Fluellen;
Henry claims Fluellen both as friend and kinsman. Pistol offers a vicarious challenge:
"Tell him I'll knock his leek about his pate / Upon Saint Davy's day" (4.1.54-55),
inttoducing to the stage two attributes of the stock character. Saint David and the Welsh
custom of wearing leeks on St. David's Day. Henry advises Pistol that Fluellen is a
formidable fighter and might knock his dagger from his cap, should he wear one. The

16

This conttoversy is explained in Appendix B.
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status of Fluellen as authority on ancient wars, advisor to the army's leaders, and wamor
is enhanced by his association with the king himself He may be comic, but he is not
merely a clown. Henry reiterates his respect for the Welshman lest the audience fall into
the error offindingFluellen merely amusing: "Though it appear a little out of fashion, /
There is much care and valor in this Welshman" (4.1.83-84).
Perhaps Fluellen is best-known for his analogy between "Alexander the Pig" and
Henry. When Gower corrects him, "Alexander the Great," Fluellen replies: "Why. I pra\
you, is not "pig" great? The pig, or the great, or the mighty, or the huge, or the
magnanimous, are all one reckonings, save the phrase is a little variations" (4.7.15-19).
Through the fortuitous pim that results from his dialect, the loyal Welshman unwittingly
introduces the subversive idea that perhaps mlers are all tyrants, that only a little
variation in phrasing separates them. The "little variation" of "great" and "big" becomes
greater when "big" becomes "pig," which, David Quint argues, "introduces ambiguity,
not only about Alexander and Henry, but about all the other great, mighty, huge and
magnanimous" (61). The greatest atrocity, the cutting of the prisoners' throats, is
juxtaposed to the comedy of Fluellen's analogy, in which "terrible events are submerged
in a delightful language game" (Powers 117). While Fluellen may consider Henry
magnanimous, an order to murder prisoners (4.6.37-39) is not the act of a
"magnanimous" monarch. Did Henry actually give this order, or was it a mmor; did
Fluellen fail to recognize an atrocity, or was such an order never seriously issued? In
"Henry V, War Criminal?" John Sutheriand argues that to execute the prisoners would
have been "a long, bloody, and exhausting business" (111), so it seems unlikely that
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Henry intended for such order to be carried out on the still-contested field of battle. In
the next scene, in fact, Henry enters with "Bourbon with [other] prisoners" (4.7.54 ff):
these prisoners have not been murdered. Henry then sends a herald to the French with a
message including a threat concerning his French prisoners, "Besides, we'll cut the
throats of those we have" (4.7.63). Why threaten to cut the prisoners' throats if those
throats had already been cut? Sutheriand further points out that after the battle, Henr>'
inquires how many "prisoners of good sort" the English have captured (4.8.75), a
peculiar question if he had really ordered the prisoners killed. The answer. "Full fifteen
hundred, besides common men" (4.8.79), shows that the prisoners were not executed just
before this scene. While Sutherland concludes that perhaps only the common soldiers
were executed, his conclusion ignores the report of common prisoners held after the
battle. A more logical conclusion is that Henry never intended for his order to be carried
out, any more than we are to believe that his threats at the siege of Harfleur were his tme
intentions.
Fluellen is with the king when the French herald makes the English victory
known, and it is with Fluellen that the king first speaks at this climactic moment.
Fluellen shows his knowledge of history, especially of Henry's family history, as he
speaks of Edward III and the Black Prince's victories in France. He then returns to his
pride in the Welsh:
If your Majesties is rememb'red of it, the Welshmen did good service in a
garden where leeks did grow, wearing leeks in their monmouth caps,
which, your Majesty know, to this hour is an honorable badge of the
service; and I do believe your Majesty takes no scorn to wear the leek
upon Saint Tavy's day. (4.7.97-103)
'>
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Henry's successor. Queen Elizabeth, herself wore the leek on October 1, so Fluellen's
comment applies equally well to the contemporary monarch: "your Majesty takes no
scorn to wear the leek upon Saint Tavy's day." The exchange emphasizes the Welsh
custom and Welsh contributions to English victories and history while reminding the
audience of the Welsh ancestry of the Queen. Shakespeare may allow laughter at the
Welshman's dialect and cultural affinities, but he reminds us that Fluellen represents his
people as contributing to the English nation's welfare. Henry's response that he, too, is
Welsh draws assurance that the proud Welshman condescends to recognize him as such:
T will confess it to all the orld. I need not be ashamed of your Majesty, praised be God,
so long as your Majesty is an honest man" (112-115).
Henry jokingly enlists Fluellen as the king's champion as the king seeks to
resolve his differences with Williams, who is unaware that he has challenged the king.
Henry inquires of Fluellen whether Williams should pursue his challenge, and, in
ignorance, Fluellen asserts that he is "a craven and a villain else" (133), but qualifies his
assertion "and't please your majesty" (133-34). Fluellen here demonstrates his firm
belief in an ethical standard, but qualifies it with his even firmer allegiance to Henrv
When the king inquires whether Fluellen's mling holds if the other man is a peer and not
of Williams' class, Fluellen expresses his admirable belief that no matter how high the
rank of a genfieman, he must meet his obligation. Fluellen, after all, is the one who
condescends to the king himself, foreshadowing the later development of the stock
character's pride and his contenfion that all Welsh are gentlemen. The joking Prince Hal
surfaces in the serious King Henry, as he lies to Fluellen as to the source of Williams'
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glove. He tells Fluellen that it is the gage of a French peer and that anyone challenging it
is a traitor. Commenting that Fluellen is valiant, but "touch'd with choler, hot as
gunpowder, / And quickly will return an injury" (180-81), Henry pictures the Welshman
as pugnacious. Although pugnacious in appropriate circimistances, Fluellen is also quick
to forgive. In this incident, the Welshman serves as a surrogate for the English king,
radically elevating his stature. He administers the king's justice enthusiastically In his
dispute with Pistol, however, Fluellen's disciplinary role is personal.
Fluellen as disciplinarian of English malefactors reappears in 5.1. Fluellen rails
against the "rascally, scald, beggarly, lousy, pragging knave. Pistol" (5.1.5-6) in answer
to Gower's inquiry as to why he is wearing a leek in his cap when it is not Saint David's
Day. He announces that when Pistol insulted him, the time was not appropriate, but that
he wall now wear the leek until he meets Pistol. This restraint, reminiscent of
Glendower's restraint when insulted by Hotspur, is unique to Shakespeare's two
characters. Later Welsh characters exhibit an excitable and unrestrained pugnacity.
Fluellen offers Pistol the leek, with speeches filled with the tautologies and tags that are
to become standard features of Welsh English. Fluellen insists that eating the leek will
be good for Pistol, whether for his wounds or for his personality may be questioned.
According to herbal lore of the time, the leek "is better worn than eaten," and, as Michael
Cameron Andrews points out, "members of Shakespeare's audience conversant with
herb-lore would have been able to contemplate with some satisfaction the probable
consequences of leek-eating on Pistol's system" (355). Fluellen has satisfied his Welsh
honor and has disciplined the last of the English rogues. The leek in this episode is, in
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Gower's remarks to Pistol, representafive of the ancient mythic Celtic history claimed by
the English as co-heirs.
Gower reinforces the Welshman as a positive contributor to English welfare and
pronounces the Welshman an example of the best of the English. He reprimands Pistol
for mocking the Welsh leek, as it is "an ancient tradition, [begun] upon an honorable
respect, and worn as a memorablefrophyof predeceas'd valor" (70-72). He adds that
Pistol "thought, because [Fluellen] could not speak English in the native garb, he could
not therefore handle an English cudgel. You find it otherwise, and henceforth let a
Welsh correcfion teach you a good English condition" (75-79). Fluellen is the exemplar
of "English valor" and "more English than the cowardly Pistol can ever be" (Baker 57).
The repetition of "English" in connection with "Welsh" in Gower's remark Anglicizes
Fluellen while marginalizing Pistol, and the reference to Welsh "ancient ttadition" recalls
the English claim to ancient Celtic historical myths. The reversal of the English and
Welsh roles exemplifies the concept of omitting the undesirable and containing the best
in creafing a nation,'^ in this case, omitting the rogue Pistol while including the courage
and integrity of the Welshman.
The episode also has bawdy implications when Pistol is forced by the Welshman
to eat the phallic leek. This represents a second reversal, in that the Englishman is

'^ "Most writers considered here tend to elide the distinction between Britain and
England as geographical, political and literary communities. There is an obvious
nationalist motive at work here for English writers who wish to appropriate a wider
heritage for their own ends, looking backwards to a dual ttadition of writing. By
employing both a series of national myths associated with the matter of Britain and a
genealogy of English writers, sixteenth-century authors were able to assert an English
hegemony within Britain, colonising the imagined space as English" (Hadfield 11).
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demasculinized by the Welshman in the episode. Lowarma E. Jones develops the
symbolic values of the leek in her 1993 article, "The Phallic Leek," and applies the
symbolism to this episode: "Worn proudly in the cap it is the Welsh symbol of manly
military valor, and it implies sexual prowess, but when consumed raw under compulsion
the symbol is reversed, and the eating of the leek becomes a symbol of humiliation,
indicating manhood lost or compromised" (422). Such a reversal is rare as the stereotype
develops toward its farcical zenith (or nadir) in later dramas.
Fluellen's is one of the earliest extant Welsh roles, and as such, it introduces
many of the attributes of the Welsh stock character. But, at the same time, Fluellen is a
unique individual. Shakespeare's Welshman, while fanatically loyal to the English king,
evokes both comic and serious reactions. His introduction into the English army at
Agincourt establishes the Welsh contribution as an integral part of the ttaditions of the
English Tudor state. His linkage to the Celtic myths claimed as their own by the English
lends him an air of nobility not customarily assigned to commoners.
Through his three Welsh characters, Shakespeare explores the areas in which a
Welshman is acceptable to the English crown and audience. The Welsh as represented
by the comic Parson and the ambiguous Glendower are resolved in Fluellen. The Welsh
are ultimately made English in the important sense, in spite of their cultural oddities.
Shakespeare resolves the role of the Welsh in Fluellen, a resolution that the English
failed to accept. The pattern for the stock Welshman on the Elizabethan stage is
established, a pattern which later playwrights will adapt in its superficial elements, just as
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the English adapted Welsh mythic history as their own, without accepting the Welsh
themselves as equal or tmly English.
Shakespeare may have been finished with his Welsh characters in English
settings, but he presents Wales and the Welsh in a panygeric play, Cymbehne, that
conttadicts the stereotypical image and illustrates the English desire to incorporate early
Brifish history as its own. A topical reading of the play with its many appeals to James
I's agenda is argued by some crifics.'^ In such a reading, the play appeals to James' selfproclaimed goals and to his self-image. For example, the play ends on a note of peace
and wdth the word peace, echoing James' Motto, Beati pacifici (E. Jones 4).
The identification of James and Cymbeline is reinforced by a number of factors.
For example, Emrys Jones (92) notes that James becomes, in the poets' depictions of
him, the great western king. Jonson refers to him as "the Glory of our Western World"
(3) in his Panegyre, written in 1603, while Dekker's Magnificent Entertainment of the
same year calls him "Great Monarch of the West" (849). In the play, Cymbehne
becomes the king "which shines here in the wesf (5.5.476). James and Cymbeline are
thus associated by their roles as the mler of/from the west.
By casting himself as the fulfillment of Merlin's prophecies, as the retum of
Arthur, as Henry VH's great grandson, and as the second Bmte who united the entire
island under one monarch, James appealed to the most ancient prophecies and traditions
of both the English and the Welsh and associated himself with the heroes, ancient and
modem, of the peoples he mled (see Appendix F).
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Cymbeline reinforces James's relationship wdth Henry VII by centtalization of
Milford Haven. The play refers numerous times to Milford or Milford Haven, whose
chief significance for an English audience was as the site of the landing of Henry Earl of
Richmond, en route to becoming Henry VII, founder of the Tudor dynasty, from whom
James drew legitimacy.
Cymbeline is the father of two sons and a daughter, like James. The investiture of
James' oldest son as Prince of Wales was to occur in 1610, the year following the play,
adding topicality to the plot.
The ideal Welsh characters of the play are admired by the Romans; Jachimo says
of Posthumus, "If that thy gentry, Britain, go before / This lout as he exceeds our lords,
the odds / Is that we scarce are men and you are gods" (5.2.8-10). Thus the idealized
ancient Welsh are engaged to flatter the English king. Shakespeare's last Welsh play,
however, had little effect on the portrayal of the Welsh on the Stuart stage.'^

'^ Emrys Jones (1961) explores the various ways the play fimctions as a panegyric
to James in his review of The New Shakespeare Cymbeline.
'^ R. A.'s The Valiant Welshman (1612), also set in Great Britain during the
Roman occupation, pictures the Welsh ancestors similariy; noble and courageous. In the
first scene, a Bard admonishes the audience: "Be dumbe you scomefull English, whose
blacke mouthes / Haue dim'd the glorious splendor of those men, / Whose resolution
merits Homers peime" (1.1).
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CHAPTER ni
WELSH LANGUAGE IN THE PLAYS
In a dramatic text, one way to depict a character is through the character's
language. While the English Renaissance playwrights somefimes include the Welsh
language in their scripts, their primary use of language to limn their Welsh characters is
through dialect and linguistic mannerisms. Where Welsh is included in a script, several
changing English perceptions and attitudes are manifest. First, a character who speaks
Welsh dialect or Welsh is not depicted as treasonous or subversive because of his
language. For example, while the early play I Henry IV (1596) associates the language
wdth rebellion, the late The Welsh Embassador (1623) associates the use of the language
with characters who are loyally offering tme service to the English king. English
ambivalence toward the Welsh is apparent in their attitude toward the Welsh language,
but a shift in attitude is evident in the plays over the period from Elizabeth to the late
Stuart plays, from the suspicion aroused by Glendower's rebellion to amusement, a shift
that reflects crown indifference to the Welsh language as a political issue. In later plays,
except for Welsh inserted into a court masque to emphasize the unity of the kingdom and
to appeal to pride in the British heritage, spoken Welsh contributes to comedy in word
play and bawdy by non-Welsh men. Also, the English commonly viewed the Welsh
language, which they thought related to Greek, as unaesthetic, difficult, and intrinsically
funny.
While Tudor laws indicate a desire to eliminate the use of the Welsh language in
the name of unification, the government focused on other areas and did not enforce those
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laws strictiy. In 1535, Henry Vni had addressed the problem of linguistic variety with
characteristic bluntness when he outlawed Welsh in the Acts of Union, justifying the act,
in part, on the basis of language:
because that the people of the same dominion have and do daily use a
speech nothing like nor consonant to the natural mother tongue used
within this realm, some mde and ignorant people have made distinction
and diversity between the king's subjects of this realm and his subjects of
the said dominion and principality of Wales, whereby great discord
variance debate division murmur and sedition hath grown between his
said subjects; His Highness therefore of a singular real love and favour
that he beareth towards his subjects of his said dominion of Wales,
minding and intending to reduce them to the perfect order notice and
knowledge of his laws of this his realm, and utterly to extirp all and
singular the sinister usages and customs differing from the same, and to
bring the said subjects of this his realm and of his said dominion of Wales
to an amicable concord and unity hath . .. enacted and established that his
said coimtry or dominion of Wales shall be, stand and continue for ever
from henceforth incorporated united and annexed to and wdth this his
realm of England . . . . (St. 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26, 1535, qtd. in C. H.
Williams 556-57)
The Acts of Union suppressed the Welsh language and encouraged the use of English by
mling that all officers of the courts and participants in the courts must use English:
that all Justices, commissioners sheriffs coroners escheators stewards and
their lieutenants and all other officers and ministers of the law shall
proclaim and keep the sessions courts hundred leets sheriffs courts and all
other courts in the English tongue; and all oaths of officers juries and
inquests and all other affidavits verdicts and wagers of law to be given and
done in the English tongue; and also that from henceforth no person or
persons that use the Welsh speech or language shall have or enjoy any
maimer office or fees wdthin this realm of England, Wales, or other the
King's dominions upon pain of forfeifing the same offices or fees unless
he or they use and exercise the English speech or language. (559, Clause
17, qtd. in C. H. Williams 556-57)
According to Reginald Coupland, Henry's goal was cultural as well as political
assimilafion. "Those were dangerous times, and to Henry's mind the less . .. local
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variety in speech and custom, the more uniformity m all ways of life, the stronger the
State . . . . and he was determined that the new imion should not be undermined by
anything that made for separatism" (49). Michael Neill contends that the relationship of
language and nation was begiiming to be recognized "[The] exceptional capacit> [of
language] for mobilizing the sense of extended commimity on which the new nation-state
would come to depend was first properly understood in the sixteenth century" (14).
Henry VTH's recognition of language as a unifying tool affected the assumptions and
goals of his reign and, to a lesser extent, of the ensuing ones. The use of the Welsh
language could create discord and sedition, according to the English. Rejection of the
English language was conflated with rejection of English hegemony. Elizabeth's reign,
however, saw the crown placing emphasis on religion as a unifying factor, rather than
language, so that subversion is not a particular association of the language; use of Welsh
language causes amusement, not defensiveness. The Welsh characters who employ their
native language, after all, also speak English, however oddly.
The government's attitude is reflected in the plays. W. Ogwen Williams points
out, "The political climate . . ., if it was not favourable to the continuance of the Welsh
language, was not, on the other hand, directly antagonistic to it" (71), and refers to "the
government's indifferent, if not negative attitude towards the Welsh language" (74); his
conclusion that the government was not actively hostile to the language is based on the
failure of the English government to enforce the language clauses in the Acts of Union
(70). Indeed, the subsequent govemment-sponsored ttanslation of the Bible and the
Prayer Book into Welsh indicates acceptance of the continuing use of Welsh in the
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kingdom and indicates that the Elizabethan government recognized religion, rather than
language, as a primary unifying factor. The priority of unification remained, but the
long-range goal of linguistic imification was superseded by the immediate goal of
religious unification as the primary means of unifying and protecting the kingdom. J.
Gwynfor Jones asserts that as "a secular monarch . .. [with] very little interest in
theological matters, [Elizabeth's] main concern was to protect the welfare of the realm
she had inherited," and that she "thus directed her policies towards establishing and
maintaining religious uniformity to ensure the safety of the realm" (143-44). Because the
Welsh population remained primarily monolingual, if the church were to be the unifying
force, the Welsh must be brought into the Church of England in their own language, and
legislafion providing for the translafion of the Bible into Welsh was passed in 1563 (81).
At the time of the plays, the threat of invasion by Catholic countries to depose a queen
who had been excommunicated and declared deposed by the Catholic Church in 1570
had not disappeared wdth the Armada victory in 1588. Fears of Spanish landings in
Wales occurred in 1597, 1598, 1599, 1603 and 1625, and mmors of a planned foreign
invasion through Wales occurred as late as 1641 (Hill 23). The vulnerability of the
westem coast of Wales (which faced Catholic Ireland) gave the promulgation of the
Protestant faith a high priority (J. Gwynfor Jones 148). The political focus had shifted
from language to religion as the primary unifying factor as England sought to ensure the
loyalty of its Welsh shires, and speaking Welsh, having been given tacit state and church
authorization, became less threatening and more acceptable, both to the government and
to the English population.
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James I confirmed the ambiguous attitude of the monarchy toward the use of the
Welsh language and publicly recognized the survival of its use, nearly a century after
English became the official language of Wales. Glanmor Williams notes that in addition
to using the successful incorporation of Wales into the nation as an argument for
incorporating Scotland into England, James showed his gratitude for Welsh support, in
part, "by inttoducing 'Welsh speeches' into the investiture of his son as prince of Wales "
in 1616 (Recovery 474). By using the Welsh language for political purposes, James
indicates his acceptance of the survival of the language. The English relationship wdth
the "internal colony" of Wales might be uneasy, but James was willing to recognize the
persistence of Welsh difference, especially in language, if doing so furthered his agenda
for the inclusion of Scotland into a British realm.
While the English viewed language as a tool of conquest, an idea reflected in the
Acts of Union, their attitude toward the speaking of Welsh continued to be ambivalent.
Paula Blank contends that the English viewed the use of Welsh as a threat to the unity of
the kingdom and to the established hierarchy within the kingdom, because language was
seen as a method of colonizing:
The dominion of Latin . . . was widely envisioned by Renaissance writers
not only as a historical consequence of the Roman conquest of England
and the continent, but as a means by which that conquest was achieved.
Linguistic unity, levelling [sic] the "difference of language" across
national borders, was understood to be a powerful weapon in service of
attaining and consolidating imperial claims. (126)
If a unified language assisted the Roman empire to consolidate its power, unifying the
British empire involved unifying its language as well, so speaking Welsh threatened the
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unity of the kingdom. According to Blank, using the Welsh language became an affront
legal repression of the language; "Acts were promulgated to suppress the surviving
Celtic languages of the British Isles - Comish, Welsh, Irish, and Scottish Gaelic generally viewed as vestiges of tribal societies inimical to English civilization" (Blank
128). English reluctance to enforce the language clauses in the Acts of Union, however,
indicates an ambivalence toward the Welsh language, rather than a fixed attitude or
concern wdth a perceived threat of subversion. The evidence in the plays supports the
contenfion that the Welsh language was considered fuimy and difficult, but not
subversive.
The suppression of Welsh in the Acts of Union reflected growing English pride in
their language. Richard Foster Jones (1953) argues "that writers came to view the native
speech as the most valuable possession of the English people, and as an end itself rather
than as a means to an end" by the late sixteenth century (212). Thomas Heywood
displays English pride in their language in his Apology for Actors (1612) when he speaks
of that language:
Our English tongue, which hath been the most harsh, uneven, and broken
language of the world, part Dutch, part Irish, Saxon, Scotch, Welsh, and
indeed a gallimaufry of many, but perfect in none, is now by this
secondary means of playing continually refined . . . so that in process,
from the most mde and unpolished tongue, it is grown to a most perfect
and composed language
" (six. F3, qtd. in Neill 17)
This pride in the English language is explained by Richard Foster Jones (1953), who
says that writers considered "native speech as the most valuable possession of the
English people" (212). By the seventeenth century, he links the pride the English felt for
their Anglo-Saxon heritage to the pride they felt for their language:
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The antiquarians and their followers never tire of stressing the fact that the
origin of the vernacular was to be found in .. a language so old that it
threatened to drive Hebrew from the honor of being the first tongue, and
to become that which God Himself used. . .. The first sixt> years of the
seventeenth century wdtnessed a remarkable interest in Anglo-Saxon; the
greatest value was placed upon it, and its study was strongly urged. (232)
Because they believed English to be superior to Welsh, the literati, including the
playwrights, considered English and English speakers supenor to Welsh and its speakers.
The English attitude toward the Welsh language, some critics contend, associated
it with the Irish language at a time when the Irish were creating enormous problems for
England.^° However, no evidence in the plays supports the idea that their language
particularly marked the Welsh as rebellious or subversive of English mle. If the use of
Welsh were viewed by the English as a rejection of English hegemony, that view should
be reflected in the way the Welsh language is tteated in the plays. Stephen Mullaney
points out that
Unlike Comish and other Celtic tongues, Welsh resisted the pressures of
assimilation and suppression quite ably, despite juridical efforts to control
or outlaw it; Welsh remained a strange tongue, a discomfiting reminder
that Wales continued to be a foreign and hostile colony, mled and to an
extent subjected but never quite controlled by Tudor power. (162n47)
However, a moderating of the general hostility to a "foreign" tongue spoken in England
is reflected in the relatively mild denigration of the Welsh language in the plays. The use
of Welsh expressions, while usually a relafively negative factor in the porttayal of Welsh

^^ Christopher Highley argues that the Irish and Welsh "were conflated in the
English mind by the perceived affinities between their languages" (92). Thus the
invocation of a Celtic language associated the speaker with the difficulties the English
experienced wdth Ireland and the Irish during the period of the plays. Since speaking
Welsh does not appear to threaten subversion in the plays, it is difficult to accept this
argument.
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characters on stage, does not suggest subversion. Speaking Welsh becomes merely a
comedic device, as characters who use it become more and more trivialized. Glendower,
who speaks Welsh on stage in 1599, is a rebel, but Eldred, who speaks Welsh on the
stage in 1623, is neither an actual Welshman nor a rebel, but a loyal subject of the
English king, amusingly disguised as a Welshman.
While not appearing to consider its use subversive, the English considered Welsh
an unattractive language. An example illustrating the common English dislike of the
sounds of Welsh occurs in a 1526 Elizabethan jestbook:
I fynde wrytten amonge olde gestes, howe God mayde Saynt Peter porter
of heuen, and that God of hys goodnes, sone after his passyon, suffered
many men to come to the kingdome of heuen wdth small desemynge; at
whiche tyme there was in heuen a great company of Welchemen, whyche
with their crakynge and babelynge troubled all the other. Wherfore God
sayd to saynte Peter, that he was wery of them, and that he wolde fayne
haue them out of heuen. (Hazlitt 104)
This joke not only assumes that the harsh sound of the Welsh language is offensive even
to God, but it also intimates that only because God admits the marginally deserving were
any Welshmen in heaven at all. Paula Blank comments: "The jest seems to rest on the
assumption that God shares the perspective of Englishmen on the problem of Welsh
'craking and babbling'; their speech alone makes their expulsion from the neighborhood
desirable" (129). This joke dates from before the Acts of Union, indicating a longestablished English dislike for the sound of the language.
Michael Drayton later expresses English distaste for the sounds of Welsh, without
implying distaste for its speakers in his England's Heroicall Episfies (1597-1602). In a
letter purporting to be from "Queene Katherine [Henry V's widow] to Owen Tudor."
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Drayton atttibutes to Katherine a compliment to her lover which shows her dislike of the
Welsh language, except when he is its speaker, beginning "The British Language, which
our Vowels wants, / And jarres so much upon harsh Consonants" (125-26). The
language, however, when it is spoken by Tudor, is exquisite to the Queen's ear.
Drayton's queen describes the language as a language which the beloved Tudor makes
musical. Tudor's musical delivery may cancel its ugliness, making it acceptable to the
Queen, but the image of the language itself remains negative even to the sympathetic
mind of Drayton.
James I himself indicates that Welsh was considered the ugliest language in a
letter to the Eari of Salisbury, dated July 8, 1609, conceming translations of his own
writing:
The language is extremely bad, for although it was at first written all wdth
my own hand it was marred in the orthography by Geddes copying i t . . . in
very mde Scottish spelling; and next, it was copied by Sir Peter Young's
son who pressing to English both marred it quite and made it neither, so as
it is now good Britaine language or rather Welsh. (HMC Salisbury (Cecil)
MSS, vol. xxi, 83, qtd. in Owen, Wales 2)
James' disparaging metaphor indicates that he considered Welsh the definitive "marred"
language, equivalent to a mixed language of Scottish and English. According to James,
language which is "exfremely bad" becomes "good . . . Welsh." In other words, he
implies that the worst English is better than even the best Welsh.
James and the English perceived Welsh as an ugly language; this attitude is
increasingly reflected in Thomas Dekker's use of the verb gabble for speak when
referring to the use of Welsh dialect or language. The OED defines gabble as "'to talk
volubly, inarticulately and incoherenfiy," citing its first occurrence as 1577, over twenty
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years before its first use in a play. If the verb implies volubility, lack of articulation, and
incoherence, as the OED suggests, the verb's connotation is negative.^' In Patient
Grissill (1599) by Thomas Dekker, Henry Chettle, and William Haughton, Fameze
addresses Gwenthyan, the Welsh woman, "gabble that we may vnderstand you"
(2.1.169), meaning "speak in your dialecf ("and not in your Welsh language"), not
simply "speak." Since Gwenthyan and her husband have been speaking in Welsh,
Fameze simply wishes to understand what is being said. Dekker's use of the noun form
in The Shoemakers' Holiday (1600) seems to mean both a dialect and a foreign language,
Dutch. Firk, encouraging his master to employ a man who speaks Dutch dialect, urges:
"hire him, good master, that I may learn some gibble-gabble" (2.3.62-63), referring to
the man's foreign dialect and language. Firk then introduces the idea that, for an
Englishman to imitate a dialect speaker, he must be dmnk: "Nails! if I should speak after
him without drinking, I should choke" (2.4.94-95), an idea Dekker develops more fully in
The Welsh Embassador. Dekker again employs "gabble," meaning to speak Welsh, in
Match Me in London (1611), when Gazetto lists the various languages he thinks
appropriate for various purposes:^^ "If I should brag Gentility, I'de gabble Welch"
(3.2.113). The final example of Dekker's use of "gabble" for speaking Welsh is
developed in The Welsh Embassador (1623) when Eldred, one of the English princes
planning to disguise themselves as Welshmen, says that he spent enough time in Wales
drinking metheglin to learn to "gabble very handsomly" (2.2.117). Eldred says that

'^ An example of the pejorative use of the verb occurs in Shakespeare's The
Tempest (produced in 1611), when Miranda addresses Caliban as "Abhored slave"
(1.2.351) who "wouldst gabble like / A thing most bmtish" (356-57).
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drinking facilitated his speaking Welsh, that is, that the slurring and mispronunciation of
the drunkard improves his skill at gabbling Welsh. The playful dialogue continues with
Edmond's echoing Eldred's mention of metheglin and insisting that he leamed Irish by
drinking whiskey, his Irish hosts' having "souct [soaked] me in Vsquebagh [whiskey
until] my very braines burnt blew" (line 126), and, as a result, "pluck my tongue out if I
mnne not glibb awaie with it" (lines 127-28). The way to learn to speak a Celtic
language, the English soldiers say, is to drink the national alcoholic beverage to achieve
the incoherence necessary to speak that language. Later, Eldred announces that
Englishmen, "after they drinck metheglin diggon," (to which Penda appends "And was
mighty merry," i.e., drunk,) "loue to gabble a little welse too" (3.2.105). Dekker's
repeated insistence that speaking Welsh well depends on being dmnk makes the irony of
combining the verb wdth a complimentary adverb, handsomely, a laughable oxymoron in
keeping wdth the playful atmosphere created by the dialogue of the scene. Dekker's uses
of the verb increasingly display James's and the Englishman's predisposed bias against
the Welsh language and Welsh dialect in general. Like James, Dekker appears to
consider the best Welsh inferior to the worst English and akin to the incoherent gabble of
a dmnk, an idea not developed fully until 1623, the year of Charles's ascension to the
throne.
Other English playwrights appear to agree wdth Dekker's negative assessment of
the Welsh language. In 1639, John Fletcher uses the Welsh language as a metaphor for
dissonant, unpleasant music in Monsieur Thomas. Thomas, the title character, gives a
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fiddler orders: "No tuning as ye love me; let thy Fidle / Speake welch, or any thing thaf s
out of all tune, / The vilder still the better, like thy selfe, / For I presume thy voyce will
make no ttees dance" (3.3.47-50). The metaphor likens music that is not pleasant to the
ear to the Welsh language, out of all tune and wild. The disparaged language is so
aesthetically lacking that its equivalent is dissonant noise, not music.
In addition to being considered ugly, Welsh was deemed highly difficult and often
likened to Greek, which even today is considered the consummately difficult language, as
shown in the proverbial, "It's Greek to me!" Gerald of Wales (Giraldus Cambrensis)
argues that Welsh words have Greek cognates (243), thus conflating the languages. The
relationship of the Welsh language to the Greek language is attributable to the alleged
descent of the Welsh from the Trojans and explains the related difficulty of both
languages, since the language, like the people, is assumed to be descended from the time
and area of ancient Greek civilization. During the Renaissance, when the classical
cultures were greatly admired, the association between the Greek and Welsh languages
was positive, so associations between the two languages soften negative English
reactions and place the Welsh language in a positive position. The assumption of a
relationship between the admired Greek language and the apparently despised Welsh
language may be a contributing factor to the relatively gentle way the Welsh language is
received in the plays.
The dramatists often relate or juxtapose the two languages. Gwyn Williams, for
example, suggests that ducdame (repeated three times) in Jacques' song in As You Like
It (2.5.54) is a Welsh expression, dwech yma, meaning "come hither" (Rev. 134).
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"Come hither, come hither, come hither" is the corresponding line in the first verse.
Charles Boyce supports her argument and points out that this play (1599) originates in
the same time period as Shakespeare's plays incorporating Welsh characters (697).
However, the Riverside Shakespeare note to the line (2.5.54n) dismisses the Welsh
dewch da mi. translated "come to me," although the last line (57) of the verse ends
"come to me." The Riverside note associates the line with a gypsy fortuneteller's cr\,
especially since line 61 refers to "thefirst-bomof Egypt." In opposition to this view,
Williams explains: "Scansion requires that the final -e of ducdame be pronounced, and
the likelihood is that it stands for Udewch 'da mi" (134). Amines asks: "What's that
ducdame?" to which Jacques replies: '"Tis a Greek invocafion to call fools into a circle'"
(134). The link between Welsh and Greek is established by the evidence in other play
texts, reinforcing the Welsh reading. Williams comments, "the Greek etymology was not
intended to be taken any more seriously than the Welsh claim to descent from Troy"'
(134). The familiar association of Greek and Welsh languages is thus illustrated, if one
accepts Williams' contention that the Shakespearean line is Welsh. The parallel of
Greek and Welsh is established in English minds, as indicated by the associafion of
Greek and Welsh in three other plays and in other early texts. The use of a Welsh
expression, especially a common expression such as the Welsh for "come here," is likely.
Other playwrights juxtapose or associate the Welsh and Greek languages. In
Patient Grissill (1599), Dekker gives Sir Owen an opportunity to brag about his language
in relation to Greek, "Welshe tongue is finer as greeke tongue" (2.1.173). Since the
Welshman is perceived as a braggart, his claim of superiority for his ugly language to
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another difficult but admired language is not surprising. Another example to illustrate
the wddespread acceptance of the difficulty of Welsh and its kinship to Greek occurs in
Dekker and Thomas Middleton's The Honest Whore: Part 1 (1604), when this exchange
occurs after the Duke admonishes his servants to silence on the subject of Infelices
faked death, as one servant promises, "He speake Greeke my Lord, ere I speake that
deadly word," and the second adds, "And He speake Welch, which is harder than Greek"
(1.3.88-89). The playwrights inserted this one-liner, obviously a standing joke, for comic
effect, in a play which otherwise has absolutely nothing to do wdth Wales or the Welsh
lang:uage or people. The joke exploits the perceived connection between Greek and
Welsh and the perceived difficulty of both languages. Fletcher also associates Welsh
wdth Greek in The Pilgrim (1621) when a Welsh madman offers to entertain in order to
avoid being locked up once more: "I will sing, and dance: Do anything," to which
Alphonso responds, "Wilt thou declaime in greek?" (4.3.93-95). Alphonso seems to
assume that a Welshman can speak Greek. The two languages are juxtaposed, even
conflated, wdth the implication that Welsh and Greek are perhaps interchangeable. The
English perceived the Welsh language as difficult, and the association between Welsh
and Greek was known and accepted as part of the background for references to the Welsh
language in the plays. Renaissance admiration for classical cultures, including the
classical Greek language, did not extend to Welsh, Greek's supposed connection, but the
link created an ambivalence that did not exist in English responses to other languages.
Welsh appears to have been so commonly spoken in England, and especially
London, that it was familiar enough for playwrights to insert Welsh expressions or entire
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dialogues, with varying degrees of accuracy, without ttanslations. As Gwyn Williams
states, "We do not today appreciate how familiar the soimd of Welsh was in the stteets of
Elizabethan London. Somefrequentlyused Welsh words and phrases were obviously
comprehensible to the Londoner" (Rev. 133). A few expressions appear in a number of
plays, indicating that those are common expressions known to most audiences. Some
plays contain only an expression or two added to dialect, some encompass entire
conversations in Welsh. These inclusions of Welsh would not have been acceptable if
the audience had not been familiar wdth at least some Welsh words and expressions.
J. O. Bartley and Melville Richards posit English knowledge of at least some Welsh,
arguing that the presence of Welsh words and phrases in various texts indicate that
familiarity, because
presumably they would not be there without some expectation on the part
of the writers that they would be understood by the general reader or the
average audience. Welsh was probably one of the foreign languages of
which a smattering was fairly wddespread, especially of course in London
and westward. The average London audience no doubt contained some
Welsh speakers, and probably a good many members of it were
acquainted wdth a few words of Welsh, even though it had the reputation
of being difficuh. (40)
More recently, Paula Blank points out that "Celfic languages make occasional
appearances in English literature of the period, revealing a fairiy wddespread familiarity
wdth at least some of the neighboring Brifish tongues" (128). This familiarity makes the
use of Welsh expressions convenient for nationalizing characters and for setting up word
plays. The Welsh expressions familiar to the English include "come here" and "be
quiet," which are used in speaking to inferiors; the Welsh expression for "toasted
cheese"; an oath; and a common blessing.
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Finally, the number of Welsh-speaking women characters is far greater in
proportion to their nimibers than the number of Welsh-speaking men. Of about a dozen
Welsh women characters, more than half use the language, and two non-Welsh women
speak in Welsh. Of approximately five fimes as many Welsh male characters, only eight
speak the language. Welsh expressions are more often used by other male characters,
often in addressing the stock character. A kernel of tmth supports the assignment of
Welsh language to women, as W. Ogwen Williams states that "it seems . . . that many of
the wives and daughters of the gentry in this period were monoglot Welsh" (82). While
the vast majority of the population, including women of the lower classes, spoke only
Welsh, the male gentry were most likely to be educated and to speak English. Few
female or gentle characters appear in the plays; the common Welsh character is a male
commoner. However, a high proportion of the rare female characters speak Welsh on the
stage. As Phyllis Rackin points out, Welsh becomes, in the I Henrv IV, "the language of
the other, the language of England's enemies and also the language of women and of
love" (Stages 175).
Welsh language appears on the stage several years before dialect is indicated. In
the eariy plays, singing in Welsh precedes the inttoduction of spoken Welsh, as well as
Welsh dialectical English. The eariiest use of the Welsh language in English drama
occurs in Anthony Munday's John a Kent and John a Cumber (1589), in which Will, a
Welsh boy, sings a Welsh song. A boy who is not yet sexually mature is not part of the
pattiarchal governing group, so the use of the Welsh language in the song places the
language outside the mature masculine hegemony. As in the two other plays in which a
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Welsh song is indicated, the lyrics are not given. These examples of unspecified Welsh
songs occur in the earliest Renaissance plays that include Welsh references and are sung
by a boy and two women. The practice of including Welsh songs disappears before the
end of Elizabeth's reign and does not recur in extant dramatic texts, in conttast to the use
of the spoken language in later plays. The effect is to associate the Welsh language wdth
singing and wdth characters outside the hegemonic class, especially women.
George Peele's Edward I (1591) contains a Welsh song and two common Welsh
expressions, shown in Table 1, one of which is overlooked by the editor of the Yale
edition, Frank S. Hook. In an interchange among the Welsh characters. Rice says, "'Payd,
payd, Digone, we are they countrimen, Mundue" (2.423). The editor translates Mundue
as mon dieu, Welsh for "my God," but ignores the Digone, that is, Welsh for enough. At
the end of the same scene (2.630), the Friar's wench sings a Welsh song, which is not
given. The Welsh song is sung by a woman, as in I Henrv IV (1596), when Glendower" s
daughter sings a Welsh song for which the script provides no lyrics. This song and the
Welsh dialogue in the play are lost to us. As in several other instances where the
language is used, they are primarily assigned to a female character in a scene which
porttays her role as seductive. Phyllis Rackin describes Mortimer's response to his
wife's Welsh: "Bewitched and enthralled in Wales, the heir to the English throne is
willing to abandon the King's English, the discourse of patriarchal authority, for the
wordless language of love" (Stages 174). Actually. Mortimer goes beyond this, saying,
I will never be a tmant, love.
Till I have leam'd thy language, for thy tongue
Makes Welsh as sweet as ditties highly penn'd
Sung by a fair queen in a summer's bow'r,
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With ravishing division, to her lute. (3.1.204-8)
Mortimer's remark echoes Michael Drayton's tteatment of the language in his letter to
Owen Tudor from Queen Katherine, Henry V's widow, since both indicate that a lover
loves not only the speaker, but the language of the speaker. The Welsh language is
spoken to Mortimer by a seductive and mystically erotic woman. Phyllis Rackin
describes Mortimer's decision to leam Welsh as a decision to learn "the language of
England's barbarous enemies, the incomprehensible language of the alien worid that lies
beyond the bounds of English historical narration" (174). While the Welsh language
symbolizes the uxorious English nobleman's submission to the Welsh woman, the scene
was enacted on a stage containing more English than Welsh characters, and Mortimer
was known to have been the clearest legitimate claimant to the throne of the king, Henry
IV. While Wales may have been an alien world at the tum of thefifteenthcentury,
Wales had been integrated into England for fifty years when the play was produced,
when the English no longer saw Wales as particularly threatening physically on the
westem border of England, although Wales continued to be viewed as culturally
threatening. Rackin compares Lady Mortimer's Welsh to Katherine's French in Henry V
(1599): 'like Katherine's French, it is doubly the language of the other, the language of
England's enemies and also the language of women and of love" (175). Katherine,
however, submits to the English king and the English language, as she endeavors to leam
the language of Henry V.
Hotspur disparages the language, as Christopher Highley points out: When Kate,
Hotspur's wife, tells him "Lie still, ye thief, and hear the lady sing in Welsh" (233-34),
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the contrast between the Welsh-English couple who communicate through kisses and
song and the English couple who tease and joke together in their common language is
highlighted. Hotspur, the bluff Englishman, says "I had rather hear Lady, m> brach, howl
in Irish" (235-36), putting the Welsh song beneath both the howling of a bitch dog and
the Irish language; Highley calls his pejorative remark "a highly misogynist variation on
the commonplace identification of Welsh and Irish as equally besfial languages" (92);
Highley therefore indicates the remark supports the English conflation of the Celtic
languages. The most negative comment on the Welsh language in any play occurs in I
Henrv IV, when Hotspur remarks, "Now I perceive the devil understands Welsh, / And
'tis no marvel he is so humorous" (3.1.229-30), implying that merely understanding
Welsh is enough to upset the balance of one's humors. Michael Neill says that "the role
of Glendower in I Henry IV nicely illusttates the marginal and ambivalent status of the
Celtic peoples, as well as the anxieties aroused by their refractory speech" (16). The
reason for Neill's generalization is explained: "Glendower can boast to Hotspur [of his
mastery of English], but the language of his own court is Welsh, a tongue that Hotspur
invites the audience to hear as barbarian gabble" (16). In this play, the Welsh speakers
are subversive participants in a revolt against the English king, and that subversion is
enhanced in the minds of the audience by use of the Welsh language. This link between
the language and subversion is not repeated in later plays, however.
The most extensive use of the Welsh language itself occurs in Thomas Dekker,
Henry Chettle, and William Haughton's Patient Grissill (1599), which employs a Welsh
couple as foils to Grissill and the Marquesse. When Sir Owen calls Welsh a "fine
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delicates tongue" (2.1.172), Farenze quibbles on the remark, "A bakte Neates tongue is
finer then both [Welsh and Greek]" (174), associating Welsh with neat's tongue,
considered to be a delicacy ("delicates tongue"). The two Welsh characters. Sir Owen
and Gwenthyan, speak to one another in Welsh throughout the play. Sir Owen speaks
Welsh only when speaking to his wife, Gwenthyan, who speaks primarily Welsh. The
two Welsh speakers present the language negafively because the Welsh exchanges occur
between a man and the woman who is the opposite of Grissill, the ideal submissive
woman, and whom the Welshman is utteriy unable to control. His lack of control
emasculates him completely, as the patriarchal ideal does not allow a man to be
dominated by a woman. Because Gwenthyan dominates her husband in Welsh, Welsh is
a language that subverts the ideal order of feminine submission to male domination, as it
did in I Henrv IV. The extensive use of Welsh in this play was not repeated; no other
play contains extensive examples of the language. It is probable that the audience
quickly tired of dialogue which they could not follow, and the usual custom is to
incorporate a few well-known phrases.
In Dekker's Satiro-mastix (1601), another character, not the stock Welshman,
uses the language to address the Welshman. When Welsh Sir Vaughan speaks of Tucca
to the king, Tucca says, "I sweate for't, but Tawsoone, holde thy tongue, Mon du"
(5.2.172-73). The two Welsh phrases, tawsoone (be quiet) and Mon du (My God), are
common in the dramas and indicate that Tucca is addressing the Welshman specifically.
The non-Welsh speaker presupposes the audience's familiarity wdth both phrases.
Tawson, Welsh for be quiet, is the most frequently used Welsh phrase, a not too subtle
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indication that the English found that phrase the most useful and familiar Welsh
expression, perhaps because he English wished that Welsh speakers would indeed be
quiet. Thus its appearance exposes a negative attitude toward the Welsh language and its
speakers.
Dekker and John Webster's Northward Ho (1605) incorporates Welsh as the
captain woos Doll, who asks him to teach her some Welsh: "Free the good Captaine
lynkins, teach mee to speake some welch, mee thinkes a Welchmans tongue is the neatest
tongue!" (2.1.200-1). This usage echoes Farenze's quibble in Patient Grissill. He agrees,
"As any tongue in the vrld" and calls her a Welsh endearment, Cra ma crees (Gradh mo
chroidhes, "love of my heart"). She invites a further lesson in speaking Welsh, asking
how to say "I loue you wdth all my heart," initiating another wordplay, for when he tells
her "Mi cara whee, en hellon," she responds, "Mi cara whee, en hel-hound," invoking a
laugh for the audience and Jenkin's correction of the mispronunciation (203-7), inserting
the oath, o mondu (O myn Duw, "O my God"). Later he uses the Welsh expression, mee
uatha (mi waedda, "I shout" or mi 'faddefa, " I confess") and compliments her effusively
on her well-pronounced Welsh, saying "you shal haue Welch enough in your pellies forty
weekes" (215), slyly referring to her being pregnant with a Welsh baby in the future.
Phyllis Rackin describes the depiction of the Welsh language as both the language of the
other and of love. Welsh is used here in a love scene, however comic. The use of Welsh
in this passage, as in many plays, inserts the language in conjunction with a female.
Later in the play, the captain speaks in Welsh, "Tawsone" ("be quief'), to himself
(4.1.121) and to others (4.2.465), and again, as they pursue Doll northward, "O mon du!
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du guin!" (4.2.34). Many examples of Welsh in the play have comic effects,
incorporating word plays, as in the wrenching of a Welsh phrase into "hel-hound," or for
disparaging the Welsh, as in the use of tawsone to silence the Welsh speakers.
William Rowley inserts one Welsh expression in A Shoemaker, a Gentleman
(1608): Bamaby, a joumeyman cobbler, says "Due gat a whee" (2.1.126), a Welsh
blessing, as he exits the stage. While several characters are Welsh, this is the only
example of the language in the play, which also avoids dialect. The heroic nature most
of the Welsh characters and their aristocratic class virtually eliminates the possibility of
linguistic markers for them, but Bamaby is a commoner who also speaks standard
English.
Unlike the comic Welshman, Maria, an English woman who pretends to be a
Welsh maid, uses few common Welsh expressions in Fletcher's The Nightwalker (1611)
to reinforce her faked accent: "Du Guin" (3.5.55), the oath used in Northward Ho (1605)
and other plays, indicating its common usage, and "Du cat a whee" (3.5.70), which
Fredson Bowers, the editor, identifies as "Cormpt Welsh for Duw cadw chwd" (= God
bless or preserve you)" (3.5.70n), a Welsh expression which also appears in several plays.
Since Maria could only be expected to know commonly heard Welsh expressions and the
Welsh words she uses also appear in other plays, these expressions are familiar to the
London audience. Again, the speaker of Welsh phrases is a woman, further associating
the language wdth the feminine.
The drama The Valiant Welshman (1612) by R. A. includes in its cast a number
of noble Welsh who speak standard London English and one stock Welshman who
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speaks in dialect, Morgan. He uses only one Welsh phrase, however. Cafe bobby, (4.1)
for toasted cheese, an indication that the Welsh expression for melted cheese was
familiar in London. In a scene (4.3) where the Clown and a group of mstics are bearing
the body of the self-desttoyed ttaitor Gloster, the clown speaks to Morgan: "Let your
Cousin, let him come, you shall haue diggon of Chymrade, I warrant you." His statement
uses the common Welsh mode of address, "Cousin," the Welsh word diggon [enough],
and the Welsh word for themselves, cymraeg. A delighted Morgan exclaims, "Harke
you, harke you Cousin, he speakes Brittish, by shesu, I not strike him now, if he call mee
three knaues more. God plesse us, if he do not speake as good Brittish, as any is in Troy
walles. Giue me both your right hands, I pray you, let vs be friends for euer and euer"
(4.3). This over-reaction shows the Welshman's pride in his language. He calls his
language "Brittish," and believes the best Welsh was spoken in Troy, a reference to the
mythical origin of the Welsh and their pride in their supposed Trojan ancestry. Morgan's
strong reaction to the use of his language makes him appear overly emotional and
ridiculous. His exaggerated reaction to the speaker indicates an attachment to his
language that the English can find ironic, since they know their own language is superior.
At the same time, the hyperbole of his response points up the Welshman's attachment to
his own language and culture.
The Welsh word digon, which occurs frequently in the plays, comes from a verb
form, dichon, third person singular present indicative ofdigawn, "can." In old and
middle Welsh, the verb came to mean "cause to be, do make." The Middle and Modem
Welsh digon, meaning "enough" gave rise to a new verb, digonaf or digoni meaning "to
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suffice" (J. Morris Jones 375). J. Morris Jones, in his A Welsh Grammar: Historical and
Comparative explains that various interjections in Welsh "are made from other parts of
speech, and from phrases and sentences, often mutilated" (451). Thus the use of digon
occurs meaning "enough," as in The Valiant Welshman as an interjection meaning,
"that's enough" or "it suffices," and simply as an amplifier, as a modem English speaker
might emphasize a remark wdth "by golly!"
Thomas Middleton incorporates a number of Welsh expressions into A Chaste
Maid in Cheapside (1613). The "Welsh genfieman" Sir Walter Whorehound, for
example, has a servant, Davy Dahumma, whose name, the editors point out, is a
"phonefic rendering of'Dwech yma', for 'Come here'" (163). Only familiarity wdth the
Welsh phrase gives the audience access to the joke; the playwright assumes that
knowledge and that the audience will be amused by a servant named "Come here."
Except for the servant's name, only the "Welsh Gentlewoman, Sir Walter's whore" (162)
uses Welsh expressions. The Welsh males speak English, so the language is once again
associated with the woman. When introduced, the Welsh woman says "Dugat a whee,"
(God preserve you), a common Welsh expression in the plays. When Tim meets her, he
addresses her in Latin, which she does not understand. In an aside, she says, "This is
most strange. May be he can speak Welsh. - Avedera whee comrage, derdue cog
fogins?" (4.1.119-20). The editors of the Penguin edition, Bryan Loughrey and Neil
Taylor, explain her remark as "probably a phonetic rendering of the Welsh 'A fedrwch
chwd Cymraeg' (can you speak Welsh?)." Middleton uses the prostitute's line as a
springboard for bawdy word play, when, in response, Tim immediately quibbles on her
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comment: "Cog foggin? I scorn to cog wdth her; I'll tell her so in a word near her own
language. Ego non cogo" (121-22). The sexual wordplay is intensified, because Tims
line also plays on the Lafin stem for know, cog,ttanslating"I do not know." "To know"
meaning "to have sexual intercourse wdth" was not an archaic expression during the reign
of James, and the double entendre was accessible to the audience. In addition, the slang
word to cog was used to mean "to employ fraud or deceit, to cheat" and "to produce or
put forth cunningly andfraudulently"(OED 443) at the time. The woman has been
presented as an heiress when she is actually a prostitute, making a quibble on the
fraudulence of her propertied status and a quibble on herfraudulentassumption of
chastity and of gentility evident to the audience. The term "cog" originated in the
practice of notching or cogging a wheel and was applied to notching dice to make them
fall to the player's advantage. Tim therefore is saying he is not going to "cog" or cut a
notch (have sex) wdth her. An additional level of interpretation takes into account the
common substitution of c for g in Welsh dialect, which makes her remark refer to a
"'cock," making an allusion to the male organ part of the quibble. The bawdy
interpretation by the English audience to the spoken "foggin" must be considered in
analyzing this interpolation of a Welsh phrase and its repetition. The woman speaks one
more line of Welsh in the interchange, "Rhegosin a whiggin harie ron corid ambre"
(4.1.123), which Bartley and Richards ttanslate as "Some cheese and whey after taking a
walk" (46), noting the diminutive for whey. Only the female speaks Welsh, and sexual
wordplays on her language relate the language once again to the erotically feminine.
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Ben Jonson's masque. For the Honor of Wales (1618). written for and presented
at James' court, contains more lines in Welsh than any drama except Patient Grissill.
Jonson wrote the masque just two years after Prince Charies' investittire as Prince of
Wales included Welsh language sections. Jonson's use of Welshflatteringlyreflects
James' use of the language. Jonson's Welsh may have been the most accurate of any in
the plays It is documented that he later owned a Welsh grammar, so his interest in the
language lasted over many years. Frederick J. Harries describes the evidence, indicating
that James Howell wrote to Jonson, saying that he had not found the copy of Dr.
Davies's Welsh Grammar that Jonson had requested, but that he would send one "before
Christmas." When he forwarded the book, Howell wrote that he thought it better than
any of the "Accidences USED TO TEACH Irish and Basque." When he sends the
volimie, Howell writes to Jonson: " you desir'd me lately to procure you to add to those
many you have; I have lighted upon one at last, and I am glad I have it in so seasonable a
time that it may serve for a New Year's gift, in which quality I send it you" and adds a
poem:
Twas a tough task, believe it, thus to tame
A wild and wealthy Language, and to frame
Grammatic toils to curb her, so that she
Now speaks in Rules and sings in Prosody.
Such is the sttength of Art rough things to shape
And of mde Commons rich Inclosures make.
(qtd. in Harries 60-61)
Jonson's desire for a dictionary of the "wild and wealthy" Welsh language indicates that
his interest in the language continued. Jonson's Welsh is also more accurate than most in
the dramas, probably because he was already working from written scholariy sources,
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rather than reproducing phonetically what he heard on the stteets of London. He uses
Welsh comments throughout the masque to create atmosphere, while avoiding ovemse
that would create boredom or confuse the audience.
In the opening scene of For the Honor of Wales (16181 Griffith falls into Welsh
and is answered in Welsh by Jenkin:
Griffith. Taw, dyn ynfyd! Ydwyt yn abl i anafii pob peth, o'th ffolineb. ag
i dynnu gwatwar ar dy wlad. [Silence, silly! You may spoil everything
wdth your folly and make your country a laughing-stock]
Jenkin. Gad fi'n llonydd. [Leave me alone.] (12-16)
The men then speak in English. The women, however, speak only Welsh. One asks,
"Where's the king?" in Welsh, "Ble mae'r brenin?" and is answered by Jenkin, "There he
is," "Dacw fe" (193-94). Jenkin speaks Welsh, after the opening scene, only to the
women. The other woman speaks to her child in Welsh, "eistewdwch yma f enaid,
dyma braveries! [Sit here, my dear, here are braveries!]" (197-198). There is enough
Welsh to give the court the sense of its use without enough to intermpt the masque wdth
dialogue incomprehensible to that audience. Of four speakers who use Welsh, two are
women, although they are on stage far less and speak far less than the men, which is
consistent wdth the overall pattern of Welsh speakers in the plays.
In The Custom of the Country (1619-20), Fletcher inserts a line of Welsh in an
otherwise Mediterranean play when Rutilio, one of the brothers who flee the wicked
Count, says to the count, "Du cat a whee. Good Count, cry, prethee cry, O what a wench
hast thou lost! Cry you great bobby" (1.1.81 -82). Cyms Hoy, the editor, translates the
Welsh for "Duw cadw chwd" as "God bless or preserve you" (1.2.8In). This expression
frequently appears in the plays, so it may be assumed to identify the remark as
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Welsh for the audience. Hoy does not mention that since Welsh for toasted cheese is
Caws pobi. and pobi is written as bobby in the play texts, the "great bobby" is intended to
refer to that Welsh tteat, so Rutilio is calling the count a "big cheese," particularly a big
Welsh cheese. The audience may be assumed to be amused by the incongmity of the
appearance of Welsh in the play and to understand the expressions used and the humor
intended.
Dekker's disguised Englishmen incorporate common Welsh phrases to endorse
their poses as Welshmen in The Welsh Embassador (1623).^^ The king graciously
welcomes the supposed Welsh delegation, "call our english court / Your owne, England
your Wales; wee are so strunge / Wee wdll in nothinge differ but in tongue" (114-16), a
speech that draws the attention of the audience to the princes' situation and their Welsh
^^ One of them, Eldred, threatens that he "shall fyde [i.e.,fight](diggon) "(3.2.72),
and repeats the word when they discuss the aftermath of a battle in which the king's two
brothers fought: "Yes, and after they drinck metheglin diggon" (3.2.103). He is willing
"enough" to fight, and the soldiers drink "enough," Eldred remarks, using the Welsh
expression as an amplifier, a verbal exclamation mark. The Welsh language is closely
associated in the play with alcohol consumption and the resulting slurring of speech.
Voltimar, who masterminds the plot to introduce Penda, Eldred, and Edmond into the
British court in tiieir Cehic personae, is responding to their inquiries about themselves
when he addresses the supposed Welshman, Penda, as "comrague," ("Welsh") (3.2.110).
Having been told that the men died in the field, Penda inquires if they died in the field
"as peggers [beggars] do?" (109), i.e., starved or died of exposure. He, of course, knows
that he and the king had ordered Voltimar to kill them and that they were said to have
died in battle. Volfimar uses the word cymraeg (Welsh) in responding that they died "in
a battaile" (110). The word cymraeg, meaning "Welsh," is repeated by Eldred in a later
passage when Eldred speaks of his "valliant comragues and feirce prittons" (4.2.76),
using the Welsh word, Cymraeg, for "a Welsh person," when he describes Welsh raids on
the borders of England "manie summers agoe" (75). The remark emphasizes that the
relations between Wales and England are peaceful, in conttast to historic conflicts.
Penda uses the common Welsh expression "Tawsone" (4.1.81) to indicate that the group
must be quiet in order for him to read them his poem. Like digon, the Welsh for
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language and dialect as they seek justice and the reformation of the king. Eldred calls
Edmond, who is pretending to be an Irishman, "hobbadery coxcombe' (5.2.81). Bartley
and Richards argue that the character mistakenly assumes that hobbadery is an abusive
term, although it was familiar as the refrain in folk songs. The original Welsh expression
appears to be Hob v deri dan do.ttanslated"the flitch on the oaken roof-beam." In the
play, the Englishmen use common Welsh expressions to strengthen the disguises they
have adopted, and the use of this term is for comic effect, as a modem character might
mistake "fa la la" for a foreign term. The audience is reminded of the irony of the
situation by Eldred's comment that he and his brother had leamed a little Welsh while
serving the King; Welsh is the language that they are employing to strengthen their
disguises, disguises necessitated by the same King's order that they be killed. The choice
of Welsh words, those for enough, Welsh, people, be quiet, and a supposedly derogatory
term, indicates a definite negafive bias in the Welsh that the English know and employ.
The Englishmen who speak Welsh in their disguises are utteriy loyal to the English king,
in spite of his bad behavior, including his attempts to kill them. This unflagging loyalty
to the English king associated wdth the Welsh language indicates that Dekker, at least,
did not consider speaking Welsh to be indicative of subversive inclinations. Dekker
argues Welsh loyalty to the sovereign by associating the faux Welsh characters wdth the
tme loyalty to the crown exemplified by the men's determination to guide their king into
a proper path.

"enough," the Welsh for "be quiet" appears often enough in the plays to argue its
familiarity to the English audience.
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In one of the last plays in the reign of James I to feature a Welsh stock character,
James Shiriey's Love Tricks (1624). Jenkin is a classic example of the Welsh stock
character, but he uses only one Welsh word, diggon, "enough," when he is excited, as he
threatens, "her wdll make you eat up awl her words and ignominies, or her plade shall
make holes in your bellies, diggon" (2.2), and exclaims, "her wdllfightwdth her and kill
awl the devils in hell, diggon" (3.5). Such threats are, certainly, "enough"; the Welsh
word is used much as a modem slang "by golly" might reinforce an assertion.
Hey for Honesty, Thomas Randolph's 1625 play, includes Caradock, a stock
Welshman who speaks in Welsh dialect and uses occasional Welsh phrases. He mentions
toasted cheese, Coush-bobby (3.1), a Welsh phrase used often by English writers, and
uses the phrase blerawhee, blerawhee, that is, "where are you going" (3.1). He says he
wdll fight well, or "else, never let her sing hapatery" (3.1), which is a phonefic rendition
of Hob y deri, an expression used also by Dekker in The Welsh Embassador. A brief
comment Vrinall, the clever servant, makes on a Welsh doctor in The Hollander (1635)
by Henry Glapthome includes a pair of common Welsh expressions to belittle the Welsh,
as he calls the doctor's salve "a meere Digon [enough] a whee " and says that the
doctor's salve "is cafe-baby [toasted cheese] to my masters" (2.1). The use of Welsh, as
in the preceding two plays, assumes the audience's knowledge of the expressions; the
language is used for comic effect and to belittle the Welsh doctor, an effect which
depends in part on the English assumption of the inferiority of the language.
In contrast, Edward Sackville's Entertainment at Richmond (1636) includes
Welsh language speeches, with no indicafion that they will be understood by the
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audience, as indicated by the direction, "A man enters and speaks in Welch, presumably
in honor of the Prince of Wales, who is presenting the masque" (20). Later, a messenger
enters, who, "having first demanded in Welch, (which they say is the old British
language) where the King and Queen are" (23), says, "Here's no body vnderstands me,
neuer a tme Britaine amongst you?" before asking the question in French (23). In a court
masque, flattery of the monarch is a primary goal, and the inclusion of all his people as
his admirers is incorporated. Sackville's note, "which they say is the old British
language," also ties the usage to the English incorporation of ancient British myths into
their own history.
In his 1639 play. Monsieur Thomas. Fletcher inserts one line of Welsh, du gat a
whee. ("God bless you") in a conversation between Sebasfian and Launcelot (1.2.7).
Although the line is Sebastian's, Launcelot, the clever servant to whom the remark is
addressed, is said to speak many languages. In a comically unsuccessful attempt to show
his linguistic sophistication, Sebastian fires several foreign phrases, probably picked up
on the streets, at Launcelot to show the clever servant that he, too, has mastered several
languages. He follows the Welsh blessing with the line, "Bassa mi cu," (kiss my ass) a
Mediterranean vulgarity, and "valetote," Latin for "Be you well," a common phrase to
end letters (1.2.8). The odd mixture of phrases emphasizes Sebastian's lack of linguistic
sophistication when compared to Launcelot's vaunted mastery of many languages. This
insertion of the Welsh line indicates that the audience was expected to recognize the
Welsh and to understand its meaning, as well as the Latinate expressions. Later in the
play, Launcelot uses a Welsh oath, "O deu guin" (4.2.87). Since the play involves no
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Welsh nor Welsh allusions other than these insertions of the language, their presence can
only appeal to factors outside the play itself the audience's satisfaction in their
knowledge of the expressions and their appreciation of the humor of the ndiculous
juxtaposition of expressions.
Most of the plays that contain Welsh assume the audience's knowledge of certain
Welsh expressions and appeal to their satisfaction in that knowledge. The gratuitous
insertion of idiomatic Welsh in plays which otherwise have no connection to the Welsh
indicates that such usage had developed into a convention and a source of humor. The
later plays, wdth the exception of the masques, treat the Welsh language as a farcical
device, reflecting an English attitude of confident superiority and amusement, and the
freedom the playwrights feel to indulge in laughter at the expense of the Welsh.
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Table 1

Chart of Common Stage Welsh Expressions
Welsh

English

A fedrwch chwi Bymraeg
Avedera whee comrage

Author

can you speak Welsh
Middleton

Ble maeV brenin

where's the king

BieV ewch chwi
blerawhee

where are you going

Caws pobi
Cafe bobby
bobby

toasted cheese

For the Honor of Wales

Randolph

Hev for Honesty

Randolph

Cra ma crees

love of my heart

Cymraeg
Chymrade
Comrague
Comrage

Welsh

Da eh ware

Chaste Maid in Cheapside

Jonson

Fletcher &
Massinger

Cafe-baby
Coush-bobby

Play

The Valiant Welshman
The Custom of the Country
The Hollander
Hev for Honesty

Dekker & Webster

Northward Ho

R. A.
Dekker
Middleton

The Valiant Welshman
The Welsh Embassador
Chaste Maid in Cheapside

well played

Jonson

For the Honor of Wales

Dacw fe

there he is

Jonson

For the Honor of Wales

Digon
Digone
Diggon
Diggon a whee
Diggon

enough
Peele
R. A.
Glapthome
Dekker

Edward I
The Valiant Welshman
The Hollander
The Welsh Embassador

Duw gwyn
Du guin
Duguin
Deu guin

blessed god

Dekker & Webster Northward Ho
Fletcher
The Nightwalker
Fletcher
Monsieur Thomas
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Table 1. Continued
Welsh
Duw cadw chwi
Due gat a whee
Du cat a whee
Dugat a whee
Du cat a whee

English

Author

Du gat a whee

God bless/preserve you
Rowley
Fletcher
Middleton
Fletcher &
Massinger
Fletcher

Dwech yma
Ducdame
Dahumma

come hither
come here

Play
A Shoemaker, a Gentleman
The Nightwalker
Chaste Maid in Cheapside
The Custom of the Country
Monsieur Thomas

Shakespeare As You Like It
Middleton
Chaste Maid in Cheapside

eistewdwch yma f enaid, dyma (braveries)
Sit here, my dear, here are (braveries)
Jonson

For the Honor of Wales

Felly

yes/so

Jonson

For the Honor of Wales

Gadfi^nllonydd
gadu i'n

leave us alone

Jonson

For the Honor of Wales

Hob y deri dan do
Hobbadery
Hapatery

the flitch on the oaken roof-beam (folk song refrain)
Dekker
The Welsh Embassador
Randolph
Hev for Honesty

Me uatha

I shoutT confess

Mi cara whee« en hellon
I love you with all my heart
Mon du
Mimdue
O mondu
O mon du!
Mondu

my God

Pobi
Pobell

people

Dekker & Webster

Northward Ho

Dekker & Webster

Northward Ho

Peele
Dekker & Webster
Dekker & Webster
Dekker

Edward I
Northward Ho
Northward Ho
Satiro-mastix

Dekker
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The Welsh Embassador

Table 1. Continued
Welsh

English

Author

Rhyw gosyn a chwigyn ar ol bod vn cerdded am dro
Rhegosin a whiggin harie ron corid ambre Middleton
some cheese and whey after taking a walk
Taw a son
Tawson
Tawsoone
Tawsone
Taw
Tawsone

Play
Chaste Maid in Cheapside

be quiet

silence

Jonson
For the Honor of Wales
Dekker
Satiro-mastix
Dekker & Webster Northward Ho
Jonson
Dekker
The Welsh Embassador

Ydwyt yn abl i anafu pob peth, o^th ffolinch, ag i dynnau gwatwar ar dv wld.
you may spoil everything wdth your folly
Jonson
For the Honor of Wales
and make your country a laughing-stock.
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CHAPTER IV
DL\LECT OF THE STOCK WELSHMAN
While the treatment of Welsh dialect is similar to the treatment of the Welsh
language, it differs in significant ways from the use of dialect by tme foreigners in
English Renaissance drama. While the playwrights used dialects primarily for
characterization and humor, they also use them to marginalize speakers. Dialect used b>
a foreigner fills three purposes: it characterizes the speaker and puts him or her in a
nationally stereotyped framework; it provides a source of humor; and it marginalizes the
speaker as inferior to the nafive. Because the dialect speaker accepts the English
language, he or she does not offer the possible threat of subversion that a speaker of the
Welsh language does by rejecting the language of the nation. Welsh dialect is spoken by
English subjects who are politically integrated into the English nation after centuries of
conflict between the two peoples. English society, however, did not fully accept the
Welsh socially, so speaking in Welsh dialect marks the speaker as marginal within the
English nation. He is not a tme Englishman, because he does not speak the language of
the dominant male class, but he is not outside the English pale, as are the Irish and Scots;
he is neither foreign nor yet tmly English, a situation highlighted by his dialect; he speaks
English, but brokenly.
The status of the Welshman, a politically integrated English subject, was still a
source of tension socially, although it did not obviate the difference between the Welsh
and tme foreigners. The Welsh could be categorized as inferior to the Englishman, but
superior to foreigners. Their dialect did not exile them from the nation, since they spoke
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the common language, English, though not the English of the dominant male class. Since
the "common language" is assumed to be the language of the dominant group, the use of
dialect, or deviation from that common language, marks the user as inferior (Bourdieu
54). The dominant language was the King's English, the language of the court and the
patriarchal establishment of England. Juliet Fleming cites Cawdrey's Table
Alphabeticall of 1604, which claims to have been "gathered for the benefit of Ladies,
Gentlewomen, or any other unskilful persons" (291). Nonstandard speech is conflated
wdth lack of skill. Thus, by creating and maintaining a stage dialect, the playwrights
challenged the status of the "unskilled" Welsh as equal partners in the English state.
While dialect is obviously used for humor, it also indicates that the Welshman fails as
Englishman, because his unskilled "linguistic practices" are not those of the
establishment. The tteatment of Welsh dialect in the plays changes from the late Tudor
period to the end of the reign of James I, and the dialect disappears from the stage after
1625, by which time the plays tteat the Welsh dialect as merely farcical.
Various critical works have addressed the dialect of the Welsh stock character. T.
Gwynn Jones looks at English writers' "endeavour to represent the English speech of
their Welsh characters" (56) in a 1919 article. Jones argues that certain constmctions
and sounds were undoubtedly heard by the English playwrights, whose representation of
Welsh dialect is aimed at comedy: "in this respect, as in others, the stage Welshman in
England was a caricature" (56). He analyzes the dialect in terms of the sounds of the
Welsh language and examines the dialect of Henry V, Merr\^ Wives of Windsor, Patient
Grissill. and For the Honor of Wales as the dialect reflects Welsh idiom. Jones does not
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address the social and political implications of Welsh dialect use; he concludes that the
playwrights attempted to reproduce the dialect that the\' heard but did not understand, so
they reproduced the dialect they thought they heard, not the acttial dialect of Welsh
speakers.
Wilson O. Clough's 1933 article, "The Broken English of Foreign Characters of
the Elizabethan Stage," focuses on the French dialect, but provides a chart of foreign
characters who speak broken English from 1550-1640, listing only fifteen plays that
employ a Welsh dialect. Clough suggests possible origins of the use of foreign dialects
on the Renaissance stage. The revival of classic drama brought attention to Plautus and
Terence, whose comic characters "spoke a degenerate Latin" (257). These classical
models encouraged the use of dialect, i. e., degenerate English, in contemporary drama.
In addition. Clough points out the developing sensitivity to speech differences in English
societ\-, caused by the increased presence of foreigners, as a basis for recognizing the
differences in the speech of foreigners. Finally, he argues that the popularit\ of
"characters" increased awareness of language as an indicator of character and as a source
of humor (257). Like other early crifics. he does not mention the sociopolitical
implications of the English interest in dialect.
J. O. Bartley, in his 1954 League, Shenkin and Sawney, lists the various linguistic
forms of the stock Welsh dialect: pronunciafion, ""Anglo-Welsh" expressions. Welsh, and
broken English (70). He contends that "pronunciation was part of the general notion of
"Welshman' which preceded his appearance on the stage"" (70). He indicates that the
representation of Welsh pronunciation on the stage appears to be more convenfional than
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the representation of other dialects. Anglo-Welsh expressions noted by Bartley include
tags and phrases and the pairing of words, both of which appear to have been considered
markers of Welsh expression (70-71). Several common usages of the stage dialect
increase the sibilance of the stock Welsh speech. The addifion of s to words, usually
making a plural noun of a singular, is common. Also, since there is no z sound in Welsh.
Welshmen tend to substitute s, which gives their pronunciation a stronger sibilance. He
also points out that in Welsh, any noun subject calls for the third person singular verb
form, "which accounts for the Welsh characters' very frequent use of is' and "was" for
are' and 'were'" (73). The English, naturally, assumed that the Welsh used plural
subjects for singular ones and reproduced that characteristic. These features of the
speech increase the sibilance of the discourse of the speaker. Finally, Bartley discusses
the use of "her" for various personal pronouns in stage Welsh dialect. While he notes
that Welsh has no neuter pronoun and uses the feminine for impersonal constmctions,
e.g., "she's raining" (74), he contends that modem Welsh-English contains few examples
of the use of inappropriate feminine pronouns and that "it is impossible to believe that
the Welsh ever habitually substituted 'her' for first and second personal pronouns, though
they may sometimes have done so, especially neuters, in the case of the third person"'
(74). The plays manifest this usage so extensively that stage Welsh became
"conventional, uncritically accepted and almost completely divorced from reality" (74).
Thus, stage Welsh dialect is fundamentally a construction of the playwrights.
Karen Newman (1991) cites linguist M. A. K. Halliday's distinction between
dialect and register as they illusttate social distinctions. Dialect is defined as "language
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determined by who you are, your socioregional origins," and register is "determined by
use and expressing the social division of labor" (100). S. T. Bindoff explains the
emergence of the English of London as it exploited "the prestige which it had been
building up since the time of Chaucer and to gain recognition as 'standard' English" (26).
Its emergence, he postulates, began the process of the horizontal division by class, which
was to replace the vertical division by region (27), while keeping the Medieval
"conception of a stratified society, in which every class had a peculiar and, as it was
believed, a preordained position and function" (27). Register supersedes dialect in the
language of the Welsh characters in the plays; the nobility speak standard "King's
English" as a mark of their social standing, while the dialect of the lower class Welsh
reflects their origins and their class. This distinction is used for comic effect by reversing
the roles of upper and lower class Welshmen, assigning dialect to an upper class
character and standard English to a lower in Patient Grissill.
The rise of dialect as a source of characterization and humor in the Renaissance
results in part from the association between language and the concept of nation. Pierre
Bourdieu (1991) explains the development of this phenomenon as a result of the growing
sense of nationality: "Only when the making of the nation', an entirely abstract group
based on law, creates new usages and functions does it become indispensable to forge a
standard language" (48). A sense of nationality and an awareness of language as a facet
of nationality are important factors in the treattnent of deviations from the standard
language: "Political unification and the accompanying imposition of an official language
establish relations between the different uses of the same language which differ
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fundamentally from the theoretical relations between different languages, spoken by
politically and economically independent groups " (53). Bourdieu's observation is
particulariy apt when applied to the situation of the Welsh during the late Tudor and
eariy Stuart reigns, because the political relationship was one of integration, while social
and economic assimilation of the Welsh was still being worked out. His observation that
"All linguistic practices are measured against the legitimate practices, i.e., the practices
of those who are dominanf' (54), is applicable to the linguistic practices of the Welsh,
whose dialect is a cormpt English, which the English viewed as inferior to the idiom of
the dominant English male class.
Karen Newman (1991) discusses the effect of the various dialects that the Welsh,
Irish, and Scots characters speak. Their dialectical English demonstrates the unity of the
"'variety of Englishmen on the battlefield at Agincourt and their unity under Henry," but
also "speech and behavior governed by socioregional variables" (101). Since these
regionalisms marked status, these characters, she contends, are "presented as
linguistically disadvantaged by dialecf (101). Dialect was an established way to present
a character as outside the hegemony.
A recent study of dialect in Renaissance texts, Paula Blank's 1996 Broken
English, approaches the Welsh stage dialect more analytically than eariier studies.
Representation of dialect is presented for both comic and political purposes, according to
Blank. Welsh dialect, like the Welsh language, represented more than cultural
difference; it represented subversion of the legal nationality of the speaker, that is, since
the Acts of Union, English. With English as the cultural standard, "the 'broken English'
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spoken by Welshmen confirmed, for some, their inferiority as a people" (134). Blank
briefly summarizes the distinguishing features of stage Welsh dialect, including
pronunciation of the literary dialect, pluralization of singular nouns, use of her as a
universal pronoun, characteristic tags and expressions of the stage Welshman, and
pairing of words (134). She concludes that Welsh dialect was a reminder to the English
of the incomplete nature of the integration of Wales: "From the perspective of English
writers, it seems, the Union wdth Wales had gone off without a hitch, although the
unification of language was still slow in coming. The 'broken English' of Welshmen in
Renaissance English drama thus remains a sign of the failure as well as the success of the
Anglicization of that people" (144). Blank recognizes the political implications of the
creation and dispersion of a literary dialect and its use to maintain the Welsh in their
socially inferior status.
That dialect was used for comic effect is undeniable, but the idea that dialect is
used as a source of comedy provides only a partial explanation of its presence in
Renaissance plays. M. M. Bakhtin (1981) comments on the use of dialect comedy in the
Renaissance:
Ridiculing dialectological peculiarities, making fun of the linguistic and
speech manners of groups living in different disttdcts and cities throughout
the nation, is something that belongs to every people's most ancient store
of language images. But during the Renaissance this mutualridiculingof
different groups among the folk took on a new and fundamental
significance
The parodying images of dialects began to receive more
profound artistic formulation, and began to penettate major literature. (82)
Paula Blank, on the other hand, argues thatridiculingdialects in Renaissance writing is
not mutual, since provincial speakers have no voice, "and the 'parodying images of
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dialects' are always projected by speakers of the Kings English'" (70). The subordinate,
not the dominant, language is parodied.
This parody not only sets the Welsh apart, it also subordinates them as a marginal
or colonized people in their failure to speak in the language of the dominant class. The
use of dialect by English playwrights becomes a political tool to maintain the
superordination of the English male. The "imagined communit\"' (Anderson 6) of
England sought to encompass the entire British Isles, while the English pla\^sTights
labored to maintain English superiority through their language, as David Caims and
Shaun Richards explain: "The Welsh, Scots and Irish must... be seen to speak English
as evidence of their incorporation wdthin the greater might of England, but they must
speak it with enough deviations from the standard form to make their subordinate status
in the imion manifestly obvious" (11). The deviations of dialect were seen as subversive
of the unity England sought to impose. Michael Neill quotes Robert Cawdrey's 'To the
Reader." the inttoduction to Cawdrey's English dictionary in 1604, which "urges the
need to avoid "outlandish English" and foreign apparel" and to "use altogether one
manner of language' in the interests of national unity" (52n). National imity, then,
demanded rejection of the "outlandish" and "foreign" dialect of the Welsh. "Standard'"
language is the language of those in power, i.e., the English male, while other dialects are
assumed to be deficient (Spitzack and Carter 402). The dominant culture presupposes its
own superiorit) and evaluates minority cultures as the\ differ from the dominant
paradigms (407). Welsh dialect differs from the dialect of the dominant English culture,
and is thus considered deficient. Therefore, to speak in other than the dominant English
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male dialect is to speak in dialect that establishes both the speaker's non-English status
and his or her inferior status.
Linguistic distinction was a noticeable characteristic of the Welsh, and dialect,
linguistic mannerisms, and the use of Welsh language are the one of the simplest ways
for the playwright to distinguish the stock character in a verbal medium, the text of a
drama. However, inconsistency in the spelling of English in the plays is magnified as the
pla>^WTights attempt to duplicate phonetically what they hear of Welsh pronunciation.
Wilson O. Clough says that "we can not expect any consistent phonefic rendenng of
broken English" when English itself had not attained "phonetic consistency" and
dramatists were not primarily phoneticians, compositors made errors, and texts were
often based on stenographic reports. For these reasons, "we find small attempt to attain
scientific reproduction of dialect or even to correlate sound wdth knowledge of the given
foreign language" (256). In spite of the inconsistency m reproducing Welsh dialect, the
cues for stage Welsh pronimciation are surprisingly consistent. In contrast, however, the
playwrights are sometimes inconsistent wdthin the speech of a particular character, often
using dialect only for words that the playwright chooses to emphasize, for making a joke
that depends on a particular dialectic peculiarity, or for underscoring a particular point.
Other linguistic peculiarities also appear often in the play texts among the most
common factors in creating the stock Welshman. One such linguistic characteristic of
the stock Welshman is the use of tags. A linguistic tag, the name of which derives from
the word's use for a hanging piece of cloth, is a "hanging" piece of verbal expression
added to a statement. Tags have been perceived, whether accurately or not, as a
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feminine speech characteristic, according to Jennifer Coates (112-13). However, Donald
L. Rubin and Marie Wilson Nelson argue that what Coates calls womens language.
including the use of tags, "blunts assertions,ttivializescontent, and projects a
subordinate position" (273), and may be better named poweriess language, because it is
more closely associated with status than with gender (274). Rubin and Nelson conclude:
speakers who do use these features [including tags] with great frequenc\whether those speakers be female or male, powerful or powerless,
apprehensive or confident-are met with highly stigmafized social
judgments. Although language production in this instance is not a reliable
reflection of social fact, language attitudes persist as if it were. (287)
Tags may be used by speakers of a non-native language, e.g., Welshmen speaking
English, to allow them time to articulate their thoughts in the relatively unmastered
tongue. Tag usage creates hesitation in speech, and, according to Rubin and Nelson, is
stigmatized. The common tags of stage Welshmen are rarely used by stage Englishmen,
who represent the dominant class, and probably are a usage designed to show the
Welshman's socially inferior status in English culture. Tags define the social context,
the relationships the speaker feels between himself and his addressee and his subject
(284). Crifics do not menfion the closely related usage, the Welsh stage characters'
frequent use of oaths. Swearing is a masculine linguistic marker, that is, oaths are
"sttong*" or masculine linguistic tags. The Welsh characters use oaths, like other tags, far
morefrequentlythan other characters. The overall effect of depicting the Welsh as using
tags and oaths weakens their discourse and increases the separation of the Welsh from
the dominant male class of English society.
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Finally, the stock Welshman stacks synonyms. He tends to double words and use
expressions that pair words, especially "pribbles and prabbles" and variations on that
phrase. One explanation of this doubling is that the Welshman, insecure in the
vocabulary of English, seeks exactly the right words and proffers all that may fit the
situation, a practice indicating insecurity. This tautological characteristic of stage Welsh
English becomes extremely evident in the plays of the later Stuart years, becoming a
farcical and demeaning idiosyncrasy of the characters. Two phrases commonly used by
Welsh characters are used to express or emphasize measurements: "a great deal" and
"out of cry"; both are used only by Welsh characters and were assumed to be common in
Welsh English.
An interesting argument that displays the interest in Welsh dialect at that time
occurs in relation to Edmund Spenser's The Shepherd's Calendar, published in 1579.
This argument concems whether or not Diggon Davy's "farre countrye" of the September
eclogue is intended to be Wales. Viola Blackbum Hulbert argues that Wales is indeed
intended by Spenser, using the dialect as one argument. She points out the use of jier for
pronouns, stating, "Now the use of her for almost any pronoun form occurs in
Elizabethan plays as one of the indications that the character is using the Welsh dialect"
(349). She also argues that the name Diggon Davie is using Diggon for English Diccon,
pointing out that T. Gwynn Jones lists the use of g for c "as an indication of the stage
Welshman's English in the Tudor period" (350). She adds that "the change of
intervocalic c to g is, moreover, an actual peculiarity of the Welsh-English of the period"
(350), and that "it represents a Welsh mispronunciation, not merely a misapprehension
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by a play-wright of the phenomenon" (350). She argues that Spenser "writing before the
stage dialect was firmly established, in indicating a Welshman's English chose two
dialectal peculiarities which .. . actually characterized the Tudor Welshman's speech"
(350). She goes on to argue that Diccon was an Elizabethan nickname for Richard, and
that Diggon Davy is Richard Davies, the Welsh Bishop of St. David's from 1561 to 1582
(351). Her argument for the Welsh setting for this eclogue shows that an interest in and
acceptance of some basic factors of Welsh dialect were recognized before the earliest
plays, factors that are present in the earliest plays that introduce Welsh characters.
The first two plays wdth linguistic markers for the Welsh do not include Welsh
characters; they employ disguise or anecdote by another character, who speaks as a
Welshman, to inttoduce Welsh linguistic practices. Both depict the Welsh as a mstic,
naive visitor, not as a resident, of the play setting (London). The early anonymous play A
Knack to Know a Knave (1592) utilizes linguistic difference to strengthen Honesty's
disguise as he exposes an English conycatcher by posing as a gullible Welsh countryman.
In this play, the Welsh character provides for correction of an English malefactor. While
there is no indication of nonstandard pronunciation, the most noticeable deviation from
standard usage is Honesty's use of "'her" instead of "him" and "his" in addressing a male
interiocutor (647) and to refer to himself (649). The use of "her" as a generic pronoun is,
from the eariiest plays, established as a mark of Welsh dialect: "God saue her sirs, and
her good friendes, is a poore Welshman, come as far as Camaman in Wales to receive a
litle money, and here a has paid her I cannot tell what" (647-49). Honesty omits subjects,
uses "a great deale" for a measure of the money he is carrying (657, 674) and "'1 warrant
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you" as a tag (657), but the primary mark of the language of the Welsh disguise is the
feminine pronoun, especially for himself, as when he assures them that he "has a great
deale more [money] in her bosome" (674); Honesty uses her for himself or other men
eight times in the nine lines he speaks in his disguise as a Welshman. The image of the
Welsh thus presented is ambivalent: while the "Welshman" is on the side of virtue as the
bait to catch the conycatcher, the assumed lack of sophistication makes him a feasible
victim for defrauding and unmans him, since he cannot protect himself The use of "her"
as a universal pronoun in this first inttoduction of Welsh linguistic difference, like
naivete, challenges gender boundaries. The assumption of English superiority to the
Welsh and of male superiority to female seem to be paralleled.
While the reference is brief, the use of dialect to idenfify the Welsh is evident in
Thomas Nashe's Summer's Last Will and Testament (1592), when Will Summer (Henry
VIII's jester) uses dialect to relate an anecdote about a Welshman. He uses her to
idenfify himself (388), but does not use the word for the third person masculine or neuter:
"Hur come to Fowl (as the Welshman sayes) and hur pay an halfepenny for hur seat, and
hur heare the Preacher talge, and a talge very well by gis; but yet a cannot make hur
laugh: goe to a Theater, and heare a Queenes Fice, and he make hur laugh, and laugh hur
belly-full" (388-93), showing self-referral with a feminine pronoun. Summer also uses
talge for talk, making the common Welsh subsfitution of g for k (390). The Welshman is
shown to use by gis, an intermpter or tag, a common factor in stage Welsh dialect (391).
This brief sketch gives greater indication of Welsh dialect than its predecessor. The
anecdote concems a Welshman who seeks entertainment in London, picturing the
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Welshman as a visitor, not as a resident, like the Welshman is m A Knack to Know
Knave (1592). The Welsh were notftillyaccepted as members of the local society, and,
by extension, of the realm. Both these eariy plays present English characters who are
disguised as Welsh or who relate an anecdote about the Welsh, thus indicating the
playwrights' perception of Welsh speech, but it is left to William Shakespeare to
introduce the first true Welsh character of which we have evidence.
Shakespeare presents the first Welsh character in extant plays who speaks Welsh
dialect. Parson Evans in Merry Wives of Windsor (1597). The English language and its
variations become a focal point as various native speakers comment on the dialects in the
play. When Mistress Quickly says Caius wdll abuse "God's pafience and the King's
English" (1.4.5-6) with his French accent and Page says of Nym, "Here's a fellow frights
English out of his wits" (2.1.135-36), both the French accent and the lower-class patois
are denigrated. Welsh dialect, too, is commented upon: the Host says that Parson Evans
"gives me the proverbs and the no-verbs" (3.1.104-5). Ford assures Evans "I wdll never
mistmst my wife again, till thou art able to woo her in good English" (5.5.133-34), and
Falstaff mocks Evans' speech by imitation, "'Seese' and 'putter'!" (5.5.142) as he
laments his downfall at the hands "of one that makes fritters of English" (5.5.143). Paula
Blank discusses Shakespeare's hint that "making fritters" of words can displace other
forms of violence (137) when, stopping the duel which Caius and Evans are about to
fight, the Host orders, "Disarm them, and let them question. Let them keep their limbs
whole and hack our English " (3.176-8). The host's comment parallels physical violence
wdth attacks on the language and supports the argument that the English viewed speaking
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English in other than the accepted, dominant dialect to be suggest an attack on their
language and therefore on the nation. The English remarks on French, lower class, and
Welsh dialects display an assumpfion of superiority and an attittide of relative hostility
toward anyone who failed to speak the dominant English dialect.
Shakespeare develops Evans' dialect with most of the factors that were to define
Welsh dialect throughout the period, while providing bawdy wordplay.^"* Evans' speech
includes the subsfitution of p for b, as in "petter," "ttempling," "Pabylon," and "prain"; b
for p, as in "Hibocrates"; t for d as in "worts" and "the tevil and his tam"; f for v as in
"fery" and "fehemenfiy"; v for fas in "vlouting"; g for k as in "knog"; and s for ch as in
"pinse." He drops original w from many words, such as "orid" and "ork," and drops the
initial j from "udge." Several word plays depend on Evans' pronunciation, e.g., when
Evans advises Falstaff to use "goot worts," Falstaff counters wdth "Good cabbage!''
(1.1.118-19), punning on the cabbage-like wort plant. Malapropisms abound, as Parson
Evans misuses various words, describing "a simplicity woman" (4.1.30) and using
"affection" and "description" as verbs. He uses "discreetly" for "discretion" and
"discretion" for "discreet." His many plurals include "moneys" and "resurrections" and a
'foolish Christian creatures," and he often adds an inappropriate s to his verbs, "as I
would desires." His uses of the tag, "look you" (1.1.37-38; 4.5.79-80) and the common
"pribbles and prabbles" (1.1.55; 5.5.160) introduce these common markers of Welsh
speech into drama. He also introduces the common multiplying of synonyms as he
announces "I do despise a liar as I do despise one that is false, or as I despise one that is

^^ See Chapter 2.
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not tme" (1.1.68-70); "lastly and finally" (1.1.140); and "There is reasons and causes for
i f (3.1.48). The most obvious of Parson Evans' misuses of the language to create humor
occurs in 4.1, in the scene where the Parson is catechizing Will Page on his Latin
grammar; the multiple mistakes thettitormakes in English grammar contrast sharply
with the ideal of correct Latin grammar he is supposed to be propounding (Chapter II).
The anonymous play Sir John Oldcastle (15991 is the first play to present a
linguistically strafified Welsh population; in this play, the Welsh characters of the noble
class speak standard Elizabethan English, but the lower class characters speak dialect.
Lord Powds' speeches, for example, contain no dialectic characteristics, as can be seen in
his noble declaration of support for Oldcastle against the wicked Popish clergy who seek
to destroy him, insisting that the English lord
vouchsafe
To ride with me to Wales, where though my power
Though not to quittance, those great benefits
I have received of you, yet both my house.
My purse, my servants, and what else I have
Are all at your command. (27.156-61)
Powis' speech is noble in both expression and content. Conttarily, the two soldiers of his
retinue, Davy and Owen, speak in stage Welsh dialect. According to Jonathan
Rittenhouse, editor of The Renaissance Imagination series version of the play, stage
dialect was synthetic, "employing only the most conspicuous peculiarities in
pronimciation and grammar" (1.9n). He points out that the two characters replace ow
with aw ("a Pawess") and replace b wdth p ("pill" for "bill" and "py coss plud"), k wdth p
('"puse" for "accuse") and] wdth sh ("shudge") final k wdth g ("Wells hoog") or reverse
these substitutions ("Pud" for "puf; "tie" for "die "). They also pronoimce silent k, as in
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knave. In addition to idiosyncratic pronunciation, the two men also use "her" to refer to
themselves, as when Owen asks of himself, "What has her done, I pray you?" (1.60). The
two soldiers are stereotyped and unindividualized, in sharp contrast to the porttayal of
Lord Powds, the noble Welshman. In this play, the Welsh gentty are sharply
differentiated from the Welsh commoners, who receive the most derogatory treatment
given the Welsh up to this time.
Thomas Dekker, Henry Chettle, and William Haughton utilize dialect extensively
in Patient Grissill (1599) as one of the ways to differentiate between the noble characters
of the main plot and the comic Welsh characters of the subplot which reflects and
comments on it. In a imique reversal, however, the gentry. Sir Owen and Gwenthian
speak both English in dialect and much Welsh, while their Welsh servant speaks standard
English. This remarkable reversal conttasts wdth the opposite in most plays, including
Sir John Oldcastle, which appeared in the same year. The couple's dialect echoes their
behavior, which also places them beneath the servant and reinforces their social status,
beneath the noble couple of the main plot. The dialectic differences include the use of d
for t as in "pade" and t for d as in "teale"; p for b as in "prittish"' c for g as in "Cod" and
"clad"; g for k as in "trigs" and "harg"; and sh for soft g and for ch as in "shenfieman"
and "shoke." Initial j is dropped in '"udge." "Her" is used as a pronoim for both men
and women, especially for himself by Sir Owen, who is emasculated by the domination
of his wife. Two common phrases, "out a crie" and "a great teale" or its variation, "a
mightie deale," occur often to mark the speaker as Welsh. The latter phrase is often used
to distort a sentence, as when Sir Owen threatens "to giue her a great teale of blouddie
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nose" (2.1.89-90) or used to create ridicule, as when Sir Owen orders 'great teale of
fires" and Gwenthian counters wdth "Make lifie teale of fire" (4.3.92) or when Sir Owen
insists he loves her "a terible teale" (5.2.306). Sir Owen often swears, usually by "Cods
plud." Finally, he uses a variation of the common phrase of the stock Welshman,
"pnbles and prables" (2.1.189). Both the unique extensive use of Welsh language and
the use of the distinguishing characteristics of Welsh stage dialect set the Welsh couple
in Patient Grissill apart from their counterpart couple in the main plot and serve to place
them in a lower social level than Sir Owen's title indicates. Dialect and language are
used to marginalize the Welsh couple, whose anti-establishment behavior is reflected in
their "attacks" on the establishment's language. Dialect is spoken by a woman and her
uxorious husband. The couple's porttayal is highly negative, both in their stmctural and
linguistic roles.
Fluellen's dialect in Henry V (1599) is not as exttavagant as the dialect used by
Welsh commoners in Sir John Oldcastle and Patient Grissill. It is, however, adequate to
mark him as outside the linguistic boundaries of English patriarchal authority. He is, like
the other commoners in the play, set apart from the nobility by his speech. When Phyllis
Rackin says that Williams is the onlyfictionalcommoner in the play who speaks
standard English, she is mistaken, since the boy's English is standard as he, like
Williams, expresses clear-headed insight and sense. She comments on the other
commoners' language: "Not for [Williams] the regional dialects of Fluellen, Jamy, and
Macmorris, the stagy absurdities of Pistol's language, or the wonderful malapropisms by
which Nell Quickly announces her illiteracy-linguistic deformities that bespeak their
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exclusion from the dominant official discourse of the King's English'" (Stages 244).
Fluellen's dialect is marked by many of the factors that make up the stage Welshmans
English, but it does not deviate from the standard as much as other commoners" dialects,
in keeping wdth Wales' political integration into England at the time of the play. His
substitution of p for b is famous in his comparison of "Alexander the Pig" to Henry V
(4.7.13), innocenfiy undermining his deificafion of Henry. However, in the first scenes in
which he appears, he does not make the substitution. It is in a later scene that he
describes the Duke of Exeter's defense of the "pridge" (3.6.13) and admires the Duke as
a "prave" man. And his dialect is extreme in the Alexander scene (4.7.1), in which he
drops initial w in his tortured comparison of Alexander's and Henry's birthplaces,
assuring Gower that if he look "in the maps of the orld" (4.7.24), that their "situations"
are alike. He substitutes f for v in "aggrief d" (4.7.163). His tags and oaths are typical of
those that wdll follow on the Elizabethan stage: "look you" punctuates his remarks
throughout his appearances, accompanied by "I warrant you," "mark you,'" and "see you
now." His "By Cheshu" is the first of many such oaths spoken on the Elizabethan stage
by Welsh characters. His "pibble babble" goes wdth "fiddle taddle" (4.1.70-71), and his
"prawls and prabbles" join wdth "quarrels and dissensions" (4.8.64). He piles words in
heaps of Welsh redundancy, as when he calls Williams, the supposed traitor, "an arrant,
rascally, beggariy, lousy knave" (4.8.34-35). He invites Pistol to eat his leek "at my
desires, and my requests, and my petitions" (5.1.23), having eariier instmcted him that
Fortune "is turning, and inconstant, and mutability, and variation" (3.6.34-35). Fluellen,
like many Welsh characters who come after him, uses "is" wdth plural subjects, as he
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declares that "the mines is not according to the disciplines of the war" (3.1.58-5) and as
he assures Pistol, "leeks is good" (5.1.58). His "the athversary was have possession of
the pridge" (3.6.94) illustrates the supposed extensive use of to be forms and adds to the
sibilance of his speech.
Thus the stage dialect is developed wdth all its factors early in the presentation of
Welsh stock characters and quickly becomes conventionalized. Shakespeare comments
on non-standard English in Henrv V (1599). when the Boy says of Pistol, "he hath a
killing tongue and a quiet sword, by the means whereof 'a breaks words, and keeps whole
weapons" (3.2.34-36), referring both to Pistol's vain boasting and his lower-class dialect.
Shakespeare equates physical violence wdth violence done to the language, an idea that
supports the English idea that rejection of the dominant language is subversive and
somewhat analogous to an attack on the nation itself and echoing the same idea
expressed in Merry Wives of Windsor. However, as Michael Neill says, "Nor are the
tongues of Macmorris and of Pistol's crew the only ones to be silenced in the play" (23),
since Henry silences the French princess wdth a kiss. The dialect-speaking Welsh soldier
is a loyal subject of his English king and an important conttibutor to a famous English
victory, while the jokes about Fluellen's pronunciation of English are "an adequate way
of handling the repression of the Welsh language and cufture" (Dollimore and Sinfield
224) for the playwright and audience. While the Welsh language and culture may be
repressed, they are not silenced. This portrayal of a Welshman, while stereotyped, serves
to vitiate any subversive involvements that speaking dialect might have for the English
audience. Shakespeare's defense of Welsh loyalty and associafion of Welsh dialect wdth
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that loyalty set a precedent that left open the marginalization of the Welsh through
dialect, but did away with Welsh dialect as an indication of subversion against the
Welsh-descended queen of England.
Tavie's dialect in Club Law (1599) is somewhat different from that in the other
plays, because the anonymous play is a university-produced play from Cambridge, rather
than a London stage production. The play concems a town/gown conflict between the
Cambridge students who produced the play and the citizens of Cambridge. Since Tavie
is a townsman, he is on the side wdth which the writers are out of sympathy and is
unsympathetically presented. His dialect indicates his inferiority to the students against
whom he battles. Many of the linguistic deviafions of the standard dialect of the London
stage are noticeable in his speech, although spelling is inconsistent and his dialect is not
consistently presented. However, the indicated deviations in pronunciation often draw
attention to words with negative connotations, as in the substitution of p for b in
"peggarly knave" (3.4.1297), "pegger" (5.5.2807), "pawde" (5.5.2842), and "pawdy"
(5.5.2808). In the first scene for which a text is available, his first remark is "her ferie
glad her arships tume her as never taught no forsooth, may her arships tell her as her
holesome?" (1.4.10-12). The use of her for both first and second person pronouns,
dropping the initial w, and the substitution of f for v occur in one short statement. He
uses sh for ch, in "shance," for g in "shentiemen," and for] in "shumey."' T substitutes
for d, as in his name, Tavie, and in "Trincke," "goot," and "metle." The most noticeable
of Tavie's oaths is "God's blood," which is spelled "Cods plud" (1.7.591), Cotts plutt"
(2.3.794), "Catts plood" (3.7.1426), "Cods plude" (3.9.1743), and "Goots plude"
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(4.6.2171), all but one of which substitute c for g. His tags include "I warrant her" and
"marke her now," consistent wdth the speech of London stage Welshmen. He uses
another variation of the standard phrase, "prittle prattle" (4.4.1968). However, he also
subsfitutes V for w or wh, as m "vat her vas" (4.4.1945) occasionally, a dialectic
pronunciation usually heard in German or Dutch dialects and nowhere else given to a
Welshman. When he assures Crickett that he can serve him well he scrambles the jobs
he will gladly do, "Make her shamber, vipe her bed, sweepe her shoes' (5.5.2828-29), a
variation of the malapropisms of other Welshmen. His voicing is challenged when
Bromly asks of his English bawd and supposed sister, "How the pox came you to be
kindred? shee speakes not in the throat as you doe," he answers "Her was petter prought
up, thanke her cood uncle Morgan" (3.9.1611-14). Obviously, the Cambridge students
heard Welsh English "in the throaf' so that even theirfictionalWelshman considers
someone better brought up who does not speak in Welsh dialect. Different in some ways
from the London stage dialect, the dialect of the Cambridge play employs many of the
same devices to indicate the Welsh pronunciation and speech idiosyncrasies that the
London plays contain. This play, in which the Welshman is placed among the villainous
townsmen, uses Welsh dialect pejoratively as well as humorously.
Dekker's Welshman, Sir Rees ap Vaughan, in Satiro-mastix (1601), speaks in
Welsh dialect, and twice other characters comment on his use of English. Horace
composes a love letter to a lady for him, because "she does not thinke so soundly of his
lame English as he could wish" (2.2.49-50). The pejorative "lame" shows the disregard
with which the other characters view Welsh dialect. Tucca tells Sir Vaughan, "And sayes
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because thou Clipst the kinges English - , " Sir Vaughan quibbles on the word: "Oundes
mee? that's tteason: clip? horrible treasons, Sesu holde my handes; clip? he baites
mouse-ttappes for my life" (4.3.111-13). This pun shows the pejorative nattire of
references to dialect in English minds. A Welsh character is accused of "clipping" the
King's English, a quibble which editor Cyms Hoy explains as mispronouncing the
language and defacing the coinage by fraudulentiy paring the edges of coins (4.3.11 In.).
"Clipping" coins was considered tteason, so the quibble on clipping coins reinforces the
English concept of subversion implicit in the dialectic use of the language: "clipping"
the English language is equated wdth "clipping" English coins. Thus Sir Vaughan's
dialect becomes not only an attack on the English, but a treasonable attack on the
sovereign. That dialect consists of dropping original letters of words, the substitution of s
for j or ch ("sesu," "sealous," and "sarge"). This play utilizes the comments of other
characters to make obvious a negative attitude toward Welsh dialect, indicating the
politicization of attitudes toward the English language. However, Sir Vaughan's comic
horror when he thinks he has been accused of tteason reinforces the concept of Welsh
loyalty to the English state and the link between Welsh dialect and that loyalty.
The last play in Elizabeth's reign to incorporate Welsh dialect, Thomas
Heywood's The Royall King, and the Loyall Subject (1602), contains a brief comic scene
between a clown and a bucolic Welshman who has traveled to London to view the organ
at Saint Paul's Cathedral, "which made me make my travels and my joumies on the pare
hoofe up to London, to have resolutions and certifications in that pisinesse" (8). This
brief remark not only illustrates the substitution of p for b, but it gratuitously pluralizes
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and doubles nouns, "ttavels and joumies," "resolutions and certifications," and
"Countries and habitations." He then inquires for directions to Saint Paul's, asking, "'can
you tell her?" using her for himself He then dismisses the clown's remark, saying, ""you
prittle and prattle nothing but leasings and untmths" (9), employing his version of the
common Welsh/English phrase, "pribble prabble." He ends wdth a blessing from "Cad,'"
using c for g, as the Welsh are assumed to do. In the brief interiude that includes Welsh
dialect, many of the linguistic markers of Welsh English are packed into a few short lines
and are provided as comic relief, wdth little or no association with the plays plot, but
picturing the Welsh to beridiculousand inferior.
John Marston's Cocledemoy in The Dutch Courtesan (1603-4) disguises himself
in various ways to trick and rob a vintner: as a barber wdth a northem accent (2.1), as a
French peddler (3.2), and as a Welsh sergeant. In the latter role, he displays some of the
characteristics of Welsh dialect without textual indication of pronunciation difference.
He employs the accepted Welsh tags, "I wdll warranf (5.3.72) and "I warrant you'" (97);
admonishes a woman to "hold your peace, your prittles and prattles, your bibbles and
your babbles" (86-87); and stacks synonyms: "stomach and mawes" (78) and "harts, and
midrifs, and intrales" (122). Cocledemoy's brief appearance as a Welshman depends to a
large extent on the linguistic idiosyncrasies attributed to the Welsh for its effectiveness.
Thomas Dekker and John Webster, on the other hand, write an extensive part for
Captain Jenkins, the stock Welshman in Northward Ho (1605). In this play, several
suitors discover that the wealthy widow they hope to marry is actually a prostitute and
that they are being swindled. Among the suitors are a Dutchman, who speaks in broad
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Dutch dialect, and Captain Jenkins, who speaks in far less heavy-handedly drawn Welsh
dialect. Dekker and Webster employ Welsh dialect and language in this play less than in
Dekker's earlier Patient Grissill. Captain Jenkins substittites p for b, as in "god plesse
you," and s for g, in "Sentillman" adding sibilance. He also substitutes s for ch, "I sarge
you" and for] in "Sustice." No consistency is attempted when he speaks of "pare bones"
(5.1.476). He often drops initial letters, especially in a pair of lines: "Uds blould, and
hange him for urse than a roague that wdll slash and cut for an oman, if she be a whore '
(2.1.198-99). In a rare instance, he enunciates the silent k in "kanow" (2.1.212). He
frequently, however, uses g for k at the end of words, as in his tag, "lug you sir" (4.1.27)
and ""tawg Welch" (5.1.457). His favorite oath is "god udge me," although he also
utilizes "Uds bloud" often. To express emphasis of extent, he employs the conventional
"outa cry" (41.31). The dialect humor in this play depends on two characters, Dutch and
Welsh, and the former receives more attention in this drama, reflecting the English
attitude, which was more hostile to the foreign Dutch than the English Welsh. Dekker
and Webster marginalize their Welsh character, but put him in the middle, between the
English and the tme foreigner, the Dutchman. The English are the villains in the play,
and the Welshman is instrumental in catching them, so he plays a different role from the
naive and gullible Welsh commoners of the early plays.
In Two Maids of Moreclacke (1608), Robert Armin employs Welsh disguises.
The text directs: "Enter Tutch like a welch knight, and Filbon as a semant waiting" (Fl).
In a complicated disguise sub-plot, Filbon pursues Tabitha, whose father has refused the
couple permission to marry. Filbon switches roles wdth his servant, who wdns Tabitha in
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his disguise as a Welsh knight, just before the resolution of the plot, as the stage
directions order: "Filbon in welch attire, and Tutch in semingmans, like one another"
(G4). Tutch speaks a bit of Welsh stage dialect in his role as a Welsh knight, starting as
soon as they are disguised, addressing Filbon: "Where is Tailer? dudge me, will knog
his pade. What is chircken wdth cold button done, say you" (Fl). He substitutes d for ji
("dudge"), g for a final k ("knog"), ch forj ("chirken"), c for g ("cold"), and d for t
("pade") in this single sentence and adds a tag. Filbon praises his speech immediately:
"Excellent, this is welch indeede, O my honest Tutch" (Fl), referring to his pugnacity as
well as his pronunciation. Tutch undertakes to court Tabitha, Filbon's love, in his role as
a Welsh knight. He addresses her in dialect, "Pies you Latie," substituting p for b and t
for d in conventional Welsh stage dialect. His tags, "Harg ye now" and "marg you" are
standard pleas for the auditors' attention. He boasts that he has land and "a great deale of
rishes" (F2), using the supposed Welsh phrase, "a great deal" and adding the sibilant sh
for cji in riches. Additional sibilance and an extra to be verb occur when Tutch insists,
"Morris was say tme" (F2). Omitting the personal pronoun, he says, "harg you now,
knight was loue this firgin, and God wdl, must make her wdfe, shall be her laty" (F2v),
using f for v. This line also uses the common her for the first person, as he means that
Tabitha "shall be my lady." Finally, Tutch substitutes c for g as he announces, omitting
the subject personal pronoun, "Was a clad man" (F3). In the final scene of the play, the
characters remark on the Welsh disguises. Filbon says that his masquerade was "a deede
done in welch, you vnderstood it not" (G4). Tabitha ends wdth the lines, "I am the wife
of Filbon, whose rought Welch, hath got a costering English, parse it boy. Noimes.
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Pronounes, Verbs, aduerbs, and God giue thee joy" (G4). By ending the play with
comments on the Welsh dialect, Armin emphasizes the foreign and unintelligible nature
of the Welsh language and its dialecfical differences from standard English. This ending
elevates the issue of language to a much more significant level than the small incident in
the play otherwise deserves. This inflating of the importance of the non-standard English
of the disguised pair reflects the importance attached to the growing awareness of the
language community as a paradigm of the nation or commonwealth discussed in Chapter
III. Welsh status in the social, if not the polifical, community is challenged.
In the same year (1608), William Rowley avoids dialect in A Shoemaker, A
Gentleman as he depicts a group of aristocratic Welsh that includes princes and saints.
His one common Welshman, Bamaby, like his betters, speaks in standard English except
for the frequency of his use of the tag, "I warrant you," which he frequently adds to his
comments. As in other plays, this drama avoids assigning dialect to upper class
characters. The Welsh in this play are also pattems ofrighteousbehavior and noble
bearing whom Rowley does not demean by assigning them less than standard language.
In The Nightwalker (1611), John Fletcher, like Armin, represents a disguised
character as speaking dialect in order to enhance the disguise. In the play, two women
are disguised, one as a boy who plays the role of clever servant and manipulates the
events of the plot, the other, Maria, who is seeking to escape marriage to a rich old man
because she loves Hartlove. Maria fakes her own death and reappears as her own Welsh
nurse's niece who has come to London to seek employment as a maid. She distances her
persona from her real self both in nationality and in class. Appearing as a Welsh girl, she
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escapes detection, but Hartlove is attracted to her for her resemblance to Mana. his
supposedly dead love. Her dialect is highlighted when Hartlove pleads with her, '"prethee
speake our English Dialecf (3.5.54). Maria incorporates many of the pronunciations
assumed to be those of Welsh speakers, saying "Plesse us awle, why does that sentilman
make such unders and mazements at her, I know her not" (3.5.38-39). This sentence
includes substitufion of p for b in "Plesse," and s for g in "sentilman". omission of initial
letters and doubling nouns in "unders [wonders] and mazements"; and the use of her for
the third person masculine or second person pronoun. She adds a sibilant to be verb
when she omits the subject pronoun and says he "was have made phisnomies'" (3.5.4243). In addition, Maria sounds the initial k in "kanags" for "knacks" (60) but tums the
second k into a g. She tacks an extra s on her nouns, saying she wants to leam to spin
and card "ull," to "mage flannells, and linseyes ulseis, sail tawg co'd urds to her
Ladyships urships for her" (3.5.75-77). Here she has omitted initial w in "wool," '"linsey
woolsey" and "worship"; used s for sh in "shall" and c for g in "good," as well. One
vowel sound receives attention, the a in "all" becomes aw. To English ears, her promise
to "tawg co'd urds" is unlikely to be fulfilled as long as she maintains the dialect.
The playw^right sets up a pun when Hartlove requests that Maria "prethee speake
our English Dialect." Assuming that the "Welsh" girl would hear g for k at the end of
Hartlove's request, Maria pretends to misunderstand Hartlove's remarks and takes
offense at his alleged reference to her legs: "Ha leggs? what does her speage hard urds to
her, to make poore Guennith ridicles, was no mannerly sentilman to abuse her" (55-56).
The lines containing her response to his "hard urds" begin and end wdth typical Welsh
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tags, "marg you dat now, her can keepe her little legges close enough warrant her"
(3.5.62-63). Editor Cyms Hoy explains her quibble:
The sound of'k' in the '—ecf of'Dialect' (line 54) sounds like g' to
Maria's presumptively Welsh ears. Cf her Welsh equivalents of "speak'
('speage': line 55), 'make" ('madge': line 60; 'mage': lines 76, 85),
'tawg': line 77; 'tauge': line 124; 'tawgings': IV.vi.l48). The point of her
anxiety about 'leggs' becomes clear at lines 62-3. (3.5.55n.)
Maria's role as a servant dictates that any approach Hartlove makes to her can only be of
a lewd, not a well-intentioned nature; she rejects his overtures as ones "no mannerly
sentilman" would make to a poor country wench. She can, she insists, protect her
chastity, "keepe her little legges close enough," to thwart the intentions she pretends to
detect in his remark. The faux Welsh maid's virtuous behavior contrasts with the several
presentations of Welsh women as whores.
In addition to pronunciation and tags, Maria employs the usual expression for
"much" when she remarks that Hartlove "was mightie deale in love wdth some podies"
(3.5.93-94). She pairs words and phrases, as in "prinie teares and lamentations." The
boy, who is Maria's assigned husband's wdfe in disguise, challenges Maria, explains that
"he" knows her, and suggests, "You may, if please you, find another language. And wdth
lesse paines be understood" (4.6.149-50), that is, "speake your own English" (152).
Clearly, the playwright points up the relative difficulty of understanding a marginal
dialect like Welsh, compared to understanding the standard English of the other
characters "with lesse paines,'" pains attributed to the dialectical attack on standard
English, but the English girl masquerading as a Welsh country girl and speaking Welsh
dialect is more charming and amusing than the object of defensiveness or hostility.
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Welsh dialect does not arouse hostility, as the example of Maria shows, but it is often
associated with the feminine and wdth a love affair, just as the Welsh language frequently
is.
The Valiant Welshman 0612) by R. A. incorporates Welsh stage English, along
with other characteristics and attributes of the Welsh stock character, in only one
character. In this play, unique glorification of the Welsh is, oddly, accompanied by the
presentation of the stock character in the person of a peer, Morgan, the Earl of Anglesey.
Except for the fictional Sir Owen in Patient Grissill. no other noble Welshman speaks in
dialect. This comic character speaks in the well-established stage dialect and displays
the atttibutes of the stock Welshman. He substitutes p for b and t for d in his traditional
oath, "By the pones of Saint Tauy"; and c for g in his oaths, "be Cad," "Cad's bluehood," and "Cads nayles," and pronounces "Jesus" as "shesu," an established stage
Welsh pronunciation. He drops initial w: "what a orld is this?" He employs the usual
Welsh phrase when he asks, "Cousin Cardoc, well, in all these pribble prabbles, I pray
you, how dooth our vncle Cadallan?" (1.3). Besides his pronunciation, tags, common
expressions, and oaths, his measure is "a great deale," the usual stage Welsh expression
for measuring a large amount or number, as when he assures Lord Codigime, "you have
prattled to the King a great deal of good Phisicke" (1.2). His tags, "looke you now" and
"I warrant her," often punctuate his speech. The unique insertion of this stock Welshman
as a nobleman in a play presenting a positive picture of the Welsh indicates the growing
English acceptance of the stereotypical dialect as harmless and amusing.
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Ben Jonson's treattnent of the speech of Bristie, the Welsh watchman, in
Bartholomew Fair (1614) shows acceptance of the Welsh character as an established
member of English society, since Jonson indicates regional dialects for vanous characters
as he creates a veritable Babel of English tongues, including Insh, northem, and
southwestern, but not Welsh. Bristle does employ the tags, "I warrant you" and "'an' you
mark him." However, he markedly speaks the English of the patriarchal English male
and is characterized as Welsh exclusively by the remarks of others. These remarks
reflect the way some English saw the Welsh, and Jonson separatestiiemfromthe way the
Welsh actually were by not assigning stereotypical characteristics to Bristle. The
presence of a number of dialects highlights the absence of dialect in the speech of the
Welsh watchman, an absence indicating that Jonson accepted the Welsh as equals and
believed them to be acceptable constituents of his nation and that his later use of Welsh
dialect in a court masque serves a different purpose.
A disguised soldier presents himself as Welsh beggar and reinforces his disguise
wdth bits of dialect in Francis Beaumont, John Fletcher, and Philip Massinger's Thierry
and Theodoret (1617). He drops the w in "urship" when he addresses Devitry and uses
"her" and "she" for the masculine singular pronoun. These two linguistic characteristics
evoke the entire linguistic eccentricities of stage Welsh English in order to facilitate the
disguise. The playwrights porttay the Welsh negatively, utilizing dialect to enhance the
soldier's disguise as beggars, as the English saw the Welsh as disproportionately engaged
in begging.
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Jonson's Welsh dialect in For the Honor or Wales (1618) is carefully delineated
throughout the masque, accompanied by lines in the Welsh language. That Bristle, in
Bartholomew Fair (1614), does not speak in dialect seems surprising in light of the
amount of dialectic speech in this masque. The substitutions include p for b ("petter"): g
for final k ("loog yow"); s for z ("byssy"); s or sh for ch and g ("seeze" and "sharshes"); a
sibilant ss for sh ("wiss" and "fless"); d for j or t ('"madesty" and "piddies""): and sh or s
for] ('"shestice of peace" and "sestice of peace"). These substitutions make King James"
and Prince Charies' names "Sames" and "Saries,'" a possibly sensitive articulation.
Characters drop initial w in "oord" and "urship." The expression 'great deal" is used in a
"great huge deal of anger" (37) and "What a deal of fine candle it is!" (191). The
doubling of nouns occurs in "'propriedies and decorums," and the added s to "musics'"
illustrates the sibilant pluralizing common in stage dialect. Several of these alterations in
English pronunciation and usage increase the effect of sibilance in the speech of the
characters. Jonson, unlike most playwrights, also alters the vowels of his characters,
substituting y for u in "cyntries" and 'symmers'" and his characters say "yow" for "you."
In addition, the masquers also ad ^jy to both adjectives and nouns, as in "bravely
company," "finely hall," and "'finely a tunes." In conttast to other writers, Jonson allows
for the lack of a neuter pronoun in Welsh by using the masculine pronoun, as his
characters call a mountain "him" and never misuse the feminine third person for either
the first or second person nor for masculine third person. This omission of one of the
major stage dialect features is marked. Dialect and the Welsh language in this court
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masque are presented for the amusement of the court and as atttibutes of a worthy people
who, like Fluellen, amuse but servefilemonarch and the state loyally and well.
Fletcher ufilizes stage dialect extensively in the brief madhouse scene in The
Pi^gnm (1621). A Welsh madman is featured, but with fewer marks of dialect than are
usually employed. The madman substittites sh for g ("shentleman"); g for k ("marg
you"); and s fo ch ("ceeze"). He drops initial w in "urships," as do most Welsh
characters. The "mark you" tag is present, as is the measure "great deal" when he
belligerenfiy insists, "Give me a great deal of guns." In this brief passage, sketching a
few dialecfic characterisfics is enough to establish the dialect in full. Welsh patois is
related to the babbling of a madman, as Welsh patois is related to the babbling of a
dmnkard in Dekker's later The Welsh Embassador (1623).
In the same year, William Rowley uses dialect extensively in A Match at
Midnight (1622). Randall, his stock Welshman, substitutes p for b ("praver" and
"pames"); f for v ("ferry"); t for d when swords are "ttawne "; d for t when "taggers" are
used instead of swords; and sh for ch ("shurch"). He, like Jonson's Welsh characters,
deviates in his vowels somewhat, saying "aule" for "all." His extensive plurals include
himself, "Randals," and "Misttesse Maries," who "was Widdowes." His plural of
Mistresse Maries in a letter to the widow inspires Moll to ask, "He makes two Maries
serve one Mistresse?" (4.2.16). Sim assures her that the Welsh pluralize singular nouns:
"'Ever while you live, 'fis your first mle in Welch Grammars" (4.2.17-18). The English
assumed the Welsh tendency to use plurals for singular nouns and laughed at the practice.
Randall uses "great deal" for appropriate or inappropriate measures; for example, he
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assures Jarvis that he will "make a great deales of necessifies of vertues" (2.1.126-27),
and he promises to share "a great deal of round sillings" wdth the widow when they are
wed (4.2.81). His tags use her as a generic pronoun: "her warrant her" and "mark her
now." Randall stacks his nouns, such as when he describes his robbing thieves m a
"place ferry full of dangers, perills, and bloody businesses" (1.2.25), which he bravely
entered. Thus Rowley includes most of the deviations in English of the stage dialect.
Sim, the clown, reads a love letter from Randall to the widow, commenting "Mas, he
h'as writ it in Welch English, we had been spil'd else, for want of an interpreter" (4.2.1314). The comment highlights the Welsh dialect and invites laughter at it. Randall"s
language contradicts his claims to gentility, making him an undesirable suitor for an
Englishwoman. The ambivalence of the English is apparent as playwrights accord
different levels of acceptance to the speakers of Welsh dialect. Rowley does not allow
the dialect-speaking Welshman to wdn the English woman who is the object of his
affecfions, but he portrays him as an acceptable husband for an English serving giri and a
graceful loser. The English woman is reunited wdth her English husband, keeping the
alien suitor safely in a subordinate position, and the dominant English classes protected
from incursions from the west.
Thomas Dekker uses dialect to support the disguises of his English soldiers in
The Welsh Embassador (1623). He employs many of the established distinguishing
features of stage Welsh dialect in the speech of the two English noblemen disguised as a
Welsh ambassador to the English court and his aide. Among the pronunciations are the
substitution of p for b ("prittish pludd"); g for k ("tawge"); d for t ("fyde"); s for g, j , ch,
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and X ("sentil men," "masesticall," "sallenge," and "cosombe"); sh forj ("troshans""); t
for th ("towzen years"). They sound the silent k at the beginning of words, as in
"kanaw," "kanog," and "kanaveries," while dropping the initial letters w in "vrld" and
"ymen" and s in "ense." Vowels, as m Jonson's and Rowley"s plays which immediately
precede The Welsh Embassador (1623) in presenting Welsh dialect, are also altered:
"awle" and "tawge" replace "all" and "talk," and "weare" replaces "were." As in earlier
plays, the subject may be omitted, as in "And was come to give Pogs an Knogd em
downe"; the accepted phrases atttibuted to Welsh usage appear as "Out aery," "out of
cry,"' and "a greate teale." Both Eldred and Penda, in their Welsh persona, often use
"her" for first person, second jjerson, and masculine third person pronouns. The
multiplying of synonyms to comic effect is not neglected by these English characters,
who use "her benidictions, and renumerations, and exaltations of all monarchal 1
dignities," "fleere and seere and sneere," and "duellos, and combats, and battalios, and
pells mells." The two Englishmen manage to "gabble" stage Welsh quite adequately in
their Welsh personae. The heroic and noble Englishmen are amusing in their Welsh
linguistic deviations, but both their "tme" selves and their adopted personae are loyal
vassals of the English king.
James Shirley's Love Tricks (1624) carries the multiplication of synonyms to an
exaggerated point in Jenkin's speech, making it the featured characteristic of his dialect.
However, a few of the standard deviations in pronunciation and the standard phrases also
mark his speech. For example, the standard substitutions occur: p for b ("pooby") and g
for k ("pogs"), and the initial w is consistently dropped ("urds," "urld," and "'uds").
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Shiriey also substitutes the vowel sound aw for short a, as in "'awl" and a short u for oo in
"uds" (woods). He frequenfiy adds an s to various singular nouns. Jenkin employs the
usual tags: "look you," "look you knaw," "warrant her," and "pray you now," as well as
the phrase, "great deal" as when he says he has "walked and travelled creat deal of
miles" (5.2). A variation of a standard phrase attributed to Welsh English on the stage
occurs as "piple-pables." He employs "her" as a universal pronoun both for himself and
for other men. It is, however, in theridiculouscatalogues of synonyms that Jenkin
excels. He speaks of "rhetorics, and oratories, and fine words" as tools to win a lady to
"matrimonies and wedlocks," shows pride in his gratuitously plural "countrys and
nations," and objects to "names and apellafions" applied to him. He becomes more and
more redundant as the play progresses, unfil a speech late in the play almost loses any
meaning in the pairings, while it displays many of the other features of the dialect:
Never was Jenkin in such a wildemess; her have walked and travelled
creat deal of miles in these woods; but her can find no end nor evasions,
look you: her have read in histories, and relations, kemicles, very famous
knights, and brave sentilmen of valors, and shivalries, have been
enchanted, look you, in castles and very strong dwellings, and towers, and
solitary places, now was have great fears and suspicions, lest Jenkin was
fallen into some wdsheries and conjurations, and was enchanted, bless us
awl! in these desarts and wildernesses, for her valors and magnanimifies.
(5.2)
Shirley reduces the unsuccessful Welsh suitor to a farcical figure, using his speech as
well as his other characteristics to create a Welsh clown. When two other characters
argue over who wdll pronounce the epilogue, Jenkin intermpts them: "Hark you,. . . here
IS one wdser asses you both, to pronounce the Epilogues, warrant you, and one that knaws
- - to speak in as good English" (5.2) and confinues the epilogue in English free of Welsh
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dialect. Welsh English was not considered "good English," even if its speakers may have
been considered good Englishmen. The farcical portrayal of Jenkin shows the
increasingly ridiculous portrayal of the stock character during the reign of Charles I.
Thomas Randolph presents Caradock as one of Poverty's followers, a Welshman
in Hey for Honesty (1625), who is differentiated from other characters by his speech.
The standard substitutions include p for b ("petter a pedigree"); sh for z, g, and di
("coshen," "deshenerate," and "sheese"); and f for v ("fery"). Caradock employs the
personal pronoun "her" as a universal pronoun and uses phrases such as "take very man>
heeds" that inappropriately pluralize nouns. Caradock's speech is sufficiently distinctive
to mark him as a stage Welshman, and both in content and expression, his ridiculously
exaggerated speech reduces this beggar-soldier to the status of a clown.
Dialect is used throughout the dramas for humorous effect and to indicate
inferiority of the speaker. The Welsh language made a character exotic and Other, but
Welsh dialect placed the speaker safely inside the control of the English hegemony as an
inferior who speaks English, though poorly. The English felt smugly superior to the
Welsh culturally and found their Welsh English amusing. Discomfort wdth the dialect
disappears over the latter part of the period as the Welsh integration becomes more
firmly established. The dialect becomes more exaggerated andridiculousas the
convention becomes more established and encumbered wdth more variations on standard
English. Its sudden disappearance from the stage in 1625 seems to indicate that it may
have fallen from its own weight as the English began to see divisions wdthin the realm
that drew different lines of separation. The Welsh border seemed a far less divisive and
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relevant separation than other distinctions among the English, such as the conflicts
between Parliament and the Crown and religious conflicts, which, as they took the
political center stage, crowded the stock Welshman into the wings.
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CHAPTER V
APPEARANCE OF THE STOCK WELSHMAN
The stock character is a composite of physical characterisfics and psychological
and behavioral attributes; he may also be associated with various occupations, objects,
and people. In the case of the Welsh stock character, the atttibutes of the stock character
became stereotypical attributes based on a "kernel of tmth." While it is impossible to
recreate the society of Renaissance England or to recreate the actual English speech of
Welsh-speaking people of that time, some traces of their characteristics can be found in
other texts to verify the bases for associating the stereotypical characteristics wdth the
stock stage Welsh. This assertion is especially tme for the appearance of the stock Welsh
character. The texts of the plays indicate that certain components of his appearance are
viewed as stereotypical, but because we seldom have stage direcfions for the appearance
and costuming of the characters in plays under scmtiny, we can only surmise appearance
from what is known of the actuality of Welsh appearance and depend on occasional stage
directions and comments in the plays that hint at the appearance of a character. There is
sufficient evidence, however, to assert that the stage Welshman often presented physical
characteristics and costuming that set him apart from the English audience and
characters. These differences had negative political and social implications, as Michael
Neill (1994) notes: "Of course the persistence of traditional attire constituted both a
defiant assertion of national difference and an implicit affront to the conventions of dress
by which early modem society exhibited its hierarchy of place-what Keith Thomas has
called the "vestimentary system'" (25). Neill speaks of the Irish, but the principle applies
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equally to the Welsh. Welsh minor eccentricities in dress are thus interpreted as
rejections of English hegemony politically and as markers of inferiority socially.
Appearance, unlike verbal references, keeps the Welsh characters" status as Other
constantly before the audience.
Documenting the appearance of the Welsh on stage is more difficult than
documenting many other characteristics of the stock character. For example, it seems
probable that small boys often played the parts of Welshmen, whom the English seem to
have regarded as smaller than themselves. Several plays contain references to the
smaller stature of a Welsh character, and in each case the force of the reference is
negative.
For instance, in the anonymous Club Law (1599). Tavie, the Welshman is
portrayed as small. Misttess Colbie refers to Tavie as "ThefilthyRunt [who] can scarce
reach upp to one of their heads wdth his staffe" (1863-64). A mnt, defined by editor Ed.
G. C. Moore Smith in his notes on these lines as "young ox, a boor or hoiden"' (132), is
better defined here as the small Welsh cow,frequentlyassociated wdth the Welsh stock
character. The reference is particularly belittling, since it is made by a woman,
indicating that even English women find Welsh men diminufive, and particularly, smaller
than their English counterparts, since he can barely reach one of their heads wdth his
staff
Sir Rees ap Vaughan, in Thomas Dekker's Satiro-mastix (1601), indicates his
small stature when he vows to "preake his [Tucca's] sinnes" (2.1.6). This remark makes
sense and is funny only if Sir Vaughan is so small that he can only reach the other man's
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shins; the hyperbole is designed to evoke laughter. His smallness makes his pugnacious
stance seem rather ridiculous. He is not the masculine and virile fighter who attacks an
equal; he is reduced to the mere breaker of shins of Club Law. Ironically, the challenge
by this small man to a man much larger than himself also makes Tavie appear brave as
well as pugnacious and may remind the audience of Tavie's famous namesake's
challenge to Goliath. Tucca greets Sir Vaughan, "Saue thee my little worshipfull Harper:
how doe yee my little cracknels?" (4.1.111 -12), emphasizing the diminufive adjecfive
"little" by repeating it. The Welshman is a "harper" which nationalizes him, and a small
hard biscuit, a "cracknel," an insulfing analogy. Tucca threatens him belittlingly by
calling him a dwarf: "He beate out thy braines, my whorson hansome dwarfe, but ile
haue it out of thee" (4.3.250-51). Sir Reese ap Vaughan is clearly a small Welshman,
evidenced by his own threat and by the belittling remarks of Tucca.
Another drama in which the small stature of the Welshman is emphasized is
Dekker and John Webster's Northward Ho (1605). The Welsh captain is wooing Doll, an
English woman:
Capt. Of what stature or sise haue you a stomach to haue your husband
now?
Doll. Of the meanest stature Captaine, not a size longer than your selfe,
nor shorter.
Capt. By god, tis wel said; all your best Captaine in the Low-countries are
as taller as I: but why of my pitch Mistris Dol?
Doll. Because your smallest Arrowes flie farthest.... (2.1.189-95)
When the Captain asks what "stomach" she has for the size of her husband, she replies in
a way that seems to refer to a man's sexual organ, rather than his height, since she uses
"longer" rather than "taller" to contrast wdth "shorter." The bawdy interpretation of
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Doll's last remark were undoubted noticed and appreciated by the audience. The
audience must interpret "your smallest Arrowes flie farthest" as refemng to sexual
prowess and particulariy, perhaps, to sexual stamina. Nor would they be likely to have
missed the pun on the "low" countties and his "low" stature. Doll then calls him "little
hard-fauord villaine, but sweete villaine" (2.1.196), accentuating his small stature. Since
Doll is only feigning interest in the small Welshman, pretending to admire men of "the
meanest stature" like himself, the dramatic irony increases the audience's amusement at
his stature.
Ben Jonson, in the masque For the Honor of Wales (1618). also uses word play to
distinguish a Welshman's small stature. Evan's small size appears in the interchanges
between the other "Welshmen" and Evan. In his opening speech, Griffith remarks, 'Is
not a small matter to offer yourself into presence of a king and all his court" (6-7). When
considered along with other lines in the masque, this line may, when addressed wdth
proper emphasis to a short man, raise a laugh. That Evan is short is indicated when he
threatens Griffith: "Believe it, I wdll mb and break your sins for this; I will not come so
high as your head, but I wdll take your nose in my way very sufficiently" (119-21); Evan
is the third known Welshman on the stage to threaten a taller man's shins. Evan, too
small to reach Griffith's head, will batter those parts he can reach. Because Evan
indicates that he wdll not "come so high as your head" while threatening Griffith's nose,
and a nose is related to a man's penis.

If Evan symbolically threatens Griffith's private

parts because they are all that he can reach, then Evan is very short indeed. Evan again
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refers to shortness when he insists that he wants the masque to be all Welsh, "that is the
sort and the long of the requests" (148-49). In the original masque. Pleasure Reconciled
to Virtue (1618), pygmies play a part in the anti-masque which offended King James.
Evan refers obliquely to the eariier masque when he compares the Welsh to pygmies:
"you talk of their pigmies too; here is a pigmies of Wales now: set forth another pigmies
by him!" (185-87). This unflattering comparison conflates the Welsh with people the
English considered savages and physically deformed in their diminutive stature. Finally,
in the song the Welshmen sing for the court, Rhys assures the audience that one fish from
Welsh waters is large enough that it "Will feed you six or seven / As tall man as ever
swagger / With Welse hook or long dagger" (239-41). This exaggeration would raise a
laugh in an audience who considered most swaggering Welshmen who carry Welsh
hooks or long daggers to be extremely small and unable to eat more than a very small
fish. Jonson must have cast a young page or a woman to play Evan as the traditionally
small Welshman, in order to set up these word plays. Although Jonson employs the
perception of the Welsh as small and at least once uses it in a derogatory way, his other
Welsh characters are not small. This masque must present the Welsh as worthy subjects
to praise the king and is cast from the courtiers of King James's court, so no more is
made of Welsh size.
A final example of a reference that indicates that a Welshman was regarded as
small occurs in Shiriey's Love Tricks (1624). When Infortunio says "Good-bye, sir,"

^^ "[It] was popularly believed that there was a relationship between a man's nose
and his penis" (Biederman 239).
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Jenkin hears "good boy." The dialogue which follows indicates that he is sensitiv e about
his small stature, because he is highly offended at being called a boy:
Jenkin: Boys! does her call her boys? Hark you her? her name is Jenkin,
her be no boys, no shildren.
Infortimio: I will not be used so.
Jenkin: Her shall be us'd worse and her call Jenkin boys; was knock as
tall a man as herself, an Welsh plood be up, look you. (2.1)
While "boy" is afraditionalinsulting way to address a man, particulariy of a different
ethnic group than the speaker, Jenkin would not have been so sensitive to being called a
boy had he not been boy-sized. And his final remark indicates that Infortunio is much
taller than he is. Jenkin is perhaps physically small, but his pugnacious courage is large.
Since women and children are often conflated by the dominant male culture, this
association of the Welsh wdth "boys" belittles the Welshman as less than a mature or
fully developed male. The Welshman takes offense, a reaction indicating that he
interpreted being called "boy" as placing him in a cleariy inferior position, as opposed to
the equal position he theoretically occupied as a citizen of the nation. When the
Welshman is depicted as small, he isfiguratively,as well as literally belittled.
A second area of the physical appearance of Welsh characters that can be
reconstmcted from references in some plays is their apparel. Both the fabric and the
constmction of Welsh costume are evident from historical sources and from references in
the plays. The English considered both frieze and flannel to be Welsh fabrics. These
inexpensive, coarse fabrics were a staple Welsh product, ttaded to London and through
London into Dieppe, Rouen,, the Low Countries, Italy, and Spain (Owen, Elizabethan
148). Flannel was an inexpensive and inferior fabric, as G. DyfnaUt Owen mentions:
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"The cloth was not accorded a high marketable value, since it was made from raw
woollen sttiff and rarely weighed more than ten pounds a piece" (148). Fneze, while a
rough fabric, enjoyed more prestige, but an incident in 1601 may have affected English
knowledge of and attitude toward Welsh frieze; such poor quality cloth was exported to
France that it caused the English exporters great embarrassment, as Owen descnbes:
The French merchants, to their chagrin, failed to perceive the defects in it
until after its distribution amongst their customers, owing to the dishonest
practice of camouflaging them by straining the cloth upon tenters. But
tests by water revealed that the cloth was capable of shrinking to an
unheard-of degree. Whereupon the French authorities confiscated the
defective cloth, and the English Government was obliged to prohibit the
use of tenters or any other methods for sttaining Welsh cloth. (148)
This incident predates all the references to the fabric in the plays except those in George
Peele's Edward I (1591 )and Shakespeare's Merry Wives of Windsor (1597). We may
conclude that referring to the Welsh wearing or being associated wdth Welsh fabrics is
more pejorative after 1601, since Welsh frieze was suspect after this incident, making it
possible that the fabric aroused a connotation of dishonesty in business dealings as well
as of coarseness. The two Welsh fabrics may be used to nattonalize the character or to
associate him wdth dishonesty in business dealings or coarseness, so the very fabric of
their clothing may conttibute to the denigration of Welsh characters and help to define
them.
The earliest example of defining the Welsh through fabrics occurs in George
Peele's Edward I (1591), before the incident involving dishonesty in the Welsh fabric
trade. This early play introduces many of the stereotypical characteristics and attributes
without the pejorative connotations that permeate later presentations. Peele's stage
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directions indicate the particular use of the Welsh fabrics, since at 1.312, the entrance of
the low characters reads, "Enter Friar Hugh ap David, Guenthian his wench in Flannell,
and Jack his Novice." Owen emphasizes the Welsh fabnc: "'I marry my lord, this is
somewhat like a mans mony, heeres a wholsome Welsh wench, lapt m her Flannell as
warme as wool" (2.364-66). Lluellen and Rice and Owen are also dressed in traditional
Welsh garb in the stage directions for their entrance, including "freese Jerkins" (2).
Peele further highlights Welshfidezeby portraying the Welsh presenting the newborn
prince of England and Wales wdth a frieze garment, sparking an argument between
Edward and his wicked Spanish queen. She is outraged by the gift: "A mantle of frize,
fie fie, for gods sake let me here no more of it and if you love me, fie my lorde, is this the
wisedome and kindnes of the counttey? now I commend me to them all, and if Wales
have no more witte or manners, then to cloath a Kings sonne in frize" (10.1596-1600).
The indignant Spanish queen demands that the Welsh be punished severely, the men by
having half their beards cut off, the women by having their right breasts cut off.
Longshanks (Edward I) deflects her venom by agreeing, on the condition that the first to
suffer the punishment wdll be the queen and himself The king's response shows his
identification with his Welsh subjects. Having won the day, he announces that the prince
wdll wear the frieze mantle for his christening. Welsh fabric is used to picture harmony
between the English king and his Welsh subjects. Welsh frieze is woven into the story of
Edward I's tricking of the Welsh into accepfing his son as prince of Wales and is used in
highlighting the Spanish queen's wickedness and Edward's gentle attitude toward his
Welsh subjects. In a play which treats the Welsh wdth great sympathy, Welsh fabric does
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not cany negative connotations. Peele integrates the fabncs into the portrayal of the
satisfying relationship between the English king and his Welsh subjects.
Later references to the Welsh fabric are more negative. William Shakespeare's
Falstaff uses both flannel and frieze in his insults to Parson Evans in the final scene of
The Merry Wives of Windsor (1597). When Parson Evans has made Falstaff look foolish,
Falstaff asks, "Shall I have a coxcomb of frieze?" (5.5.138). When he then calls Evans a
"Welsh flannel" (162-63), the metonym perhaps evokes the entire stereotype. Thomas
Dekker and John Webster catalogue Welsh attributes, including Welsh frieze, when
Captain Jenkin, eariy in the play Northward Ho (1605) lists the delights Doll will enjoy if
she wdll accompany him to Wales, a listing that begins wdth "silver pots" and deteriorates
to rabbit holes, hardly likely to attract Doll's enthusiasm:
O there is the most abominable ssere! and wider siluer pots to drinck in,
and softer peds to lie vpon and do our necessary pusines, and fairer
houses, and parkes, and holes for Conies, and more money, besides tosted
Sees and butter-milke in Northwales diggon: besides, harpes, and Welch
Freeze, and Goates, and Cow-heeles, and Metheglin . . . . (2.1.218-223)
Inclusion of the Welsh fabric is both nationalizing and negafive in this lisfing. A number
of later playwrights mention Welsh fabrics, indicating that the English categorize these
fabrics as Welsh. For example, John Fletcher refers to both frieze and flannel in The
Night Walker (1611), as Maria, an English woman, catalogues Welsh stock attributes to
reinforce her disguise as a Welsh servant girl. Among the skills she claims to have
leamed in Wales, she lists spinning "very well the Welsh freeze" (3.5.20), while she
wants to leam to "mage [make]flannells"(3.5.76). Since she is seeking to establish
herself as Welsh, she uses the attributes most associated wdth the Welsh in English
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minds, including fabrics that the English thought of as Welsh. Ben Jonson includes the
traditional frieze jerkin worn by the Welsh in For the Honor of Wales (1618): Howell
sings, '"Tis ttiie was wear him sherkinfideze"(216). Similarly, in The Welsh
Embassador (1623), Dekker associates the Welsh wdth both frieze and flannel when the
clown lists what a Welshman loves: "freeze and goates, and welsh hookes / and whay
and flanell and fighting" (4.2.115-16). A less obvious reference in this play occurs when
Eldred, pretending to be a Welsh serving-man, asserts his gentility: "For awle you are
english lords, you are made of/ noe petter wole then a welse man is, a little finer spunne
and petter / carded thats awle" (3.2.94-96). The less fine spun, less carefiilly carded
Welsh fabric is frieze. The English soldier, speaking in his Welsh disguise, uses the
Welsh fabric's coarseness to deprecate the Welsh in relation to their English neighbors.
John Milton's eponymous Comus in the masque of 1634 encourages the enjoyment of the
best, using silk as his example; he explains that if silk were unused, the world would
"nothing wear but freise" (722); the result would be a lack of appreciation for nature "s
riches. Thus, in the masque's setting in the marches of Wales, frieze is used as an
example of the coarsest and lowest of possibilities to contrast with silk, representing the
best. Since all things Welsh are associated wdth evil and darkness in the masque, the
fabric is appropriately cast as the lowest, most negatively perceived altemative. A late
play, The Hollander (1635) by Henry Glapthome, catalogues Welsh characteristics in
describing a Welsh doctor's "weapon salve." He describes various ingredients, including
Welsh food and drink, which he then contends, are "stampt and straind through a peece
of British Freese^ or one of the old laps of Merlins Jerkin" (2.1) to make the salve. Since
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the character is denigrating the Welsh doctor, the reference is highly negative. In
contrast, a late court masque, Edward Sackville's The King and Queen"s Entertainment
at Richmond (1636), is designed to feature the Prince of Wales, and Welsh characters
predominate and are presented dressed in frieze, used to nationalize them, but not
pejoratively, but to nationalize. Entertainment in a public theater that depends on humor
and a court masque designed to flatter the mler require different uses for the stock
characteristics.
The frieze jerkin alluded to by Peele, Jonson, and Glapthome constitutes the
accepted civilian costume of the Welshman, while a buff jerkin is the accepted dress of
the English soldier, as Club Law editor G. C. Moore Smith notes, "a buff jerkin was wom
byfighfing-men"(1350n.). Many of the Welsh with whom the English had contact were
soldiers, and the Welsh soldier appears in at least eleven plays. These Welsh soldiers,
however, usually wearfriezejerkins, rather than "buff'jerkins, so a reference to a frieze
jerkin nationalizes the Welsh soldiers,^^ setting them apart from English soldiers.
With his frieze jerkin, the Welshman often wore baggy pants, or breeches, which,
according to editor Christopher Gordon Petter, "come just below the knee, unlike
trousers" (Sharpham 2.2.67n.). G. W. Thombury describes Welsh beggars as costumed
in this manner: "They wore frieze jerkins and gaily slops pointed beneath the knee"
(275). His baggy pants differentiate the Welsh character from the English in some plays,

•"^ An excepfion to the frieze jerkin on Welsh soldiers occurs in Club Law, when
Tavy announces that, in preparing for the coming battle wdth the scholars of Oxford, he
wdll dress and fight like a soldier, putting on his "puff shirken" (1350). This university
play does not share the intertextual elements of the London plays, a fact which explains
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and other Welsh characters may have been so attired without mention in the script of the
plays. The baggy pants, when mentioned, are a source of comedy. For example, Thomas
Heywood makes jokes around them in The Royall King, and the Lovall Subject (1602)
when the clown addresses a Welshman who has come to London to see the organ at St.
Paul's:
Clowne. But first shew me your case in which you carry your two paire of
Organs, sure those slops wdl not hold them: but in the meane time walke
with me to the next red Lettice, and I wdll give thee two Cannes, and wet
thine Organ-pipes well I warrant thee. (9)
The quibbles on organs and organ pipes are set up by the Welshman's baggy pants or
"slops." Baggy pants are the source of humor at a Welshman's expense in Edward
Sharpham's Cupid's Whirligig (1607) when Peg mentions that Nucome is wearing
breeches (2.3.67). The pejorative nature of the reference is obvious when she inquires
whether his breeches are "all made of one stuffe" (2.3.67), since "the soile change's here
behinde" (69). A second character accents the filth of his breeches, adding, "I, and so
doth the ayre as well as the soile I warrant ye" (70). The Welshman not only wears
baggy pants, but they are filthy enough that they are discolored and noisome. Finally,
William Rowley also seems to assume the Welsh baggy pants for his Randall in A Match
at Midnight (1622), who says, "her heart was full of woes," to which Alexander replies,
"O noble Welchman, her heart was in her hose" (2.1.132-33). Editor Stephen Blase
Young indicates that this is "probably with special reference to the baggy ttousers
Welshmen were noted for" (220). Whether or not Randall wore baggy pants, the earlier

the elements which do not fit the stereotype. The frieze jerkin is part of a costimie that
also includes breeches.
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plays establish baggy pants as Welsh gannents These references to Welsh baggy pants
create laughter at the Welshmen in these plays from the Stuart era.
Afidezejerkin and breeches appear to constittJte an acknowledged Welsh
costume; traditionally, a Monmouth cap tops the Welsh costtime, often wdth a leek
tucked into it. M. Channing Linthicum describes the cap and notes its mention in one
play: "The Monmouth was a round, brimless cap wdth high, tapering crown, wom bv
sailors, as mentioned in George Chapman, John Marston, and Ben Jonson's Eastward Ho,
[4.2.8 'hurl away a brown dozen of Monmouth caps in a sea ceremony to your bon
voyage.'] and by soldiers, especially the Welsh, as in Henrv V" (226). In his notes to
Henry V (1599), editor Andrew Gurr notes that Fluellen refers to the wearing of leeks in
Monmouth caps, which Gurr defines as "round, brimless headgear wdth a high crown,
wom by ordinary soldiers" and calls the wearing of Monmouth caps by Welsh soldiers
"proverbial" (181). Fluellen tucks a leek in his cap to feed to Pistol, and that cap is
surely a Monmouth cap.
While no play has specific stage directions indicating that characters were
wearing Monmouth caps, Howell, in Jonson's For the Honor of Wales (1618), who wears
a frieze jerkin (216), sings of the Monmouth cap as a product of Wales (223). Thomas
Heywood mentions the Monmouth cap as part of the Welsh attributes in two plays: The
Rape of Lucrece (1609), in which Valerius' song lists the properties of a number of
nationalifies, including their headgear (See Appendix G). A redacfion of the same song
occurs in Heywood's A Challenge for Beauty, twenty-seven years later, with only the
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spelling changed in the two lines describing the Welsh head wear (5.1). The resurrection
of the song indicates that the stereotypeflourishedover a long period.
The Monmouth cap is often decorated wdth the highly symbolic leek, ttaditionall>
the nafional plant of Wales. Lowanne E. Jones asserts that "ft is very likely the phallic
form of the leek that led the Welsh to claim it as their national 'flower'" (420). Jones
points out the "confradictory but appropriate metaphorical values" associated with the
leek in I Henrv IV: "Wom proudly in the cap it is the Welsh symbol of manly military
valor, and it implies sexual prowess, but when consumed raw under compulsion the
symbol is reversed, and the eating of the leek becomes a symbol of humiliation,
indicating manhood lost or compromised" (422). A second symbolic usage of the leek
associates it wdth virile old age. As early as Chaucer, the leek symbolized "'an hoor heed
and a grene tayl" (Fragment I, 3878), a symbolism invoked in Edward Sharpham's
Cupid's Whirligig (1607) and William Sampson's 1636 play, Vow-Breaker.
Two ttaditions exist for the wearing of the leek. One tradition, that the custom is
a tribute to Saint David, contending that his ascetic diet consisted of leeks and water, is
explained by Drayton in Poly-Olbion:
That reverent Saint in zealous Ages past.
To contemplation liv'd; and did so tmlie fast.
As he did onelie drinke what crystall yeelds.
And fed upon the Leeks he gather'd in the fields.
In memorie of whom, in the revolving yeere
The Welch-men on his day that sacred herbe doe weare:
Where, of the holie man, as humblie they doe crave.
That in their just defence they might his furtherance have. (IV.217-34)
The second ttadifion involves the 1346 battle of Crecy and is referted to in Henry V : "If
your Majesties is rememb'red of it, the Welshmen did good service in a garden where
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leeks did grow, wearing leeks in their Monmouth caps, which, your Majesty know, to this
hour is an honorable badge of the service; and I do believe your Majesty takes no scorn to
wear the leek upon Saint Tavy's day" (4.7.97-103). Henry replies, "I wear it for a
memorable honor" (104), indicating he, like his sixteenth century successors, followed
the custom. The tradition holds that the Welsh put leeks from the garden in their caps to
identify themselves so that they would not attack each other. A Welsh manuscript, itself
subject to concems as to its authenticity, contains the narrative of this ttadition:
In the year 1346, the battle of Crecy took place where the Welsh won
great renown forfightingbravely wdth Edward the Black prince. On that
occasion Captain Cadwgan Foel shouted to the Welsh requesting them to
take a leek in their helmets. The fighting took place in a field of leeks,
and when they looked around they were found to be all Welshmen save
nine-and-twenty in that force, and the English in another part where there
was not fighfing. And this was the cause of the Welsh wearing the leek.
(lolo MS. p.65, qtd. in Hughes, "Welsh" 165)
Documentation exists involving the English mlers wdth the custom. In the first
incident, the King's Guard presented Princess Mary wdth a leek on St. David's Day in
1536-7 and 1537-8 (Hughes, "Welsh" 157). Arthur E. Hughes argues that, whether or not
letters patent exist for the investiture of Mary as Princess of Wales, in 1526 Henry took
her to Ludlow for two years as nominal head of the Council of the Welsh Marches, and
"in popular estimation she was considered as holding the honour" (Hughes, "Welsh'"
158) as Princess of Wales. He also points out that the attention given to Mary by the
King's Guard the year after the beheading of Aime Boleyn, at afimewhen she had been
received again into royal favor, "must have been wdth the Kings consent if not the result
of his own initiative" (158) and "can only be explained by assuming it was done at his
command" (159). This particular incident shows that the custom was observed by the
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Tudor monarch. The custom was known, too, in the time of James I, as a collection of
his remarks shows. James indicates that he viewed the custom wdth approval and
accepted the ttadition that the custom originated with the Battle of Crecy.
That the wearing of leeks on Saint David's day by the Welshmen was a
good and commendable fashion, seeing that all memorable Acts have by
the Agents something wom for distinction and also to preserve the
memory therof unto posterity; even as the Passover was to the Jews, that
when their children should ask why they were girded wdth staves in their
hands they might shew them the cause; so the Welshmen in
commemoration of the great fight by the black Prince of Wales, do wear
Leeks as their chosen Ensign. (Royall Apophthegms of King James, qtd.
in Hughes, "Welsh" 173-74)
Addifionally, J. Gwyrm Williams relates an incident involving Royalist soldiers during
the Civil War, an incident which indicates the custom was observed throughout the
period: the Welsh Royalists were disciplined at Bodmin for "celebrating the 1 March
1646 rather too well, drunk and disorderly, wdth leeks in their hats" ("Wales" 62). This
evidence establishes the kemel of tmth in the playwrights' assumption that the Welsh
wore leeks, at least on one day a year, from the reign of Henry VIII to 1646.
In Henry V( 1599), in addition to the discussion wdth Henry about the custom,
Fluellen observes the custom and wears a leek in his cap. When the battle is over,
Fluellen puts in his cap the leek he plans to force Pistol to eat, telling Gower, "... I wdll
be so bold as to wear it in my cap fill I see him once again" (5.1.11-12), so it is
established that for at least part of the play, Fluellen wears a leek in his (Mormiouth?)
cap. In a later play. Captain Jenkins swears "by all the leekes that are wome on Saint
Dauies daie" (Dekker, Northward (1605) 2.1.231-32). In Cupid's Whiriigig (1607),
Edward Sharpham refers to the custom of wearing the leek on Saint David's Day, when a
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lady comments on the idea of wedding an older man "I had as hue mame a Saint Dauis
Leeke" (5.7.55), alluding to the "green tail, white head" metaphoncal linkage of the leek
with lecherous oldsters. Similariy, William Sampson alludes to the custom of wearing
the leek in his 1636 play, Vow-Breaker. Ursala, commenfing on her friend"s elderiy
suitor, describes him: "his head's like a Welch-mans Crest on St. Davies day, he lookes
like a hoary Frost in December" (1.2.5-7). The later plays use the custom as a source of
humor, while the leek in Shakespeare's eariier play is symbolic of Welsh virtue.
The colors of the leek, green and white, were established as associated wdth the
Welsh. These colors were the Tudor colors and the colors of the uniforms of Welsh
soldiers. The association of the Tudors wdth the leek, then, made the leek a politically
dangerous target during Elizabeth's reign, but the leek lost political sensitiveness during
the reigns of the Stuarts.
The use of a Welsh persona as a disguise is an indication that the Welsh were
dressed differently from their English counterparts. Victor Oscar Freeburg notes the
dramatic effectiveness of the disguise plot and lists several methods of achieving
effective stage disguise: costume, pretended blindness, patches, false hair and beards,
facial appearance, and peculiarity of speech, especially foreign languages and dialects,
noting that "Irish, Welsh, and similar insular dialects are often used to emphasize a
disguise" (25-26). In order for the characters who disguise themselves as Welsh to hide
their tme identities from their acquaintances, they must change their appearances as well
as their manner of speaking. Fletcher disguises Maria as a Welsh maid in The
Nightwalker (1611) with the directions "disguised as a country girl" (3.5.14). Her dress,
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as well as her dialect, identify her as rural Welsh. In Robert Armin's Two Maids of
Moreclacke (1608) the insttoictions read, "Enter Tutch like a welch knight, and Filbon as
a semant waiting" (Fl) and "Filbon in welch attire, and Tuch in semingmans, like one
another" (G4). These insttiictions assume a standard costume for both a Welsh knight
and a Welsh servingman. Welsh costuming identifying disguised characters occurs when
soldiers disguise themselves as Welsh beggars in Beaumont, Fletcher, and Massinger's
Thierry and Theodoret (1617) and in Dekker's The Welsh Embassador (1623), when
English soldiers disguise themselves as Welshmen. Costume is evident from the failure
of anyone in the court to recognize the disguised soldiers as either themselves or as the
English characters that they had disguised themselves as earlier.
A final appurtenance of the Welsh character is his Welsh hook. Since so many of
the Welshmen are soldiers, carrying a Welsh hook, a traditional Welsh weapon, quickly
identifies them as such. Most play texts lack stage directions as to specifics of costume,
so we usually have only references in the scripted dialogue upon which to base linking
the Welsh hook to the characters. The use of the Welsh hook to identify the Welsh,
particularly in the absence of other weapons in association with them, is a definite mark
of the prejudice of the English playwrights. First, the absence of swords in association
with Welsh nobility and soldiers places them outside the chivalric ttadition of Westem
Europe. As J. E. Cirlot has pointed out, the sword is highly symbolic in European
culture. He notes that the phallic sword is symbolic of the male in opposition to the
distaff symbol of the female (323). He goes on to say, "The Westem type of sword, with
its sttaight blade, is, by virtue of its shape, a solar and masculine symbol. The Oriental
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sword, being curved, is lunar and feminine" (324). The Welsh male is seldom descnbed
as carrying a sword, the emblem of European chivalry and a strong masculine identifier.
George Peele does arm his Welsh characters "with swordes and bucklers" (2) in Edward I
(1591); while there is no direcfion that the characters carry Welsh hooks, Lluellen refers
to them in his call to arms: "And scowre the marches wdth your Welshmens hookes"
(1.616); his followers, at least, must be armed wdth the Welsh weapon. Gloucester refers
to the Welsh carrying Welsh hooks as the English king and peers discuss the Welsh
rebels in their Robin Hood and merry men roles: "I thinke the Frier for all his lusty
lookes, / Nor Robin mle with their gleaves and hookes. But would be quickely driven to
the nookes" (10.1527 -29). The English seem to see the armed Welsh, whether on stage
or in their imaginations, carrying Welsh hooks. However, the hook is the weapon of an
inferior, and Peele depicts Llewellyn as an aristocrat and a worthy adversary of the
English king, so he and his closest followers are portrayed carrying swords, elevating
them above later Welsh characters with their hooks. In contrast, Christopher Marlowe
uses Welsh hooks to establish both nationality and setting in Edward II (1592), when
Rice ap Howell, an otherwise unnationalized character, arrives at Neath Abbey to arrest
Edward. The stage directions following 4.6.45 read "Enter, wdth Welsh hooks. Rice ap
Howell, a Mower, and the Earl of Leicester," establishing the Welsh setting of the king's
arrest.
Shakespeare includes the weapon in I Henrv IV (1596), when Falstaff curses
Glendower as "he of Wales that gave Amamon the bastinado and made Lucifer cuckold
and swore the devil his tme liegeman upon the cross of a Welsh hook - what a plague
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call you him?" (2.4.335-39). Falstaff makes it obvious that he feels supenor to the
Welshman by associating Glendower with devils, as Falstaff s sword is superior to
Glendower's Welsh hook. Because the hook had a cross piece, to swear by it is to swear
by the cross. An English peer, in conttast, would swear on his sword. Falstaff is thus
establishing English superiority overfileWelsh leader, as the sword is superior to the
hook. The hook emerges sttongly associated with the comic as well as the lower class
Welsh, beginning with Sir John Oldcastle H 599). The Welsh comic soldiers in the
anonymous Sir John Oldcasfie (1599) may be carrying Welsh hooks, since the
proclamation that is read forbids wearing weapons, including Welsh hooks and "forest
bills," which draws from Owen the exclamation, "Haw? No pill nor wells hoog? Ha?"
(1.37), drawing attention to those weapons. This line is far more understandable and
effective if Owen speaks while holding or waving a Welsh hook.
Captain Jenkins, Dekker and Webster's Welsh soldier in Northward Ho (1605),
may not carry a Welsh hook, but he assures Doll that he knows what kisses are, "aswel as
I know a Welch-hooke" (2.1.213-14). The same dramafists include a reference to Welsh
hooks in Westward Ho (1605), when Mistress Tenterhook remarks, "And like Esops Dog,
vnlesse himselfe might eate hay, wdl lie in the manger and stame: but heele hinder the
horse from eating any: besides it will be as good as a Welch hooke for you to keepe out
the other at the Saues end . . ."(5.1.188-91).

^^ Club Law, in the same year, has Tavy threatening, "See, I and so putt out her
eyes, her vill take her sweard, putt on her puff shirken, on her skull, not take her heeles,
her vill have her plud" (1349-51). While Tavy, as a member of the "town" cadre, is
negatively portrayed, the stereotype of the London stage is less influential in his
portrayal, and a sword is his weapon of choice, rather than the hook.
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Jonson, who includes a remarkable number of the identifying atttibutes of the
stage Welshman in For the Honor of Wales (1618). includes the Welsh hook. In Rhys's
songs, the choms contends that a Welsh fish will feed six or seven men, "As tall man as
ever swagger / With Welse hook or long dagger" (239-40) and admonishes the audience,
"Come, put on other looks now, / And lay away your hooks too" (280-81). Welsh hooks
may well have consfituted props for the participants in the masque. In spite of the
relatively positive porttayal of the Welsh in this masque, no swords are associated wdth
the characters. Thomas Dekker's The Welsh Embassador (1623) menfions the Welsh
hook five times. Although no specific costuming is indicated except to indicate Welsh
and Irish costuming for the soldiers in disguise, these multiple references associate the
hook wdth the soldiers. Penda, disguised as the ambassador from Wales, asserts that his
mler and the genfiemen of Wales "sweare [their allegiance to the English king] wdth tme
welse harts, and longe welse hooke" (3.2.51-52). Since the pretended ambassador is
supposed to be at the English court to attest the allegiance of Wales and of himself, he
needs to be holding a Welsh hook here by which he indicates his own assurance of
loyalty. Eldred, disguised as a Welsh genfieman, takes umbrage at a remark he considers
slighting to the Welsh, and asks, "Pray tell her whoe is it, shall fyde (diggon) from welse
hooke to a prick noe longer as this of a putchers when any tares sallenge my lord or
Reese his man" (3.2.7-274). The challenge makes sense if Eldred is carrying a Welsh
hook to contrast wdth the small "prick" he indicates. There is a quibble on the word
"prick," which had appeared as "a pointed weapon or implemenf since the mid-1500s,
and as slang for the penis since 1592 (OED). The speech not only offers a challenge to
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fight, but also to match male members, when we recognize the pun. Such a doubleentendre hints at sensitivity on the subject of his masculinity by the faux Welshman; such
sensitivity might, in the eyes of the English, be justified. The hook appears again when
Eldred explains the idenfification of the cuckoo as the Welsh ambassador, another bawdy
allusion. Hans Biedermann explains the significance of the cuckoo as an adulterer who
fathers children wdth another man's wdfe: "The bird's peculiar tendency to lay its eggs in
the nests of other birds, was remarked upon even in ancient times" (86). Therefore, when
Eldred asserts that the Britons "come and wdth welse hooke hack and hoff and mawle
your english porderers" (4.2.77-78), "about cuckoo tymes" (4.2.76), he hints that the
Welsh raiders come wdth their Welsh hooks to take English women from their English
husbands, too. The speech is more effecfive if Eldred waves a Welsh hook, and the
clown's immediate "I am sattsfied" (80) indicates his response to its threat. When the
clown, Eldred, and Edmond compare the characteristics and attributes of the English,
Welsh, and Irish, the clown lists a Welsh hook among the things Welshmen love
(4.2.115-16). Finally, the clown offers an explanation of the origin of the Welsh hook,
"I'm sure Mercury was a welsh man and kept both sheep and goates, and your welsh
hooke came from his sheepe hooke" (5.2.39-41). The Welsh hook as a weapon is likened
to the shepherd's hook, a mral implement, identifying it wdth agricultural, rather than
martial occupations. The comic nature of the disguised characters' dialogues increases
the comic weight attached to references to the Welsh hook.
Although the hook apparently does not appear, it is mentioned by Jenkin in
Shiriey's Love Tricks (1624): "Jenkin could fight wdth any podies in the urid, awl
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weapons, from the long pikes to the Welsh hooks" (5.2). However, Jenkin does carry a
sword, since a dialogue between the Welshman and an echo results m the stage direction,
"Runs out wdth his sword dravm" (4.3.1). Jenkin may carry a sword, but he indicates that
he also is competent to fight with the ethnic weapon of his people.
Physical appearance is a part of die presentation of a stock character. Size,
costume, and weapon set the Welshman apart from other characters. He may often be
small; wear a frieze jerkin, baggy pants, and Monmouth cap, probably wdth a leek in it;
and carry a Welsh hook. Sufficient references in the texts of the plays justify assuming
that the stock character was easily recognized by his appearance. Documenting the
appearance of the stock Welshman is more difficult than establishing some other
characteristics of the stock character, but by so doing, we can see that his appearance sets
the Welshman apart from English characters and the English audience. The Welsh had
been granted English citizenship, but they still were kept separate in English society,
possibly in part because of their appearance. By setting Welsh characters apart in their
appearance on the stage, the playwrights were complicit in the maintenance of that
separation.
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CHAPTER VI
WELSH AND ENGLISH MARRL\GES
Intermarriage wdth the Other has long been feared. The Welsh remained alien
socially, even though they had been integrated into England politically for many years.
Their culture and language set them apart from the "tme" English, and the English
experienced uneasiness wdth their Welsh compatriots, an uneasiness expressed in a
number of plays that porttay the interaction of Welsh men wdth English women and of
Welsh women wdth English men. Early history plays portrayed Welsh/English marriages,
especially among the nobility, but later plays dealing with commoners usually thwarted
the suits of Welsh lovers of English citizens, especially Welsh men who sought the hands
of English women. Perhaps nowhere is the ambivalence the English felt toward their
Welsh cousins more evident that in the sensitive area of sexual relations.
To the English Renaissance audience, the marriage of an Anglo-Saxon
Englishman to a Welsh woman constituted miscegenation. In fact, such a marriage still
brought legal penalty because statutes dating from the time of Henry IV remained on the
books until 1624, during the reign of Charies I: "It was still illegal, in theory at least, for
Welshmen to buy land in England or in English boroughs in Wales, to hold office there,
or for an Englishman to marry a Welsh woman without losing his privileged status"
(Glanmor Williams, Recovery, 242). The pursuit of an English woman by a Welsh male
indicates, to the smugly superior English, an attempt by that male to marry a social and
ethnic superior. On the other hand, the marriage of an English male to a Welsh female is
offensive; marriage to an ethnic equal appears to be the only acceptable union. As the
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stereotype becomes more established and farcical, this kind of marriage becomes
virtually non-existent in the plays. Unlike the doomed pursuit of an English woman by a
Welsh man in the plays, the Englishman who prefers a Welsh woman is successful in his
pursuit, but the marriage is porttayed as inferior to a marriage of two English partners.
The relations of the sexes in drama reflect the English conviction of their superiority to
the Welsh and the social and legal bars to such matches. Only three marriages of
Englishmen wdth Welsh women are porttayed, and only one of these is portrayed
positively.
The first extant play that depicts an Englishman seeking the hand of a Welsh
woman is Anthony Munday's John a Kent and John a Cumber (1589), in which Marian,
the Earl of Chester's niece, and Sidanen, Llewellyn's Welsh daughter, are promised to
two English Marcher lords, Morton and Pembroke, but love two Welsh peers. Griffin and
Powesse. The Welsh woman, Sidanen, rejects her English suitor in favor of her
countryman. A Welsh magician, John of Kent, defeats an English magician, John of
Cumber, to match the giris wdth their Welsh suitors. While a number of historic names
are used for effect, the play is a romance, not a history. However, the audience's
sympathy is enlisted on the side of the Welsh suitors, whose ultimate victory and
marriages to the women provide the climax to the plot. The happy ending, wdth the
blocking characters thwarted and the tme lovers united, elevates the Welsh over the
English in a unique picture of the rejecfion of an English suitor by a Welsh woman;
Munday's portrayal of the rejection of an Englishman by a Welsh woman is not repeated
in Renaissance drama. Munday's deviation from a pattern that would later become
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standard may in part be attributed to the nobility of the Welsh men, since the nobilit\' of
their blood is more important than their ethnicity. In addition, Munday's play was
written during the reign of Elizabeth Tudor, an unmarried woman of Welsh descent
whom it would be unwise to offend. Munday pairs English and Welsh in the two
magicians, the two women, the two pairs of suitors, and the two blocking characters.
Except for the blocking characters, the English Eari of Chester and the Welsh Llewellyn,
the Welsh triumph over the English, as tme love prevails.
Shakespeare's well-known picture of an English nobleman's mamage to a Welsh
woman, on the other hand, depicts such a union as perilous for the Englishman. In I
Henrv IV (1596), the family porttait of Glendower's urmamed daughter and Mortimer
depicts an English lord under the spell of an exotic woman. This scene "with the sensual
beauty of Glendower's poetry and his daughter's singing,. . . moves the audience from
the austere English court to a seductive, outlandish world of idleness and dangerous
irtational pleasure" (Rackin, Stages 173). The portrayal of the relationship between the
Englishman and his Welsh wdfe introduces the subversive and mesmerizing effects of the
Welsh woman on her English husband. Shakespeare's portrayal of the
Mortimer/Glendower match pictures an EnglishAVelsh marriage as desmasculinizing the
English male.
When the couple is introduced on the stage, the audience immediately becomes
aware that Owen Glendower's daughter speaks only Welsh, and Mortimer, her husband,
speaks only English. Because she is the daughter of a Welsh rebel and Mortimer is the
man whom Richard II designated as heir to his throne, the marriage is politically
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significant. In various ways, the unnamed woman is made to appear threatening to the
Englishman. She speaks to her husband in Welsh, and Glendower tt^nslates for the two,
telling Mortimer, "She bids you on the wanton mshes lay you down, / And rest your
gentle head upon her lap, / And she will sing the song that pleaseth you, / And on your
eyelids crown the god of sleep, / Charming your blood with pleasing heaviness" (3.121115). Glendower infimates a hypnotic, mesmerizing quality to the Welsh song. The
Welsh woman's song provides a nexus for the comparison of an English mamage with
the marriage of an English man and a Welsh woman and for suggesfing the extremely
dangerous femininity of the Welsh wdfe. Her singing is placed in the Welsh sphere; it is
feminine, magical, sensuous, and Welsh in this play, countered by down-to-earth English
bluff humor and derogated by the English lord. Hotspur. The lack of a common language
imderlines the inappropriate nature of the match (See Chapter III for a discussion of the
effect of language in the match.)
According to Rackin, "Renaissance sexual mythology condemned masculine
sensualit}' and uxoriousness as effeminate"' (172). "[T]he sensual beauty of Glendower" s
poetry and his daughter's singing,. . . moves the audience from the austere English court
to a seductive, oufiandish world of idleness and dangerous irrational pleasure" (173)
related to the "Bower of Bliss" of Spenser's Faerie Queene. The sensualitv' of the
EnglishAVelsh relationship and the "bower of bliss"' setting alludes to the contention in
the Faerie Queene that "renunciation and the constant exercise of power" are the means
to attain civilization (Greenblatt, Renaissance 173). Rackin contends that Mortimer.
Richard II's designated heir, enters willingly into this bower world that is "feminine,
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effeminating, and also theatrical" (Rackinl73). In The Faerie Queene. according to
Stephen Greenblatt, "the demonic other at once identified and destroyed" is the Bower,
mled by the alien woman, just as the Welsh setting is dominated by Glendowers
daughter. Mortimer fits Spenser's description of the Old English who took on Irish
customs: "is it possible that an Englishman brought up naturally in such sweet civility as
England affords could find such liking in that barbarous mdeness that he should forget
his own nature and forgo his own nafion?" (48), and specifically that the English should
"scom" to speak Irish, just as Mortimer should scom to speak Welsh (67). Mortimer is
the victim of the double other, "captured" by the Welsh both physically and emotionally.
Glendower, serving as translator for the couple, comments: "She is desperate
here, a peevish self-wdll'd harlotry, / One that no persuasion can do good upon" (3.1.19697), invoking a number of negative factors and defining the woman as an evil influence
on the Englishman. David J. Baker interprets the first line as meaning that "she is
hopeless on this point, a willful hussy" (n. 196). This association wdth hariotry increases
the sinister and evil impression the woman gives, while the "peevish" and "self-willd"
woman is anathema to the English audience. Glendower's next comment, "Nay, if you
melt, then wdll she mn mad" (3.1.209), adds insanity to the negafives surrounding her.
While the tone of the scene is light-hearted, the text contains allusions which can be seen
as depicting the Mortimer-Glendower marriage in an extremely negative light.
Christopher Highley argues that the "double-constmction of the native woman
within English colonial discourse as erottcized enchanttess and/or fierce Amazon'" (104)
applies to the Welsh lady. The "fierce Amazon" is based on Glendower's ttanslation of
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his daughter's first remark, fiiat she is desolate to part from Mortimer and that "She'll be
a soldier too, she'll tofiiewars" (3.1.193). Welsh women in the conflict with England
have been described as mutilating English soldiers in Act 1. Gayle Whittier's 1979
tteatment of the scene points out the woman's, especially the non-English womans,
perceived capacity to be "desttiictive of male identity" (25). She cites both
Westtnoreland's report of the depredations of the Welsh women and the references to
Lady Mortimer as expressing "Amazonian ambition" to be a soldier and go to war with
the men. The Welsh women's participation in the battle in which Mortimer was captured
is described when Westmoreland reports that Mortimer is taken prisoner:
A thousand of his people butchered.
Upon whose dead corpse' there was such misuse.
Such beastly shameless transformation.
By those Welshwomen done as may not be
Without much shame retold or spoken of (1.1.42-46)
The histories available at the time docimient the Welsh women's actions. Capgrave's
1462 chronicle describes them: "And aftir the batayle ful schamefully the Walsch
women cutte of mennes membris, and put hem in her mouthis that were ded, and many
othir inconuenientis ded thei that same tyme" (219, 15-17). In the 1587 version of
Holinshed's Chronicles, the description of the incident to which Westmoreland alludes is
specifically detailed to give a picture of casttation and sexual abuse:
The dead bodies of the Englishmen, being above a thousand lieng upon
the groimd imbmed in their owne bloud, was a sight (a man would thinke)
greevous to looke upon, and so farre from exciting and stirring up
affections or cmeltie; that it should rather have mooved the beholders to
commiseration and mercie: yet did the women of Wales cut off their
privities, and put one part thereof into the mouthes of everie dead man, in
such sort that the cullions [testicles] hoong downe to their chins; and not
so contented, they did cut off their noses and thmst them into their tailes
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as they laie on the ground mangled and defaced. (104)
Highley points out that, in the play, the description of native attocities is echoed in
contemporary reports from Ireland (102) and throughout colonial reports. The
emasculation of English men by native women, whether through seduction or physical
castration, was a common fear. The repetition of the pattern also, according to Christina
Lamer, focused attention on the criminality of women, as "the final embodiments of
resistance to the expansionist and 'civilizing' thmst of the nation-state" (199). While she
is speaking of Scottish women particularly, the point may apply equally well to both Irish
and Welsh women. Shakespeare reports women on the battlefield; the English claimed
that Irishwomen participated in the contemporary rebellion as well. Mortimer's Welsh
wife's desire for participation in rebellion allies her to the women on the battlefield and
wdth their alleged actions in mutilafing English men. By dominating the relationship,
she threatens his masculinity both by enticing him to unnatural submission to a woman
and by her remote association wdth the threat of physical castration.
The portrayal of an Englishman marrying a Welsh woman is reenacted only once
in later plays; however, John Fletcher allows an English lover to seek the favors of his
English love while she is disguised as a Welsh maid in The Nightwalker (1611). Since
both her assumed social status and her supposed Welsh nationality disqualify her from
his serious attention, while her tme social status and English nationality make her a
suitable object of his attentions, the audience recognizes the dramatic irony of the
situation and finds his atttaction to his true love, even though he fails to recognize her,
amusing but not threatening.
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In Thomas Middleton's A Chaste Maid in Cheapside (1613) Tim
Yellowhammer, a Cambridge student, marries a red-headed Welsh whore whom Sir
Walter Whorehound presents as his niece, an heiress of nineteen mountains. This
marriage is balanced by the failure of the Welshman Whorehound" s attempts to marr\ an
English woman, Moll Yellowhammer. The play concems Sir Walter's contracted
fathering of Allwdt's and Kix's children, since the Englishmen are sterile. In such a
dysfunctional situation, the marriage of an Englishman to a Welsh woman is only one of
a number of serious infractions of the social code. The English characters in this
unpleasant city comedy hardly set moral standards by which to judge any other
characters, and the Welsh are at least equally degenerate. Tim deserves his bride, and his
speech at the end indicates bawdily that he has no regrets: "I perceived then a woman
may be honest according to the English print, when she is a whore in the Latin. So much
for marriage and logic! I'll love her for her wit, Fll pick out my mnts there; and for my
mountains, I'll mount upon . . . ." (5.4.117-19). His bawdy remark is an appropriate end
to this drama about immoral characters who violate the social mores of Stuart society',
including English distaste for miscegenation.
In a patriarchal society that considers nobility hereditary, containing society"s
women is an important factor in protecting the society. Claire McEachem emphasizes
this idea: ""As female bodies are the vehicle of uncormpted inheritance, their conttol
provides the comerstone of patriarchal order and the property it guards" (Poetics 131).
The infringement of foreigners, the Other, into miscegenistic marriage with English
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women poses a threat to the pattiarchal society's ability to contain its women. Fear that
the society's women would choose the Other over the domestic male threatened the
dominant males of England. The fear expressed by the French Dauphin in Shakespeares
Henry V( 1599) is an expression of xenophobic fear that the foreigner or Other might lure
away their women, when he says:
By faith and honor.
Our madams mock at us, and plainly say
Our mettle is bred out, and they wdll give
Their bodies to the lust of English youth
To new-store France wdth bastard warriors. (3.5.27-31)
The Duke of Britain takes up his plaint at the taunts of French women:
They bid us to the English dancing-schools.
And teach lavoltas high and swift corantos.
Saying our grace is only in our heels.
And that we are most lofty mnaways. (3.5.32-35)
The French express the fear of being displaced sexually by foreigners, a fear that in the
plays is dealt wdth by making the Welshman unsuccessful and ridiculous. The drama of
the Renaissance reflects this masculine disquiet as English playwrights portray English
women rejecting the suits of Welsh men repeatedly, reassuring the patriarchal
Englishman.
A factor which affects the attitude of the English audience toward the Welsh male
and his potential intermarriage wdth an English woman is more basic and general in its
reflection on the porttayal of Welsh men. That factor is the ambiguity of gender
definition in Renaissance Europe, including England. Anthony Fletcher argues: "The
official vision of masculinity, stamped upon this society by the protestant church,
associated it wdth marriage and patriarchal control of a household'" (89). Fletcher backs
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his contention by citing Lyndal Roper's study of Gemian society at this penod, which
concludes that "the real man was a household head, a little pattiarch mling over wdfe,
children, servants, journeymen and apprentices

What gave one access to the world

of brothers was one's mastery of a woman which guaranteed one's sexual status" (46).
Fletcher emphasizes this point, asserting that "full manhood was unattainable without the
process of courtship, marriage, and household formation" (97). Therefore the single
status of the Welsh stock character bars him from acceptance as a fully realized adult
male. Merry E. Wiesner also makes this point: "The dominant notion of the 'ttiie' man
in early modem Europe was that of the married head of household, so that men whose
class and age would have normally conferred political power but who remained
unmarried did not participate to the same level as their married brothers" (251). Louis
Montrose says of the pattiarchal family, "marital harmony is predicated upon the wife's
obedience to her husband" (114). He refers to "a collective anxiety about the power of
the female not only to dominate or reject the male but to create and destroy him'" as an
ironic acknowledgment by an androcentric culture of the degree to which men are in fact
dependent upon women: upon mothers and nurses, for their birth and nurture; upon
mistresses and wives, for the validation of their manhood" (66). English women in the
later plays consistently refuse to validate the manhood of the stock Welsh lover by
accepting his proposal. If to be defined as a tme man required mastery of a woman, the
single status of the Welsh stock character and his failure to wdn the woman of his choice
demasculinizes him by defining him as less than a fully realized adult man. In the
collection of extant plays, only one stock Welshman of more than two dozen is married
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before the play. Sir Owen in Dekker's Patient Grissill. and he is most decidedly not
master of his termagant Welsh wife. Thus the relationship of Welsh men to women,
including the often depicted unsuccessful courtship of the stock Welshman,
demasculinizes him.
Fear of displacement by the Welsh is not apparent in the early history plays, in
which noble Welshmen relate to noble English women. Five plays depict historical
Welsh/English mamages of English ladies to Welsh noblemen. Only one of these plays
dates from James I's reign; four are dated from the reign of Elizabeth. Anthony
Munday's John a Kent and John a Cumber (1589) is the earliest history play to
incorporate Welsh characters. In the following year. King Leir (1590) jx)rtrays Ragan
married to the King of Cambria, Morgan. In this redaction, the two older sisters are as
evil as in Shakespeare's version, but their spouses are sympathetic, concemed about Leir,
but totally blinded by their wdcked wives. The men are loyal to the end, refusing to
believe their wives' complicity in the attempted murder of Leir. The King of Wales is a
totally sympathetic character, gullible but well-meaning. The English woman, not the
Welsh husband, is the wdcked character in this early redaction of the legend.
Shakespeare's later King Lear omits the Welsh title, as does William Wamer, who refers
to him as "the Comish Prince" (65) in 1612. In keeping wdth other eariy plays, King Leir
presents a noble Welshman, not a commoner.
Edward Peele's Edward I (1591) depicts an affectionate and playful marriage
between the Welsh prince Llewellyn and Elinor, Simon de Montfort's daughter, who,
though English, is the daughter of a traitor who led a rebellion against his king. The
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marriage ends wdth the death of the Welsh rebel. In this early play, the mamage of the
Welsh man to an English woman is tteated as a loving union. Sir John Oldcastle (1599),
a history play, depicts the Prince of Powis as a heroicfiguremarried to an English wife.
Like its predecessors, this play makes no issue of a Welsh-English mamage within the
peerage. During James' reign, R. A. depicts the marriage of Caradoc, a Welsh hero, to
Octavian's Anglo-Saxon daughter, Guiniver, in the play The Valiant Welshman (1612).
These history plays make no issue of the marriage of a Welsh man to an English woman.
However, each of these plays depicts the marriage of noble persons who are not
stereotyped. Nobility supersedes nationality in marriage, as in other areas of WelshEnglish relations.
Only two stock Welshmen wdll succeed in marrying English women in the
dramas, and each marries a woman he did not choose. Both these cross-cultural
marriages occur in plays whose major plots revolve around a husband's unjustifiable
suspicions of his wife's fidelity. Since the woman in each play is the virtuous character
and her doubting husband creates suffering or difficulties for her through his suspicions
and tests, the dramas' conclusions allow the women freedom of choice as a reward for
the heroine's chastity and longsuffering. Edward Sharpham's Cupid's Whirligig (1607)
is the story of a group of English characters and one Welshman. In Sharpham's farcical
comedy, virtuous Lady Troublesome is suspected of infidelity by her husband, who has
himself casttated, so that, should she become pregnant, she wdll be proved imfaithful.
Nucome, the Welsh courtier, pursues Nan, but is loved by Peg, Lady Troublesome's
cousin, wdth whom the Welsh courtier is paired as the whirligig stops spinning and the
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couples pair off He is paired with an English bride, but not the one of his choice. The
whiriigig describes the situation in which each man woos a woman who loves another.
The denouement matches the couples by the women's choices, not the men's, so
although the Welsh courtier wdns an English wdfe, he must settle for one who chose him,
not the one he chose. "Nucome is a stage representative of the court throughout the play
and he is identified with many of the King's well-known vices" (353), according to editor
Christopher Gordon Petter, who offers evidence that Nucome was originally a Scottish
courtier, but that the imprisonment of the authors of Eastward Ho forridiculingthe Scots
courtiers caused Sharpham to recast Nucome as Welsh.^^ Fetter's argument that Nucome
"epitomized the vices of the court and especially of the King" (358) makes the choice of
a Welshman, rather than a Scot, a safer move politically. The occupation of the English
throne by a Scottish monarch wdth claims to Welsh ancestry made satirizing the Scots
dangerous and the pointed rejection of other non-Anglo-Saxon peoples of the British Isles
a subject to be tteated wdth care.
Another fictional match of a Welsh man wdth an English woman not of his choice
is William Rowley's A Match at Midnight (1622), in which Randall, the stock
Welshman, woos the widow Mary Bloodhound, but mistakenly marries her maid, who
chooses him. Randall, whose social-climbing aspirations are thwarted, marries within his
own social class, but marries a woman the audience considers his ethnic superior.
Fmstrated on leaming of the deception, he yet accepts Marie, "And because was no

"^ James proposed preliminary steps to union with Scotland in the 1606
Pariiament; those steps were opposed, angering the King (Prall and Willson 343)and
making tteatment of the Scots particularly sensitive at the time of the play.
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remedies, before her aule, here will Randals embrace Maries, and take a pusse [buss, i.e..
kiss]" (5.2.313-14). However, he aspires to a lady and marries a maid. His suit is not
only rejected, but the wddow whose hand he seeks makes jokes at his expense, ridiculing
his Welsh characteristics. The wddowfigurafivelytums the Welshman into food for her
dinner party by remarking, that the "Cooke-maid" has left the door open and that her
Welsh suitor "is the daintiest dish shee has sent in, a Widgin in Welch sawce" (2.1.9596). Stephen Blase Young's note on this line defines a widgen as a wild duck,
"proverbial for its stupidity" and postulates that the Welsh sauce might refer to Randall's
Welsh costume (2.1.96n, p. 219). The English womanfiiusmakes f\m of Randall's
intellect and his ethnic costume. Carrying the analogy further, Jarvis, the widow's
manservant, observes that the other suitors "wdll eate him for the second course"
(2.1.105). Thus the Welshman is not merely associated wdth, but becomes, food for the
English woman and her other suitors. While Wales was a major source of food products
for England, Rowley goes further to insinuate that the English devour the Welsh
themselves, a comment on the colonization of Wales by England, likening it to
cannibalization of the Welsh. Rowley does not, however, condemn this practice. Such a
metaphor, coming at the end of the reign of James I, who used the integration of Wales as
a pattern for the integration of Scotland wdth England, challenges the assumption that the
English connection benefits the internal colonies. The Welsh suitor, doomed to failure in
his pursuit of a wealthy English bride, wdll marry the widow's English maid; he is firmly
consigned to inferior status to his English counterparts.
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No Welshman is ever successful in winning an English woman except for the
noble but ridiculous Nucome and the commoner Randall, who are married to lower class
English women, but not the women of their choice. The pattem of rejection of Welsh
suitors by the English women of their choice culminates in John Milton's masque during
the reign of Charies I, when Comus, the personified evil of Wales, seeks unsuccessfully
to seduce the lovely English Lady of the piece.
In a unique reversal of the usual fate of the Welsh suitor courting an English
woman, Thomas Dekker and John Webster present a Welsh suitor to an English woman
who reverses himself and rejects the woman. Northward Ho (1605) focuses on a
husband's unjust accusation of adultery directed at his chaste wdfe. In an elaborate
subplot. Captain Jenkins, the Welshman, and several others, including Englishmen and a
Dutchman, are duped by a whore and her accomplices, who pose as a wealthy wddow, her
father, and their servants. Captain Jenkins initiates and leads the revenge of the bilked
suitors against the dishonest English rogues, even though Jenkins is a totally stereotyped
character, speaking in both Welsh and dialectical English. This reversal of the usual
pattem in plays depicfing Welsh suitors of English women casts the Welshman in a
unique role as nemesis of English deceit, an imexpected ironic role for the stock
character, but in keeping wdth Shakespeare's Evans and Fluellen, who discipline Falstaff
and Pistol, respectively.
In one play during the reign of Elizabeth, a Welshman is rejected by an English
woman: Thomas Dekker's Satiro-mastix (1601) portrays Sir Vaughan's unsuccessful
courting of Mistriss Miniver. He employs Horace to write his love letters, because, the
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poet explains, "she does not thinke so soundly of his lame English as he could wish"
(2.2.49-50).
In several plays produced during James's reign, a Welshman courts an English
woman, or an Englishman in Welsh disguise does so. The first of these dramas is The
History of the Two Maids of Moreclacke (1608); Robert Armin includes a disguise plot
in which Filbon wdns his love, Tabitha. Filbon, rejected by Tabitha's father, disguises his
servant as a Welsh knight and himself as a servant, switching the disguises just before the
happy ending when the loving couple is united. The "Welsh" suitor is rejected by the
woman, but more enthusiastically tteated by her father, the blocking figure of the
romance between his daughter and Filbon. The effect of his approval of the Welsh suitor
is to enhance the picture of the father who is obsessed wdth blocking the lovers at the
expense of his integrity, dignity, and credibility. Dialect takes on great importance in the
play, as Filbon woos Tabitha in his disguise. The successful suitor, however, is, in the
end, English, not Welsh.
In 1623, Thomas Dekkers The Welsh Embassador porttays the English king
offering his own rejected wdfe to the supposed Welsh ambassador. Like the father's
approval of the Welsh suitor in Two Maids of Moreclacke, the king's agenda in
promoting a marriage between and English woman and a Welshman is suspect, placing
the king in an untenable ethical position. Since the intent of the English lord disguised as
the Welsh ambassador is to reunite the king wdth the brothers the king had ordered
murdered and wdth his wdfe and son, the king's plan to dispose of his wdfe is doomed.
The virtuous soldiers, who loyally seek to correct their errant mler, create laughter at
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stock Welsh characteristics, while the king's attempt to foist his rejected wife on an
unsuspecting Welshman is aftirthersign of his decadence. The dramatic irony of the
situation in which the audience is privy to the ttue identities of the English lord and
princes, while their disguises mislead the king and his court, are enhanced by the Welsh
disguises. The king's attempts to marry his rejected wdfe to a Welshman intensifies the
audience's condemnafion of his transgressions. The virtuous soldiers prevail, the king is
reunited wdth his wdfe and son, and the "Welsh" suitor remains single.
In 1624, James Shirley allows a Welsh suitor no success in his pursuit of an
"English" woman in the play Love Tricks. Jenkin, the stock Welshman, Rufaldo, an
elderly man, and Infortunio, an attractive young man, vie for the hand of Selina. A
complicated plot in which Selina and her brother adopt disguises as one other results,
after an interlude in the green world, in Selina's choosing Infortunio. Jenkin declares his
love to Selina, "Jenkin was love her very honestly" (1.1) and pursues her throughout the
play. In a scene in which Jenkin converses wdth an echo, he declares, "her wdll be
pilgrims all tays of her lifes, ere he go without her" (4.4). Oddly, her father indicates that
he would have approved Jenkin's suit, had he known of it earlier: "Come, master Jenkin,
I now perceive you loved my daughter; if you had acquainted me in time, I should not
have been unwilling to have called you son" (5.2). However, he, unlike the father in Two
Maids and the king in The Welsh Embassador, does not actively promote the Welshman
as a potential husband for an English woman. As in Armin's play, the woman, not her
father, rejects the Welsh suitor. Spumed by his love, Jenkin declares his intention to
retum to Wales: "Jenkin were even best make shumeys back into her owoi countreys, and
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never put credits or conferences in any womans in the whole urld; they all lie and coozen,
and make derisions out [of] awl measures" (5.2). Jenkin's declaration reassures the
Englishman that the Welsh male has no further designs on English women. Love Tncks
is file last play in which a Welshman seeks the hand of an English woman. A more
sinister plot against an English woman's virttie is developed by John Milton in his
masque, Comus.
In the masque Comus (1634), written to be presented in Wales itself, unlike the
preceding London plays, Milton avoids the stereotype, but portrays Wales and the Welsh
in a bitteriy negative way, far removed from the farcical tteatment of the preceding plays.
Comus, a figure representing the pagan wdldness of Wales, seeks to seduce an English
virgin. The masque celebrates the installation of the First Eari of Bridgewater as
President of the Council in the Marches of Wales, a prerogative court created by royal
decree and the chief administtative unit of Wales and four English border counties
(Marcus, "Politics" 171). The President was a royal deputy and creature of the king, not
of Parliament, to whom the loyalty of both Milton and Bridgewater would be given in the
coming conflict. The masque celebrates the Earl and his family, not the king, however,
and according to Leah S. Marcus (1986), reflects the contemporary conflict between
"Puritans and conservative Anglicans on the inttinsic nature of old pastimes" (190). She
argues that it takes the two brothers, who represent the secular authorities, and Sabrina,
who represents the ecclesiastical, to free the Lady, symbolizing the need for both the
Council of Wales and the Church to regulate behavior (208). Marcus also makes an
association between the forest in the masque and Dean Forest, through which the young
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people acttially passed en route to Ludlow. Dean Forest wasfiiecenter of conflict
between the local population and the king and his favorites. The Earl and his associates,
who disapproved of the enclosures and other provocations imposed on the local
population, were responsible for enforcing the unpopular measures (193) when the locals
noted. Thus the scene of the masque occupies space in which the Council and the Welsh
conflict wdth the English crown.
The masque reflects the strict censorship Charles imposed on public
performances (Wilding 35). Thus only indirectly can the masque address the issues
raised by mlings of the English court. Michael Wilding (1987) interprets the masque as
Milton's criticism of Charles' promoting games and dances on Sundays as a means of
keeping the citizenry fit and ready for war if needed and of keeping those citizens happy
and entertained. Wilding recognizes the fies between the events in the masque and the
relations between Wales and England:
To speak of Neptime's "Imperial mle" is to underline English imperial
mle of Wales. "All this ttact that fronts the falling Sim" is not simply the
westem region of England; it is the land of a subject people, united wdth
England by the Acts of Union of 1536 and 1543, but clearly at a different
and subordinate level of development. (38)
The stock Welshman, who last appeared in 1625 (Caradock in Randolph's Hey for
Honesty), had deteriorated to a coarsely drawn and exaggerated caricature of a primitive
and inferior type, one the English could view as at a "subordinate level of development.
Wilding continues to develop his argument:
The threats expected from drunken country folk, savages, bandits and
mountaineers are never presented as a threat from 'wdld Welshmen' by the
Attendant Spirit, the Lady, the Brothers, or anyone else. But the realities
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of the context, the actualifies of Ludlow Castle's role as seat of the
Council in the Marches, would make such associations inevitable. (39)
And he concludes that "the perplext paths of this drear Wood, / The nodding horror of
whose shady brows / Threats the foriom and wandring Passinger" (37-39) represent the
Welsh, "hosfile nafives - a subjugated race, a subjugated class" (39). He quotes
Benjamin Rudyerd (1628): "there were some places in England which were scarce in
Christendom, where God was little better known than amongst the Indians," including
"Divers parts of Wales" (qtd. m Wilding 40). The Welsh were, neariy one hundred years
after the Acts of Union, far from achieving acceptance as the equals by the English.
Comus and his band of revelers represent, to Wilding, the sexual license and paganism
the English attributed to the Welsh. Claire McEachem (1996) argues that Comus
"animate[s] this fear of cultural difference; its enchanter embodies the power of the alien
over the native, the margin over the center" (Poetics 190). Her argument assumes that
the Welsh remained alien a century after the Acts of Union. By representing this
alienation, Comus, in his failure to seduce the English woman, represents the English
overcoming of any threat posed by the still alien Welsh.
Milton's creation of setting begins wdth Neptune, a common figure for Charles,
who holds "Imperial mle of all the sea-girt lies" (21). Milton constmcts an obscure
hierarchy in which Neptune mles the seas and islands, between the great gods Jove, who
mles the continents, and Pluto, who mles the nether regions (20). Neptune mles over his
own lower "tributary gods" (24), who hold government wielding "little tridents" (27).
The British Isles, "The greatest and the best of all the main" (28), is divided among four
"blu-hair'd deities" (29) who mle the four parts of Neptune's realm: England, Wales.
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Scotland, and Ireland. In whatever way Milton intends the audience to interpret the
hierarchy, Bridgeport cleariy occupies the last rung of this hierarchical ladder:
And all this tract that fronts the falling sun
A noble peer of mickle tmst and power
Has in his charge, wdth temper'd aw to guide
An old and haughty nation proud in Arms . . . . (30-33)
The setting in the west, i.e., Wales, and the identity of the Lord President are clear as he
has charge of the westem tract "that fronts the falling sun." The setting narrows to
Ludlow as Bridgeport's children make their way west toward the celebration. Their route
takes them through the wdlds of Wales: "the perplext paths of this drear wood, / The
nodding horror of whose shady brows / Threats the foriom and wandring passinger" (3839). Wales is depicted as "drear," hortible, dark, and threatening, a place where "thir
tender age might suffer perill" (40), were not the attendant Spirit to protect them. It is in
this forbidding land of Wales that Comus, the son of Bacchus and Circe, settled and
occupied his palace (60). Helen Cooper (1984) discusses the layers of possibilities for
the setting: "The setting becomes a moral epitome, where temptation can be enacted.
The tangled woods come to stand for moral disorder," but at the same time, "The setting
is also . . . a topographical epitome, though not a literal one. It represents the actual
locality-the countryside around Ludlow-and perhaps also in miniature the country of
which the Eari has charge, so that the piece also has political implications of civil order
and disorder" (146).
The Lady in the masque does not share the fear of Welsh moral disorder Cooper
describes. When Comus approaches her in the guise of a "gentle shepherd" (271) and
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offers to take her to "a low / But loyal cottage" (319-20), she accepts his offer. Her
acceptance of the supposed Welsh commoner as a loyal andttustworthysubject of her
king and of her father indicates her assumption that the Welsh commoners are loyal. Her
tmst is, however, not warranted; the spirit of Wales does represent a very real threat in
the world of the play.
With the help of the attendant Spirit, the brothers rout Comus and his followers,
but they are unable to free their enchanted sister from her paralysis and must engage the
good offices of Sabrina, nymph of the Severn. Milton represents the (tme) church, wdth
its healing andfreeingrituals,as a Welsh mythological figure, Sabrina, goddess of the
Severn:
Sabrina is her name, a virgin pure;
Whilom she was the daughter of Locrine,
That had the scepter from his father Brute,
She guilfiess damsell.... (826-29)
His choice of the Severn, where England and Wales meet, seems to constmct Wales as
virtuous when it comes nearest to England. The implication is that when the disorderly
Welsh adopt the superior standards of the English and become close to English in their
culture, they, like the English, are positively perceived. The Welsh spirit frees the virgin
Lady from Comus' spell. Thus the assault on the Lady's virtue is Welsh, and the ultimate
salvation of that virtue is Welsh become nearly English. The English woman rejects the
advances of the Welsh male and is freed from his threat wdth the help of English men and
a benevolent Welsh spirit. In drama, at least, the issue of relations between Welsh and
English men and women is finished.
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Welsh-English sexual relations porttayed in marriages in early Elizabethan
history plays gave way to comedies in which such marriages rarely occur and the pursuit
of English brides by comic Welshmen inspired only laughter. The ttend culminates in
1624 with an English woman's rejection of the last stock Welshman and his renunciation
of further intentions to seek a wife among the superior English. Ten years later, Milton's
portrayal of the attempted seduction of an English noblewoman by a Welsh male again
raised the issue of Welsh attempts to lure English women away from their appointed
place in English society and into the inferior world of the subordinate Welsh culture.
Although his masque exposes the survival of English uneasiness as the Welsh male
became steadily more visible in England, his resolution shows the defeat of the threat
through the virtue of the English woman with the support of English men and a virtuous
Welsh spirit. The possibility of English women's choosing alien Welsh suitors is
forestalled permanently, at least in drama, since the stock Welshman had already
disappeared from the Caroline stage.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
The creation of a chronologically organized dramatic context for the Welsh
character exposes the interrelationships of social, political, and dramatic factors that
influence the depiction of the Welsh and the ambiguity in English attittides toward them.
This collection and collation of Welsh characters, allusions, and settings makes it
possible, for the first fime, to view the depiction of the Welsh in the larger picture of
Elizabethan, Jacobean, and early Caroline drama and for a Welsh character to be seen in
relation to his fellow stage Welshmen. This context, once created, exposes the unique
status of the Welsh as the first of the outsiders incorporated into the English nation and
the ambivalence with which the English responded to that incorporation. The
deterioration of Welsh depictions indicates that the English playwrights' treatment of the
Welsh was highly dynamic and that the trend was for that treatment to become more
negative during the period. In addition, the depictions reflect the English court's
decreasing interest in Wales and the Welsh. The characters become more stereotypical
and farcical as the restraint imposed by Elizabeth's Welsh ancestry and by James's claim
to descent from the British heroes and his promotion of the integration of Wales as a
pattem for the integration of Scofiand was removed. The Welsh characters, far from
fitting a monolithic type, change as social and political changes affect their porttayal.
For the first time, that ttend is apparent.
This mutafion of the stock character becomes clear in a comparison of the 1599
depicfions of Welsh soldiers in the anonymous Sir John Oldcastle and Shakespeare's
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^ ^ " ^ ^ with the 1625 depicfion of Caradock in Thomas Randolph's Hev for Honesty.
Sir John Oldcasfie is the story of a Protestant lord loyal to Henry V, Lord Cobham, fiiend
to the Welsh prince of Powis. Cobham is shown in conflict with the Catholic bishops
and in harmony with Henry, to whom he reports the conspiracy of Cambridge, Scroop,
and Grey with the French representative. Powis, Cobham's loyal fiiend, protects him
from the evil Catholic bishops who seeks to destroy him. The generous Welsh prince
himself is not nationalized, but his two soldiers, Owen and Davy, are stock Welshmen
whose dialect is a source of humor. Their names resonate wdth those of Owen
Glendower and Saint David. Their courage andfightingspirit are assumed as Owen
expresses his amazement at being arrested "for fighting for our lord" (1.63). Pride in
ancestry and family in the portrayal of Powds' two soldiers is the basis for good-natured
humor. When Davy states that his cousin, "ap Rees, ap Evan, ap Morrice, ap Morgan, ap
Llewellyn, ap Madoc, ap Meredith, ap Griffen, ap Davy, ap Owen, ap Shinken Shones"
(1.72-74) wdll stand his bail, the judge misunderstands and assures him that "Two of the
most sufficient are enow" (1.75). The two soldiers appear briefly in a play that features
their noble lord as a man of integrity, courage, generosity, and proper loyalties. The
play's overall tteatment of the Welsh is positive, the two soldiers, like Fluellen, provide
comedy through their nationalized characteristics, but are shown as loyal and brave, as is
their Welsh prince.
Fluellen in Henrv V and Caradock in Hev for Honesty are, in several ways, like
these two soldiers: they are named for Welsh heroes, both speak Welsh dialect, and both
are singled out as close associates of their leaders. While Fluellen serves the victorious
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Henry V, an English king, Caradock serves Penia-pennilesse, the Goddess of Poverty, a
less engaging leader and one who loses her campaign when Wealth and Honesty are
united. William Shakespeare inttoduces Fluellen as a competently pragmatic, brave, and
utteriy loyal captain in the English army. While his dialect sets him apart from his
English fellows and serves as a source of humor, he is respected by his fellow soldiers
and by the English king himself In conttast, Caradock is a completely stereotyped
coward and fool. Fluellen is proud of his Welsh heritage, which the English respect, as
both the king and Gower remark; Caradock brags of his Welsh heritage in terms that
make him and it ridiculous.
Both characters are associated wdth Saint David in mildly violent scenes. Pistol,
the rogue, has threatened Fluellen "Upon Saint Davy's day" (4.1.55), a threat which
results in his being beaten by Fluellen. Caradock, on the other hand, when himself
beaten by Carion, exclaims "O disgrash to peat St. Taffie's coshen! Use the tme Prittish
no petter?" (3.2). As St. David is invoked, Fluellen delivers blows to a rogue; Caradock
receives blows as a deserter.
Both men exhibit Welsh pride in their ancestry. Fluellen is proud of his
progenitors' bravery and service to England and includes his ancestry when he assures
Macmorris that he is "as good a man as yourself, both in the disciplines of war, and in the
derivafion of my birth, and in other particularifies" (3.2.128-31). He reminds the king
that his Welsh predecessors "did good service" for the English (4.7.98-99). His pride is
based on his own proven valor and specific historic behavior on the part of earlier
Welshmen. It is Pistol who associates him with the Trojans, calling him "base Trojan"
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(5.1.19 and 31), a claim Fluellen himself never makes. Caradock, on the other hand,
boasts of his ancestry in ways that make him and his predecessorsridiculous.Poverty's
Welsh soldier joins an argument among the soldiers as to the quality of their lice. He
claims his lice have a pedigree "ap Shinkin. ap Shon. ap owen, ap Richard, ap morgan.
ap Hugh, ap Bmttis. ap Svlvius. ap Eneas" (3.1). He continues that his lice fought with
the Trojans: "Her ancestors fought in the Wars of Troy, by this Leek, as lustily as the
Lice ofTroilus. Nay, by St. Taffie, the lice of Hector, were but Nits in comparison of her
magnanimous Lice" (3.1.). The displacement of Welsh genealogy onto six generations
of Welsh lice springing from three generations of Trojan lice, all participating in historic
battles, is farcically ridiculous and contrasts wdth the positive treatment of Welsh
ancestry in Henry V.
Fluellen's courage is described by the king himself, "There is much care and
valor in this Welshman" (4.1.84). Gower affirms Welsh valor when he describes the
wearing of the leek to Pistol: "Will you mock at an ancient tradition, [begun] upon an
honorable respect, and wom as a memorable trophy of predeceas'd valor .. ." (5.1.7072), affirming the courage of the Welsh, not only in the present, but in the past,
vindicafing Fluellen's pride in his ancestry and reminding Pistol that the Welshman has
just bested him. Caradock, in contrast, brags of his bravery repeatedly (3.1) but behaves
as a coward. Inspired by Poverty, he insists "if her ploud be but up twice and once, her
wdll tug out her Sword, and gads nigs, let her take very many heed, her wdll carbonado
very much Legs and Arms" in a long, threatening speech. He insists on his personal
courage just before he flees from battle: "yet Caradock will be valiant in spight of her
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Teeth," and "Her wdll stand to it tooth and naile, while there be skin and bones in her
pelly." Eariy plays speak of inherited Welsh courage, but Caradock claims inhented
Welsh cowardice: "Her do follow her petticree from head to foot: Her Gransire Evans
ran away before" (3.2). By 1625, the valiant captain of 1599 has become a craven foot
soldier who resembles the soldiers avoiding battle at Harfleur that Fluellen dnves
reluctantly forward more than he resembles his countryman. The fine but funny Welsh
soldier's porttayal of the Elizabethan period has, by the reign of Charles I, become the
portrayal of a craven andridiculousclown.
Providing a comprehensive dramatic context exposes the changes the stock
character undergoes. Many of the defining attributes of the Welsh appear throughout the
period, but the tteatment of those attributes changes. The example showing those
changes as they are manifest in three plays makes clear the general ttend of increasingly
pejorative depiction of the Welsh as the political pressure to treat the Welsh positively
lessened. Each Welsh character can now be viewed in the larger context of the drama of
the period as well as in the context of the play in which he appears. The ambiguity wdth
which the English regarded the Welsh emerges in this larger context as it does not in any
single play, and the reflection of polifical changes on the porttayal of the Welsh becomes
evident.
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APPENDDC A
PERSONAL TRAITS OF THE STOCK WELSHMAN
Playwrights of the Elizabethan and eariy seventeenth century Stuart reigns
employed a number of attributes to nationalize their Welsh characters. These
characteristics defined the Welshman, provided humor, and allowed for varying levels of
acceptance of the characters by the audience. Thesefrequentlyinterrelated aspects of the
nationalized Welshman are presented here to provide a taxonomy and to provide a basis
for further exploration of the Welsh stock character.
The playwrights frequently associate the Welsh stock character wdth foods; the
stock Welshman's food preferences provide an effective way to regionalize the character.
The foods associated wdth the Welsh were not those that the English considered staples
of diet, but foods that the English considered peculiar and inferior. Allusions to food are
almost always placed in contexts which disparage the Welsh, while frequently providing
ethnic humor at their expense. Later in the period, an allusion to the stereotypical foods
evokes the entire stereotype and the increasingly pejorative treatment of that stereotype,
often in metonymy, when the Welshman is called a food.

Fondness for Cheese
By far the most common association of the Welshman wdth food is with cheese,
especially toasted cheese. Even today, the most common associafion of the Welsh and
food is the well-known Welsh rarebit made wdth toasted cheese. In the plays, the
Welshman's love of cheese is exaggerated, and the preference is often pictured as
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emphatically rejected by the English male, whose preoccupations are not wdth foods, but
wdth more traditionally male obsessions.
An early reference to the Welsh love of toasted cheese occurs in a 1567 jest book
in an anecdote headed, "Of Seynt Peter that cryed cause bobe," in which God, offended
by the sound of the Welsh language, asked Peter to rid Heaven of the Welshmen:
To whome saynte Peter sayd: Good Lorde, I warrente you, that shall be
done. Wherfore saynt Peter wente out of heuen gates and cryed wyth a
loud voyce Cause bobe. that is as moche to saye as rosted chese, whiche
thyne the Welchemen herynge, ranne out of Heuen a great pace And
when Saynt Peter sawe them all out, he sodenly wente into Heuen, and
locked the dore, and so sparred all the Welchemen out. (W. C. Hazlitt
104)
The joke establishes, decades before the Renaissance plays were written, that the Welsh
love of cheese was axiomatic among the English, that the Welsh expression for melted
cheese was known, and that denigration of the Welsh, denigration of their language, and
denigration of their food preferences were already linked. Like other attributes, the
national foods of the Welsh are treated as nationalizing and amusing in the early plays,
but become more pejoratively linked in later plays.
Shakespeare, William. Merry Wives of Windsor (1597)
Evans: "I pray you be gone. I wdll make an end of my dinner; there's pippins and
cheese to come." (1.2.12-13)
Francis Ford: "I will rather tmst a Fleming wdth my butter. Parson Hugh the
Welshman wdth my cheese, an Irishman wdth my aqua-vitae bottle, or a thief to
walk my ambling gelding, than my wdfe wdth herself" (2.2.302-5)
Falstaff: [begs the heavens to defend him] "from that Welsh fairy, / lest he
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ttansform me to a piece of cheese!" (5.5.81-82)
Falstaff: "'Tis time I were chok'd wdth a piece of toasted cheese." (5.5.138-39)
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster, Northward Ho (1605)
Jenkins: [lisfing attracfions of Wales] "tosted Sees" (2.1.221)
Doll. "Ile haue you make twelue poesies for a dozen of cheese ttenchers.""
Phil. "O horrible!"
Bellamont. "In welch madam?"
Doll. "Why in welch sir?"
Bellamont. "Because you wdll haue them sem'd in wdth your cheese Ladie."
Doll. "I wdll bestow them indeed vpon a welch Captaine: one that loues
cheese better than venson, for if you should but get three or four
Cheshire cheese and set them a running down Hiegate-hill, he would
make more hast after them than after the best kennell of hounds in
England; what think you of my device?" (3.1.57-67)
Day, John. Humour Out of Breath (1607)
Page: "But faith, tell me, madam, do you loue him'j^'"
Florimell "As a Welchman doth toasted cheese; I carmot dine without him; hee's
my pillow, I cannot sleep quietly without him, my rest, I cannot hue without
him." (3, p. 440)
W. S. The Puritan (1607)
George Py-board, a scholar: [explaining that he once stole a cheese in Oxford]
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"There was one Welshman (God forgiue him) pursued it hard; and never left,
till I tumde my staffe toward London." (B2. Iv)
Fletcher, John. The Nightwalker (1611)
Maria: [includes making cheese as a skill she leamed in Wales]
Dekker, Thomas. Match Me in London (1611)
Gazetto:

"and tho I feed on scalions,

If I should brag Genfility, I'de gabble Welch. . .." (3.2.112-13)
R. A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Morgan [threatens to choke the Romans with toasted cheese] (4.1)
Middleton, Thomas. A Chaste Maid in Cheapside (1613)
Welsh woman: "Avedera whee comrage, derdue cog fogins?" (4.1.123)
[J. O. Bartley and Melville Richards ttanslate this as "Some cheese and whey
after taking a walk."]
Jonson, Ben. Bartholomew Fair (1614)
Wasp: "You stink of leeks, metheglin, and cheese, you rogue" (4.6.46)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Jenkin: [inviting the king to visit Wales, he promises] "you ursip as good
a piece of seeze as you need pyt in your head, and please yow sail be toasted
too." (30-31)
Howell: "We have store of sees" (217)
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Webster, John. The Devil's Law-Case (1618)
Julio: "And now you talk of fencing. Do not you remember the Welsh gentleman.
That was travelling to Rome upon retum? The Welshman in's play, do what the
fencer could. Hung still an arse; he could not for's life Make him come on
bravely: till one night at supper. Observing what a deal of Parma cheese His
scholar devoured, goes ingeniously The next moming, and makes a spacious
button For his foil of toasted cheese, and as sure as you live. That made him
come on the braveliest."
Prospero:

"'Possible!"

Julio: "Marry, it taught him an ill grace ins play. It made him gape still, gape as
he put in for't. As I have seen some hungry usher."
Prosper:

"The toasting of it belike. Was to make it

more supple, had he chanced To have him o'th' chaps."
Julio :

"Not unlikely." (5.4.13-31)

Fletcher, John. The Pilgrim (1621)
Welsh Madman: "Give me some Ceeze, and Onions." (4.3.72)
Director of the Asylum: "He mn mad because a rat eate up's cheese." (4.3.90)
Middleton, Thomas. The Changeling (1622)
Welsh madman: [cursing his cat for allowing a mouse to steal his cheese]
"Cat whore, cat whore, her permasant, her permasant!"
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Alibius: "Peace, I say;fiieirhour's come, they must be fed, Lollio."
Lollio. "There's no hope of recovery of that Welsh madman, was undone by a
mouse, that spoil'd him a permasant; lost his wits for't." (1.2.84-87)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: [daydreaming about] "Lands, Ploughs, and Cheese presses in Wales "
(3.1.24)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Voltimar: [To the clovyn, who asks what he will do in Wales] "Eate toasted
cheese" (4.2.9)
Clown: "Whie does a welsh man loue tosted cheese so well." (4.2.108)
Randolph, Thomas. Hey for Honesty (1625)
Poverty: "Stir up thy Welsh-blood to encoimter these, / with zeal as fervent as thy
toasted Cheese." (1.2)
Caradock: "If her doe not conquer them upside down, let her never while she
lives in Heurope, god blesse her, eat Coush-bobby wdth the man in the Moon.'"
(1.2)

Leeks
In addition to a fondness for cheese, the Welsh were pictured as loving to eat
leeks, as well as to wear them, and to love the leek's close relatives, onions. From the
leek's effect on the breath to a depiction of the unpleasant experience of being fed a raw
leek as punishment, the edible leek plays a prominent part in nationalizing the Welsh.
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The leeks phallic shape is relevant both in its presentation as a food and in its symbolism
when wom by Welsh characters.
The English considered leeks an imsavory and unhealthy food, as indicated in
John Gerard's The Herbal or General History of Plants: The Complete 1633 Edition as
Revised and Enlarged by Thomas Johnson: "It heateth the body, ingendreth naughty
bloud, causethfroublesomeand terrible dreames, offendeth the eyes, dulleth the sight,
hurteth those that are by nature hot and cholericke, and is noysome to the stomacke, and
breedeth windinesse" (175, qtd. in Andrews 355).
On the other hand, a thirteenth or early fourteenth century Welsh manuscript
describes the virtues of the leek as curing "vomiting of blood," barrenness in women, and
snake or other bites. In addition, wdth salt, it was said to heal wounds (Hughes 152). The
Welsh wore and carried leeks wdth them into battles for their medicinal as well as for
their symbolic qualities. Michael Cameron Andrews supports this idea in a note to the
incident of Fluellen's feeding Pistol a leek and commenting that it is "good for your
broken coxcomb." Gurr states that "the wearing of leeks by Welsh soldiers was thought
to be for their curative properties" (5.1.48n). Gary Taylor, too explains the leek as
curative: "Leeks were used in early Welsh recipes for healing wounds, which probably
explains the use of them by soldiers" infiieircaps (4.7.93-95n). While the English
rejected the leek as unpleasant to eat, the Welsh promoted its assumed curative
properties.
The English have an expression, "to eat one's leek," which, Lowanne E. Jones
explains, "means to submit to humiliation under compulsion" (420), a particulariy
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appropriate expression for Fluellen and Pistol's encounter in Henrv V, when Fluellen
feeds Pistol a leek and then offers him a coin, saying that if he does not take it, "I have
another leek in my pocket, which you shall eat" (5.1.61 -62). Obviously, leeks were
carried as rations by the Welsh soldier, not merely wom in his cap for symbolic reasons.
To modem readers, the best-known link between the Welsh and leeks occurs in
William Shakespeare's Henrv V (1599), in association with Fluellen, especially when
Fluellen, the Welsh captain, feeds Pistol a leek.
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster. Northward Ho (1605)
Philip: [defending his affection for a whore to his father] "
Nay, father, if destiny dogge mee I must haue her: you haue often tould mee the
nine Muses are all women, and you deale wdth them, may not I the better bee
allowed one than you so many? Looke you Sir, the Northeme man loues whitemeates, the Southerly man Sallades, the Essex man a Calfe, the Kentishman a
Wag-taile, the Lancashire man an Egg-pie, the Welshman Leekes and Cheese,
and your Londoners rawe Mutton, so Father god-boy, I was home in London."'
(3.172-79)
Bellamont: "Stay, looke you Sir, as hee that hues vpon Sallades without Mutton,
feedes like an Oxe, (for hee eates grasse you knowe) yet rizes as hungry as an
Asse, and as hee that makes a dinner of Leekes will haue leane cheekes."
(1.3.180-83)
Beaumont, Francis, John Fletcher, and Philip Massinger. Thierry and Theodoret (1617)
Soldier who is pretending to be Welsh: [In a speech designed to elicit alms, he
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blesses the donor] "may shee never want the greene of the leeke, nor the fat of
the onion." (5.1.38-39)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Penda:
"Wud you kanaw her mistris seekes?
'Tis sattin white and red as leekes."
Com wall: "How, how red, leekes are greene."
Penda: "And greene is younge, and her mistris is younge too, so leekes in seekes
is fine younge tender ones." (4.1.91-95)
Clowne: "Whie does a welsh man loue tosted cheese so well.'"
Eldred: "Whie does cockny pobell loue toast and putter so well."
Clowne: "And whie onions and leekes you." (4.2.109-12)
Randolph, Thomas. Hey for Honesty (1625)
Poverty: "Tme Leek of Wales" (3.1)
Caradock: "by this Leek" (3.1)
Glapthome, Henry. The Hollander (1635)
Vrinall: "He? a meere Digon a whee; his salve, why it is cafe-baby to my
Masters: I dare be swome tis nothing but Methegling boyld to jelly, the blades
of Leeks, mixt wdth a Welch Goats blood; then stampt and straind through a
peece of British Freese, or one of the old laps of Merlins Jerkin.'" (2.1)
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Partiality to Milk Drinks
These foods are accompanied by drinks of which the Welsh are thought to be
fond: whey, buttermilk, goat's milk, and metheglin. Whey, the liquid residue left when
making cheese, is related to the accepted Welsh love of cheese, and buttermilk, the
residue from making butter, is closely akin to whey. Goat's milk relates to and reinforces
the stereotypical associafion of the Welsh wdth goats. Goat's milk, whey, and buttermilk,
like cheese, are all milk products and thus produced by female animals through the labor
of women. The number of references to these milk products indicates their strong
association wdth the Welsh and insures that the association is kept curtent.
A sixteenth century jest book recounts an anecdote linking the Welsh to whey
some years before the earliest plays, a Welshman, living "in a wylde place of Walys" is
confessing his dreadful sin, swallowing a bit of whey when his wdfe was making cheese
on a fast day, having been admonished by his priest to confess. After he has confessed
this dreadful sin, he admits, when challenged by the priest, to robbery and murder, which
he considers no sins:
Syr, it happenyd ones that, as my wyfe was makynge a chese vpon a
Fryday, I wolde fayne haue sayed whether it had ben salt or fresshe, and
toke a lytyll of the whey in my hande, and put it in my mouthe; and or I
was ware, parte of it went dovyne my throte agaynst my vyyll and so I
brake my faste. To whom the curate sayde: and if there be non other
thynge, I warant God shall forgyue the. So whan he had well comforted
hym wdth the mercy of God, the curate prayed hym to answere a questyon
and to tell hym tmeth; and when the welchman had promysed to tell the
tmth, the curate sayd that there were robberyes and murders done nye the
place where he dwelte and diuers men found slayn; and asked hym
whether he knew ought poyntynge to any of them. To whom he answeryd
and sayd yes and sayd he had ben priuve to many of them, and dyd helpe
to robe and to slee dyuers of them. Then the curate asked hym, why he
dyd not conffesse hym therof The Welshman answeryd and sayde he toke
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that for no synne: for it was a custome amongest them that, when any boty
cam of any ryche merchant rydyng, that it was but a trewe neyboure dede
one to help another when one callyd another; and so they held it but for
good felowshyp and neyghbourhood.
Here maye ye se that some haue remorse of conscyence of small venyall
sinnis and fere not to do gret offencys without shame of the worled or
drede of God; and, as the comon prouerbe is, they stumble at a strawe and
lepe ouer a blocke. (W. C. Hazlitt 28-29)
The derogatory anecdote links the Welshman's exaggerated fondness for whey to an
exaggerated tendemess of conscience conceming a minor infraction of church law and a
cormpt indifference to major crimes. The Welshman who considers murder and robbery
acceptable but confesses the heinous sin of tasting whey on a fast day engenders laughter
for his utter inability to fit into English expectations conceming behavior, while his
violent crimes pose a threat to the law-abiding citizens of the kingdom. The Protestant
English would expect only a Catholic to confuse God's law and church law in such a
way.
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster Northward Ho (1605)
Welsh Captain: [includes buttermilk with silver pots as attractions of Wales]
(2.1.221)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1612)
Penda: "Sweeter as goates milke wud you tipple?
You then must suck her mistris nipple." (4.2.111-12)
Clown: "Tme, you loue freeze and goates, and welsh hookes and whay and
flanell and fighting<e>." (4.2.115-16)
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Eldred: "Was pledge her in noe liquors but her owne cuntries whay or metheglin."
(4.2.90-91)
Middleton, Thomas. A Chaste Maid in Cheapside (1613)
Welsh woman: [remark in Welshttanslatedby J. O. Bartley and Melville
Richards] "Some cheese and whey after taking a walk."] (4.1.123)
Beaumont, Francis, John Fletcher, and Philip Massinger. Thierry and Theodoret (1617)
Devitry: [cursing the soldiers] "maunder for butter milke" (5.1.68)
Fletcher, John. The Pfigrim (1621)
Alphonso. "This is the rarest rascall,
He speakes as if he had butter-milk in's mouth.
Is this any thing a kin to th'English?" (4.3.86-88)
Methglin
The playwrights highlight metheglin often when speaking of the Welsh. The
national drink, metheglin, the Welsh mead, is included wdth the Welsh characters
throughout the period. This association is used to nationalize the Welshman and to
illustrate his pride and affection for things Welsh.
Sir Thomas Elyot speaks of metheglin in associafion wdth Wales in his 1541 The
Castel of Helth: "Metheglyn, which is moste used in wales, by reason of hotte herbes
boyled wdth hony, is hotter than meade, and more comforteth a cold stomake, if it be
perfecfiy made, and not new or very stale" (36). Speaking of various local drinks,
William Harrison (1577-87) includes "metheglin in Wales," "whereof the Welshmen
make no less account (and not wifiiout cause, if it be well handled) than the Greeks did of
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their ambrosia or nectar, which for the pleasantness thereof was supposed to be such as
the gods themselves did delight in" (103). Thus, at least some early English sources treat
metheglin posifively or recommend metheglin as a posifive and beneficial dnnk before
the time of the plays. In plays dating from Elizabeth's reign and the eariy Stuart years,
references to the Welsh drink are often positive and undeveloped, seemingly based on the
assumption that the link between the Welsh and metheglin is axiomatic.
Cyms Hoy gives the Welsh word for metheglin as meddyglyn (Vol. 1, 147),
noting that "It was the nafional drink of the fime," explaining why the drink is often
associated with the Welsh stock character in many plays. Plays dating from Elizabeth"s
reign and the early Stuart years appear to assume the association.
Peele, George. Edward I (1591)
Friar Hugh ap David's Novice: "Now sir, if our countrie Ale were as good as
your Metheglen, I would teach you to play the knave, or you should teache me
to play the Harper." (2.560-62)
Shakespeare, William. Merry Wives of Windsor (1597)
Evans: '"And given to taverns, and sack, and wdne, and metheglins, and to
drinkings" (5.5.158-59)
Club Law (1599)
Tavie: "Come, and her shall drinke a Cuppe of good methiglen and her please
toe." (4.4.2000-01)
Dekker, Thomas. Satiro-mastix (1601)
Tucca: "my precious Metheglin" (4.1.147)
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Marston, John. The Dutch Courtesan (1603-04)
Cocledemoy: "But brothers, brothers, you thinke of your sins and iniquities, you
have bin a brocher of prophane vessels, you have made us dnnke of the juice of
the whore of Babylon, for wheras good ale, Perrys. Bragets, Svders. and
metheglins, was the ttue auntient Brifish and Trovan drinks, you ha brought in
Popish wines, Spanish_wdnes,^rench wines

" (5.3.103-08)

Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster Northward Ho (1605)
Captain Jenkins: [listing the blessings of Wales for Doll as he attempts to woo
her to accompany him home] (2.1.223)
Bames, Bamabe. The Devil's Charter (1607)
"Who did wdth mathew Glynne in combat meete." (1647)
Sharpham, Edward. The Fleire (1607) [list of names of men visit prostitutes''^]:
"Maister Metheglins your Welchman"
(3.339-40)

^^ Interestingly, it is the Englishman who is the "Britaine,"' not the Welshman.
This passing reference asserts the superiority of the English, in that the English name is a
positive characteristic (Gallant), while the others are alcoholic beverages (Metheglins
and Oscabath), foods (Musttoome), plants (Shamrough), tobacco (Fumada), and
unattractive attire (Slopdragon). The beverages represent the two areas of English
dominance, Wales and Ireland; the tobacco, wdth the implication of unpleasant fumes, is
used for the most antagonistic coimtry, Spain; the food for a people wdth whom the
English had great differences, France; the attire for the Dutch wdth whom the English
shared religious affiliafions and antipathy to the Spanish, but to whom the English felt
superior; the plant is added to the Irishman's whiskey, wdth the implication that two
Irishmen visit prostitutes for every one man of other nations. The names represent a
ladder of deprecation of foreigners in which the Welsh, while listed next to the English,
are politically but not socially accepted as part of England, since they are included in a
list of foreigners.
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Heywood, Thomas. The Rape of Lucrece (1609)^"
Valerius' song: "The Brittaine. he Metheglen quaffes" (216-17)
R A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Morgan: "Cafe bobby and Metheglin" (1.2)
Morgan: "drowne her in hogsheads of Perry and Metheglin" (4.1)
Jonson, Ben. Bartholomew Fair (1614)
Wasp: "You sfink of leeks, metheglin, and cheese, you rogue." (4.6.46)
---. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Evan: "But all this while was never think
A word in praise of our Welse drink;
Yet for all that is a cup of bragget.
All England seere may cast his cab at.
And what you say to ale of Webley,
Toudge him as well, you'll praise him trebly.
As well as metheglin, or cider, or meath,
Sail sake it your dagger quite out o' the seath." (244-51)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
[Randall calls for "metheglings" when the wddow offers everyone a drink (beer or

^^ Unlike the Fleire, Valerius makes the English the butt of the joke. However,
like the Fleire, he relates the Welsh to drinking metheglin. Noticeably, the Welshman is
now the "Brittaine," and listed again juxtaposed wdth but ahead of, the unmly Irish, and,
as usual, he is placed in the middle of a catalogue of foreigners, again illusttating the
English percepfion of the Welsh as foreign, in spite of the Acts of Union.
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wine) at dinner. Jarvis responds by offering him eggs, pretending to
misimderstand.]
Randall: "Egges man, some Metheglings, the wine of Wales."' (2.1.120-23)
Randall [accepting claret]: "Well, because her wdll make a great deales of
necessities of vertues, marke with what a grace Randals will drinke to her
Mistresse." (126-28)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Eldred: "At the end of the last battaile in Wales, I dmnck healthes in metheglin
amonge'em." (2.2.115-16)
Eldred: [after the battle, the Welsh and English shared a drink of metheglin
together.] (3.2.103)
Penda: [describing his misttess's charms] "Wud you kanaw her mistris lip? Your
fingers in metheglin dip." (4.1.97-98)
Eldred: "Was pledge her in noe liquors but her owne cuntties whay or metheglin."
(4.2.90-91)
Clovyn: "Ile pledge it in Ale, in Aligant, Cider, Perry, metheglin, vxquebagh,
minglum, manglum, purr, in hum, mum, aquam, quaquam, clarrett or sacum, for
an english man is a horse that drincks of all waters." (4.2.96-99)
Randolph, Thomas. Hev for Honesty (1625)
Poverty: "Tis sweeter than Metheglin." (3.1)
Glapthome, Henry. The Hollander (1635)
Vrinall: "He? a meere Digon a whee; his salve, why it is cafebaby to my
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Masters: I dare be swome tis nothing but Methegling boyld to jelly, the blades
of Leeks, mixt wdth a Welch Goats blood; then stampt and sttaind through a
peece of British Freese, or one of the old laps of Merlins Jerkin." (2.1)
Affinity for Singing and Dancing
The musical Welshman sings, an occupation which relates to his fondness for
harps and organs and to his fondness for dancing. In his Description of Wales, Gerald of
Wales (Giraldus Cambrensis) says that "When they come together to make music, the
Welsh sing their ttaditional songs, not in unison, as is done elsewhere, but in parts, in
many modes and modulations" (242). The plays include a number of Welsh characters
who sing, propagating the idea in English minds that the Welsh are particularly fond of
singing. In addifion, several plays associate Welsh singing wdth the rare Welsh feminine
characters.
Munday, Anthony. John a Kent and John a Cumber (1589)
Welsh boy: [Sings a Welsh song] (1.572)
Peele, George. Edward 1(1591)
Friar: "Wench to passe away the fime in glee,
Guenthian set thee downe by me.
And let our lips and voices meete,
In a merrie counttey songe." (2.357-60)
Harper and another character: [sing a song calling the Welsh to arms] (2.456-63)
Stage Directions: [Friar, Guenthian, and Novice "Exeunt, ere the wenche fall
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into a Welsh song, and the Friar aunswer, and the Novice betweene." (2.6300
Llewellyn and his followers: [dressed as Robin Hood's band] "They are all clad
in green etc. sing etc. Blith and bonny, the song ended Lluellen speaketh.'"
(8.1246-49)
Friar: [sings a song] (2.1328)
Shakespeare, William. I Henrv IV (1596)
Glendower's daughter: [sings] (3.1)
Shakespeare, William. Merry Wives of Windsor (1597)
ParsonEvans: [sings] (3.1.11-13; 3.1.17-26)
Fletcher, John. The Night Walker (1611)
Maria: [lisfing her accomplishments] "sing very find prittish tunes" (3.5.21) and
dancing.
Middleton, Thomas. A Chaste Maid in Cheapside (1613)
Tim: [to the Welsh woman]"It was reported you could sing." (4.1.157)
Welsh Woman: [sings a bawdy English song] (4.1.164-89)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Welsh Characters: [sing and dance]
Fletcher, John. The Pilgrim (1621)
e

Welsh Madman: "I wdll sing, and dance: Do anything." (4.3.96)]
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Maid: "The wdtty man, the pretty man, the singing man, he has the dantiest dittie,
so full of pith, so full of spirit, as they say." (3.1.8-10)
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Pride in Ancestry
Gerald of Wales (Giraldus Cambrensis) porttaystiieWelsh not only as singers,
but as proud people, summing up their faults, including pride: "Thirdly, through their
natural pride and obsfinacy, they wdll not order themselves as other nations do so
successfully, but refuse to accept the mle and dominion of one single king" (273). Their
unmliness, he contends, is a result of their pride.

Gerald also describes the Welsh as

atttacted to the idea of nobility in his Joumey through Wales: "The Welsh value
distinguished birth and noble descent more than anything else in the world. They would
rather marry into a noble family than into a rich one" (251). He continues, "Even the
common people know their family-tree by heart and can readily recite from memory the
list of their grandfathers, great-grandfathers, great-great-grandfathers, back to the sixth or
seventh generation . . . " (251). The latter assertion is probably tme, in light of the legal
obligations that family relationships involved, but Gerald does not indicate that anything
but pride in family is involved.
William Wamer remarks on Welsh pride in ancestry, saying that "our Welchmen,
of al other People, euermore haue had & stil haue an ordinary Care and skilfull Facilitie
in collecting and curiously conseming their descents, from how far soeuer passed for
time or how many soeuer for number" (381-82). He indicates that pride in ancestry and
the long names that list ancestry are characteristics of the Welsh.
Humphrey Llwyd mentions this characteristic in his 1573 Breuiary of Britain,
saying that the Welsh are "boastyng of the Nobilifie of their stocke," (6or).
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Thomas Overbury also notes Welsh pride in his "A Welshman," saying "The first
note of his familiarifie is the confession of his valour; and so he prevents quarrells, and
courts Ladies wdth the storie of their Chronicle. To conclude, he is pretious in his owne
conceit . . . " This descripfion emphasizes Welsh braggadocio. Overbury includes love
of heraldry, that is, love of stattis and love of pedigrees in his character of "A
Welchman": "Above all men he loves a Herrald, and speakes pedigrees nattirally" (18).
Numerous jokes and references call attention to the English awareness of long
Welsh names. Glanmor Williams states that the English considered the Welsh obsession
wdth pedigree "excessive and ludicrous" (Recovery 465). An English satiric poem of the
time mocks the dialect and the pretension to status:
'Pye Got, they bee all Shentiemen
Was descended from Shoves none lyne (Jove's own line)
Parte humane and parte divine . . .
And from Ffenus that fayre Goddesse
And twenty other shentle poddies
Hector Stoute and comely Paris
Arthur Pmtus, King Ffayryes . . .
(BM addifional MSS 21435, qtd. in Williams, Recovery. 465)
Glanmor Williams adds that the Welshman was considered by the English to be
"inordinately proud of the history and lineage of his nation and his own as an individual;
he was addicted to pedigrees and genealogies as to toasted cheese, leeks, and metheglin''
(Recovery 465).
The primary focus of the Welsh stock character's bragging is always his pride in
Welsh ancestry and the claim that all Welsh are gentlemen. The stage Welshman is
extremely proud of his ancestry; the received assumption was that every Welshman
considered himself a gentleman. Aside from obvious references, this assumption rests on
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the Welsh insistence on exttemely long names, appending generations of ancestors to a
Christian name to identify oneself That this practice was partially grounded in legal
responsibilities, not social aspirations, was unrecognized by the English, whose legal
system was radically different. The English assumed that the cataloguing of family
names was a claim to social prominence. Lawrence Stone summarizes the background
for the English attitude, which was based on the English experience:
In the late middle ages the nuclear family of the landed elite was no more
than a loose core at the centre of a dense network of lineage and kin
relationships. The degree to which the kin interacted wdth the nuclear
core depended on social rank. It was dominant among the great
aristocracy, very influential among the squirarchy, and sfill important
among the parish gentry. The reason for this is the preoccupation with the
preservation, increase andttansmissionthrough inheritance and marriage
of the property and status of the lineage, of the generations of ancestors
stretching back into the remote past. The larger the property and status,
and the more ancient the family on its ancesttal acres, the more intense
was the preoccupation wdth the lineage, and thus the greater the
participation of the kin in the formation and daily life of the conjugal
family. (69-70)
At the propertyless level, no sense of lineage or status existed (75), so the Welsh
emphasis on lineage naturally appeared to the English as a claim to nobility and status.
Any reference to ancestry meant a claim to social superiority to the English. That the
Welsh made such references in naming themselves seemed evidence of social aspiration.
However, the Welsh culture differed from the English and provides a different
explanation for the preoccupation wdth pedigree. The enumeration of ancestors is natural
for a kinship-based society, in which, as Jan Morris points out, "The old Welsh laws
recognized family obligations to the ninth degree of relationship, and Welsh blood-bonds
are still ramified, subtle, and potentially dangerous" (216). These family obligations are
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put in perspecfive when we realize that, as Morris points out, "In criminal matters the
laws aim at recompense and reconciliation rather than revenge: the intention was to reestablish social harmony" (223). Thus, family obligations often meant paying a portion
of the recompense ordered by the legal system to the victim of a crime, the proportion of
the payment dictated by the degree of kinship. The importance of several generations of
ancestors becomes obvious: those relationships dictated the legal obligations of the
individual in relation to his or her extended family to the ninth degree of relationship!
The English associated the enumeration of ancestors wdth pride in family, but Welsh law
was such that a totally different interpretation can be placed on this listing of generations.
Welsh law emphasized restitution, not punishment; the clan, as well as the individual,
was responsible for making restitution in cases of felonies, and the legal obligation went
to relatives at several removes from the perpetrator. Thus, knowledge of one's ancestors
for several generations was necessary to establish legal obligation to the clan. Thus,
though perceived as a facet of their pride, the Welsh focus on ancestry and the listing of
family tree were, at least to some extent, the result of their legal system.
The English perception of Welsh claims to gentility resulted in presenting the
Welsh stock character as claiming that all Welshmen are gentlemen. The title
"gentleman" was a specific designation wdth specific legal ramifications. In his
description of England in the mid-sixteenth century, William Harrison defines the
particulars of the genfieman:
Moreover, as the king doth dub knights, and createth the barons
and higher degrees, so genfiemen whose ancestors are not know to come
in wdth William Duke of Normandy (for of the Saxon races yet remaining
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we now make none accounted, much less of the British issue) do take their
beginning in England, after this manner in our times.
Whosoever studieth the laws of the realm, whoso abideth in the
university (giving his mind to his book), or professeth physic and the
liberal sciences, or beside his service in the room of a captain in the wars,
or good counsel given at home, whereby his commonwealth is benefited,
can live without manual labour, and thereto is able and will bear the port,
charge, and countenance of a gentleman, he shall for money have a coat
and arms bestowed upon him by heralds ( who in the charter of the same
do of custom pretend antiquity and service, and many gay things), and
thereunto, being made so good cheap, be called master (which is the title
that men give to esquires and gentlemen), and reputed for a gentleman
ever after, which is so much less to be disallowed of for that the prince
doth lose nothing by it, the gentleman being so much subject to taxes and
public payments as is the yeoman or husbandman, which he likewise doth
bear the gladlier for the saving of his reputation. (Harrison 7-8)
Thus the claim that all Welshmen are gentlemen flies in the face of legal and common
usage and makes the Welsh making the claimridiculousand ignorant in the estimation of
the English audience. Welsh braggadocio is always presented in the plays m a way
designed to cause laughter at the inordinate pride of the Welshman.
Shakespeare, William: I Henry IV (1596)
Glendower: [bragging of the supematural phenomena present at his birth]
"These signs have mark'd me exttaordinary, / And all the courses of my life do
show /1 am not in the roll of common men." (3.1.40-42)
Glendower: "Three times hath Henry Bullingbrook made head
Against my power; thrice from the banks of Wye
And sandy-bottom'd Sevem have I sent him
Bootless home and weather-beaten back." (3.1.63-66)
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---. Henry V (1599)
Fluellen: [to Captain Macmorris, insists that he is] "as good a man as yourself,
both in the disciplines of war, and in the derivafion of my birth, and in other
particularities." (3.2.128-31)
Dekker, Thomas, Henry Chettle, and William Haughton. Pafient Grissill (1599)
Sir Owen: "By Cod Wales is better countrie then Italics, a great teale so better."
(2.1.200-1)
Sir Owen: [to Rice, his servant]
"Rice you knowe Sir Owen shenfieman first, and secondly knight." (2.1.91 -92)
"Nay fis well knowne Sir Owen is good shenfieman, is not Rice?" (2.1.99-100)
Marston, John. The Malcontent (1604)
Bilioso: "Marry, my good lord," quoth he, "your lordship shall ever find
amongst a hundred Frenchmen forty hot-shots; amongst a hundred Spaniards,
three-score braggarts; amongst a hundred Dutchmen, four-score drunkards;
amongst a hundred Englishmen, four-score and ten madmen; and amongst an
hundred Welshmen . . . "
Bianca: "What, my lord?"
Bil. "Four-score and nineteen genfiemen." (3.2.105-114)
Dekker & Webster. Northward Ho (1605)
Welsh Captain: "Fare? By sesu, O there is the most abominable ssere! And wider
siluer pots to drinck in, and softer peds to lie vpon and do our necessary
pusines, and fairer houses, and parkes, and holes for Conies, and more money,
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besides tosted Sees and butter-milke in Northwales diggon: besides, harpes, and
Welch Freeze, and Goates, and Cow-heeles, and Metheglin, ouh, it may be set
in the Kemicles, wdl you march thither?" (2.1.218-24)
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster. Westward Ho (1605)
Birdlime, a bawd: "I see, that as Frenchmen loue to be bold, Flemings to be
dmnke, Welchmen to be cald Brittons, and Irishmen to be Costermongers, so
Cocknyes (especially Shee-Cocknies) loue not Aqua-vite when tis good for
them." (2.2.199-202)
Middleton, Thomas. The Family of Love (1607)
Club. "There's nothing, misttess, that is swom out of date that retums. their first
oath in times past was by the mass; and that they have swom quite away: then
came they to their faith, as by my faith, 'tis so; that in a short time was swom
away too, for no man believes now more than 'a sees; then they swore by their
honesfies; and that, mistress, you know, is swom quite away: after their
honesties was gone, then came they to their gentility, and swore as they were
genfiemen; and their gentility they swore away so fast, that they had almost
swom away all the ancient gentry out of the land; which, indeed, are scarce
missed, for that yeomen and farmers' sons, wdth the help of a few Welchmen,
have undertook to supply their places: that at the last they came to silver, and
their oath was bv the cross of this silver; and swore so fast upon that, that now
they have scarce left them a cross for to swear by." (1.3.30-46)
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Sharpham, Edward. Cupid's Whiriigig (1607)
Peg: [to Nucome, the Welsh courtier] "I have heard ye are all Genfiemen."
(2.3.47)
W S. The Puritan (1607)
Edmond: "My name is Maister Edmund."
George Py-bord: "Maister Edmond. ~ are you not a Welchman sir "
Edmond: "A Welshman, why?"
Py-bord: "Because Maister is your Christen name, and Edmund your sir name?"
(F2v)
Rowley, William. A Shoemaker, a Genfieman (1608)
Bamaby: "And you are a Gentleman I'me sure."
Hugh. "I am a Welch-man Sir."
Bamaby. "Nay then thou canst not choose but be a Genfieman." (3.2.192-94)
Heywood, Thomas. The Rape of Lucrece (1609)
"The Welsh his Munmouth loves to weare / And of the same wdll bragg too."
(216)
Dekker, Thomas. Match Me in London (1611)
Gazetto: "I doe speake English When I'd moue pittie, when dissemble, Irish,
Dutch when I reele, and tho I feed on scalions. If I should brag Genfility, I'de
gabble Welch, If I bettay, I'me French, if fiill of braues. They swell in loftie
Spanish, in neat Italian I court my Wench, my messe is all sem'd vp." (3.2.11016)
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R A . The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Caradoc: "Within these noble veynes. There mnnes a current of such high-borne
bloud, Achilles well may father for his owne. These honourable sparkes of man
wee keepe. Descended linially from Hectors race. And must be put in action."
(2.3)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Evan: [opening the men's song] "Is not come here to talk of Bmt, / From
whence the Welse do take his root, / Nor tell long pedigree of Prince Camber. /
Whose lineage would fill all this chamber." (201-4)
Griffith: [closing speech. The Welsh are] "religious preservers of their gentry
and genealogy." (376-77)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: [announcing his name] "Randall William, ap Thomas, ap Tavy, ap
Raboert, ap Rice, ap Sheffery, Crack."
Moll: "Fie, what shall I doe with all them?" (4.2.39-41)
Randall: "Mas, was ferry tme, was aule Shentiemen in Wales." (3.1.32-33)
Randall: "Was not Prittish so good as English?" (3.1.44-45)
Jarvis: "Yes, Where ther's Wisedom Witt, and Valour, but as amongst our
English, wee may have one Foole, a Knave, a Coxecombe, and a Coward, shee
bid mee tell yee, shee has scene such wonders come out Wales in one shirt."
(3.1.46-50)
Randall: [refening to himself] "an Noble Prittaine." (5.2.254)
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Eldred: "Tis Reese ap meridith. ap shon, ap lewellin. ap morris, yet noe dancers.
For awle you are english lords, you are made of noe petter wole then a
welse man is, a little finer spunne and petter carded thats awle; our pludd
is as well dyed, and our spirrits as good a napp vppon her." (3.2.93-97)
Shirley, James. Love Tricks (1624)
Jenkin: "Senfiewoman, if her knaw not her name, was Jenken, bom in Wales,
came of pig houses, and Brittish bloods, was have great hills and mountains
aule her own, when was get 'em again any way, her cousins, and our
countryman was never conquered, but always have the victories pravely; have
her arms and scmshrins, to know that say you, was give in her crests great deal
of monsters, and dragons, ill 'em wdth their hooks very valiantly, as any
sentleman in the whole world . . . . " (2.2)
Jenkin: "her was damn'd for her valour, andriddingthe urld of monsters, look
you, dragons with seven heads, and serpents with tails a mile long, pray you."
(3.5)
Jenkin: "Jenkin was knaw how to dance her self, was pred in awl sentilman's
qualifies, look you." (5.2)
Jenkin: "was ever sentilman thus abused? Have her made repetitions and
genealogies of her plood, for no matrimonies?" (5.2)
Randolph, Thomas. Hev for Honesty (1625)
Carion: "As sure as can be, this Plutus God of wealth is a pure Welsh-man, bom
with his pedigree in his mouth, he speaks it so naturally." (1.2)
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Poverty: "Tme Leek of Wales, Pendragon's noble stock." (3.1)
Caradock; "Her Lice are petter a pedecree as the goodest of them all. Her Lice
come ap Shinkin. ap Shon, ap Owen, ap Richard, ap Morgan, ap Hugh, ap
Bmtus, ap Sylvius, ap Eneas, and so up my shoulder. An't her Lice will not
deshenerate from her petticree pretious Coles. Her ancestors fought in the Wars
of Troy, by this Leek, as lustily as the Lice ofTroilus. Nay, by St. Taffie. the
lice of Hector were but Nits in comparison of her magnanimous Lice. Do not
disparage her nor her Lice, if her love her guts in her pelly." (3.1)
Caradock: '"Faith, and her clothes are as ancient a petticree as thine, her fery
Dublet is coshen sherman to utter Pendragon's Sherken, or else Caradock is a
fery rogue by Saint Taffie." (3.1)
Dekker, Thomas. The Noble Spanish Soldier (1631)
Balthazar: [in a catalogue of nationalities] "I can be . . . a Gentleman with the
Welsh...." (3.3.103)
Heywood, Thomas. A Challenge for Beauty (1636)
Redacfion of song from The Rape of Lucrece (5.1)
Sir John Oldcasfie (1599)
Davy: "Her coozin ap Rees, ap Evan, ap Morrice, ap Morgan, ap Morgan, ap
Llewellyn, ap Madoc, ap Meredith, ap Griffen, ap Davy, ap Owen, ap Shinken
Shones"
Judge: "Two of the most sufficient are enow."
Sheriff "And't please your lordship, these are all but one." (66-70)
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Heywood, Thomas. The Roval King and the Loval Subject (1SQ7^
Welshman: [naming his uncle] "Rice ap Daw, ap Morgan, ap Evans, ap Jones.
ap Geffrey" (8)
Marston, John. What You Will (1607)
"Bosophoros Cormelvdon, Honorificacuminos Bvdet."
Bydet: "I thinke your Majesfies a Welchman, you have a / horrible long name."
(3, p. 270)
Mountfort, Walter. Launching of the Marv (1632)
[listing of sailor's names] "david ap owen, ap Euan, ap meredeth: ap lunkin; lohn
ap rees of Aberhundie; llewellin ap morgan, ap david; lohn ap Euan of
Langaddocke." (1158-1161, p. 51)

Claim to Trojan Ancestry
In addition to pride in their ancestry and long names listing their antecedents, the
Welsh claim to be descendants of the Trojans. A number of eariy English histories
accept and propagate the myth. William Wamer, in Albion's England, mentions Bmt as
the leader of Trojan settlers: "Now of the conqueror this isle had Bmtain unto name.
And with his Trojan Bmt began manurage of the same" (1-2). He writes that Bmt
divided his kingdom among his three sons, with Camber receiving Wales (23-24).
Gerald of Wales (Giraldus Cambrensis) simply assumes the tmth of the Celtic descent
from the Greeks: "The Britons, on the conttary,ttansplantedfrom the hot and arid
regions of the Trojan plain, keep their dark colouring, which reminds one of the earth
itself, their natural warmth of personality and their hot temper, all of which gives them
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confidence in themselves" (245). hi addition, he indicates that the Welsh still use names
common in Troy, and lists many. Finally, he insists that the Greek and Latin languages
are related to Welsh: "You must know, too, that all the words in Welsh are cognate with
either Greek or Latin" (246), giving several examples to support that contention.
Drayton's Poly-Olbion gives the mythical history of the Trojan settlement of
Britain in the first song. He gives Aeneas as the father of Ascanius, Ascanius as the
father of Bmt, who led the Trojans who settled Albion (Britain). He refers to this
purported Trojan ancestry in his description of the naming of Edward I s son as Prince of
Wales: "As Fate had spar'd our fall fill Edward Longshanks raigne. Yet to the stock of
Bmte so tme wee ever were. We would permit no Prince, unlesse a native here'"
(IX.332-34) Drayton includes himself among the British and exhibits pride in the
supposed Trojan ancestry that the English plays note so often.
Peele, Edward. Edward I (1591)
Lluellen:
"'Follow Lluellenrightfiillprince of Wales,
Sprong from the loines of great Cadwallader,
Discended from the loines of Trojan Bmte . . . ." (2.270-72)
Lluellen: "To armes tme Britaines sprong of Trojans seede" (3.610)
Shakespeare, William. Henrv V (1599)
Pistol: [to Fluellen] "base Trojan" (5.1.19 and 31)
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster. Northward Ho (1605)
Bellamont: "he was a Troyane, great Hectors Son" (4.1.40)
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Captain: "Hector was grannam to Cadwallader," and "one young Styanan of
Monmouth sheire was a madder greeke as in any is in al England." (4.1.41 -43)
Munday, Anthony. The Triumphs of Re-United Brytannia (1605)
[Presenting King James as the second Bmt] "by whose happye comming to the
Crowned, England, Wales, and Scofiand, by the first Bmte severed and divided,
is in our second Bmte reunited, and made one happy Bntania again'" (7)
Bmt: "This second Brute" (281), whose role is "Wales, England, Scotland,
sevred first by me: To knit againe in blessed unity" (282-83)
R. A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Caradoc:
"Within these noble veynes.
There mnnes a current of such high-home bloud,
Achilles well may father for his owne.
These honourable sparkes of man wee keepe,
Descended linially from Hectors race.
And must be put in acfion." (2.3)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Evan: "Is not come here to talk of Bmt / From whence the Welse do take his
root" (201-2)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: "cozen Hercules" (1.2.26)
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Randall: [asking] "if Maries can love a Prittaine of the plood of Cadwalader.
which Cadwalader. was Pmtes great Grandfather" (4.2.35-36)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Clowne. "Welsh men, whie you are discended from the wariike
Troians and the mad greekes."
Eldred. "Tis awle tme as Steele."
Clowne. "So that twoe famous nations iumbled togeither to make
vpp a Welshman, but alas Irish men make one another.'"
Eldred. "Now you tawge of greekes and ttoshans, it was a troshan pare awaie the
laty Hellens and praue greekes fought almost a towzen yeares for her. So
a welse man that has tme prittish plud in her, ere hee loose his ense will
sweare and fide, and mrme vpp to his nose aboue his chin in embruings
and bee awle dyed in sanguins." (5.2.25-34)
Randolph, Thomas. Hev for Honesty (1625)
Caradock: [claiming the pedigree of his lice] '"ap Shinkin. ap Shon, ap owen, ap
Richard, ap morgan, ap Hugh, ap Bmtus, ap Sylvius, ap Eneas" (3.1)
Caradock: "Her ancestors fought in the Wars of Troy, by this Leek, as lustily as
the Lice ofTroilus. Nay, by St. Taffie, the lice of Hector, were but Nits in
comparison of her magnanimous Lice." (3.1.)
Caradock: "Bmttis hish Coshen" (3.1)
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Calling Other "Cousin"
Besides their claim to gentle birth and their insistence on long names that list
their ancestry, the Welsh stock character calls everyone "cousin," especially other
Welshman. This pracfice is related, of course, to the intricate and long pedigrees
attributed to the Welsh. Overbury alludes to this habit indirectly, saying that the
Welshman "accompts none well descended, that call him not Cosen," integrating the
claim to high pedigree wdth the habit of calling one another cousin.
Sir John Oldcasfie (1599)
Davy: "Her coozin ap Rees, ap Evan, ap Morrice, ap Morgan, ap llewellyn, ap
Madoc, ap Meredith, ap Griffen, ap Davy, ap Owen, ap Shinken Shones." (1.7274)31

Dekker, Thomas, Henry Chettle, and William Haughton. Patient Grissill (1599)
Sir Owen: [introducing his song at lanicola's wedding] "Cozens aul." (5.2.88)

^^ Jonathan Rittenhouse, the Garland edition editor, interprets three usages of
"cosson" in the passage to be a stage Welsh rendition of zounds, although adding a
syllable and the double s in the middle of the word does not seem justified. An
interpretation closer to the word is cousin. If the usage is read as a Welsh dialectic
version of cousin, less imagination is needed to see the relafionship of the word, and the
contexts make equal, or better, sense. In the first usage, the bailiff says "O yes," to which
Davy responds, "Cosson, make shorter "O," or shall mar your "yes" (1.9). If he is using a
form of address rather than an oath, the passage is as logical. When the servant reads the
proclamation forbidding the wearing of weapons, Davy answers, "Haw? Pud her Lord
Pawess in prison? A Pawes, a Pawess, cosson, live and fie wdth her lord!" (1.42-43). If
he is invifing Owen, his "cousin," to join him in escaping to Powds, the usage is in
keeping wdth the stereotypical usage. Owen responds to the order to disarm him wdth
"Cosson, pe 'puse forfighfingfor our lord?" (1.63). Again, a form of address fits as well
as an oath. The difference in spelling (cosson and coozin) is not an argument against this
reading, as Powds is spelled two different ways in the one line, indicafing a cavalier
disregard for consistency in spelling. These cosson's can be as easily read as meaning
cousin as zounds, if not more easily.
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Sir Owen: [addressing the play's audience] "God night Cozens awl." (5.2.312)
Shakespeare, William. Henry V (1599)
Glendower: [addressing Hotspur] "Cousin, of many men/I do not bear these
crossings." (3.1.34-36)
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster. Northward Ho (1605)
Welsh Captain: "Will you go wdth Captaine lenkin and see his Couzen Maddoc
vpon lenkin there." (2.1.226)
Rowley, William. A Shoemaker, a Gentleman (1608)
Bamaby: "I have some Cozens in your Countrey [Wales]." (3.2.180)
R.A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Morgan: [addressing Caradoc] "Cousin." (1.3)
Morgan: "Cads blue-hood, know not our Cousin? Ile giue her such a blow on the
pate, Ile make her know her cousins." (2.3)
Morgan [presenting Monmouth's head to the kings: "Be cad. Kings, all the
Sybilles in the whole orld speake not more tales and prophesies, then our
Cousin Morgan: Looke you now Kings, our cousin Caradoc, and our cousin
Constantine."(1.4)
Beaumont, Francis, John Fletcher, and Philip Massinger. Thierry and Theodoret (1617)
Soldier pretending to be Welsh: [remarks that he is] "a great deal away from her
cozines."(5.l.40)
Soldier: [replying to the "Welsh" beggar suggests that the Welshman go] "home
to your cozines." (5.1)
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Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Griffith: [opening the masque] "Cossin"
Evan: "cossin Davy ap Jenkin" (80-81)
Rowley, Wfiliam. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: [pondering the attempt to rob him] "cozen Davids Harpe'" (12 21)
Randall: [referring to the thieves] "tother cozens Saint Nicholas Clarks"
(1.2.23)
Randall: [referring to the thieves] "what her Cozens talkt" (1.2.65)
Randall: [He wdll] "shew her cozen a round paire of heeles." (72)
Randall: "rob Randalls, becat and her were the dozens of cozens, rob her, marke
her now" (99-100)
Randall: "S. Tavie, Owen Morgan, and aule her Cosins" (3.1.52-53)
Shirley, James. Love Tricks (1624)
Jenkin: [describing who wdll celebrate his wedding] "awle her cousins" (2.2)
Jenkin: [He] "was give awl her lands, and craggy tenements in Wales away to her
cousin ap John." (2.2)
Randolph, Thomas. Hev for Honesty (1625)
Caradock: [claiming his ancient jerkin is] "coshen sherkan to utter Pendragon's
Sherken" (3.1)
Caradock: "O disparashment to her reputation! Bmtus hish Coshen look the
whing."(3.1)
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Caradock: "O disgrash to peat St. Taffie's coshen! Use the tme Prittish no
petter?" (3.2)
Pugnacity
The Welsh were perceived by the English as more apt tofightthan others. This
pugnacious stance is often related to their heredity, indicating the English saw the Welsh
as genetically programmed to be pugnacious. The Welsh stock character is always ready
to fight, often over perceived slights to his claims to nobility and fine pedigree.
Dekker, Thomas, Henry Chettle, and William Haughton. Pafient Grissill (1599)
Sir Owen: "By Cod is sweare terrible to knog her pade, and fling her spingle legs
at plum trees, when her come to fall to her tagger and fencing trigs, yes faith
and to breag her shins." (2.1.85-88)
Sir Owen: "By Cods vdge me is all tme, and to giue her a great teale of blouddie
nose, because Sir Emuloes you shallenge the prittish Knight." (2.1.89-9)
Sir Owen: "challenges was sent, answered nofight,no kill, all friends, all fooles,
Emulo coward. Sir Owen braue man." (2.1.33-34)
Dekker, Thomas. Satiro-mastix (1601)
Sir Vaughan: "Sblud, I, what computations can you lay to his sarge? Answer, or
by Sesu Ile canuas your coxcombe Tucky." (4.1.159-60)
Sir Vaughan: "Cumrade? By Sesu call me Cumrad againe, and ile Cuymrade ye
about the sinnes and shoulders." (4.1.164-65)
Sir Vaughan: "By Sesu, tis best you giue good vrdes too, least I beate out your
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tongue, and make your vrde nere to bee taken more." (4.2.116-17)
Armin, Robert. Two Maids of More-clacke (1608)
Tutch: "Where is Tailer? dudge me, wdll knog his pad. What is chirken with cold
button done, say you?"
Filbon: "Excellent, this is welch indeede, O my honest Tutch." (Fl)
R. A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Morgan: "Cads blue-hood, know not our Cousin? Ile giue her such a blow on the
pate, Ile make her know her cousins. Cads zwomes, hee had best tell her, he
knowes not her nose on her face." (2.3)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Jenkin: "Go to, I wdll make the hilts conceive a knock upon your pate, and
pershance a bump too if yow talk." (99-100)
Evan: "I remember him now, is enough - blessings upon me, is out o' my head
again; lost, quite lost; this knock o' my pate has knock all my wits out o' my
brains, I think, and tum my reasons out of doors. Believe it, I wdll mb and break
your sins for this; I wdll not come so high as your head, but I wdll take your
nose in my way very sufficiently." (116-21)
Fletcher, John. The Pilgrim (1621)
Welsh Madman: "I will beate thy face as black as a blew-clout, I wdll leave no
more sheet in thine eyes." (4.3.80-81)
Welsh Madman: "Give me a great deal of guns . . . I wdll pig thy bumsftillof
bullets." (4.3.83-85)
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Rowley, William. A Match at Midnip;ht (1 (^99)
Randall:: "Sounds, her was kill now, gog, and gogmagog, a whole dozen of
shiants, make foole ofRandals." (3.1.57-58)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Eldred: "Pray tell her whoe is it, shall fyde (diggon)fromwelse hooke to a prick
noe longer as this of a putchers when any tares sallenge my lord or Reese his m
an vppon duellos, and combatts, and battalios, and pells mells, welse plud is
vpp and can canogg and rore." (3.2.72-76)
Eldred: "Furies, a tme welse man scomes redicles and laughins."
Penda: "And is mighty sellous of grinings, and is loose her best pludd in <

>

woimds sooner as loose an inse, inse, nay a crum<b>s wa<[ight] > in the scales
of honor." (80-83)
Penda: "Should trye whoe was finest tumbler down, one's neck must cry twange
for't." (89-90)
Eldred: "Now you tawge of greekes andttoshans,it was attoshanpare awaie the
laty Hellenes and praue greekes fought almost a towzen yeares for her. So a
welse man that has tme pritfish plud in her, ere hee loose his ense wdll sweare
and fide, and runne vpp to his nose aboue his chin in embmings and bee awle
dyed in sanguins." (5.2.30-34)
Shiriey, James. Love Tricks (1624)
Jenkin: "was knock as tall a man as herself, an Welsh plood be up, look you."
(2.2)
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Jenkin: "her will make you eat up awl her words and ignominies, or her plade
shall make holes in your bellies, diggon" and "her will pick your teeths with
her Welsh plade." (2.2)
Jenkin: "becar her will fight with her and kill awl the devils m hell, diggon."
(3.5)
Jenkin: [to his echo] "hark you, Jenkin was give you mawls and knocks, for your
poobies and lies, and indignifies, look for your pates now." (4.3)
Jenkin: "Hum! Her love not to make quarrels and prabbles, but Jenkin could fight
with any podies in the urid, awl weapons, from the long pikes to the Welsh
hooks, look you now

her Welsh plood is up, look you." (5.2)

Litigiousness
Related to the Welsh stock character's pugnacity is his perceived litigiousness.
The kemel of tmth may well have existed for this stereotyped characteristic, to the extent
that the Welsh may have been more likely to sue in court than the English. Glanmor
Williams explains this phenomenon: "Excessive litigiousness tends to be one of the
features of a society moving from a violent phase in its history to a more law-abiding
one; feuds which were wont to be settled by physical encounter become transferred to the
lawcourt" (Recovery 350). The increase in English legal presence in Wales after the
Acts of Union meant a new restricfion placed on violence in the society and would thus
move the Welsh into the phase of society characterized by legal action rather than
violence. A contemporary, George Owen, describes his countrymen as "having ttoubles
amonge themselves," "unmly and quamlous," and "much geeven to quarrellinge and
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Suites in Lawe" (qtd. in G. D. Owen, Elizabethan 179). Sir William Gerard, in his 1576
treatise on Wales, states that the Welsh are as law-abiding as the English, as a result of
the imposition of English law and courts, where "the people found place to resort unto, to
have upon complaint their wrongs heard and remedied: the country growing to more
civility, suits increased" (qtd. in J. G. Jones 106). J. Gwynor Jones contends that
"Litigation was a common feature among the gentry and the professional classes.
Property owners and businessmen had become aware of law and legal procedure " (107).
William Vaughan, in 1626, argues that improvement of economic conditions in Wales
would decrease the reasons for litigation. He is critical of the litigious: "These days we
are rearing two-legged asses who do nothing but bicker the one and the other in the law"
(qtd. J. G. Jones 107). There is evidence, then, that the Welsh indeed resorted often to
court action, so that the English accurately perceived them as more litigious than
themselves.
The Welsh who received education seem to have been particularly attracted to the
study of law. The number of Welsh lawyers was increasing rapidly (J. G. Jones 108).
The Inns of Court, as well as Jesus College, attracted many Welsh students: Lincoln's
Inn admitted 90 Welshmen in the years from 1570 to 1610, 64 between 1590 and 1610
alone (G. F. Owen, Elizabethan 435).^^ This was not an entirely new phenomenon, as
Owen Glendower had studied at the Inns of Court two centuries eariier.

^^ A more precise breakdown is given by Glanmor Williams in 1979: At the most
popular among Welshmen, Lincoln's Inn, there were 12 Welshmen admitted between
1570 and 1580, 13 between 1580 and 1590, 24 between 1590 and 1600 and 40 between
1600 and 1610" (177).
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hi 1573, Humphrey Llwyd, himself a Welshman, notes that many Welshmen were
practicing law in England itself as well as in Wales. He explains the high number of
Welsh lawyers as reflecting the imposifion of English law on a barbaric nation, who now
went to court, when they had before engaged in vendettas. He argues that English law
was civilizing the wild Welsh, "and like as this [Welsh] nation (as Tacitus reporteth)
beyng very impacient of iniuries, was alwayes at variance in confinuall warres, and
slaughter within itself so now, through feare of lawes whiche they doo very ciuilly obey:
they stiue in acfions, and controuersie vnto the consumyng of all their gooddes" (61r).
(qtd. in D. Baker 142, nl89). Llwyd indicates that the Welsh were tuming from violence
to legal maneuvering to settle their frequent quarrels during the period of the dramas.
After the Acts of Union gave Welsh legal administrafion to English courts, those courts
were dealing with an ever-increasing caseload. It was not necessary "to encourage the
Welsh to bring their cases to these courts; in fact, little persuasion was necessary since
'they will wrangle and contend one with another so longe as they are worthe a groate.'"
(1 Qrtelius. Theatmm Orbis Terramm. Fol. 13, qtd. in G. D. Owen, Elizabethan 169).
Emigre Welshmen were well represented among England's lawyers, according to
Humphrey Llwyd in 1573, (60v). Since opportunity for economic advancement was far
greater in England than Wales, ambitious Welsh lawyers, already trained in England
itself, might well decide to practice in the more prosperous sphere of the London courts,
making them more visible to the playwrights and their audience.
The Welsh existed under a system of law which did not recognize primogeniture,
as did the English system, hideed, only in the sixteenth century did English law,
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following the incorporafion of Wales, declare partible inheritance in Wales illegal
(Hecter 59). The division of property among all the sons (and somefimes daughters)
seemed barbaric to the English. The Welsh were in a transition between Welsh law and
the newly imposed English law, a transifion that led to suits among heirs leading to
increased lifigafion in Wales. In spite of the evidence that many a high number of
educated Welshmen were lawyers, only one lawyer appears on the stage.
Francis Beaumont, John Fletcher, and Philip Massinger. Thierry and Theodoret
(1617)
Soldier: [pretending to be Welsh describing himself] "and has two big suits in
law to recover her heritage" (5.1)
Another soldier: "Pardon me Sir, I wdll have nothing to do wdth your suits, it
comes within the statute of maintenance: home to your cozines, and so [w]e
garlick and hempseed, the one will stop your hunger; the other end your suits,
gammawash, comrade, gammawash." (5.1)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Jenkin: "I, please your ursip, is a Welse attomey . . . . A very sufficient lifigious
fellows in the terms." (47-50)
Howell: [singing that he has enough goat's milk] "to make him fine to quarrel /
At Hereford 'sizes in new apparel" (220-21)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: "Randalls fortunes comes tumbling in, like Lawyers Fees, huddle upon
huddle." (4.4.5-6)
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APPENDDC B
OCCUPATIONS OF THE STOCK WELSHMAN
One area that the playwrights use to characterize the Welsh is their occupations.
The Welsh characters range from historical nobility to contemporary beggars and thieves.
The majority of the Welsh characters are placed in the center of the socioeconomic scale,
however, wdth a steady deterioration of status through the Stuart era as the occupations of
Welsh characters become more and more disreputable over the period of the plays in this
study. However, a distinct pattem emerges over the history of the plays. During the
reign of Queen Elizabeth, seventeen plays contain Welsh characters, characters disguised
as Welsh, or references to Welsh occupations. Five plays contain Welsh nobility; only
one play includes a Welsh role of low character, the Friar's wench in Marlowe's Edward
II (1592). The occupafions of the Welsh in Tudor plays include servants, but no beggars
or thieves. The association of Welsh characters with beggary and thievery begins
immediately in the Stuart era, wdth Marston's The Malcontent (1604), wdth a reference
to, not a portrayal of, Welsh characters. Of twenty-four plays produced or published
during the reign of James I that refer to or portray Welsh occupations, only four portray
noble Welshman, and three of these dramas are histories or historical romances; the
fourth porttays another character in the disguise of a Welsh knight. At the opposite end
of the occupafional ladder, fiie Welsh are porttayed as or associated wdth beggary four
times, wdth thievery five times, and two Welshmen are portrayed as instittitionalized
madmen, one woman as a whore. Only three plays refer to Welsh occupations during the
reign of Charies I: they portray or refer to each occupation only once: soldiers, harpers,
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sailors, a doctor, and a beggar. The gradual disappearance offiieWelsh in drama is
accompanied by a progressively more negafive portrayal of the Welsh and the decay of
the stereotype.
Soldier
Speaking of the stock characters, Bartley states that "they range from a beggar to
an Earl, and there is no suggestion that the Welsh were resttdcted to or specialized in any
particular occupafions" (50), an inaccurate statement, as shown by the evidence of the
occupations of characters in the plays of the period. While it is ttue that many
occupations are represented in the dramas, the stock Welshman as soldier dominates the
plays. Fourteen plays cast the Welsh as soldiers or refer to the Welsh as soldiers, so it is
evident that the English saw the Welsh as disproportionately martial. Stereotyping can
occur when the stereotyped characteristic is "perceived more frequently in the group
under scmtiny than in the general population" (Leyens et al. 29). There is evidence for a
kemel of tmth in the perception of the English playwrights that Welsh soldiers were
common: the Welsh mercenary and the Welsh conscript or volunteer in English armies
were common historically and contemporarily. The Welsh indeed often tumed to
soldiering, and soldiers were more likely to travel in England, especially London, the
capital, than many other Welshmen. The most famous fictional Welsh soldier is, of
course, Fluellen, but he has a number of Welsh fellows in arms both in the armies of
medieval and Renaissance England and on the Renaissance stage.
The evidence of the fighting Welsh begins as early as the history of the Roman
conquest of Britain. The earliest evidence of Welsh or British military prowess and
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guerrilla tactics, according to Maurice Ashley in his history of Great Bntain, comes from
the Roman conquest of Britain, when the Romans encountered resistance infiiehighland
zones of the island. According to Ashley, "Caratacus .. . escaped after the battle of the
Medway, constituted himself the leader of a resistance movement centered in Wales,
where he carried on a guerrilla war" until 47 AD, when he wasfinallydefeated (13).
Wales confinued its resistance unfil the fime of Agricola, whofinallysubdued the Welsh
Britons. North Wales came under Roman control about 71 AD; south Wales resisted
until 75 AD (14). The Welsh Britons resisted Rome far longer and more successfully
than their neighbors. Later, during the Middle Ages, the Welsh also were known as
fighters who were involved in English conflicts. As David Walker explains in his study
of medieval Wales, exports to England from Wales included soldiers, a practice that
"ensured that there was not a large cadre of disaffected men" and "also produced
profitable employment for many men from the marches whose economic prospects might
otherwise have been very poor" (63); these two factors remained important in the
Renaissance. Geoffrey of Monmouth remarks on the fighting propensity and ability of
the Welsh in The Description of Wales:
The Welsh people are light and agile. They are fierce rather than strong,
and totally dedicated to the practice of arms. Not only the leaders but the
entire nation are trained in war. Sound the tmmpet for battle and the
peasant wdll msh from his plough to pick up his weapons as quickly as the
courtier from the court. (233)
Since much of the medieval English contact wdth the Welsh was in the frequent
battles between the two countries or in battles in which Welsh mercenaries served in
English forces, the perception of the Welsh as soldiers may have arisen from the form of
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the contacts between the two peoples during eariier periods of history and continued to
influence English perceptions. A. D. Carr explores Wales as a source of soldiers for
English armies beginning m the thirteenth century with Henry UI's expedition to
Gascony, in which 2,000 Welsh soldiers shipped wdth the English ttoops. Dunng the
Welsh wars of 1277 and 1283 and later, Welshmen werefightingon the royal side as
well as the Welsh side. In 1287, 6,000 participated with the English in surpressing the
revolt of Rhys ap Maredudd. Edward I employed Welsh troops in surpressing the revolt
of Madog ap Llywely. Another foreign expedition of Edward I, to Flanders in
1297,inyolved 5,300 Welsh troops (22). Three hundred Welsh diedfighfingwith
Edward in 1297 at Stiriing, Scotland, and Edward's Falkirk campaign in 1298 found
10,000 Welsh troops serving him. Edward III took a force from north Wales to Ireland in
1332 (22). It is noteworthy that, in many of these conflicts, Welsh soldiers fought on
both sides.
Of the Welsh levies in English armies, Carr notes that the first evidence of the use
of uniforms for ttoops is the 1343 Breton campaign of Edward III, in which the green and
white uniforms of the Welsh troops set them apart from others:
The colours may have had a national significance even then, and the
Welsh were almost certainly the first troops to appear on a continental
battlefield clad in a national uniform. The purpose of this uniform was
probably to enable . . . [the English] to keep this most unmly section of the
army imder proper surveillance, rather than to foster any Welsh esprit de
corps. (27)
This seems to reinforce the assumption of undisciplined ttoops in the Welsh levies. The
colors, green and white, suggest an association between the Welsh and the leek at this
eariy date. Setting apart the Welsh ttoops in this way made them visible and easily
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identifiable as Welsh (27). That the Welsh troops were uniquely idenfifiable may have
contributed to the English perception of the Welsh as disproportionately given to
soldiering. Carr's argument that the uniforms were to enable the English to keep the
Welsh ttoops "under popular surveillance" indicates a lack of ttiist on the part of the
English leaders at this eariy date, a lack of tmst which may or may not have disappeared
by the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
The high number of Welshmen who became soldiers resulted from geography,
economics, and social organizafion, according to Glanmor Williams:
An upland country like Wales, where all the sons inhented equal shares in
their fathers' lands, tended to produce a surplus population, many of
whom could not be readily absorbed within the confines of their own
pastoral economy and among whom existed wddespread underemployment - a phenomenon common enough in other soldier-breeding
mountain countries of Europe like Scotland, Swdtzeriand, or parts of
Castile. A soldier's life, therefore, had an irresisfible appeal for many a
Welshman. (Recovery 166)
The Swiss mercenaries who served as guards at Versailles during the French revolution
and who serve as guards at the Vatican today represent later examples of this
phenomenon, "soldier-breeding mountain countties."
Another factor which caused many Welshmen to become soldiers was partible
inheritance laws. Economically, the pracfice of dividing inheritance among all the sons
meant that smaller and smaller holdings were passed on from generation to generation.
Becoming a mercenary was one viable option for the son whose holdings were
inadequate. Williams enlarges on the motivations causing the Welshman to become a
soldier;
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An old ttadifion of soldieriy prowess, an instinctive family or indi\idual
loyalty to king or lord, a desire to escape from depressing povert\'. the
prospect of good pay (an archer was paid twice as much a day as a
labourer), amply booty, glory, adventure, wine-bibbing, wenching, a break
from dull routine in exotic foreign lands, all combined to attract man\
recmits. (167)
He continues to describe the stereotypical Welsh soldier: "The Welsh already had a
name for being brave and dashing soldiers, eager for battle though somewhat boisterous
and ill-disciplined, hard drinkers, enthusiastic womanizers, and much given to loofing . . .
a reputafion that many of them would amply sustain in fifteenth-century France" (167).
Neariy every British or Welsh character who is porttayed as a soldier is also
portrayed as a captain. Casting the Welshman as a captain rather than as a common
soldier not only places him in middle posifion socially, it also indicates a higher-thanaverage level of education. Captain Jenkins in Dekker and Webster's Northward Ho
(1605) and Fluellen in Henry V are the most developed examples of Welsh captains in
the plays, but Owen Glendower was also a captain, and both Fluellen and Glendower are
marked by their education.
The Elizabethan captain was an immensely important officer: he recmited his
men, he led the men in battle, and he dispensed royal funds. While the captain was a
commoner, not a noble, he was educated and capable, essential to the mnning of a
Renaissance army. The captain was a respected member of the military establishment,
and Paul A. Jorgensen notes that there are no equivalent captains in the French army
porttayed in Henry V (1599) (72). The Elizabethan captain was stereotyped as
argumentative, as are Fluellen and Macmorris in Henrv V. The controversy between
advocates of ancient and modem in the battle of the books was waged among the
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captains, who wrote most of the textbooks on warfare (73). Jorgensen observes that in
Henrv V :
Macmorris' impafience wdth his disputafious and emdite fellow captain
[3.2] probably paralleled the feeling of the Elizabethan public toward the
book-wrifing captains, who spent their valuable time reading and
disputing. As the populace awaited the constantly threatened attack from
Spain, they too would have muttered, "It is no time to discourse. The
town is beseech'd, and the tmmpet call us to the breach, and we talk, and
be Crish, do nothing." (76)
Fluellen exemplifies the stereotypical captain as well as the stereotypical Welshman.
In 1947, Lily B. Campbell attributes the captains' presence in the play to Shakespeares
parody of the battle of the books being waged over "the school of war," between the
defenders of the long-bow and those who promoted gunpowder and among those who
argued whether the ancients or modems were the better authorities on warfare or whether
theory or practice was more important (Shakespeare's 296). Fluellen, as an advocate of
the ancients, argues with the other captains, and "he consistently judges the modems by
reference to the ancients" (304). The Elizabethan captain was educated, responsible, and
disputafious about the conduct of his field of expertise, and Fluellen represents this
military type as well as the Welsh.
The eariy plays that depict Welsh soldiers were written during the latter years of
the sixteenth century and of Elizabeth's reign. All are history plays, and most of the
characters who are soldiers are historical characters and often of the upper classes. By
1625, Caradock, the ridiculous and cowardly foot soldier represents the Welsh soldier in
Thomas Randolph's Hev for Honesty, a good example of the deteriorafion of the stock
character.
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Peele, George. Edward I (1591)
Lluellen:
"To armes, tme Britaines sprong of Trojans seeds.
And wdth your swordes write in the booke of Time,
Your Brittish names, in Characters of bloud.

And scowre the marches wdth your Welshmens hookes.
That Englishmen may thinke the divell is come." (1.610-12, 16-17)
Heywood, Thomas. The Four Prenfices of London (1592)
Robert: [Lisfing the nationalities of the cmsaders, includes the English first, then
the French, Scots, Welsh, Irish, and Spanish] (2268-74)
Marlowe, Christopher. Edward II (1592)
Rice ap Howell [an armed soldier who appears briefly supporting the queen and
arresting Edward]
Shakespeare, William. Richard II (1595)
Welsh captain: [He speaks for the Welsh troops whose superstition leads them to
abandon their wait for Richard's retum from Ireland] (2.4)
Shakespeare, William. I Henry IV (1596)
Glendower
Sir John Oldcastle (1599)
Powds and two common soldiers
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Shakespeare, William. Henry V( 1599)
Fluellen
Club Law (1599)
Tavie: "But I thinke Tavie hath byn in the warres, he may serve it sufficiently "
(4.1961-62)
Tavie: [rebuking Spmce and Brecknocke for calling him 'Tavie"] 'doe her know
not Captaine?" (1965)
Tavie: "Captaine Tavie knowe militarie discipline and service."" (1968-69)
Heywood, Thomas. The Roval King and the Loyal Subject (1602)
Clown: "It seems thou hast not beene in the Warres my Friend, but art new come
up to London." (8)
Nobody and Somebody (1605)
Morgan:
"Long live the valiant brothers of the king.
With mutual love to wear the British crown.
Two thousand soldiers have 1 brought from Wales
To wait upon the princely Peridure." (1.1327-30)
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster. Northward Ho (1605)
Captain Jenkins
Rowley, William. A Shoemaker a Gentleman (1608)
British princes
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Hugh: "There's not a cragge beyond the Seveme flood.
But I have held against the Roman Foes,
Till odds and losse of blood expell'd me thence:
Nor was I ever first forsooke the field;
But I doe vaine to boast." (3.2.185-89)
Shakespeare, William. Cymbeline (1609)
Ancient Britons stmggling against the Romans
R.A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Morgan, Eari of Anglesey: "I will fight for you." (1.2)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Penda: [assures the English king of the loyalty of Welsh subjects] "to fyde vppon
your side when they can stand" (3.2.52)
Penda: [refemng to the two princes who are disguised as his attendants]
"Your kingliness had twoe fine sentillmen your brothers, one prince Edmunds and
prince Eldreds, they did kanaw our prittish sperritts, they fought in Wales very
finely vppon vs. Reese you saw them al pluddy about Clanvelthin." (3.2.99102)
Randolph, Thomas. Hev for Honesty (1625)
Caradock: "Her Gransire Evans ran away before." (3.2)
Milton, John. Comus (1634)
"Has in his charge, with temper'd aw to guide / An old an haughty nation proud in
Amis." (32-33)
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Leamedness
Welsh education is evident in the number of characters who are presented as
captains instead of as common soldiers, since the responsibilities of Renaissance
captains involved literacy, and captains created a good deal of the debate between those
advocafing the ancient and those advocating the modem methods of warfare.
Participation in that debate involved being able to read the sources and studies on the
subject. Fluellen, for example, indicates knowledge of the ancient "disciplines " of war.
The Welsh captain is an educated, or at least literate, man. Alan Powers notes
that "Both the French and the Welsh were considered unnaturally quarrelsome; and, it
must be said, often unnaturally leamed" (114). However, this leamedness is made
obvious on the stage only in Shakespeare's Welshmen. The mention of Jesus College in
association with the stock character also supports this characteristic.
Shakespeare, William. Richard 111(1592)
Sir Thomas Vaughan: [uimationalized Welsh tutor to the Prince of Wales, a ghost
appearing to Richard] (5.3.139)
Shakespeare, William. I Henry IV (1596)
Glendower's education in England is highlighted.
Shakespeare, William. Henrv V (1596)
Fluellen [displays the results of considerable study in his field]

" See Appendix B.
See Appendix C.
'3 A
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Shakespeare, William. The Merry Wives of Windsor (1597)
Parson Evans [a leamed, ifflawedand comic, schoolmaster]
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Griffith: [an attomey]
Glapthome, Henry. The Hollander (1635)
Sconce: [describing a Welsh doctor] "skilfull in compounding [weapon salve]'"
(2.1)
Watchman
Club Law (1599)
Tavie
Jonson, Ben. Bartholomew Fair (1614)
Brisfie
The Dutch Courtesan (1603-04)
Cocledemoy: [assumes disguise as a Welsh sergeant of the watch]
Jonson, Ben. Bartholomew Fair (1614)
Wasp: [to Bristle, the Welsh watchman] "a Welsh cuckold, and a prafing mnt,
and no constable" (4.6.42-43)

Beggar
A less desirable Welsh occupation, beggar, appears on the stage during the reign
of James I. The Welshman as beggar appears in several plays, while references associate
the Welsh wdth beggary in others. Wales was a poor country, which in itself would lend
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credence to the idea that it produced more beggars in proportion than its wealthier
neighbor, England. The dissolution of the monasteries sent many poor Welsh begging on
the roads, while the pracfice of dividing small holdings equally among children created
smaller and smaller holdings, which eventually would not support life, a fact which
would, like the dissolution of the monasteries, send their owners onto the roads. The
many Welshmen who made their livings as soldiers created more poverty-stricken men,
because they were dismissed wdth little or no compensation after a campaign against the
Irish or the Spanish, often wounded or ill (G. D. Owens, Elizabethan, 185). It was
perhaps inevitable for homeless and penniless beggars to gravitate to relatively
prosperous England (W O. Williams 79), and they did so.
Sharpham, Edward. Cupid's Whirligig (1607)
Nan: [describing the Welsh courtier] "a mocke-begger wdth strips" (2.3.56-57)
Nucome: "Indeede I must confesse Lady, we haue few beggers, and those we
haue, we reward according, for if he bee a lustie Knaue, we giue him a Lawyers
almes, tell him of the statute: if a poore and decrepit fellowe, we giue him a
Cittizens wdues charifie, cry God helpe him God helpe him." (2.3.48-52)
Middleton, Thomas. The Family of Love (1607)
Englishman: [disguised as a Welsh porter, answers to "What! Art thou a Welch
carrier. . . thou'rt so saucy?"] "can you think I get my living by a bell and a
clack-dish?" (4.2.25-26, 28-29)
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Beaumont, Francis, John Fletcher, and Philip Massinger. Thierry and Theodoret (1617)
Soldier: [disguised as a Welsh beggar] "ft is the welch must doo't I see."
(5.1.36)
Randolph, Thomas. Hev for Honesty (1625)
Mercurius, the god of theft: "Let Phoebus ttim Welsh-Harper, go a begging, / And
sing St. Taffie for a Bariey-cmst." (5.1)
Thief
In The Descripfion of Wales, the Welsh are depicted as universal thieves: "'It is
the habit of the Welsh to steal anything they can lay their hands on and to live on plunder,
theft and robbery" (259). Ivor H. Evans points out that an old English rhymefromthe
days of border cattle raids idenfifies the Welshman as a thief "Taffy was a Welshman, /
Taffy was a thief, / Taffy came to my house / And stole a leg of beef' (1078). The
Welshman is established in English folklore and in English minds as a thief, and he
appears in this role in drama, as well. However, the Welsh stock character does not
acquire an association wdth thieves unfil the early seventeenth century reign of James I.
Marston, John. The Malcontent (1604)
Malevole: "why doe great men begge fooles?"
Passarello: "As the Welchman stole mshes when there was nothing else to filch;
onely to keepe begging in fashion." (1.7)
Sharpham, Edward. Cupid's Whiriigig (1607)
Nucome: [in response to a question as to what country a good thief is from]
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"O, a was my country man Lady, hee was a borderer on North Wales, I can
assure you." (2.3.15-16)
Nan: "your Country men haue proued good theeues euer since." (17-18)
Beaumont, Francis, John Fletcher, and Philip Massinger. The Tragedy of Thierry and
Theodoret (1617)
Soldier masquerading as a Welsh beggar: "Did you doubt but wee could steale as
well as your selfe? did I not speake welch?" (5.1.79-80)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: "her tother cozens Saint Nicholas Clarks" (1.2.23)^'
Randall: [questioning] "why Randals should not rob them would rob Randals"
(69-70)

Harper
Peele, Edward. Edward I (1591)
Harper: Morgan Pigot
Dekker, Thomas. Satiro-mastix (1601)
Tucca: "Saue thee my little worshipfull

Harper." (4.1.111)

Tucca: [refening to Sir Vaughan] "little Twdnckler" (4.3.114)
Munday, Anthony. Londons Love to the Roval Prince Henrie (1610)
Amphion: ("personating the Genius of Wales") "his harpe hanging in fayre
twine before him" (196)]
^^ Editor Stephan Blase Young explains that St. Nicholas' clerks are thieves, as
St. Nicholas is the patron saint of thieves (209).
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R.A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Fortune: [introducing the play] Four harpers in the masque of the Fairy Queen
Randolph, Thomas. Hey for Honesty (1625)
Mercurius: "Let Phoebus tum Welsh-Harper" (v. 1)
Bard
Related to the associafion of singing, music, and harps to the Welsh, the bard was
important in Welsh culture as the purveyor of news, of history, and of entertainment.
Gwynfor Evans, in a history of Wales originally written and published in Welsh, notes
that at the time of Taliesin, a famous sixth century bard, the Celts "had been accustomed
to chant the praises of their leaders, and thus to unite, inspire and sustain the standards of
the people" for a thousand years (54). These chants were oral poetry, accompanied by
the harp or other instmment. This centering in oral tradition might have seemed
primitive to the English audience, who lived a society that was rapidly becoming literate.
Since the bards depended on the patronage of the gentty and nobility, they naturally sang
of the virtues and heroic deeds of the sources of their livelihood. That so much Welsh
poetry rang with praise of the heroes, real or created, of the people, may have contributed
to the English perception of the Welsh as braggarts. Several plays associate the bard wdth
Wales.
Dekker, Thomas. Satiro-mastix (1601)
Sir Vaughan: [describing Horace (Ben Jonson) "As hard-fauourd a fellow as
your maiestie has scene in a sommers day: he does pen, an't please your grace,
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toyes that will not please your grace; tis a Poet, we call them Bardes in our
Coimtrie, singes ballads and rymes . . . . " (2.1.116-19)
Munday, Anthony. The Triimiphs of Re-United Brytannia (1605)
David Die, Jollo Gough, and David ap-Williams (I. 34)
R.A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Stage Directions: "Fortune descends and addresses the audience; four harpers.
Bard (a kind of Welshe Poet, who long agoe was there intoombed)." (1.1)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
"And that the musicians yonder are so many Brittis bard that sing upon the hills to
let out the Prince of Wales and his Welsefriendsto you, and all is done." (35557)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Penda: "our Bardhes play on twdncklinge harpes the praverys of your victories"
(3.2.53-54)
Other Occupations
Other plays indicate that the English knew Welshmen in other occupafions.
Gerardine disguises himself as a porter in The Family of Love (1607), and Dryfat asks if
he is "a Welsh cartier or a northem landlord" (4.2). Portersfransportingttadegoods
would, of course, be one group of Welshmenfrequentlyencountered in England. A
group of Welsh servants and English characters masquerading as Welsh servants also
appear, in Thomas Dekker's Pafient Grissifi (1599), Robert Armin's Two Maids of
Moreclacke (1608), John Fletcher's The Nightwalker (1611), Thomas Middleton's A
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Chaste Maid in Cheapside (1613), and William Rowley's A Match at Midnight (1622).
The primary occupation of the stock Welshman, however, remains soldiering.
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APPENDDC C
MISCELLANEOUS ATTRIBUTES
Mountains
The mountains of Wales arefrequentlyassociated wdth the Welsh stock character.
The landscape of Wales is pictured as mountainous by various non-dramatic writers. The
mountainous Welsh landscape is perceived as contrasted to the relatively level English
landscape. English awareness of the contrast was increased by writers who highlighted
it. For example, Michael Drayton creates a mountainous image in Poly-Olbion:
Mongst Hatterills loftie hills, that wdth the clowds are crown'd.
The Vally Ewdas lies, immur'd so deep and round.
As they belowe that see the Mountaines rise so hie.
Might thinke the sttagling heards were grazing in the skie . . . .
(IV.219-22)
To Drayton, the mountains are shelter, a highly positive association (Song DC). Welsh
mountains set Wales apart from England, distancing and setting apart Wales and the
Welsh from the English milieu.
Shakespeare, Wfiliam. Merry Wives of Windsor (1597)
Pistol: "mountain-foreigner" (1.1.161)
Shakespeare, William. Henrv V (1599)
Pistol: "mountain squire" (5.1.36).
Fluellen: "You call'd me yesterday mountain-squire, but I will make you to-day
a squire of low degree." (5.1.35-36)
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Fletcher, John. The Nightwalker (1611)
Maria: [as a Welsh maid, was] "Cooke to te Mountain cots" (3.5.20-21)
Maria: " Wype your nyes pray you, though was pome in Walls "mong craggv'
rocks, and mountains, yet heart is soft, looke you, hur can weepe too, when her see men
mage prinie teares and lamentafions." (3.5.84)
Middleton, Thomas. A Chaste Maid in Cheapside (1613):
Sir Walter: "You may be bold with her on these terms, 'tis she. sir, heir to some
nineteen mountains."
Yellowhammer: "Bless us all! You overwhelm me, sir, with love and riches."
Sir Walter: "And all as high as Paul's."
Davy [Aside.]: "Here's work, i' faith."
Sir Walter: "How sayest thou, Davy?"
Davy: "Higher, sir, by far; you cannot see the top of 'em." (1.1.121-28)
Tim: "They say she has mountains to her marriage." (4.1.88)
Tim: "I perceive then a woman may be honest according to the English print,
when she is a whore in the Lafin. So much for marriage and logic! I'll love her
for her wit, I'll pick out my mnts there; and for my mountains, I'll mount
upon.. ." (5.4.117-19)
Beaumont, Francis, John Fletcher, and Philip Massinger. Thierry and Theodoret (1617)
Soldier: "the gods of the mountains keep her cow and her cupboard" (5.1)
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Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Setting, [a mountain, the scene] "as before, a mountain, but now the name
changed from Afias to Craig Eryri" (1-2)
Jenkin. "Is a great huge deal of anger upon yow from all Wales and the nation
that

your ursip would suffer our young master Saries, your ursip"s son

and heir, and prince of Wales, the first time he ever play dance, to be pyt
up in a mountain (Got knows where!) by a palterly poet - how do you
say him, Evan?"
Evan. "Libya."
Jenkin. "Felly! [So!] And how do yow call him the mountain? His name is-?'"
Evan. "Adlas." (37-46)
Evan. "I will do injuries to no man before his madesty, but is a very vile and
absurd as a man would wiss, that I do say, to pyt the Prince of Wales in an
outlandis mountain, when he is known his highness has as goodly mountains
and as tall a hills of his own, look yow, do you see now, and of as good standing
and as good descent as the proudest Adlas christened."
Jenkin. "Aye, good Evan, I pray yow reckon his madesty some of the Welse hills,
the mountains." (57-65)
Jenkin: "'is not Penmaenmawr and Craig Eryri as good sound as Adlas every whit
of him?" (75-76)
Jenkin: "Is called the Prifish Aulps. Craig Eryri, a very sufficient hills.'" (77)
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Jenkin: "By Got, we will play wdth him hills for hills, for sixteen and forty
sillings, when he dares." (78-79)
Evan. "I am now once again about him; peace. Please your madesty, the Welse
nation, hearing that the Prince of Wales was to come into the hills again, afore
your madesty, have a desire of his highness, for the honor of Wales, to make
him a Welse hills, which is done without any manner of sharshes to your
madesty, only shanging his name. He is call now Craig Eryri, a mountain in
Caemarvonseer; has as grey beard and as much snow upon his head all the year
long . . . . "
Jenkin. "As Adlas for his guts!" (136-144)
Jenkin: "your ursip sail see a properly natural device come from the Welse
mountains: is no tuns, nor no bottles. Stand by there, sow his ursip the hills."
(297-99)
Fletcher, John. The Pilgrim (1621)
Master of the madhouse: [of the Welsh madman] "a mountaineer, a man of
Goteland" (4.3.79)
Madman: "Tie get upon a mountaine and call my Countrymen." (4.3.103)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: "whoope, where was her now, just upon a pridge of stone, between the
legs of a couple of pretty hills, but no more nere mountaines in Wales, then
dim of the Cloughes bowe, to her Cozen Davids Harpe." (1.2.19-21)
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Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Edmond: "Your welsh mountaine of aucthority wilbee digd downe to a mole hill
before that tyme." (2.2.110-11)
Eldred: "which is prauer cuntrie Wales or Ireland for antickities, and for <[fin]>e
senfie men and awle materialls besides." (5.2.13-14)
Clown: "so Wales with her mountaines is higher in stature and therefore older in
anfiquifies then Ireland." (5.2.22-23)
Shirley, James. Love Tricks (1624)
Jenkin: [bragging that he has] "great hills and moimtains, aule her own.' (2.2),
Jenkin: "Was give awl her lands, and craggy tenements in Wales away to her
cousin" (2.2)
Goats
The mountains of Wales are the home of Welsh goats, and the two are often
presented together in the portrayal of the Welsh stereotype.^^ For the Renaissance

^^ In Song DC of Poly-Olbion, Drayton describes the mountains in conjuncfion
with goats. The mountains to which the Welsh retteat for safety also provide sanctuary
for the Welsh goats:
But from the threatning storme to save it selfe may creepe
Into that darksome Cave where once his foe did keepe:
That now the clambring Goat all day which having fed.
And clyming up to see the sunne goe down to bed.
Is not at all in doubt her little Kid to lose.
Which grazing in the Vale, secure and safe she knowes.
(DC. 83-86)
Drayton's goat is female, and the female goat, according to Hans Biedermann, is a
"nurturing figure" (152), illusfrated by Drayton's portrayal of the mother guarding her
kid. As usual, Drayton associates the positive with Wales. The male goat, conttarily, is a
symbol for lust and sexuality (Biedermann 153).
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audience, steeped in Chrisfian ttadifion, the biblical concept of scapegoating must also
have been related to the idea of goats. Thus, the ordinary association is negative.
Nations are associated wdth particular animals, even today, as, for example, we
associate America wdth its eagle and Russia wdth its bear. The Welsh today symbolize
their country with the dragon." The small and sexually marked goat is the animal
associated wdth the Welsh. Goats are well suited to mountainous terrain, and the "kemel
of tmth" of this associafion exists in that goats were, indeed, common in Wales. William
Harrison's descripfion of the livestock of England notes that goats are raised in the
westem areas: "Goats we have plenty, and of sundry colours, in the west parts of
England, especially in and towards Wales and amongst the rocky hills . . ." (157).
Peele, George. Edward I (1591)
Harper: [predicts] "a heard of Goates leave their pasture, to be cloathed in silver"
(2.492-93)
Harper: "The Goates that leave the pasture to be cloathed in silver, are the silver
Goates your men wore on their sleeves." (2.507-8)

" Except for Meriin's interpretation of the king's dream offighfingdragons in
The Birth of Merlin (1608), no Welsh character is associated with a dragon by the
English playwrights until John Milton's 1634 masque Comus, which alludes to dragons
several times. Comus himself refers to the "dragon womb" of darkness (131); the
Second Brother states that beauty, like the Hesperian Tree, needs a "dragon watch" (395)
to protect it; the Attendant Spirit, in the Epilogue, says he will rettim to the garden of
Hespems, which contains the dragon guard of the "golden tree," although he does not
mention the dragon (980-82). histead of the awe-inspiring dragon, the goat is the symbol
that the playwrights associate with the Welsh, and both the cultural background and their
use of the goat to symbolize fiie Welsh promulgated that negafive associafion.
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Shakespeare, William. I Henry IV (1596)
Glendower: [at his birth] "The goats ran from the mountains" (31.1.38)
Shakespeare, Wifiiam. Henrv V( 1599)
Pistol: "Not for Cadwallader and all his goats." (5.1.28)
Fluellen: [sttiking Pistol] "There is one goat for you." (5.1.29)
Shakespeare, William. Merry Wives of Windsor (1597)
Falstaff: "Am Iriddenwith a Welsh goat too?" (5.5.137)
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster. Northward Ho (1605)
Welsh Captain [lisfing the desirable things found in Wales] (2.1.223)
Welsh Captain: "tawsone, this oman, hunts at his taile like your little Goates in
Wales follow their mother." (5.1.465-66)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Howell: [lisfing the diet of Wales] "goat's milk" (218)
Rhys: [lisfing the meats of Wales] "kid, and goat, and great goat's mother" (232)
Jenkin: "The elderly goats is indifferently grave at first because of his beard, and
only tted it the measures; byt yow will see him pyt off his gravifies by and by
well enough, and frisk it as fine as ere a kid on 'em all. The Welse goat is an
excellent dancer by birth, that is written of him, and of as wisely carriage and
comely behaviors a beast, for his foofing especially, as some one or two man,
God bless him." (306-12)
Welsh woman: "Nay, an your madesty bid the Welse goats welcome, the Welse
wences sail sing your praises and dance your healths too." (315-16)
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Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Penda: "Sweeter as goates milke wud you tipple?
You then must suck her mistris nipple." (4.1.111-12)
Clown: [lisfing items the Welsh love includes goats] (4.2.115)
Clown: [insists that Mercury was Welsh, because he] "kept both sheep and
goates." (5.2.40)
Glapthome, Henry. The Hollander (1635)
Vrinall: "He? a meere Digon a whee; his salve, why it is cafe-baby to my
Masters: I dare be swome tis nothing but Methegling boyld to jelly, the blades
of Leeks, mixt wdth a Welch Goats blood; then stampt and sttaind through a
peece of British Freese, or one of the old laps of Merlins Jerkin." (2.1)
Runts
Another Welsh animal, the mnt, appears in association wdth the stock character.
The mnt is defined by the OED as "An ox or cow of a small breed or size, esp. one
belonging to the small breeds characteristic of Wales and the Highlands of Scotland."
Runts, small cattle of Wales, somefimes provide an analogy to the small-statured Welsh
stock character.
Club Law (1599)
Misttess Colbie: [calls Tavie] "The filthy Runt" who "can scarce reach
upp to one of their heads wdth his staffe." (4.2.1-2)
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Middleton, Thomas. A Chaste Maid in Cheapside (1613)
Tim: [of the "Welsh Gentlewoman" whom he is intended to marry] "She's full
of cattell, some two thousand mnts; Now what the meaning of these mnts
should be. My tutor cannot tell me; I have look'd in Rider's Dicfionary for
the letter R And there I can hear no tidings of these mnts neighter; Unless they
should be rumford hogs, I know them not." (4.1.89-95)
Jonson, Ben. Bartholomew Fair (1614)
Wasp: "Sir, you are a Welsh cuckold, and a prating mnt, and no constable."
(4.6.42-43)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Rhys: [describing Welsh "provisions for the belly" (231) includes] "mnt, and
cow, and good cow's uther" (233)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: [claiming as his possessions in Wales] "A payre of a hundred of seepes,
thirtie prave Cowes, and twelve dozen of Runts" (2.1.55-56)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Penda: [saying he has brought to the English king] "Lettres of Credence from the
welsh kinge (Howell by name) to bringe only a message of loue vnto Athelstane
till the tribute of Wales bee sent, of so many Runts, so many hawkes, so many
hounds, so many pounds of gold and so many of silver" (2.2.105-9)
Penda: "Twoe shieres, tis a greate teale of ground to fatten welse mnt vppon."
(4.1.226-27)
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Music
The English associate the Welsh with music, especially singing. Two
instmments, the harp and the organ at Wrexham are alsofrequentlymentioned in
associafion wdth Welsh characters. Harps are closely allied to the perception of the
Welsh as a people given to much singing and wdth the Welsh bard as a major figure in
Welsh life. Often, the mere appearance of a harp in conjuncfion wdth a character is
enough to mark the character Welsh.
Gerald of Wales (Giraldus Cambrensis) menfions the Welsh fondness for the
harp: "In Wales no one begs. Everyone's home is open to all, for the Welsh generosity
and hospitality are the greatest of all virtues," nofing that "there is certainly no lack of
harps" and that "in every Welsh court or family the menfolk consider playing on the harp
to be the greatest of all accomplishments" (236). Playing on the harp was not an
accomplishment that the English man, whether noble or commoner, considered the
"greatest." G. DyfnaUt Owen says "The love of song and poetry, and the predilection for
string accompaniment which had won for the harp its reputation as the national musical
instmment, were as much in evidence as they had ever been" in the Elizabethan period
(57). This evidence of the kemel of tmth for this stereotypical associafion of the Welsh
with harps provides a foundation for references to the harp in association with Welsh
characters in the dramas, beginning wdth Glendower and continuing throughout the
period. A second musical instmment is important to the stock character. The
Welshman's pride in the organ at Wrexham is a source of amusement for the English and
a nationalizing characteristic of the stock character. Fynes Morrison mentions it: "The
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town Wrexham, bewtified with a most fayre Tower called the Holy Tower, and
commended for the musicall organes in the Church" (3.143).
Shakespeare, William. I Henrv IV (1596)
Glendower:
"Where being but young Iframedto the harp
Many an English ditty lovely well.
And gave the tongue a helpfiil omament,
A virtue that was never seen in you." (3.1.121-24)
Dekker, Thomas. Patient Grissfil (1599)
Sir Owen: "King Tauie is well knowne was as good musitions, as the pest fidler
in aul Italic, and King Tauie was Sir Owens countrieman, yes tmely a prettish
shentiemen pome, and did twdnckle, twdnckle, twdnckle, out a crie vpon welshharpe, and fis knowne Tauie loue Mistris Persabe . . . ." (2.1.180-84)
Dekker, Thomas. Satiro-mastix (1601)
Tucca: [calls Sir Vaughan] "harper."
Heywood, Thomas. The Roval King and the Loyal Subject (1602)
Welsh Tourist: "It was told us in Wales, that you have great pigge Organ in
Pauls, and pigger by a great deale than our Organ at Rixam, which made me
make my travels and my joumies on the pare hoofe up to London, to have
resolutions and certifications in that pisinesse . . . I pray where apout stands
Pauls Church, can you tell her? (1.1)
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English Clown: clovyn "Very good, I like your demonstration well, but doest thou
thinke your Organ of can compare wdth ours for all that?" (1.1)
"But first shew me your case in which you carry your two paire or Organs, sure
those slops wdl not hold them." (1.1)
Dekker, Thomas. Northward Ho (1605)
Welsh captain: [listing attracfions of Wales includes] "harpes"
Dekker, Thomas. If This Be Not a Good Play, the Devil Is in It (1612)
Listing English fiddlers and "welsh harpes, irish bag-pipes, lewesttompes,and
frenchkitts"(2.1.42)
Rowley, William. A Shoemaker. A Genfieman (1608)
Bamaby: "I have some Cozens in your Counttey: you know Penvenmower, Blew
Morrice Laugathin, Aberginenni Terdawhee, Saint Davis Harpe, and the great
Organ at Wricksom." (3.2.181-84)
R.A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Stage Directions: "Fortune descends and addresses the audience; four harpers.
Bard (a kind of Welshe Poet, who long agoe was there intoombed)." (1.1)
Morgan: "This fellow was pome at hogs Norton, where pigges play on the
Organ." (2.3)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Evan: "Come, bring forth our musics; yow sail hear the tme Priton sttains now,
the ancient Welse harp

" (184-85)
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Howell: [lisfing the sounds of Wales] "Both harps and pipes too" (260)
Howell: "our louder Wrexham organ" (264)
Fletcher, John. The Pfigrim (1621)
Welsh Madman: "And the Organs at were made by revelations. There is a spint
blowes, and blowes the bellowes. And then they sing." (4.3.75-77)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: "her Cozen Davids Harpe" (1.2.21)
Randall: "Randalls was come in proper persons, pring round sillings in her
pockets, get fathers good will, and go to surch a Sunday, wdth a whole dozen of
Welch Harps before her." (4.2.37-39)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Voltimar: "Will you gentre then to the twincklinge of that welsh harpe I tun'd for
you in Shropsheire or no?" (2.2.102-3)
Penda: "till our Bardhes play on twdncklinge harpes the praverys of your
victories" (3.2.53-54)
Penda: "Wud you heare her mistris tongue? / Let twincklinge welse harp well bee
sttiinge." (4.1.104-5)
Eldred: "I am sure Arion was a welse man and plaid passinge melodiously vppon
her harpe." (5.2.42-43)
Shirley, James. Love Tricks (1624)
Jenkin: [when he marties the English woman, he] "was make joys and gratulation
for her good fortunes upon her Welsh harps." (2.2)
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Randolph, Thomas. Hey for Honesty (1625)
Mercurius: "Let Phoebus tum Welsh-Harper, go a begging. And sing St. Taffie
for a Bariey-cmst." (5.1)
Jesus College
The Welsh are also associated wdth Jesus College at Oxford, founded by Hugh
Price in 1571, which drew large numbers of Welsh students and came to be associated in
the English mind wdth Welsh students. The numbers of Welsh students in England were
small, but they appear to have been concenttated at Jesus College. An explosion in
enrollment followed the Acts of Union. Only 420 Welsh students attended the English
universities during the middle ages, but 2,004 attended from 1540 to 1640 (Glanmor
Williams, Recovery 434). According to Morris, one researcher located 390 Welsh
students at Oxford in the fifteenth century (261), although how many may have been
matriculated at Jesus College is not noted. About 230 Welsh students entered Jesus
College between its founding in 1571 and 1622 (G. F. Owen, Elizabethan, 209). Aside
from Penda's reference to the lack of universities in Wales (The Welsh Embassador
(1623), the plays contain no references to university education except for references to
Jesus College.
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster. Northward Ho (1605)
Captain Jenkins: "I ha pickt vp my cromes in Sesus colledge in Oxford one day a
gad while agoe." (4.1.33-34)
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W S . The Puritan (1607)
George Py-bord: "I was expelled the Vniuerisitie, onely for stealing a Cheese out
oflesusColledge."
Peter Skirmish: "1st possible?"
Pye. "Oh! There was one Welshman (God forgiue him) pursued it hard; and
never left, till I tumde my staffe toward London." (B2.lv)
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APPENDDC D
CRITICAL REACTION TO SHAKESPEARE'S GLENDOWER
Critics have lavished extensive attenfion on Owen Glendower in Shakespeare's I
Henrv IV. Critical commentary on Glendower is divided in its interpretation of the
character, indicating that informed response to the character of the Welsh leader can be
either posifive or negative. An equally ambiguous response was possible for
contemporary audiences, and that ambivalence in response to Glendower initiated
ambivalence in response to other Welsh in the dramas.
Shakespeare's Henry IV plays are discussed by Phyllis Rackin as representative of
the English attitude toward Wales and the Welsh.
The most conttoversial Welsh character in any renaissance drama is Owen
Glendower, in I Henrv IV, 1599. Editors of various editions of the play,
numerous critics, and authors of books on Shakespeare's works have
differing views on the depicfion of the Welsh prince. Charles Cowden
Clarke, in the late nineteenth century, evaluated the character of
Glendower as merely a foil to Hotspur, who, as the "over-reacher," is the
Romantic protagonist. He calls Glendower "grave, precise, and
unimaginative" and describes him as a "tmly matter-of-fact and
circumscribed man" who fails to grasp Hotspur's ridicule.
(Stages 425)
As Rackin indicates, critics interpret the text in divergent ways. For example, in 1919,
Arthur E. Hughes argues that Shakespeare began the play wdth a conception of
Glendower as a barbarian, the English concepfion of the Welshman primarily presented
by Holinshed and in Mirtor for Magisfrates. It is this Glendower that Hotspur ridicules.
Arthur E. Hughes contends that Shakespeare gained new insight into Glendower,
particulariy as the Welsh viewed him, and added the scene wdth the women, displaying a
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totally different character. This Glendower is the educated country gentleman who
sought the reformafion of the Welsh church and the building of two Welsh universities.
He concludes that "Hotspur has ceased to scoff, all recollection of the former credulous,
half mad, wdld and mde Glendower is blotted ouf ("Shakespeare " 29). This second
picture is the "Welsh Glendower," as opposed to the "English Glendower" onginally
presented in the play. Hughes concludes that Glendower, as presented in the later scenes
of the play, is the hero of whom the Welsh are proud.^^
Christopher Highley's 1990 New Historicist study ofl Henry IV relates the play
to Tyrone's rebellion in Ireland and conflates the medieval conflicts described in the play
wdth the contemporary rebellion in several ways. He further contends that the play
feminizes the Welsh and threatens emasculation of the English male. First, he points out
that the English suspected the Welsh of supporting the Irish rebellion, since the English
identified the Celts as one group, not only because of their resistance to English mle, but
through similarifies of language; Highley uses Hotspur's comment that he would "rather
hear Lady, my brach, howl in Irish" (3.1.234-36) than to hear singing in Welsh as

^^ Other critics defend the "Welsh Glendower" interpretation: Frederick J.
Harries' 1919 study of Shakespeare's Welsh characters presents a posifive interpretation
of Glendower's role, as do A. R. Humphreys in the 1960 inttoduction to the Arden
edifion, Herbert V. Fackler, in 1970, who says, "He is an educated, judicious, and
aesthefically able man who is also a redoubtable warrior" (312). Peter Saccio (1977),
who also sees Glendower in a posifive light, describes Glendower as "a polished and
educated gentleman" (45), whose educated background Shakespeare combines "wdth an
expansion of Holinshed's hint that supematural portents occmred at Glendower's birth;
thus his Glendower becomes a remarkable union of English civilizafion and Welsh
mysficism" (45). Joan Rees (1991) views the Welshman as "a man of culture and warm
human sympathies" (25) and "a man of culture and warm human sympathies" (25). The
"'English Glendower" has eariy advocates, including J. O. Bartley (1954), who views
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evidence for his assertion. The Glendower revolt becomes an analogue for the Tyrone
revolt. An example of the relafionship of the contemporary Irish wdth the medieval
Welsh rebellion is Tyrone's Welsh adherents' contention that Tyrone was a descendent
of Owen Glendower; the claim was made that he was "descended of Owyne Clyne Dore.
who had interest both in Ireland and Wales . .." (Calendar. 1598-99 462. qtd. in Highley
93). The alleged relafionship of Glendower and Tyrone intensifies the conflation of the
rebellions. Another relafionship, that between the Welsh Marcher Lord Mortimer and the
Irish, IS evident when Highley quotes Edmund Spenser's A View of the Present State of
Ireland, conceming "the great Mortimer, who forgetting how great he was once in
England, or English at all, is now become the most barbarous of them all, and is called
Macnemarra" (97). In the play, another Mortimer has "gone native," married a Welsh
woman, who, as a seductress, emasculates the English peer (105). This relationship
between Sir Edmund Mortimer in the play and an Irish Mortimer reinforces the
relationship between the Welsh rebellion and the later Irish rebellion. Any such
association assures a much more negative reception of the Welshman by an English
audience.
Highley recognizes the ambivalence of the responses evoked by the Glendower
figure in the play, who is "both hostile and admirable" (98) and associates the
ambivalence with English ambivalence toward the Irish rebels. He asserts that the
references to Glendower before his appearance "characterize him as a figure of
formidable power" (98). When he appears in person, however, he is a 'courteous host,"

Glendower as a "semi-barbarous chief (52), while Garth Lloyd Evans, in 1961,
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who "boasts of his proficiency in English and musical composition, shows a civilized
self-restraint, and even yields to Hotspur over the issue of land disttibution." In spite of
these posifive evaluafions, however, Highley sees this Glendower as a "figure of ndicule"
(99), who is exposed as a hoax. He contends that the English saw both the Irish and
Welsh as superstifious Catholics, whom Glendower represents in his focus on omens and
prophecies. Finally, Highley says that Glendower becomes a figure of ridicule; then
Hotspur emasculates him by comparing him to "a railing wife" (100), as Glendowers
daughter emasculates Mortimer by seducing him.
The play ends without closure for the mler; in his closing speech, Henry states:
"Myself and you, son Harry, will towards Wales, / To fight with Glendower and the Earl
of March" (5.5.39-40). Highley interprets this statement and reopening of the
Glendower/Mortimer question as relating to the Ireland of Elizabeth, where "Tyrone
remained threatening and uncontained" (109). He states that "the sudden re-intt^sion of
Glendower and Mortimer fransforms the effect of closure from a reassuring completion
into a postponement, the deferral of a threat apparently dismissed earlier" (109). The
importance of Highley's New Historicist reading for the present study rests primarily in
his interpretation of the Celts, especially women, as threatening emasculation to English
men, and in his interpreting certain lines as feminizing Glendower as a potential
emasculator of the English. The disappearance of Glendower from the stage
representafions of the Welsh may then be seen as banishing a particularly sinister symbol
of threat.

comments on the Welshman's lack of greatness.
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APPENDDC E
THE HISTORIC GLENDOWER
The histories available at the fime of Shakespeare's inttoduction of the Welsh
leader on the stage varied in their rendering of the Glendower revolt. Some chronicles
available to the English reader at the time of the plays documented the history of this
Welsh hero positively. The Bmt or The Chronicles of England, (from a manuscript of
the early fifteenth century) (x), tteats Glendower's revolt as savage and uncivilized:
Glendower "ded myche harme, and destroyed the Kingis tounes and lorschippes
throughout Walis, robbyd & slowgh the Kingis pepil, both Englisch and Walsch " (362).
Shakespeare portrays Mortimer's presence at Glendower's court as voluntary, but in this
chronicle, Glendower "kept hym long tyme yn holde; and at the last he made hym wedde
on of his doughtris, and kepte hym stylle there with his wiff, and sone after [Mortimer]
deyed" (362). The king, for the Welshman's "myschef, destmccion and treson" gathered
forces to "abate and destroye the malice of the fals Walschemen" (363). However,
Glendower and his men "ascapid harmeless" in this version of the history (363).
Glendower is an alien and barbaric rebel and bully, according to this eariy source.
John Hardyng and Richard Grafton's Chronicle, 1436, written a few years after
the historical events occurred, describes the first rebellion of Glendower (Glendoure)
more sympathetically than later versions, inttoducing the account with a descripfion of
Glendower's j ustification:
For cause the lorde Graye held his herytage;
And to the kyng of it full sore had playned.
No remedye gate, so was he then demeaned.
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The lorde Gray Ruthin did hym great wrong,
Destroyed his lande, and he did hym the same.
So both Marches desttoyed were full longe;
But Owen wanne him selfe eche day great name
Of vasselrie, [of gentyls] and [of] fame.
The he them did, for whiche to him they drewe.
And became his men & to him were fiill ttewe. (358, CC.i.)
This eariy English chronicle account is the most sympathetic to the Glendower
mofivafion and jusfifies his rebellion by indicafing that he was tmly wronged and that
Henry did not rectify that wrong. Few negatively charged words are employed in
describing Glendower's rebellion, and the chronicle says that Glendower won great fame
and loyalty.
Capgrave's Abbreviafion of Chronicles (1462-63) begins the Glendower coverage
in the year 1400:
In this yere began the rebellion of Walis ageyn the kyng, vndir a capteyn
cleped Howeyn Glendor, whech Howeyn was first a prentise of cort, and
than a swyere in the kingis hous, but for a discord that fel betwdx him and
Ser Reynald Grey Riffyn for certeyn lond, first he faut wdth the tenauntis
of the same lord, and because the kyng pursewid him for brekyng of the
pes, he fled into Walis, and whan the kyng folowid him thidir, he fled into
the hillis of Snowdon, and the kyngis labour was fmstrate. (217, 18-25)
He describes Glendower's "discord" wdth Reginald Grey, Henry's fmifiess forays into
Wales, and Mortimer's treasonous alliance with Glendower. In the description of the
Percy rebellion, the rebellious army arrive at Shrewsbury, where they receive "the help of
Howeyn Glendor oute of Wales" (221, 1402, 26), while Shakespeare's Glendower does
not appear at Shrewsbury, either because he could not arrive in time or because of his
supersfifion. In Capgrave's version, it is the king who displays supersfifion when he is
told that he left his sword at Berwick: "Whan the kyng herd 'Berwik' he was greth
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astoyned, and seid 'Forsofii, it hath be oftyn told me that in Berwik I schuld be in grete
perel. But fite mote we nede'" (222, 14-16). Capgrave concentrates on the English
rebels, treating the Welsh only as they affect the internal English conflicts and the actions
of the king, unlike the later Mirror for Magisttates narrative, which focuses on
Glendower himself
A Mirror for Magisttates. published later in the sixteenth century, includes the
story of Glendower in Tragedy 6, "Howe Owen Glendour seduced by false prophesies
tooke vpon him to be prince of Wales, and was by Henry then prince therof, chased to the
mountaynes, where he miserably dyed for lacke of foode" (120). This portrait of
Glendower is the most negafive, casting him as a thoroughly vicious rebel against the
English king, his rightful lord. A. R. Humphreys describes the Glendower in Mirror for
Magisttates and Holinshed as a "predatory savage" (xxv). Glendower relates his owm
story as a man whose "vicious life" (4) led him to be a "poore wretch" (7). The
pervasive moral of the account is that nobility arises from personal character, not from
descent from a noble line. The first person narrative mentions Arthur: "He is a Churle
though all the world be his, / He Arthurs heyre if that he hue amys" (48-49); Merlin:
"Yea though no name of elders shewe he can: / For proofe take Merlyn fathered by an
Hob" (53-54); and Bmt, from whom Glendower claims descent, although he denies any
personal nobility: "who so settes his mind to spoyle and rob, / Although he cum by due
discern fro Bmte, He is a Chorie, vngenfie, vile, and bmte" (54-56). This play on words
preserves Bmte as the noble ancestor, but makes Glendower, his descendant, a bmte.
The nartafive thus includes the assumpfion of the nobility of many ancient Welshmen.
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The chronicle chides the "crafty Welshemen" (169) who admit supersfifion into their
considerafions, as Glendower did. He admits that he kept Mortimer "vily bound" (147).
According to this version, Glendower was ultimately reduced to a choice of surrendering
to Henry or starving, and shame caused him to choose the latter: "Than hunger gnew,
that doth the stone wall brast / And made me eat both gravell, durt and mud, / And last of
all, my dung, my fleshe, and blud" (229-31). This grotesque version of Glendowers fate
conflicts wdth the Welsh ttadifions and wdth other English ttaditions, in which Glendower
survives as the magician John of Kent. He ends wdth the admission that his horrible end
was "Yet good ynough for a life that was so yll" (233). This later depiction is the most
derogatory in its tteatment of Glendower. The Mirror depicts a terrible fate for the man
who rebels against the English mler, supporting the moral that rebellion is to be avoided.
Lily B. Campbell, editor of the text, argues that the narrators of the Mirror "used their
lives as examples to expound the current political philosophy" (56). Glendower's
inclusion reflects on rebellion and pride, then, not only by the Welsh, but by any subject.
Thomas Churchyard recalls the history of the Glendower rebellion in The
Worthiness of Wales in 1587, using it to conttast wdth the contemporary good citizenship
of the Welsh:
Whiles quartels rage, did nourish myne and wracke,
And Owen Gelndore, let bloodie broyles abroach:
Full many a Towne, was spoyld and put to sacke.
And cleane consum'd, to Countties foule reproach.
Great Castles raste, fayre Buyldings bumt to dust.
Such revell raignde, that men did hue by lust:
But since they came, and yeelded unto Lawe,
Most meeke as Lambe, wdthin one yoke they drawe. (14)
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He disassociates the contemporary Welsh from fiie rebellious Welsh of Glendower's time
and compares the contemporary Welsh to bees, living in productive harmony and good
wdll, reminding one of the Archbishop of Canterbury's later simile of the ordered society
to a hive of bees (Shakespeare, Henry V 1.2.183-204). He rebukes those who do not
respect the Welsh, whom he describes: "For meeke as Doue, in lookes and speech they
are, / Not rough and mde, (as spitefull tongues declare)" (15), and declares that "their
noble blood, doth by their lives appeare" (16). Churchyard condemns Glendower and the
rebellion, but makes clear his admiration for the Welsh of the Tudor era, going so far as
to chide those who deprecate them. Churchyard accepts the Mirror for Magistrates as an
accurate portrayal of Glendower, but pleads for the separation of loyal contemporary
Welsh from the rebel leader.
Samuel Daniel's The Civil Wars (1595-1609) supports the Tudor agenda by
showing civil dissension as damaging, peace as filled wdth blessings. Daniel's
Glendower is ambitious, "And Owen Glendour, who wdth Gray of late contests for
priuate landes, now seekes a State" (156, Book 4, 12). Henry's first foray into Wales is
fmitless and encourages the rebel chieftain:
Wherewith, the Rebell rather was the more
Incourag'd, then addaunted: and begun
T'aduenture farther then he did before;
Seeing such a Monarch had so little done.
Being com'n in person, wdth so great a powre.
And sodainely againe retyr'd and gone. (156, Book 4, 13)
This passage condemns Henry for ineffecfiveness; typically, Daniel then draws the moral
of this incident, lest the reader miss his point: "For, in this case, they helpe, who hurt so
small; / And he hath nothing done, that doth not all" (156, Book 4, 13). Daniel relates
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file efforts of the Percies to convince Henry to ransom Mortimer in language that villifies
Glendower: "out of the Rebell Owen Glendour's hands; / Who held him prisoner, in
disgracefull bands" (156, Book 4, 19). However, Glendower
Besides, his prisoner Mortimer he gain'd.
From being a foe, to b'his confederate;
A man the King much fear'd: and well he might;
Least he should looke whether his Crowne stood right. (156, Book 4,21)
Daniel thus recognizes Henry's failure to ransom Mortimer as tacit acknowledgment that
Mortimer is a legitimate claimant to the throne that Henry has usurped. While
Mortimer's alliance wdth Glendower is an alliance wdth a disgraceful rebel in opposition
to the English state, Henry IV, too, is implicitly portrayed as a rebel and a usurper,
lessening the guilt of Glendower. Shakespeare's portrayal reflect this ambiguous
treatment of Mortimer and his relation to Glendower. However, considering the negative
porttayal of Glendower as a rebel against legitimate English power in most of the
chronicles, the Welsh affection and admiration for Glendower is suspect as subversive of
the orderly kingdom. References to Glendower, however, are exttemely few, and, except
for Shakespeare's history plays, he is rarely mentioned.
Thomas Overbury includes Glendower in his brief "Character" of a Welshman
(1614). He says that the Welshman, "prefers Owen Glendower before any of the nine
Worthies," an inclusion that indicates English awareness of Welsh admiration for the
rebel leader. The absence of Glendower in most of the plays that portray Welsh
characters reinforces the positive effect that most references to saintly and noble historic
Welsh persons support, since Glendower is a negatively charged allusion.
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APPENDDC F
PEOPLE LINKED TO THE WELSH CHARACTER
While critics have discussed the stock Welsh stock character as if it were a single
stereotype, such discussions are inaccurate, because the stereotype reflects the social and
political changes that occurred during the appearance of the stock Welshman on the
Elizabethan and Stuart stage. Nowhere is the ambivalence in the porttayal of the Welsh
more evident than in the historical and pseudo-historical figures alluded to by the
playwrights. In addition, these figures usually are positively perceived and lend their
cachet to the Welsh characters, as opposed to many of the attributes of the stock
characters that provide negative, if not pejorative, coloring. The references to persons
frequently function as tags that help to establish the Welsh identity of the characters, but
they also subtly suggest the political position of the characters, because these noble or
beatified figures carry political and/or religious meanings for the characters with whom
they are associated. Of these. Saint David, the patton saint of Wales, is most frequently
introduced. Because of his resistance to the domination of the Roman church, he
functions as a Protestant icon. Another religious. Saint Winifred, appears as a character
in one play and is menfioned m another. Her hagiographic importance as a paradigm of
chasfity makes her, like Saint David, a very acceptable and positive Welsh figure. The
legendary figures Arthur and Merlin appear in few contexts relafive to their frequent
appearances in other literary works of the era. Both the Tudors and King James I
appealed to their alleged descent from Arthur, and Henry VII is presented as Arthur
redivivus and also named his eldest son Arthur (Gwyn Williams The Welsh 18). This
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intimate association of the legendary Pendragons with the contemporary reigning
monarchs made linking him to the stereotyped Welshman, a figure of fun, politically
unwise. Rather than nsk the displeasure of the crown, the playwrights simply avoided
linking their Welsh stock characters wdth the British hero. Bmte, the legendary leader of
the Trojans who settled the Brifish Isles and began their occupation by the Trojans (later
to become the Celts) is mentioned wdth references to the supposed Trojan ancestr\ of the
Welsh. The Tudors, stmggling to establish the legifimacy of the English Protestant state,
asserted "an aboriginally independent and imperial Brifish identity"' (Gwyn Williams.
The Welsh 19). The mythological history of the Welsh, including that of Bmte, was
employed as a tool for establishing the anfiquity and authenticity of the British culture
and church. The crown, impelled by the religious and polifical importance of Welsh
history, encouraged acceptance and promotion of the historical or legendary figures of
the islands' antiquity (19). The linkage of the British monarchy with Bmte, however,
was less intimate than its linkage wdth Arthur, and therefore less politically dangerous to
exploit in conjuncfion with comic characters. Other historic figures related to the stock
character are the Welsh princes, Caradock, Llewellyn, Cadwallader, and Glendower, all
of whom appear in one or more plays and whose names appear in the plays. Their
nobility separates them from the common characters who constitute most of the Welsh
on the Renaissance stage, and their history dictates the relafive connotations of their
names to the English audience. Finally, the Welsh stock character is associated with
Sidanen, a Welsh woman whose name denotes a woman of great beauty and who is often
used to compliment Queen Elizabeth. Each of these individuals has political and or
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religious connotations, usually posifive, in relation to the Welsh wdth whom they are
linked. The invocation of heroic figures in conjuncfion with the relatively negative
stereotype of the Welsh illusttates the ambivalence inherent in Anglo-Welsh relations
during the Tudor and Stuart eras.
Saint David
The mostfrequentlymentioned Welsh historical figure is Saint David, a Welshbom, Welsh-speaking saint of the 6* century (Gwynfor Evans 43), who is imique because
the other patron saints of the British Isles, Saint George, Saint Patrick, and Saint Andrew,
were not natives of the countries of which they are pattons (90). David was a missionary
and a leamed man wdth sttong Celfic coimecttons through his kinship wdth the princes
and saints of Wales, as his father descended from Cunedda (an early fifth century leader,
who came from Scotland, whom the nobility of Wales claimed as ancestor (45)) and his
mother descended from Brychan Brycheiniog, a sixth century Irish immigrant who
helped establish Christianity in Wales and whose descendants included the Tewdwr
[Tudor] leaders (138). Drayton's notes to "Song IV" make him uncle to King Arthur
(86). He was an ascetic (90) and a puritan, whose followers drank no wine, ate no meat,
and owned nothing, holding all things communally (93). He was called "Dwei Ddyfrwr,"
the Water-drinker (93), a fact reflected in Drayton's Poly-Olbion: "As he did onelie
drinke what crystall Hodney yeelds, / And fed upon the Leeks he gather'd in the fields.
(4.227-30). David represented the Celtic church, which was a decentralized but effective
organization serving all of Wales; the early Celtic church resisted the Roman church and
its representatives. Individualism and decenttalization marked the Welsh monasfic
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system (93); these two traits, combined wdth David's resistance to dominatton by Rome,
also marked the English Protestant agenda. These three factors would seem to ensure
David a role as a Protestant icon. The Welsh church and its prominent representative,
David, stood for the independent church, free from the edicts of Rome (95). St. David's
birth date is unknown, but he died on March 1 of an unknown year (588*^), and his death
is celebrated sfill in Wales as his particular day (95), highlighted in the plays by weanng
a leek on St. David's Day. David was a fierce pattiot as well as a holy man, who
defended the Welsh church against Canterbury, Rome's representative, as the authority
mling the Welsh church (Gwynfor Evans 95). Legend claims that he wdll be there
fighting when the Welsh come into their kingdom (98), but the accession of the Tudor
dynasty was accepted as establishing the Welsh kingdom, so this legend carried no threat
to the English. This saint, then, represents ecclesiastical separation from the Roman
church. Direct references to the saint, the use of the name David (with dialect variations)
for Welsh characters, and the wearing of the leek on Saint David's Day, a practice which
distinguished Welshman in England, are used by the dramatists to nationalize the Welsh
characters in the plays. The name came to be pejorative, as the English rhyme illustrates:
"Taffy was a Welshman, / Taffy was a thief, / Taffy came to my house / And stole a leg
of beef' (Ivor Evans 1078). Many references, however, indicate support of the Tudor
agenda by referring to Saint David, an early advocate of an independent British Church
free from Catholic jurisdiction. The playwrights often weaken the unconditionally
positive effect that associating a character wdth Saint David creates; by confusing the
saint wdth King David of Israel and by distancing the Welsh stereotypical character from
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Saint David himself through indirect references, the Saint's posifive influence is often
redirected to the comical or weakened by indirection.
For example, several playwrights invoke Saint David in comic remarks confusing
Saint David of Wales with King David of Israel, remarks that defuse the positive effect
that an allusion to Saint David might have.
Shakespeare, William. Henry V (1599)
Fluellen: [associated with Saint David through references to wearing the leek on
his day (4.7 and 5.1)
Dekker, Thomas. Patient Grissill (1599)
Sir Owen: "Salomons had prettie wit: but what say you to King Tauie: King Tauie
is well knowne was as good musitions, as the pest fidler in aul Italic, and King
Tauie was Sir Owens countrieman, yes tmely a prettish shentiemen pome, and
did twinckle, twinckle, twinckle, out a crie vpon welsh-harpe." (2.1.179-184)
Club Law (1599)
Tavie: "heigh Saint Tavie is a welsh man borne" (4.4.1948)
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster. Northward Ho (1605)
Welsh Captain: "by all the leekes that are wome on Saint Dauies day" (2.1.231)
Welsh Captain: "great Golias that was kild by my Countriman" (4.1.71-72)
Sharpham, Edward. Cupid's Whiriigig (1607) (5.7.55).
Lady: "By this light I had as hue marrie a Saint Davis Leeke; no no, take this of
me, where euer thou seest the Snow lye on the Mountaines, be assured there"s
no great heate in the vallie." (5.7.55-57)
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Rowley, William. A Shoemaker, a Gentleman (1608)
Bamaby: "Saint Davis Harpe" (3.2.183)
Bamaby: "By St. Davie" (4.1.301)
Fletcher, John. The Nightwalker (1611)
Maria: "Guenith was very honest; her was never love but one sentleman, and he
was heare her great teale of goodills too, was marry one day. Saint Daw her
give her fine paire of white gloves, if her will dance at her weddings.'
(3.5.126-30).
R.A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)
Morgan: "By the pones of Saint Tauy" (1.2)
Beaumont, Francis, John Fletcher, and Philip Massinger. Thierry and Theodoret (1617)
Soldier: [disguised as a Welshman] "St. Taw be her Patton" (5.1)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: "her Cozen Davids Harpe" (1.2.21)
Randall: "now her prattle of Davie, I thinke yonder come prancing down from
the hils from Kingstone a couple of her tother cozens Saint Nicholas Clarks "
(1.2.21-23)
Randall: [declares his love for the widow as greater than his love for Saint
David] (2.1.92)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Welsh Woman: "Desus bless him; Saint Davy bless him." (195)
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Evan: [singing that he is not there to sing the praises of Bmt, Camber] "nor sing
the deeds of old Saint Davy, / The ursip of which would fill a navy" (205-6)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Eldred: [toasfing to] "Saint Tavy for Wales" (4.2.104)
Randolph, Thomas. Hev for Honesty (1625)
Caradock: [swears] "By St. Taffie" that Poverty is "an Amashon, a Debora, a
Bmnduca. a Joanof Oleance. Pucelle de Dieu, a Moll Cutpurse, a Long-meg of
Westminster" (3.1)
Caradock: "St. Taffie. St. Taffie,"
Poverty: "Saints are discarded. But Andrew, Taffie, George, and Patrick too.
May the whole messe of them be all propitious!" (3.1)
Sampson, William. The Vow-Breaker (1636)
[wearing the leek on Saint David's Day association with elderly lechers] (1.2.5-7)
Pseudo-Welsh beggar: "It is the welch must doo't I see - comrade man of urship,
St. Taw bee her patron." (5.1.36-37)
Devitry: "comrade man of urship, St Taw be her patron" (5.1.63)

Welshmen Named David or Daw
Peele, Edward. Edward I (1591)
David, brother of Llewellyn and Friar Hugh ap David
Sir John Oldcastle (1599)
Davy, a Welsh soldier
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Club Law (1599)
Tavie, a Welsh watchman
Middleton, Thomas. A Chaste Maid in Cheapside (1613)
Davy Dahumma, a servant
Jonson, Ben. Bartholomew Fair (1614)
Haggis calls the head watchman Davy Bristle, although his name is Oliver
Mountfort, Walter. The Launching of the Mary (1632)
[list of names]"david ap owen, ap Euan, ap meredeth: ap lunkin" "llewellin ap
morgan, ap david"

Saint Winifred
Saint Winifred is a character for one English playwright, William Rowley, and an
allusion to her well occurs in one other play. While Saint David was positiveh
associated wdth English polifical and religious ends. Saint Winifred was tainted wdth
religious subversion because the well named for her was a gathering place for Catholics
in Wales, while the chastity of the saint herself and the Tudor establishment of her shrine
make allusions to her extremely positive. The spring in north Wales named for her is
said to have risen from the blood of Winifred, a seventh century Christian girl who was
raped and beheaded; her body and head were re-united, and she lived for fifteen years
after the incident. Her attacker, however, was swallowed by the earth. The well became
a place of pilgrimage, and a shrine was built at the site by Henry VII (Munday 260n;
Drayton, Poly-Olbion 10), founder of the Tudor dynasty. The conversion of the shrine
into a site of pilgrimage to profit the Catholic church was not to be blamed on the
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Tudors, one of whom, after all, brought Protestantism to England. Glanmor Williams
gives a history of the Catholic history of the well: "The reputafion of St. Winifred's Well
for sanctity and healing made it the most powerful drawing-card in north Wales - for
many Catholics from outside as well as inside Wales," causing Bishop William Morgan
to abandon Anglican services at the site of the well chapel (Recovery 478). This site
attracted Catholics well into the Stuart period: "The state papers of 1629 record that a
concourse of some 1,400 to 1,600 devotees assembled at St. Winifreds Well" (482).
The associafion of this Welsh saint with Catholicism in the minds of the Protestant
English caused references to her be suspect, but the establishment of her shrine by Henry
VII and her confirmed virtue both counter that suspicion and alleviate the negative
reaction that her atttaction of Catholic devotion might create.
Drayton's Poly-Olbion, available between the first performance of the play that
includes her as a character (William Rowley's A Shoemaker, a Genfieman (1608)) and
its publication, describes St. Winifred's well and details her history as a chaste and
virtuous martyr. Moylvennill declares that other nymphs visit the well:
(Whose waters to this day as perfect are and cleere.
As her delightfull eyes in their full beauties were,
A virgin while she liv'd) chaste Winifrid: who chose
Before her mayden-gem she forcibly would lose.
To have her harmlesse life by the leud Rapter spilt:
For which, still more and more to aggravate his guilt.
The livelesse teares see shed, into a Fountaine tume.
And, that for her alone the water should not moume.
The pure vermillion bloud, that issu'd from her vaines.
Unto this very day the pearly Gravell Staines;
As erst the white and red were mixed in her cheeke.
And, that one part of her might be the other like.
Her haire was tum'd to mosse; whose sweetnesse doth declare.
In livelinesse of youth the naturall sweets she bare:
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And of her holy life the innocence to show,
What-ever living thing into this Well you throwe,
Shee sttongly beares it up, not suffring it to sinke.
Besides, the wholesome use in bathing, or in drinke
Doth the diseased cure, as thereto shee did leave
Her vertue with her name, that time should not bereave.
(Song 10, 145-64)
Drayton immediately refers to this account as "this tedious tale" (165), and his notes
recount the history of Catholic abuses of the legend and the role Henry VII played in
establishing the shrine. Monks appeared later, "whose superstitious honouring her'" was
used to gain profit through the sale of medicinal water from the spring and pardons for
pilgrimages to her shrine. The superstition was not dispelled "untill the more cleere light
of the Gospell, yet continuing its comfortable beams among us, dissipated those foggie
mists of error and smoake-selling imposture, ended these collected revenewes"" (212).
Drayton's narrafive thus invokes both the Catholic and the Tudor connotations of the
Welsh saint and her well, but distances Winifred from the Catholic superstitions
surrounding her.
Munday, Anthony. John a Kent and John a Cumber (1589)
"Saint Winifred's fayre spring" (1.1.260)
Rowley, William. A Shoemaker, a Genfieman (1608)
Winifred:
See you this spring, here a pretty stteame
Begins his head, so late it was a parching drought
Had ceas'd our verdant grasse, here did I sit
In Contemplafion, lifting to Heaven my Orisons
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For present succour, but swifter then my thought.
All Potent Heaven a Miracle had wrought:
That Barren seeming Ground brought forth a Spring
Of such sweet waters, as it had not beene curst
I th' old worids deluge, I caus'd it then
Thus to be digg'd and fram'd by hand of men.
And comming sfill to see it as before,
A Heavenly shape appear'd, and blest it more;
Gave it that power as heaven had so assign'd.
To cure diseases, helpe the lame and blind:
For which poore people their poore thanks to tell.
Calls as I would not, Winifreds Well. (1.3.82-97)
Arthur and Merlin
Two semi-mythical characters. King Arthur and Merlin, are rarely mentioned.
William Wamer, in Albions England (1612), says of Arthur, "to name the Acts by Vter
donne, / Were much and needlesse: onely note he was a valiant Prince: / But such as was
his noble Sonne, was not before or since" (90). Wamer indicates that the legends of King
Arthur were so well known even in his fime as to need no documentation here. Drayton
also refers to the universal knowledge of these heroes: "Of Merlin and his skill what
Region doth not heare?" (Poly-Olbion 5.159). He, however, presents legends of Arthur
as the song of the Britains (4.246), intermpted by the English (4.323), who sing of the
Saxons. The infrequent appearance of Arthur and Meriin in Renaissance plays is
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significant. If the playwrights intended, in addition, to belittle and denigrate the Welsh,
inclusion of the hero Arthur in the portrayal of the stereotype was counterproductive. On
the occasions when allusion is made to the Pendragon or Meriin myths, with the
excepfion of those in Jonson's court masque, relatively negative responses are called for.
To link the comic and pejoratively treated stock character to Arthur, in addition, was to
link that character wdth a legendary hero claimed by the monarch as progenitor and
pattem, a danger that disappeared in the reign of Charies I, who felt no need to justify his
claim to the throne by linking himself to the ancient Brifish legends. Considering the
popularity of the Arthurian tales, the absence of their mention in the dramas is
noteworthy; only three plays include both Arthur and Merlin, and each is mentioned only
once in any other plays. Two early plays which include the Welsh are relatively negative
in their allusions to Merlin, and omit or merely mention Arthur indirectly.
Shakespeare, William. I Henrv IV (1596)
Hotspur: "I cannot choose. Somefimes he angers me / With telling me of the
moldwarp and the ant, / Of the dreamer Merlin and his prophecies." (3.1.146)
Rowley, William. The Birth of Meriin (1608)
[Story of Merlin as the son of a demon and a Welsh woman of loose morals.
Merlin is bom to immediate and powerful adulthood. He foretells Uther
Pendragon's mle and the mle of Uther's son, Arthur. Merlin"s greatest feat is
foretold as he promises his mother to erect a unique and permanent memorial
when she dies: Stonehenge.] (V. 1)
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Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Jenkin: [Meriin was bom in Wales] "put we would not make him rise now and
wake him because we have his prophecies already of your madesty's name to as
good purpose as if he were here in presence" (341-44)
Jenkin: [the king's name, Charies James Stuart, is an anagram, "'Claims Arthur's
Seaf ] "which is as much as to say your madesty sould be the first king of Gread
Pritain, and sit in cadair Arthur, which is Arthur's chair, as by God's blessing
you do." (347-51)
Randolph, Thomas. Hev for Honesty (1625)
Poverty: "Pendragon's noble stock" (3.1)
Caradock: "Her coshen Merlin her Country-man' (3.1)
Caradock: [his jerkin is] "coshen sherman to utter Pendragon's Sherkin" (3.1)
Glapthome, Henry. The Hollander (1635)
Vrinall: "He? a meere Digon a whee; his salve, why it is cafe-baby to my
Masters: I dare be swome tis nothing but Methegling boyld to jelly, the blades
of Leeks, mixt wdth a Welch Goats blood; then stampt and straind through a
peece of British Freese, or one of the old laps of Merlins Jerkin." (2.1)
Fletcher, John. The Pfigrim (1621)
Welsh Madman: "Pendragon was a shentelman, marg you sir" (4.3.74)
Bmte
The mythological Brifish history of the Trojan conquest of the British Isles,
however, appeals to several playwrights. An allusion to Bmte is usually positive, but
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since the stock characters are usually commoners, jokes about their claims to descent
from Bmte are also common. Bmte is mentioned in contexts of the supposed Trojan
ancestry of the Welsh and links that ancestty to the English nation. In The Bmt, Bmte,
grandson of Aeneas of Troy, settles Albion (England) wdth his Trojan followers (11).
Hardyng and Grafton reiterate the alleged history, including the division of the kingdom
among Bmt's three sons. Camber receiving Wales: "Bmte divided kingdom to three
sons, the younger to do homage to the eldes" (x, p. 42). In Poly-Olbion (1612-1622),
Drayton gives the mythical history of the Trojan settlement of Britain in the first song.
His genealogy lists Aeneas, the father of Ascanius, the father of Bmt, who led the Trojans
who settled Albion (Britain) (1.336-37). He refers to this purported Trojan ancestry in
his descripfion of the naming of Edward I's son as Prince of Wales: "Yet to the stock of
Bmte so tme wee ever were, / We would permit no Prince, unlesse a native here" (9.332335). Drayton includes himself as a descendant of Bmte and exhibits pride in the
ancestry, just as descent from Bmte is a common claim by Welshmen in the plays,
indicafing a kemel of tmth is the common Welsh claim of descent from Bmte. He
further portrays Bmte as the founder and first mler of Britain when he refers to him: "As
Britain-founding Bmte first Monarchiz'd the Land" (5.68).
James liked to picture himself as a second Bmte, a picture reinforced in masques
during his reign. As the first Bmte separated the kingdom, James will re-unite it,
referring to his project of an Act of Union wdth Scotland.
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Peele, George. Edward I (1591)
Llewellyn: "Follow Lluellenrightfullprince of Wales,... Discended from the
loines of Trojan Bmte

" (2.270-72)

Harper: "Then shall Bmte be home anew" and "the greamess of Wales restored."
(2.494)
Munday, Anthony. The Triumph of Re-United Brytannia (1605)
[King James presented as the second Bmte] "by whose happye comming to the
Crowned, England. Wales, and Scotland, by the first Bmte severed and divided,
is in our second Bmte re-united, and made one happy Britania again"' (179-81)
"to sing Paeans and songs of tryumph, in honor of our second Bmte, Royall King
James" (188-89)
Bmte: "this second Brute, then whom there else was none, Wales, England,
Scotland, sevred first by me: To knit againe in blessed unity" (281-83)
Rowley, Wifiiam. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: "If Maries can love a Prittaine of the plood of Cadwalder, which
Cadwalader, was Pmtes great Grandfather" (4.2.35-37)
Munday, Anthony. The Triumphs of Re-United Britainma (1605)
[Inttoduction; King James as the second Bmte] "By whose happy comming to the
Crowned, England, Wales, and Scotland, by the first Bmte severed and divided,
is in our second Bmte re-united, and made one happy Britania again.'" (179-81)
Nymphs representing the rivers of the kingdom: "in honor of our second
Bmte, Royall King James" (189)
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Bmte: "And what fierce war by no meanes could effect.
To re-unite those sundred lands in one.
The hand of heaven did peacefully elect
By mildest grace, to seat on Britaines throne
This second Bmte, then whome there else was none.
Wales, England, Scotland, sevred first by me:
To knit againe in blessed unity." (277-83)

Sidanen
While a number of allusions to historical and mythological figures occur in the
plays, the absence of Welsh women in the world of the English Renaissance theater is
apparent in the appearance of only two women among the mythical or historical figures
linked to the Welsh stock character. Besides Saint Winifred, the only other woman to
whom allusion is made is a semi-mythical woman, Sidanen, whose importance lies in her
correlation with Queen Elizabeth. Arthur E. Pennell, editor of John a Kent and John a
Cumber (1589), points out that Sidanen may be Senena, who married the son of
Llewellyn. In his notes to Northward Ho, Cyms Hoy explains that "Sidanen"" means
silken and was not only the name of a song, but also a term of praise for a lovely woman
(2.1.239n.). Elizabeth's Welsh Tudor ancestry is highlighted by playwrights who refer to
Sidanen, making such mentions not only glorifying the queen, but reflecting positively on
the Welsh woman wdth whom she is linked and derivatively on the Welsh in general. No
playwright or poet used any tainted figure to represent or praise a Tudor or Stuart mler.
Arthur Pennell links Sidanen with Elizabeth, "for whom her name serves as a synonym in
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eulogisfic poetry," and asserts that this association with Elizabeth 'would be instantly
recognized by any audience" (1.1.11 n.).
The ballad, 'the song of Sydanen," was published in England, entered in the
Stafioners' Register on 13 August 1579, as "A ballat of brittishe Sidanen applied by a
courtier to ye praise of ye Queene." The song itself is lost. Gwyn Williams comments
that Bartley mentions the song and the reference to an attractive woman "without
observing that Queen Elizabeth was specifically meant by this silky lady in Elizabethan
Welsh poetry" (Rev. 133). An example of the usage is quoted by Glanmor Williams:
"Sidanen [the silken one, i.e., Elizabeth] is that Phoenix fine, / From Cambria's soil, from
Hector's seed, Sidanen princely doth proceed" (Recovery 142). A poem by Lodowick
Lloyd also associates Sidanen wdth Queen Elizabeth:
Fflee statelye Juno sames from,
ffrom deales sttaight dyana go . . .
Sydanen conqueres kyngs wyth quyll
Sydanen govemes states at will
Sydanen scares her fees wyth penne
wyth peace Sydanen conqueres men . . . .
Wythe goddes Pandora is her name
wythe me pamphilia is the same
right wher she is pansophia stawlde,
yn wales she is Sydanen cald:
ffrom bmtus steme, from dardan lyne
Ec. Ec. (qtd. in Munday, 176, 1.1.1 In)
Munday, Anthony. John a Kent and John a Cumber (1589)
"The song of Sydanen" (1.3.566)
Sidanen: "Ay poore Sydanen, let no more sweet song, / be made by Poet for
Sidanen sake" (3.2.1114-15)
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Sidanen: [one of the two Welsh women whose husbands the two sorcerers are
battling to determine]
Dekker, Thomas. Northward Ho (1605)
Captain Jenkins: "By gad I hobe so, fare-well Sidanien." (2.1.240)
Dekker, Thomas. The Welsh Embassador (1623)
Penda: "Sidannen was never more looke vppon so." (4.1.65)
Caradock
In addition to saintly and semi-mythical Welsh, the dramatists associate some
historical political characters with the Welsh stock character; some of them appear in the
casts of the plays. References to Welsh heroes are common in association wdth the
stereotype and often, like references to beatified or legendaryfigures,carry positive
connotations.
One early Briton who is recognized wdthin the dramas is Caradock, also called
Caradoc, or Caradog. Caradock was a Welsh leader, son of Shakespeare's Cymbeline
(Gwynfor Evans 26), whose final battle wdth the Romans is recorded by Tacitus.
Betrayed to the Romans, he was taken to Rome, where his dignified mien inspired
Claudius to grant him a full pardon. The English perceived him as a pious and just
British mler, so references to him are positive.
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R A. The Valiant Welshman (1612)^^
Bard: "This worthy Prince sumiued, whose puissant might
Was not inferiour to that sonne of loue.
Who, in his cradle chokte two hideous Snakes." (1.1)
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Jenkin: [listing Welsh heroes] (175-77)
Randolph, Thomas. Hey for Honesty (1625)
Caradock: [name of the Welsh member of Honesty's raggle-taggle army]
Cadwallader
The mostfrequentlynamed Welsh historical figure is Cadwallader, whose fame
in England as a Welsh hero is indicated by frequent references to him in the plays. Of

^^ This play glorifies the ancient Brifish: the play opens with Fortune chiding
those who denigrate the Welsh, admonishing them:
Be dumbe you scomefull English, whose blacke mouthes
Haue dim'd the glorious splendor of those men.
Whose resolution merits Homers penne:
And you, the types of the harmonious spheares.
Call wdth your siluer tones, that reuerend Bardh,
That long hath slept wdthin his quiet vme.
And let his tongue this Welshmans Crest adome. (1.1)
The Bard speaks of time "Before faire Wales her happy Vnion had, / Blest Vnion, that
such happinesse did bring" (1.1). The author supports James I's agenda of promoting the
union of Wales and England as a pattem for the unification of Scofiand wdth England by
picturing the Welsh/English union as successful. In the play, Monmouth has usurped
power in Wales, driving virtuous Octavian, king of North Wales, from his seat. The
political implications of revolt and usurpation are discussed openly, wdth support for the
"tme'" monarch strong, as when Codigune says, "'For base Rebellion drawes so short a
breath, / That in the day she moues, she moues to death" like a marigold that blooms only
for a day, "But at the night her pride is shut and done" (1.1). The Welsh are loyal
subjects and an admirable people whose unification with the English benefited all
concemed and provided a pattem for the unification of Scotland and England.
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Cadwallader, a seventh century Welsh hero, Gwynfor Evans said, "there is a prophecy
that Cadwaladr wdll retum to lead the Welsh to victory over the English" (119). making
him a symbol, to the Welsh, of resistance to English domination. Conversely, to the
English, he symbolized legitimacy for the Tudors and Sttiarts: Henr>' Tudor (Henr> VII),
Elizabeth's grandfather, ufilized the Red Dragon and banner of Cadwallader as symbols
of his descent from the mlers of ancient Britain (291). Gwyn Williams notes that when
[he] met Richard III at Bosworth "he unfurled the Red Dragon of Cadwaldr the Blessed"
(The Welsh 162). This Welsh prince, furthermore, was claimed as ancestor by James I,
who "quartered into the Great Seal the arms of Cadwallader and Edward the Confessor to
underscore his nofion of Great Britain" (Kinney 60), and James reinforced his link to
Cadwallader by claiming wdth pride his own descent from Henry Tudor. Geoffrey of
Monmouth describes Cadwallader as the last British king, who abandoned Britain to the
Saxons in the seventh century; A Mirror for Magistrates describes him as a descendent of
Arthur. Defeated by the Saxons, he became a friar in Rome. William Wamer says that
when Cadwallader became a religious and traveled to Rome, the noble Britain lamented
leaving the land:
For Cadwane, and Cadwallvn, and Cadwallader, the last
But not the least for valorous of Brittish Princes past.
Brought out of Wales such Knightly wars as made their foes agast.
The Plague (worse spoyler then the wars) left Cambre almost waste.
Which to auoid, the remnant Bmtes vnto their ships did haste,
Cadwallader, in leuing thus his natiue shoare, he fixt
His eies from whence his body should, and with his sightes he mixt
His royall teares, which giuing place, he speaketh thus betwixt.
Sweete Bmtane (for 1 yet must vse that sweet, and ceasing name)
Adew, thy King bids thee adew, whose flight no weapons frame:
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But God commands, his wrath comands, or a northem / landlord,al
counter-maund is vaine,
Els, for thy loue, to die in thee were life to thy Remaine. (91)
Wamer then attributes to Cadwallader a vision of Queen Elizabeth: ""Yet (if I shoot not
past my aime) a world of fime from me, / Part of our blood, in highest pompe shall
Englands glory be, / And chiefly when vnto a first succeeds a second She" (92). This
linkage of Cadwallader to Queen Elizabeth encourages the respect wdth which the
English viewed this eariy Brifish mler and reinforces the political link to the eariy Bntons
the Tudor monarch sought to maintain for polifical and religious purposes. Thus both the
Tudor queen and the Stuart king used descent from the Welsh mler as they established
the anfiquity and legitimacy of their claims to the throne of Britain.
There are several other Cadwalladers in Welsh literature, including a Cadwallader
who is ttaditionally associated with goats; whether or not Cadwallader the goatherd is the
same Cadwallader, the English associate the name wdth goats. Jan Morris relates the
Welsh legend that the goatherd chased his favorite nanny-goat, who ran awa> from him.
Finally, he threw a stone at her, striking her down. Gathering her in his arms, he was
amazed to find that she tumed into a beautiful woman. The woman led him to a council
of goats, where the king of the goats asked Cadwallader if he would marry the lovely
woman, who seemed to be tuming back into a goat. Refusing, Cadwallader was butted
down the mountain by the goat king. This Rip Van Winkle of Welsh legend retumed
home, only to be recognized by no one; he had been on the mountain for fifty years (3839). It is to both the princely hero and the goatherd that the dramatists refer in the
references to Cadwallader common in association with the stereotype, reflecting the
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tension in English attitudes toward the Welsh. Is the Welshman a clown or a hero •*
Obviously, the English playwright and his audience were prepared to accept their Welsh
neighbors as both.
Peele, George. Edward I (1591)
Llewellyn: [claims himself] "rightfull prince of Wales, Sprong from the loines of
great Cadwallader" (2.270-71)
Shakespeare, William. Henrv V (1599)
Pistol: "Not for Cadwallader and all his goats." (5.1.28)
Dekker, Thomas. Satiro-mastix (1601)
Tucca: [to Sir Rees ap Vaughan ] "Godamercy Cadwallader."(4.1.115)
Dekker, Thomas, and John Webster. Northward Ho (1605)
Welsh Captain: "Hector was grannam to Cadwallader" (4.1.41)
Shakespeare, William. Cymbeline (1609)
Cadwal [a Welsh prince]
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Evan: "What need of'Ercules, when Cadwallader . . '"(174)
Rowley, William. A Match at Midnight (1622)
Randall: "If Maries can love a Prittaine of the plood of Cadwalader, which
Cadwalader, was Pmtes great Grandfather, Randalls was come m proper
persons." (4.2.35-37)
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Llewellyn
Llewellyn, who rebelled against Edward I, is never mentioned in a play without a
reference to Cadwallader. Cadwallader, who is viewed as a pious prince, is thus a
balance to Llewellyn's rebellion. There were historically two Llewellyns: the first was a
Welsh prince who married King John's bastard daughter Joan, the second was Llewellyn
ap Gmffyd, grandson of the first Llewellyn and prince of Wales in the thirteenth centur\'.
It is to the latter that the dramafists refer. The Tudor family tree included Llewellyn,
Ednyfed Fychan, seneschal to the first Llewellyn (Gwyn Williams. The Welsh 17), and
his sons, Goronwy and Tudur, who supported Llewellyn ( G. Evans 216). Except for his
mention among Welsh heroes by Jonson in his 1618 court masque. Llewellyn is not
mentioned in extant plays after Elizabeth's reign. Llewellyn's story was available to the
English playwrights and audience. It appears in the chronicles: The Bmt; Hardyng and
Grafton's Chronicle; Capgrave's, Drayton's, and Gerald of Wales' writings.
Llewellyn seized power in Gwenydd and united, at least relatively, the leaders of
Wales during the latter half of the thirteenth century. His sttong leadership of much of
Wales reflects his exttaordinary abilities and polifical acumen. Allied with Simon de
Montfort and martied to his daughter, Llewellyn was often in conflict with Henry III
(Ashley 111) and later wdth his son, Edward I (122). Simon de Montfort led a barons'
revolt in 1264 (Walker 118), and when de Montfort was defeated and killed, his daughter
Elinor (Eleanor), Henry Ill's niece, fled to France, from which she did not retum until
1275. En route to Wales to marry Llewellyn, she, with her brother, was intercepted by
the English and imprisoned by Edward, who had succeeded his father (123); she was not
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released and the mamage permitted by Edward until 1278, after Llewellyn and Edward
were reconciled. Because Llewellyn continued to refuse homage to him, Edward led a
campaign into Wales. This campaign was supported by Llewellyns brother. David
(Dafydd), who had defected to the English court and remained under Edward's protection
after 1263 (118). In the 1276-77 campaign, Edward defeated and humiliated Llewellyn,
but did not deprive him of his tifie as Prince of Wales. David had been living in England;
he retumed to Wales and received forgiveness from his brother for his treachery. It was
David who inifiated the last revolt in 1282, but Llewellyn quickly joined his forces with
his brother's, and the two fought side by side (129). Llewellyn was killed (131). David
was later bettayed by Welshmen and hanged, dravyn, and quartered by the English, who
were especially angered by his tteachery.
Munday, Anthony. John a Kent and John a Cumber (1589)
Llewellyn: [father of Sidanen, a blocking character]
Peele, George. Edward I (1591)
Llewellyn: [major character, Edward's worthy opponent]"^*^

"^^ Part of the portrayal of Llewellyn which is of particular interest is the fictional
Robin Hood incident in which Llewellyn, Elinor, and his followers disguise themselves
as Robin Hood, Maid Marion, and the Merry Men of Sherwood Forest. Elissa R. Henken
describes the Robin Hood mythology as one manifestation of the national hero mythos,
the social outlaw. These medieval outlaws are associated with "daring and skill, disguise
and escape, and life spent in the wdlds," who '"share a stmggle against a society gone out
of kilter" (105). They have been "forced outside the law, fight for an ordered society and
against the injusfice and abuse which would destroy it" (106). The social outlaw is not
an enemy of a rightful mler; he kills only in self-defense or justified revenge; he is the
one who rights wrongs, aids the poor, and receives the admiration and support of the
people (106). While the Robin Hood episode may be seen as an amusing interiude, it
must also be seen as associafing Llewellyn wdth an English folk hero. This is a positive
association and adds to the positive aspects of the portrayal of Llewellyn in this play.
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Shakespeare, Wfiliam. Henry V( 1599)
[Fluellen is a phonefic rendifion of Llewellyn]
Jonson, Ben. For the Honor of Wales (1618)
Jenkin: [lisfing Welsh heroes] "Llywelyn" (175)
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APPENDDC G
CATALOGUES

The English playwrights create humorous lists of peoples that often include the
Welsh. These lists place the Welsh in the middle position or next to the English in lists
of foreigners, but sfill separated from the English in the most lists, showing that the
Welsh, while closer to the English than others, were still considered separate and foreign.
The presence of the lists from the early years in the reign of James I to the mid-1630 "s
show that the perception of the Welsh as outside the tme English hegemony persisted and
that the Welsh were middle men between the English and tme others.
The first extant example of such a catalogue occurs in John Marston's The
Malcontent (1604).
Bilioso: Marry, my good lord," quoth he, "your lordship shall ever find
amongst a hundred Frenchmen forty hot-shots; amongst a hundred
Spaniards, three-score braggarts; amongst a hundred Dutchmen, fourscore dmnkards; amongst a hundred Englishmen, four-score and ten
madmen; and amongst an hundred Welshmen Bianca: What, my lord?
Bil. Four-score and nineteen gentlemen. (3.2.105-114)
The Welsh in these lists almost always appear next to the English, as they do in
this lisfing, which flatters none of the peoples it includes. In Northward Ho (1605),
Thomas Dekker and John Webster illustrate this arrangement in a speech in which an
apprentice denies wrongdoing, avowing that he "neuer sold one Maiden-head ten seuerall
times, first to an Englishman, then to a Welshman, then to a Dutchman, then to a pockie
Frenchman, I hope Sir I am no Bawd then" (1.3.11-14). This descending ladder of
acceptability (the Englishman gets what he has paid for; the Frenchman is diseased)
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places the Welsh next to but below the English, but above continental Europeans, that is,
not equal to the English, but superior to others. In the same play, Philip lists Englishmen
of various areas, placing the Welsh last of the outsiders and next to the Londoners:
Nay, father, if destiny dogge mee 1 must haue her: you haue often tould mee the
nine Muses are all women, and you deale wdth them, may not 1 the better bee
allowed one than you so many? Looke you Sir, the Northeme man loues whitemeates, the Southeriy man Sallades, the Essex man a Calfe, the Kentishman a
Wag-taile, the Lancashire man an Egg-pie, the Welshman Leekes and Cheese,
and your Londoners rawe Mutton, so Father god-boy, I was home in London.
(3.172-79)
Mutton is here used in its slang sense meaning a prosfitute,"^' so the English audience is
invited to laugh at itself The Welsh are uniquely categorized with other Englishmen, but
they appear next to the Londoners, who make up the intended audience. Dekker and
Webster repeat the cataloguing device in Westward Ho (1605) when Birdlime, a bawd,
creates a catalogue of nationalities: "I see, that as Frenchmen loue to be bold, Flemings
to be dmnke, Welchmen to be cald Brittons, and Irishmen to be Costermongers, so
Cocknyes (especially Shee-Cocknies) loue not Aqua-vite when tis good for them"
(2.2.199-202). This list of negatively perceived groups places the Welsh in the center,
followed by the Irish and lower class Londoners.
Edward Sharpham's The Fleire (1607) has the Fleire list prosfitutes' customers:
All sortes, all nations, and all trades: there is first
Maister Gallant your Britaine, Maister Metheglins your
Welchman, Mounsieur Mustroome the Frenchman: Signior Fumada the Spaniard, Maister Oscabath the Irishman:
and Maister Shamrough his Lackey, O and Maister Slopdragon the Dutchman. (3.338-43)

^^ Mutton was a slang word for "food for lust; loose women, prostitutes" in the
sixteenth and eariy seventeenth centuries (OED).
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In this example, also, the Welsh come next after the English, followed by the continental
Europeans and the Irish, again indicafing their status in the minds of the English, below
the English but above other "foreigners." This passing reference asserts the superionty of
the English, in that the English name is a posifive characterisfic (Gallant), while the
others are alcoholic beverages (Metheglins and Oscabath), foods (Musttoome), plants
(Shamrough), tobacco (Fumada), and unattractive attire (Slopdragon). The beverages
represent the two areas of English dominance, Wales and Ireland; the tobacco, with the
implication of unpleasant fumes, is used for the most antagonistic country, Spain; the
food for a people wdth whom the English had great differences, France; the attire for the
Dutch wdth whom the English shared religious affiliations and antipathy to the Spanish,
but to whom the English felt superior; the plant is added to the Irishman's whiskey, wdth
the implication that two Irishmen visit prostitutes for every one man of other nafions.
The names represent a ladder of deprecation of foreigners in which the Welsh, while
listed next to the English, are politically but not socially accepted as part of England,
since they are included in a list of foreigners.
Thomas Heywood presents a song that apparently was well received, because he
presents almost the same song in a later play. In the original, The Rape of Lucrece
(1609), Valerius sings:
The Turke in linnen wraps his head.
The Persian his in Lawne too
The Russe wdth fables furres his Cap,
And change, wdll not be dravyne too:
The Spainards constant to his blocke;
The French, inconstant ever.
Bur of all Fealts that can be feU,
Give me your English beaver.
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The German loves his Conny-wooll:
The Irishman his Shagge-too.
The Welsh his Munmouth loves to weare
And of the same wdll bragg too.
Some love the rought, and some th' smooth.
Some great, and others small things.
But Oh your lecherous Englishman:
He loves to deale in all things.
The Russe drinkes quaffes, Dutch, lubecks Beere.
And that is sttong and mighty.
The Brittaine, he Metheglen quaffes.
The Irish, Aquavitae,
The French affects the Orleance Grape.
The Spaniard tasts his Sherry,
The English none of these can scape:
But hee wdth all makes merry.
Valerius makes the English the butt of the joke. However, like the Fleire, he relates the
Welsh to drinking metheglin. Noticeably, the Welshman is now the "Brittaine,"' when
the Fleire listed the English as the "Britaine." The Welsh are listed twdce in the middle of
a set, juxtaposed to the unruly Irish.
Thomas Dekker creates another listing in 1611, when, in Match Me in London, he
gives Gazetto lines which list the characteristics of various peoples: "I doe speake English
When I'd moue pittie, when dissemble, Irish, Dutch when I reele, and tho 1 feed on
scalions. If I should brag Genfility, I'de gabble Welch, If I bettay, I'me French, if full of
braues. They swell in loftie Spanish, in neat Italian I court my Wench, my messe is all
sem'd vp" (3.2.110-16). Welsh is centered in the list of nafionalities, as is usual when
nations are listed. The idea of the particular strengths of various languages is meant to
amuse, beginning with English, which is best for engendering pity, Irish for lying, Dutch
for dmnkenness, French for tteachery, Spanish for boasting, and Italian for making love.
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Welsh is best for bragging of one's pedigree. A pejorafive verb is not associated with any
other language listed.
Thomas Dekker lists various nafionalifies in The Noble Spanish Soldier (1631),
when, in a play set in Spain, Balthazar leams he will not be banished: "If I were. I lose
nothing, I can make any country mine: I have a private Coat for Italian Steelettos, I can
be treacherous wdth the Wallowne, dmnke wdth the Dutch, a Chimney-sweeper with the
Irish, a Genfieman wdth the Welsh, and tume arrant theefe with the English, what then is
my Country to me?" (3.3.100-104). The Welsh, located between the still-foreign Irish
and the English, are here less denigrated than their neighbors. This catalogue, like most
of its fellows, relies on stereotyping of the various nationalifies to induce laughter at the
assumed primary traits of each.
In 1636, Heywood redacts his song from The Rape of Lucrece (1609) in another
play, A Challenge for Beauty, when Manhurst sings:
The German loves his Coony-Wooll,
The Irish-man his shag too.
The Welch his Mon-mouth loves to weare.
And of the same wdll brag too.
The Rush drinks quaffe, Dutch Lubecks beere.
And that is sttong and mightie.
The Brittaine he Metheglen quaffs.
The Irish Aqua-vitae.
The French affects the Orleans grape.
The Spanvard sips his Sherry,
The English none of these can scape.
But hee wdth all makes merry.
The Italian in her high Chopeene,
Scotch lasse, and lovely Froe too.
The Spanish Doima, French Madam,
He doth not feare to goe to.
Nothing so full of hazard, dread.
Nought hues above the Center,
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No health, no fashion, wine or wench.
On which he dare not venter. (5.1)
Heywood's resurrection of fiie song indicates that attitudes had changed little and that the
Welsh were still considered foreigners in a sense, but that their status put them in the
middle of English percepfions and closest to the Irish, next to whom they are Uvice listed.
These recurring catalogues, which almost always place the Welsh in the middle, reflect
the English perception of the Welsh as occupying a middle area. They do not reflect the
growing hostility showing itself in other areas of drama, as the last original example
occurs early in James reign, and Heywood's redaction actually dates from 1609.
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